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Preface

The first U.S.-Pakistan Bilateral Conference was held at the University of California,
Berkeley, December 10-13,1984. The conference, sponsored and funded by The Asia
Foundation, had first been proposed by Dr. Haydn Williams, president of the founda
tion, as part of a series of ongoing bilateral conferences between the United States and
several Asian countries. Both the American and Pakistani delegates are deeply
appreciative of the foundation's initiative and believe it has performed a major service
to both countries.

The conference was hosted by the Institute of East Asian Studies, University of
California, Berkeley, directed by Professor Robert A. Scalapino, and the Institute of
Strategic Studies, Islamabad, headed by Brigadier Noor Husain. Delegates from both
sides included prominent representatives from academic and research institutions, the
Pakistan and U.S. governments, the economic and business communities, and the
press in both countries. The papers presented by each side summarized the principal
issues involved in various aspects of Pakistan-U.S. relations and presented concise but
substantive analyses of their respective perceptions of the subject and the policy
options available, thus providing an excellent basis for free-ranging and frank dis
cussions and exchanges of viewpoints.

The sessions were organized along thematic lines and in the process most, but
not all (e.g., cultural and intellectual), aspects of the Pakistan-U.S. relationship were
covered in some detail. The first two sessions dealt with, first, specific aspects of the
Pakistan-U.S. security relationship and, second, the congruity in or differences
between Pakistani and American perceptions on broader security issues in southern
Asia.

The third session focused on Pakistan-U.S. economic relations and, in parti
cular, on the prospects for and obstacles to economic cooperation in several fields.
There was, of course, some discussion of the problems in their current economic
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relationship—e.g., U.S. textile quotas and Pakistani bureaucratic obstructions to
coproduction ventures. But the primary emphasis was on the possibilities of a
substantial expansion of economic relations in pragmatic and mutually beneficial
terms. Economic aid and "North-South" economic relations were also analyzed in
depth but again with an effort to project practical rather than optimal policies, both in
the papers presented and in the discussion that followed.

The next session was devoted to an effort to analyze how domestic politics in
both states impact on their policies toward each other as well as the influence this has
on their perceptions of each other in terms of policy options. That the Pakistan-U.S.
relationship is not an easy one on either side in this respect was clearly demonstrated in
the discussion, as was the need for a clearer and better understanding of the social,
political, and intellectual forces that underlie both political systems.

The last three sessions were concerned with the more specific aspects of
Pakistani and American relations with the important powers and security issues in
southern Asia—the Soviet Union, Afghanistan and the Soviet intervention, the West
Asian states and the Iran-Iraq war and Arab-Israeli conflicts, and finally, India and the
other South Asian states. What was evident from the vigorous dialogue that ensued
was that there were both broad areas of agreement and of disagreement between
Pakistan and the U.S. on policy issues in some of these fieldsbut that the basic policy
objectives of the two states were not that divergent except, possibly, on the Arab-
Israeli issue. Both societies desired a stable and peaceful southern Asia where the
principal focus of their foreign policy could shift from security to economic and
political development. But it was also admitted rather reluctantly that this was not
possible under present conditions. While it was generally accepted, for instance, that
the Soviet Union's role in the broader southern Asian region now tended to be
destabilizing, differences were expressed among both the Pakistanis and the Ainer-
icans on how this situation is best handled and the Soviets, in effect, neutralized as a
disruptive force in the region. Also, the intricate ties in the Pakistan-U.S.-Indian
relationships were discussed in some detail and with an impressive degree of objectiv
ity and thoroughness, including a sincere effort to understand Indian views on the
Pakistan-U.S. relationship. China's helpful policies that encouraged stability and
cooperation in South Asia were also noted.

Leo E. Rose

February 19, 1985
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I. SECURITY RELATIONS

1. Pakistan-U.S. Security Relations: Arms
Sales, Bases, and Nuclear Issues

Noor A. Husain

BACKGROUND

Pakistan-U.S. security relations during the last thirty-seven years have been based as
much on the geostrategic realities and compulsions of both the South and Southwest
Asian region as on superpower globalism after World War II. Over the decades a
popular misconception has developed that Pakistan-U.S. security relations were
conceived around the 1950s. In fact, Quaid-i-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah, Paki
stan's first governor general, foresaw the urgent need to equip its armed forces in
September 1947.It was then that Pakistan's agreed share of defense stores was blocked
by India in preparation for an armed conflict it had planned to inflict on the young state
in October 1947 and "to smother Pakistan in its crib before it can get going on a
practical basis." Quaid-i-Azam was also aware of the historic threat from the North
west. Stalin had questioned the very concept of Pakistan, and Moscow as early as 1946
had instigated Kabul to question the legality of the Durand Line, which had been
reaffirmed as the international frontier by five successive Afghan regimes—in 1839,
1878, 1919, 1921, and 1930. Through a special emissary in September 1947,Quaid-i-
Azam's efforts to secure U.S. arms evoked little response from Washington. The State
Department was still working on its appraisal of U.S. military, political, and economic
interests in South Asia, while the Joint Chiefs of Staff were busy evolving a policy on
U.S. assistance to other countries to protect its national security. Nevertheless,
President Truman, in his message to the Quaid-i-Azam on Independence Day, had
affirmed: "I wish to assure you that the new Dominion embarks on its course with the
firm friendship and goodwill of the United States of America."^ Meanwhile a com
prehensive report of the Joint Strategic Plans Committee on South and Southwest Asia

^ Department of State Bulletin No. 336, Aug. 17, 1947 (Washington, DX.: U.S.Government Printing
Office, 1947).



approvedby the Joint Chiefs of Staff on April 29, 1947, was under study. The report
had stressed the strategic importanceof the area "not only because of the existenceof
great oil resources and processing facilities, but also because it offers possibilitiesfor
direct contact with our ideological enemies."^ At about the same time Defense
Secretary James Forrestal was deeply concemed about the Soviet threat to the
oil-producing states of West Asia and had talked of the possibility of the emerging
Arab-Israel conflict and its impact on "other parts of the world where U.S. interests
were affected such as Egypt, Pakistan, and North Africa."^

Secretary of State George Marshall, in a memorandum to President Trumanon
July 17, 1947, referring to Pakistan, said: "Pakistan, with a population of seventy
millionpersons, will be the largestMuslimcountryin the worldand willoccupyoneof
the most strategic areas in the world.Both Marshall and Forrestal—victorious
leaders and strategists of WorldWarII—were aware of the Soviet-German Accord of
1940, which had affirmed that "the area south of Batum and Baku in the general
direction of the Persian Gulf is recognized as the center of the aspirations of the Soviet
Union While these policy evaluations and estimates were still being made in
Washingtonand while Pakistan was struggling to cope with its overwhelming politi
cal, economic, and financial problems, setting up from scratch the administrative
structure of a federal government and simultaneously organizing the armed forces
from bits and pieces of the British-Indian army. Prime Minister Nehru flewthe Indian
army into Jammu and Kashmir—that was in October of 1947—on the pretext of
repelling a tribal invasion (the "historical ghost"), but in fact to crush a popular
uprising against the oppressive ruler in the areas of Poonch, Mirpur, and Bhimberand
to get a stranglehold on what was the geostrategic crossroad of Central, South, and
Southwest Asia. In December 1948, the Truman administration set up the Foreign
Assistance Correlation Committee which consisted of senior representatives of the
State and Defense departments and the Economic Cooperation Administration.

The committee believed that, in the context of U.S. strategic plans, the geo
graphical location and terrain of a country was an important military criterion for the
identification of prospective recipients of aid. A few months later the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, in a memorandum dated March 24, 1949, highlighted the importance of
"Pakistan and Afghanistan and the Karachi-Lahore area as vital for meeting the basic
strategic objectives of the region." While these geostrategic evaluations were being
made in the Departments of State and Defense, the first arms embargo, imposed on
Pakistan (and India) on March 12,1948, because ofthe Kashmir conflict, was lifted on
March 29,1949. Pakistan could thereby seek licenses to export items procurable from
commercial sources in the United States or on transfer from third countries, such as
ammunition, spare parts, and other items needed for lend-lease equipment acquired
during World War II. In August 1949, Secretary ofState Dean Acheson had conceded.

^ JCS 1769/1, dated April24, 1947, in ForeignRelations of the United States 1 (1947):738-50.
^ The Forrestal Diaries (New York: Viking Press, 1951), p. 440.

Memorandum toPresident HarrySTruman PapersofHarrySTruman Library, Independence, Missouri.
^ Nazi-Soviet Documents, 1939-^41 (Washington, D.C., 1948), pp. 251-57.



with reference to China, that the situation was "beyond the control of the government
of theUnited States."^ OnJanuary 12,1950,hestated thattheUnited States would not
defend Taiwanor South Korea against a communist invasion and excluded them from
the defensive parameter of the United States. It was Pakistani Prime Minister Liaquat
Ali's visit to the United States in early 1950that at last convinced the administration of
the necessity of a security relationship in South Asia. Walter Lippmann noted:
"Though Pakistan and America are far apart in space, though they are very different in
their ways of life, each has great responsibilitiesfor the peaceand welfareof mankind
which it cannot hope to meet fully without the advice and help of the other. The
subsequent conflicts in Korea and Vietnam and the emergence of the People's Repub
lic of China as a South Asia power—by militarily reasserting its historical sovereignty
over Tibet and Sinkiang in 1950-51—resulted in a drastic reappraisal of U.S. policy
toward South Asia. The National Security Council document no. 98/1 became the
blueprint and set the keynote of a new foreign policy by asserting that "we must
henceforthmore frequently accept calculated risks in attackingthe problemsof South
Asia."

ARMS SALES

By February 1951 U.S. policymakers had recognized the strategicinterests of
the free world in South Asia by stating that the mosteffective militarydefense of South
Asia would require strong flanks in Turkey, Iran, and Pakistan. Therefore, an early
build-upof Pakistaniforces was "of primary importance,"to be assistedby providing
military equipment to Pakistan. At this time Pakistan had only "thirteen tanks with
about forty to fifty hours ofengine life in them toface the Indian Army,"^ which was
poised for an attack on Pakistan's borders in 1950and again in 1951. Some economic
assistanceprovided to Pakistan in February 1952as "defensive support" enabled it to
replenish some of its stocks of ammunition and spare parts, which deterred Nehru
from his adventure. It took six years from the firstmove for security ties to the election
of World War II hero and grand strategist General Eisenhower as president before
Pakistan's geostrategic location at the crossroads of Central, South, and Southwest
Asia was appreciated and an era of close U.S.-Pakistani security relationships was
inaugurated. During Vice-President Nixon's visit to Karachi in December 1952,
General Ayub Khan briefed him that the Soviet Union would use "India as a cat's paw
for establishinga major presence in South Asia," a prophecy that was to come true in
1971. Concluding his visit, Nixon declared on Radio Pakistan: "A strong independent
Pakistan is an asset to the free world." A "northern-tier" concept of collective security
was being evolved by the Western powers as an "extension" of NATO. Ayub Khan
was invited to Washington in October 1953 when the Eisenhower administration

®A. DoakBamett, China and theMajor Powers in East Asia (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution,
1977), p. 171.

^ Preface to Liaquat Ali Khan, Pakistan: The Heart of Asia (Cambridge, Mass., 1950).
®Muhammad Ayub Khan, Friends Not Masters (London: 1967), p. 40.



becameconvinced that it was to their mutual interests to providemilitary assistance
and link Pakistanboth in bilateral and collectivesecurity arrangements, firstwith the
United States in May 1954and then in SEATOin September 1954.Southeast Asia was
still a priority because of Indochina. In September 1955 the BaghdadPact (reconsti
tutedas CENTO in 1958) cameintobeing. A bilateral agreement of cooperation with
the UnitedStates was signed in March 1959. It declared that the "governmentof the
UnitedStatesof Americaregardsasvitalto itsnational interests andto worldpeacethe
preservation of the independence and integrity of Pakistan." President Ayub Khan
assured the United States that "Pakistan will stand by you if you stand by Pakistan."

U.S. aid took many forms, ranging from overt military aid in the form of grants,
military sales, and credits for purchases from commercial sources, to training in
institutionsfor foreignmilitarypersonnel. Grant aid wasespeciallyattractive;regard
ing trainingfacilities. Secretary of DefenseRobert McNamara remarked:"It is beyond
price to make friends of such men." During the period 1954 to 1965, the United States
providedmilitarygrantsassistancevaluedat $650million, defensesupportassistance
valued at $619 million, and cash or commercial basis purchases worth $55 million.
Arms sales were at a peak from 1954to 1961. As a result during the ten-year period
1955-65, Pakistan was able to forge a credible deterrence against India and Afghanis
tan by modernizing its armed forces—equipping about four infantrydivisions and one
and a half armored divisions and expanding and modernizing its coastal navy and
small air force.

The effect of influentiallobbies in theStateshostile to Pakistanand superpower
globalism began to be felt around 1959-60 in Pakistan-U.S. security relationships.
First came a cut in the Military Assistance Program and then an effort to downgrade
the importance of the Peshawar base by reducing its "rent." The victory in November
1960 elections of the Democratic party (which had "lost" China to the United States,
according to some analysts, and was to "lose" Iran and Afghanistan in the 1970s)and
President Kennedy's efforts to "win" over "nonaligned" India resulted in a watershed
in Pakistan-U.S. security relations. The India-Chinawar of 1962,initiatedby India to
deny China its historical and geopolitical South Asian power status, rushed U.S.
military aid to India, which nullified the effects of U.S. aid received by Pakistan and
forced Pakistan to turn to its north Asian neighbor, China, to mend fences, first by
demarcating the common 300-mile border and then by establishing an air link.

The 1965 Indo-Pakistan conflict, in which, thanks to U.S. arms, the Pakistani air
force achieved superiority and its ground forces halted the attackers, resulted in an
arms embargo on both countries—by the United States on Pakistan and by the USSR
on India. Although the USSR lifted the embargo within a week after the conflict
began, the U.S. embargo continued until 1967 when it was partially lifted for the sale
of some spare parts. Pakistan was thus forced to turn to China, which agreed to equip
three newly raised Pakistani divisions and to provide tanks and MiG 19 aircraft
(renamed F-6) for its air force and some fast patrol boats for its navy. Pakistan also
turned to France for Mirages and submarines. In 1968 the Soviet Union offered
Pakistan $30 million worth of guns, MI8 helicopters, and vehicles and even offered to
develop Gwadar as a naval base! By 1969, under Indian pressure, when the draft of an



Indo-Soviet treaty of peace, friendship andcooperation wasunder consideration, the
Soviet Union stopped all military aid to Pakistan but offered to set up a steel millat
Karachi. Earlier theUnited States and West Germany hadrejected a steel mill project
in their feasibility reports.

After PresidentRichard Nixon's visit to Pakistanin August 1969 andconscious
of Sovietinroadsintowhathadbeenanexclusive U.S. sphereof influence, theUnited
Statesoffered to makea "one-time" exception andsell300armored personnel carriers
for$50million. (Thesaledidnotmaterialize forsixyears!) Meanwhile, inApril 1971,
a full embargo was imposed again, until April 1972,when the sale of some nonlethal
itemsandsparepartswasallowed. President Fordliftedthe embargo in March 1975
when the delivery of the 300 armored personnel carriers promised in 1969 was
completed on a "cash-and-carry" basis. Meanwhile, during a whole decade, from
1965 to 1975, obsolescent U.S. weapons systems and equipment of 1950s vintage
weresuppliedto the Pakistaniarmy, navy,and air force. The F-86, the mainstay of the
Pakistan air force, which had proved its worth in the 1965 combat with the Indian air
force (consisting of Indian, British, and Soviet aircraft), was largely grounded for
want of spare parts. In August 1976 when Pakistani pilots were testing French,
German, and British aircraft as possible replacements for the F-86, the United States
first offered to sell the A-7, then abruptly, under Indian pressure, withdrew the offer
and instead offered to sell the F-5, an inferior aircraft. As U.S.-supplied equipment
aged, so did the credibility of the United States in the minds of the Pakistani armed
forces and the people. Meanwhile, the USSR had become the major supplier of
military hardware both to India and Afghanistan, with which it was allied with treaties
of peace, friendship, and cooperation. Also during thisperiod of embargoes, partial
embargoes, "one-time" exceptions, andthen embargoes again onU.S.military aidto
Pakistan, India had implemented three five-year defense development plans and by
1977 had the third largest army, fifth largest air force, and eighth largest navy.

During the same period, the Afghan army and air force had been equipped and
modernized by the Soviet Union, and a large number of Afghan officers had been
trained in Soviet military institutions. The only major sale by the United States to
Pakistan in 1976, before the Arms Export Control Act went into effect, was for $37
million for two aged destroyers (to be modernized) and equally out-dated self-
propelled howitzers, torpedoes, and munitions. Finally, underpressure from various
lobbies in the State Department, Congress, the Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency, and the Symington-Glenn Amendment of the Security Assistance Act of
1977, PresidentCartercutoff all economicandmilitaryaid toPakistaninJuly 1979,as
allegedly, it had been pursuing, since 1975, a nuclear option for military purposes.

Between 1953and 1979Pakistan received U.S. economic and military aid to the
tune of almost $6 billion. The crucial year of 1979 was when Soviet military
"advisers" moved into Kabul and tightened their grip on the Kabul regime in prepara
tionfor theirairandgroundassaultsixmonthslater. FromtheSovietperspective, U.S.
interests in South Asia at this time appeared as low as Taiwanand Korea had been in
1950 when they had been relegated outside the defensive parameter of the United
States. But the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979 brought a sharp



verbal reaction from President Carter, who told Congress in January 1980that "any
attackbyanoutside force togaincontrol of thePersian Gulfregion willberegarded as
an assault on the vital interests of the United States of America. And such an assault

willbe repelled by anymeansnecessary, including military force."The 1959 commit
ment to Pakistan was thus reconfirmed.

Both the USSR and Pakistan were aware that after fifteen years of U.S.
embargoes, "cutoffs,"bans, discrimination, anddowngrading, in addition to a back
groundofhalf-hearted commitment by theUnitedStatesandGreatBritaintoCENTO,
there were very few options open to the United States—exceptdiplomatic! Withthat
background Pakistan's cool reaction to President Carter's offer of $400 million is
understandable. It was "not the quantity of aid but the quality of the U.S. commitment
that was important." PresidentZia felt that the UnitedStates"wantedto give a little
aid, let Pakistan bum its bridges to the Soviet Union for ever, and then leave it in the
lurch." Some analysts commented that the United States "has foreign relations but no
foreign policy." Former U.S. ambassador to Sri Lanka, Christopher Van Hollen,
claimseightU.S. policiesin SouthAsiaalonesincesecurityrelationswereformalized
with Pakistan in 1954. Therefore, Pakistan was unwilling to forge a relationship that
was neither militarily formidable nor politically reassuring.

In 1981 a new era in U.S.-Pakistan security relations began as the Reagan
administration realized that "somewhere, somehow, U.S. foreign policy will have to
find away ofrewarding friends and penalizing opponents."^ The U.S. public appeared
generally ready to support a policy of assertive competition with the Soviet Union;
coercive diplomacy against Pakistan temporarily gave way to empathy: Pakistan
appeared as "an essential anchor of the entire South West Asian region The last
dam in South and Southwest Asia against the Soviet tidal wave had to be held and
strengthened in the interest of the free world! After almost fifteen years of neglect, a
major shift came in U.S. arms sale policy toward Pakistan, in spite of Indian and other
lobbies and pressure groups. After prolonged deliberations and a debate in their
media, even Pakistani policymakers perceived: "Wedo believe in the determination of
thenew U.S. administration tostrongly support theindependence ofPakistan."^ ^The
United States reconfirmed the 1959 agreement, which helped, to a degree, in both
image and confidence building.

SECURITY CONCERNS

What is the nature and degree of threat that Pakistan faces, wedged in, as it is,
between two members of the Indo-Soviet Treaty? India, in spite of Pakistan's offer of a
no-war pact, confronts it with the latest Soviet military hardware in the world's fourth
largest army, with 3,000 tanks including T-72s and T-80s, suitable only for use on

^ HenryKissinger, address to the American Societyof Newspaper Editors,Washington, D.C., April 10,
1980, printed in the New York Times, April 11, 1980.
JamesL. Buckley, Undersecretary ofState,beforeSenateForeignRelations Committee, Sept. 16,1981.
Foreign Minister Agha Shahi, New York Times, April 22, 1981.



Pakistan's terrain; the fifth largest air force, with MiG 25s now and MiG 27s and MiG
29s (renamed MiG 31s) in coming years; and the eighth largest navy. Its indigenous
armament industry is the largest among Third World noncommunist countries in
value, volume, diversity of manufacture, and research and development. Between
1974 and 1984 there was a 200 percent increase in India's defense budget, to $6.8
billion. During the same period military modernization deals were concluded with the
Soviet Union, Great Britain, West Germany, and France to the value of about $15
billion. The 1971 treaty made India gradually and imperceptibility a pillar of the Soviet
Union's Asian Collective Security System; in 1979 by force of arms Afghanistan
became the other pillar. India has tacitly acquiesced to the Soviet Union's occupation
of South Asia's security zone, that is Afghanistan, thereby according the Soviet Union
a South Asian power status to counterbalance China's. During the last two years
India's annual Ministry of Defense reports single out Pakistan as a threat—it's no
longer China!

In Afghanistan the Soviets have eight mechanized divisions and two air assault
divisions (VDV), the 103rd and 105th, plus elements of the 104th, and four in
dependent helicopter-borne air assault brigades. These back up nine Afghan infantry
divisions, two mechanized divisions, two armored divisions, and five commando

brigades, all being gradually reequipped and trained in combat. Another seven Soviet
VDV divisions are available elsewhere in the USSR for rapid strategic moves. In
recent years these VDV divisions have been given new strength as a unique operational
group that can be transported to the deep rear of the enemy up to 3,000 kilometers in
twenty-four hours to conduct military operations without counting on or linking up
with ground forces. They are virtually self-contained and can conduct sustained
independent operations in Baluchistan-type of terrain, as they did initially in Afghan
istan and in the past in Czechoslovakia, the Sino-Soviet border, Angola, Ethiopia, and
South Yemen. On October 8, in the 1973 Arab-Israeli conflict, seven of these VDV
divisions were placed on high alert. Backing up the ten Soviet divisions in Afghanistan
are another four mechanized divisions, two tank divisions, one air assault division,

and three artillery divisions in adjoining Central Asian republics bordering Afghan
istan.

For a push toward either Iran or Pakistan, when the United States is militarily
committed elsewhere in Asia, Europe, or Central America, the USSR has a total of
about twenty-five divisions located in the North Caucasus, Trans-Caucasus, and
Turkestan. In relative terms, the Soviet Union has a total of 75,000 airborne or air
assault forces as compared with 25,000 from the United States. In Afghanistan the
Soviets have, to a large degree, overcome geography by technology. From the
Shindad air base in western Afghanistan, the Strait of Hormuz is only 500 miles,
Socotra base 1,500 miles, Aden base 2,000 miles, and the Red Sea straits of Bab al

Mandab a little over 2,000 miles. Comparatively, U.S. forces would have to overcome
about 7,000 air miles and 10,000 nautical miles to reach these areas. In Southwest and
South Asia Soviet forces presently would have a superior strategic orientation, which
the United States may not be able to counter in a hurry. How will the whale confront
the elephant? Pakistan has only about four divisions deployed along the 2,500-



kilometOT western border of its North West Frontier Province (NWFP) and Baluchi
stan, the latter being the exposed and vulnerable flank of both South and Southwest
Asia.

The six-yearU.S.-Pakistani packageof $1.5billion shouldprovidePakistanby
1986with 100M-48 tanks, 64 self-propelledgunsof 155nimcalibre, 40 self-propelled
howitzers of 8-inch calibre, 75 towed howitzers of 155mm calibre, 1,005 TOW
(tube-launched, optically-tracked, wire-guided) antitank missiles, and about 20
assault helicopters—if there are no major hitches. However, the overall increase in
combat capability even after inducting all these weapon systems would be less than 5
percent. Even after inducting 100M-48 tanks and the 40 F-16aircraftsfor $1.1 billion,
Pakistan would still have about 200 obsolescent aircrafts that are no match for MiG

23s, MiG 25s, and SU 25s based on the ten airfields of Afghanistan, and 300
obsolescent Pakistani tanks to face T-72 tanks. Compare these figures with what
NATO has for defense on a lesser front of 2,000 kilometers, against their World War II
allies: 20 armored divisions, 27 mechanized divisions, 3 airborne divisions, 15,000
tanks, 8,000 antitank missiles, 11,000 artillery pieces, over 3,000 aircrafts, and 3,732
strategic and tactical nuclear-capable delivery vehicles! In December 1979 NATO
asked the United States for another 108 Pershing IIs and 464 ground-launched cruise
missiles to be deployed in Western Europe against a potential threat that has not
materialized during the last forty years IThe only zone where Soviet armed forces have
been engaged in strength in active combat conditions since World War II has been
along Pakistan's 2,500-kilometer western border with Afghanistan. And only four
understrength and ill-equipped Pakistani divisions are thinly stretched out facing
them.

Therefore, in terms of ground forces, Pakistan requires at least another eight to
ten full-strength divisions for Baluchistan, of which two should be armored and two
mechanized. These could act as both a credible deterrence and a trip-wire force and
have the capability of imposing at least a twenty-four-to-thirty-six-hour delay on any
aggression from the north across the Durand Line in the NWFP or Baluchistan. They
could also deal with the Soviet air assault divisions in the interior or flank of

Baluchistan. The early replacement of the 200 obsolescent aircraft and 300 obsoles
cent tanks is also necessary and long overdue.

BASES

During the period 1941 to 1975, the United States had been directly involved in
three major conflicts in East and Southeast Asia, yet the major overseas concentration
of U.S. bases and ground forces has been in Europe where it has fought two world
wars. Understandably, the ratio of U.S. ground forces in Europe as compared with the
Asia-Pacific region has, since the 1950s, been two to three times as much, while the
naval strength has been almost at par. In Asia, as Soviet strength has gradually
increased, U.S. ground forces have decreased, but its bases and facilities have spread
from East and Southeast Asia to the Afro-Asia Ocean (Diego Garcia) and the Arabian
Sea and Kenya, Somalia, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Oman.



In South Asia, in spite of offers of bases by Nehru, the founding father of
nonalignment and neutrality in 1962 and his invitation to the U.S. air force and its
Strategic AirCommand to operate from Indian bases in a conflict situation against
China, theU.S. desisted. Exceptfor a monitoring baseat Badaberandoccasional use
ofthePeshawar airbase inthe1960s byU.S. airforce forsurveillance andlogistics, no
baseswere requested bytheUnited Statesnoroffered byPakistan—until now. Thisis
inspite ofthehueandcryintheIndian andSoviet media inrecent years ontheissue of
bases, as regarding the so-called "Islamic bomb"; both their efforts were part of
coercive diplomacy andpsychological warfareunleashed againstPakistan witha view
to creating an antibase lobby inside both Pakistan and the United States. India has even
attempted to make the issue of bases one of the many conditions of the so-called
Soviet-type treaty of peace, friendship, and cooperation draft offered by India in
return for Pakistan's offer of a no-war pact!

Pakistan has reaffirmed that in spite of these two examples in South Asia of
invitations by"nonaligned states" (India Afghanistan) tothesuperpowers totake over
and operate under war conditions from bases on their soil (one not availed in 1962and
the other availed in 1979), Pakistan has neither offered nor has the United States asked
forbases—this in spite of the fact thatSoviet pilots have been flying MiG 25s from
Indian air bases (one crashed in December 1981). However, Pakistan reserves the
right,under Article 51 of theU.N. charterrelating torightof individual andcollective
self-defense, to do what it considers necessary with its territory in this respect in the
future and will not succumb to coercive diplomacy from its neighbors.

Purely on the merits of the case, the region of the NWFP and Baluchistan is
presently so devoid of essential strategic infrastructure by way of airfields, lateral
roads, ports, depots, etc., that the first priority forPakistan is to develop these on an
urgent basis (together with raising the additional eight to ten divisions mentioned
earlier). Quetta is theonlyair baseandKarachi theonlyportcomplex thatwould be
operational inaconflict situation. Ontheotherhand, forthelastfive years, theSoviets
have been busy expanding and supplementing the infrastructure that they developed in
Afghanistan in the 1960s.

Pakistan has the expertise but lacks the financial resources to develop the
infrastructure inthe NWFP and Baluchistan. Nor do Pakistanis expect U.S. troops to
come and defend their territory and way oflife. They need the tools and means; they
can then do both the jobs themselves! While negotiations continue at Geneva, 3
million refugees, victims of migratory genocide, have fled to Pakistan. Thereare no
indications that the Soviets plan to leave in the foreseeable future. On the contrary, the
haste with which the infrastructure is being developed inside Afghanistan—ten air
bases already, and four more are under construction—indicates a prolonged if not a
permanentpresence. The Chinese may be right in predictingthat the Sovietsintendto
waitonlythreeto five yearsto digestAfghanistan and let thefurordiedownbeforeit
bites into Pakistan or Iran.^^ The dozen airbases in Afghanistan would beideal for
air-lifting at least four to six air assault divisions simultaneously on Soviet Military
Transport Aviation (MTA) and Aerofiot fleets of about 1,450 AN-22s, IL-76s, AN-12
Cubs, ILr62s, TU-154s, and ILr86s specialist cargo, long haul and wide-bodied



aircrafts. In the race to improve its strategic projection capability, Soviet strategic
doctrine, equipment andairlift capability havealready beensuccessfully tested under
wartime conditions in the region.

NUCLEAR ISSUES

Perhaps nothing causes more strategic hiccups insome neighboring countries of
Pakistan, and even in certain quarters elsewhere, than Pakistan's peaceful nuclear
program. TheUnited States'Atoms forPeace program supported Pakistan's entryinto
the U.N. International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in 1957 at Vienna and even
backed upPakistan's election to theboardof governors. Under CENTO, andSEATO,
the United States helped train Pakistani scientists to run the Pakistan AtomicEnergy
Commission. The misconceptions about Pakistan's nuclear facilities are based on
misinformation andexaggeration. ThefacilityatKanupp nearKarachi isfullycovered
by IAEA safeguards and so far has been subjected to ninety-four inspections. It is
equipped with the latest monitoring devices, including fuel bundle counters, which
automatically recordall fuelgoingin andout. Pinstech, nearIslamabad, wasacquired
in 1974 withfull publicknowledge and is a laboratory-scale training facility. It is too
small to produce any significant amount of plutonium even if operated for several
decades. It is also under full IAEA safeguards. Kahuta is a modest-scale uranium-
enrichment facility basedona light-water reactor geared entirely tomeeting Pakistan's
future energy requirements. The rationale for Pinstech and Kahuta research and
development is to achieve a degree of self-reliance in the nuclear fuel cycle. After
Pakistan's sad experience with the unilateral breachof trust by Canadaand France,
this enrichment research and development program is no more than an insurance
against arbitrary stoppages in the supply of enriched uranium needed for Pakistan's
planned power reactors.

It has been estimated that even for a moderate growth rate in the economy (about
5 percent per year in gross domestic product) there will be a gap by the turn of the
century ofabout 8,000 MW inthepower-generation capacity, after making full useof
Pakistan's available hydro and domestic gas and oil and coal resources. Already
Pakistan is spending 60to70percent of itsforeign exchange earnings ontheimport of
oil. The comparative economics of electricty generation by nuclear power versus
oil-fired plants is heavily in favorof the former. Unfortunately, the United Stateshas
adopted a nuclear policy which is seen as unilateral imposition of its self-defined
values on the rest of the world, not very dissimilar from U.S.-China policies of the
1950sand 1960s,which resulted in the cutting off of economicaid to Pakistanwhen it
established the first air link with China in 1964—described as a "major breach in free
world solidarity" by Senator Wayne Morse. Six years later that very "breach" was
utilized by the United States to establish a new global strategic equilibrium.

In the 1970s through policies of denial, control, persuasion, and cooperation.

"PRCU.N. Representative SovietAggression," FBIS:DailyReport:People'sRepublic ofChina,Jan.
11, 1980, p. A-1.
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reflected in the London Suppliers Group of 1974, the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle
Evaluation of 1977, and the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of 1978, France was forced
unilaterally to cancel the fully IAEA-safeguarded 1976 Chashma reprocessing plant
deal in 1978. President Carter, in spite of events in Iran in 1978 and in Afghanistan in
1979, invoking the Symington-Glenn Amendment, cut off all economic and military
assistance to Pakistan in July 1979, just when the whole of neighboring Southwest
Asia was destabilized with conflicts involving over six states of the region and,
indirectly, both the superpowers. Apart from being a land, air, and sea bridge between
Asia, Europe, and North Africa, West Asia in geostrategic and economic terms is a
vital region and is above all the spiritual center of the Islamic world. From time to time
Pakistan has provided almost twenty military missions and training contingents to that
region, becoming the Third World's leading supplier of military manpower after
Cuba,^^ thereby augmenting theregion's stability andsecurity. Thearbitrary cutoffof
all aid in 1979 on the nuclear issue was thus considered by Pakistan as "moral
relativism," which politicized the nuclear issue and created almost a national con
sensus within Pakistan.

Even with the restructuring of Pakistan-U.S. relations by the Reagan adminis
tration after the loss of the security zone of South Asia to the Soviets, the pressure on
Pakistan has continued in spite of the fact that it has been constantly opposing both
vertical and horizontal proliferation of nuclear weapons. Its neighbor, India, which
exploded the bomb in 1974 and since then has developed and acquired its delivery
means and guidance system, alleged that Pakistan had exploded its first atom bomb
in the Lop Nor desert of Chinese Sinkiang in June 1983. This false allegation was
promptly rebutted by Pakistan and by Premier Zhao Ziyang during his visit to
Washington in January 1984 when he declared: "We do not engage in nuclear
proliferation, nor do we help other countries develop nuclear weapons." Senator John
Towers, chairman of the Armed Services Committee, in a Senate debate affirmed that
he was in a position to say that the F-16s supplied to Pakistan were not suitable for
nuclear delivery.

Foreign Minister Yaqub-Khan, during the thirty-ninth session of the U.N.
General Assembly, on October 2, 1984, said:

Pakistan's abiding commitment to nuclear nonproliferation is reflectedin our unqualified
support for disarmament measures advanced in the United Nations framework, our
consistent pursuit for the establishment of a nuclear weapons free zone in South Asia, our
initiative for a joint declaration for nonacquisition of nuclear weapons by the regional
states, our offer to our neighbor India for inspection of nuclear facilities on a reciprocal
basis as well as our preparedness to explore ways to keep our area free of nuclear
weapons. As repeatedly offered by President Zia ul-Haq, Pakistanis committedand shall
remain committed, not to develop nuclear weapons or allow their deployment on its soil.

Hans Blix, director general of the IAEA, after a visit to Pakistan in 1984, declared:

New YorkTimes, Feb. 6, 1981 p. 4Y.
Two Jaguar squadrons of the Indian air force in 1984 were reportedly practicing "flip-toss" bombing in
the remote Leh air base using dummy nuclear bombs.
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"Pakistan had a strong case for acquiring nuclear power, and its nuclear program was
entirely peaceful in nature."

On November2, 1984, the State Department's nuclear specialist. Ambassador
Richard Kennedy, at a pressbriefing inWashington, D.C., while defending hispolicy
of selective morality, said that "fears about Pakistan's nuclear program are grossly
exaggerated and [that] Pakistan was still a long way off from a nuclear weapons
capability." He also reaffirmed China's committment to nuclearnonproliferation, its
joining the Atomic Energy Commission, and its undertaking to place its nuclear
exports under IAEA safeguards. "We accept President Zia ul-Haq's categorical
statement that Pakistan's nuclear program is devoted entirely to power generation,"
Ambassador Kennedy said.^^

In the final analysis, Pakistan was denied and missed the industrial revolution,
and generations have suffered the present low standard of living; for the sake of the
welfare and prosperity of its coming generations, it cannot afford to miss the nuclear
revolution.

CONCLUSIONS

The initiative to forge Pakistan-U.S. security (and economic) relations was
taken by Pakistan's founding father, Quaid-i-AzamMohammadAli Jinnah, as early
as September 1947. U.S. response at first was lukewarm because of involvement in
othercrisisandconflict areasof Europe andAsiaandtheabsence of a fullperspective
on thegeostrategic importanceof Pakistanandtheregion. RegionalthreatsfromIndia
and threats fromSoviet-inspired Kabulprompted Pakistan to seeka security relation
ship;theU.S. response wasinfluenced by superpower globalism andregional relativ
ism, with India in mind. Arms sales were at a peak between 1954 and 1961, which
enabled Pakistan to modernize its armed forces and to forge a credibledeterrence.
Major ground and air violations from neighboring India sharply decreased. In 1962
Nehruprovoked a conflict with China with three motives, that is, to denyChina its
traditional South Asian power status, to test the U.S.-Pakistan bilateral and multi
lateral relationship, and, if possible, to wean the UnitedStates away from Pakistan
withthehelpofa sympathetic Democratic administration. Hewaspartially successful
in thelasttwomotives. Thedivergence in thePakistan-U.S. security relationship was
firsthighlighted in 1962 whentheUnitedStatesrushedarmstoIndiatoequipaboutten
Indian mountain divisions. In 1965 conflicts over the disputed territories of Rannof
Kutch and Jammu and Kashmir, U.S. arms were a decisive factor in Pakistan's
defense, but the conflicts were also the high watermark of the security relationships,
both bilaterally and multilaterally. Coercive diplomacy and an arms ban thereafter
forced Pakistan to look to China, the USSR, North Korea, France, and other countries
for arms.

In 1971, treaty allies India and the Soviet Union tested what remained of their
security relationship, with disastrous consequences for Pakistan, as the United States

Reported by PPI.
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watched and "tilted" because it was heavily involved in Vietnam. The Indian pillar of
Leonid Brezhnev's Asian Collective Security System was firmly established, as
SEATO and CENTO were allowed to wither away, and the U.S.-originated arms and
equipment to Pakistan's armed forces became obsolescent in the late seventies. >^fithin
this geostrategic milieu of South and Southwest Asia, the 1979 Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan was the next logical move on the South Asian chessboard. Events in Iran
were an excuse as much as the so-called "invitation." Since the time of the U.S. Joint

Chiefs of Staff memorandum in 1949, the most likely and dangerous had happened
within only three decades! The second pillar of the Asian Collective Security System
is now also firmly in position in the Hindukush. Pakistan's neighbors and their
sympathizers may consider this as overringing the Soviet bell, but Pakistan has to face
the facts. Ayub Khan's prediction to Vice-President Nixon in December 1952 came
true in the 1970s.

On the issue of bases, the most noise is being made by Pakistan's neighbors
whose past and present record of offering air bases for foreign planes and pilots is well
known. Pakistan's priority must be to develop the necessary infrastructure in
Baluchistan and the NWFP in order to be at least a match for what is being developed
in Afghanistan, together with raising an additional eight to ten divisions and the
replacement of its obsolescent aircraft and tanks.

U.S. policy toward Pakistan's peaceful nuclear program is unfortunately re
miniscent of biased U.S. policy in the 1960s regarding the Pakistan-China relation
ship, which was seen in some quarters as a threat to free world solidarity and was
subjected to coercive diplomacy. Only time will prove, as in the past, who was
farsighted and right on this issue.

Some of Pakistan's hostile neighbors perceive it as lacking identity, as fragile
and unstable, as weak like a Poland or a Finland. Some even doubt Pakistan's
long-term survival and existence only because a Westminster type of political system
has failed to take root in its soil. They forget that fifty-three out of 160states have been
under military rule during one time or another since 1945, and in 1983 about thirty
were still under military rule. Pakistan faces a security situation that does not call for
pessimism; it is neither unique nor new but of a different dimension from that of the
past since it concerns a superpower that claims to have "liberated" thirteen European
and Asian countries and 150million people in World War II, that is militarily allied to
its two hostile neighbors, and whose atheistic, militant ideology influences 1.5 billion
people, or 35 percent of the human race!

The people of Pakistan belong to a country that is young, virile, and in its prime,
proud of their past and determined in the present and for the future. While grappling
with their teething troubles and evolving institutions suited to their genuis and way of
life, they have been baptized in four conflicts during the last thirty-seven years, and in
1971 they learned some costly lessons in crisis management. They are no longer
starry-eyed idealists or security policy pussycats; they have been steadfast; and they do
not belong to the thirty odd states that have switched sides since 1950, some more than
once! The oscillations in Pakistan's relations with the United States have not been of

its making.
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If the United States and the free world seriously consider Pakistan a frontline
state, let it be built up.and treated as such in terms of military strength. There should be
at least some semblance of rationale in relation to what has been militarily deployed
against a similar but only a one-directional threat on a lesser front in Europe, as
compared with the two-directional threat that Pakistan faces on much wider fronts.
That would help narrow the strategic, techonological, and credibility gaps and
promote peace and stability in the region.
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2. U.S.-Pakistan Security Relations

Stephen P. Cohen

OVERVIEW

Four special features of the U.S.-Pakistan securityrelationship commandour atten
tion. Theyare rootedin the past and in the natureof the interests andstatesinvolved,
but they are not immutable. I will discuss here these features, briefly survey the
relationship in which they are embedded, and speculate on how they can be, where
necessary, "managed"to servethe interests of notonlythe UnitedStatesandPakistan
but other states with legitimate and vital interests at stake.

The four salient features of the Pakistan-U.S. relationship are its partial nature,
its asymmetry, its noncongruence, and its perceptual distortion.

First, U.S.-Pakistan security relations arepartial. For each state, there are other
interests more important than their overlapping interests. In the case of the United
States, the Soviet Union remains more important than Pakistan itself. For Pakistan,
India remainsthe chief securitythreat, and this threatovershadows relationswithboth
the United States and USSR. The overall U.S.-Pakistan security relationship is thus
forever subject to buffetingby other relationshipsand events. The core joint interests
between the two states do not and cannot resemble the core relationship between the
United States and Britain, or even Pakistan and India (which are bound together in
many ways by culture and geography and have a vital common interest in keeping
outside states out of the South Asian region—although that interest is not often
acknowledged).

Second, the security relations between the two states are asymmetrical. The
relationshiphas been, and may remain, more importantto Pakistanthan to the United
States. The latter's involvement in South Asia has been intermittent, and it can
withdrawfrom the region with little loss. Pakistan cannot withdraw: its very survival
is continuously at stake. Pakistan can be destroyed, the United States would only be
inconvenienced.

Third, the security interests of the two states are noncongruent. For Pakistan,
the United States represents an important source of weapons and political support.
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useful in a whole range of diplomatic and military fronts. For the United States, it is
Pakistan'spositionas a counterto the SovietUnionthat makes it important. Yet each
state has other important interests, which do not necessarily harmonize. Their views
on the Middle East differ, and their attitudes toward India, toward nuclear prolifera
tion, and toward"human rights" are often at variance. Until recentlyeven their views
toward the Soviet Union differed significantly.

Finally, the security relationship remains burdened by an extreme degree of
distortion, misperception, misrepresentation, and stereotypes on both sides. Amer
icansstillseePakistan aseverything froma nationof"littlebrown brothers" staunchly
defending the rampartsof the free worldagainstcommunistonslaughts to a nationrun
by a crazed religious fanatic. Pakistanis see the United States as alternatively om
nipotent and incompetent in its involvement in their own vital affairs. Perhaps the
most chilling features of these stereotypes is their familiarity: most were present
during the 1950s and 1960s, although there are signs of realism struggling to break
through encrusted myth.

I have put the worst first and, having done so, wish to state quite firmly that
relations between Pakistan and theUnitedStatesare notdoomed to a seriesof upsand
downs, or highs and lows, or whatever other metaphor is applied. With careful
attention, a stable relationship that enhances the security interests of both states
without hurtingthe interests of eachinotherarenas (orevenwithotherfriendly states)
canbeevolved. I discuss herebothcommon andconflicting interests andtrytosuggest
waysinwhichsuchastablerelationship candevelop. Thereisa senseof urgency tothe
problem: a numberof futureeventsare likelytoplacegreatstrainon therelationship,
and a few simple precautions can help ensure passage through difficult times.

SOME ANCIENT BUT MODERN HISTORY

While this chapter is concerned with contemporaryPakistan-U.S. relations, it is
important toemphasize thatthe latestevolution of thisrelationship—stimulated bythe
Soviet presence in Afghanistan and, somewhat earlier, concern about Pakistan's
nuclear ambitions—takes place in the context of a long search for a satisfactory
relationship on the part of both countries. The history of this search has been ably
presentedby a numberof scholarsanddiplomats.^Still, it is usefulto be remindedthat
someof the underlyingproblems in the relationshipare veryold. They dateback to the
first weeks and months of Pakistan's independence and involve many of the same
problems that are so important today: a threatening Soviet Union, Pakistan (and
Indian) requests for arms, American concern with too-close identification with one or
the other, and the existence of purely regional factors which bedeviled attempts to
normalizerelations between Pakistan and India and doomed attempts by the United

Foranexcellent survey, seeShirin Tahir-Kheli, The United States andPakistan: The Evolution ofan
InfluenceRelationship (New York; Praeger, 1982).See also Sattar Baber, UnitedStatesAid to Pakistan
(Karachi: Pakistan Institute ofInternational Affairs, 1974); and S.M. Burke, Pakistan's Foreign Policy:
An Historical Analysis (London: Oxford University Press, 1973).
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States to have good relations with both.
It was India that first stressed the threatening nature of the Soviet Union to the

United States and India that made the first request for military assistance from
America.^ Even before independence, Nehru hadsuggested toAmerican officials that
India would like to receive assistance that the British could or would not provide.
More specifically, his appointed ambassador, Asaf Ali, told American officials in
Washington in February 1947 (six months before independence) that if India were to
become strong, it would "become a bastion for the world against the great northern
neighbor which now cast its shadow over two continents, Asia and Europe." Other
Indian officials were strongly anti-Soviet in their private contacts with the United
States.

On October 3, 1947, India requested military aircraft to help move refugees.
This was refused. Instead, the United States encouraged Pakistan and India to work
out their refugee problem together and make a joint request for transport aircraft. Both
India and Pakistan then made other requests. The Indians asked for several B-25 light
bombers. This was denied because the United States had suspended military aid and
sales to both India and Pakistan after fighting broke out in Kashmir. New Delhi
continued to discuss further purchases and was even placed on the list of countries to
receive restricted U.S. military information.

Meanwhile, Pakistan made a much larger request in October-November 1948,
which would have supported a regular army of 100,000 troops, twelve fighter squad
rons, 470 aircraft, and a navy of about thirty-five ships. Pakistan was then thinking of
the United States as a primary source of military strength. This request was also
denied. American officials had agreed that they should pursue American policy as a
regional policy in coordination with the British. In an interagency analysis of the
situation in April 1949 this policy was stated:

U.S. assistance which may be extended to the South Asian countries should be utilized as
far as practicable as an instrument to effect cooperation within the region, and we should
endeavor to guide any regional or Asian movement which may develop in the direction of
constructive participation in U.N. activities.

As for the South Asian states and American strategic interests, the chief goal was to
"prevent Soviet encroachment or domination," to prevent Soviet access to resources or
facilities in the region and

to develop, without commitment to military action on our part, a cooperative attitude in
these countries which would facilitate obtaining the use of areas or facilities which might
be required by the Westem democracies.. .for operations against the U.S.S.R. in the
event of war.... With reference to Pakistan, to favor commercial arrangements which

Many of the relevant documents are reprinted in Department of State, Historical Office, Foreign
Relations of the United States (hereafter F/?t/5), vol. 3, 1947 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1972), and subsequent volumes. See also M.S. Venkataramani, The American Role in
Pakistan, 1947-1958 (New Delhi: Radiant, 1982), for an Indian scholar's analysis of newly released
archival material.
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would in emergency, facilitate development for operational use of base facilities in the
Karachi-Lahore area.^

American officials were quite aware of the problems associated with increased
involvement in South Asia:

Wemay defeat our own purpose if by extending assistance to any one country in this area
we alienate the firm friendship of one or more of the other South Asian powers. Certain of
these countries, particularly India and Pakistan, do not yet enjoy good relations with one
another. If U.S. assistance is made available to one the others will increase their pressure
for comparable aid. In considering any program of assistance to the area, therefore, a
regional approach is necessary On the other hand, India is the natural political and
economic center of South Asia and aid given to the peripheral countries would have to be
adapted to conditions in India.'*

Some of these conditions were altered in the years that followed. Almost all of the
ingredients of later U.S. involvement and confusion in South Asia are here: the central
concern with the Soviet Union, the interest in "base" facilities, the disinclination to
commit American forces, the desire to see India and Pakistan work together on
common strategic problems, the difficulty of handling wildly disparate requests for
military equipment from the two states, especially when they were at war with each
other, and the recognition of the obvious: India's regional predominance.

Both India and Pakistan obtained support from other countries (especially China
and the Soviet Union). Pakistan, with the help ofOlafCaroe, the British scholar, made
a persuasive case as a key ally in the Middle East, opening the way for an extended aid
program that nearly matched the 1947 request. India itself came under attack from
China, and the U. S. estimate of the communist threat to South Asia waxed and waned,
as did the requirement for bases. The single factor that has not changed, to the despair
ofgenerations of American policymakers, is the state of armed hostility between India
and Pakistan. Every U.S. effort to bring these two states closer together has been
unsuccessful. And every time the United States moved to support one or the other state
(for good reasons or otherwise), there have been informed observers who have warned
against the consequences. Such warnings were issued at the time Pakistan entered into
the Baghdad Pact and signed bilateral defense agreements with the United States,
when the United States "tilted" toward Pakistan during the 1971 civil war, and more
recently when arms sales to Pakistan were renewed in 1981. But U.S. support to India
after 1962 (and the cutoff of arms aid and sales to Pakistan in 1965) also came under
criticism from those who (correctly) warned that this would merely alienate a friend
and push Pakistan closer to other powers. The warnings of the 1949 State, Army,
Navy, Air Force Subcommittee for the Near and Middle East (SANACC) were
prophetic, although we must remember that the alternatives to a bad policy may
sometimes be a worse one. This seems to have been the motto of the next thirty years

3
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of U.S.-Pakistan relations. Again,the storyhasbeenablytoldbyothers,andweneed
only recapitulate.

First, after somenegotiation conducted duringthe waning yearsof the Truman
administration, Pakistan entered into a series of multilateral and bilateral pacts with
the United States and several American allies, most notably Turkey and Iran. This led
to theprovision ofsubstantial amounts ofmilitary andeconomic assistance toPakistan
during the 1950s, a close political relationship, andtheinfluence onPakistani society
(especially the military) of American ideas and practices.

Second,therelationship floundered duringthelate 1950s whentheUnitedStates
listened sympathetically to Indianconcern over the looming Chinese threat. (In any
case,Pakistan hadbeguntonormalize itsrelations withtheSoviets, assuring themthat
Pakistan's participation in the U.S.-sponsored alliances was not directed against
them.) When the United States provided emergency military assistance to India in
1963, Pakistan was angered, and this wasone of the precipitating causesof the 1965
Indo-Pakistan war.

Third, the military assistance program to Pakistan was formally ended after
1965, replaced by a program offering spare parts and "defensive" weapons.^

Fourth, all such U.S. sales were banned when Pakistan attempted a military
solution of its EastPakistan problem; armssalesto Pakistan, ona selected (defensive)
basis were renewed in 1975, but Pakistan only received a small number of weapons.

Finally, allmilitary salesandaidprograms wereagain terminated in 1979 (bythe
Carter administration) when it was determined that Pakistan was working on a nuclear
weapons program. When the Soviets poured into Afghanistan, Carter reversed his
policy, offering Pakistan a small military sales program. Pakistan refused butaccepted
the Reagan administration's larger economic and military offer, including the high-
performance model of the F-16.

The formal basis for the current relationship is the 1959agreement, as Pakistan
withdrew from CENTO and SEATO in the early 1970s. The present relationship
provides forAmerican arms salestoPakistan without anypublic promise ofreciprocal
support for particular U.S. foreign policy objectives, the provision of bases, or a U.S.
presence in Pakistan. Further, there has been no public change in Pakistan's position
with regard to nuclear proliferation. The remainder of this chapter will deal with two
of these critical issues: the provision of military equipment to Pakistan and Pakistan's
nuclear intentions.

AMERICAN ARMS AND PAKISTANI POLICY

Arms transfers reveal a great deal about relations between countries. They are
highlyvisible, they are related to vital nationalsecurity interests, they are costly,they
carryaheavysymbolicburden, theymayintimateclosepoliticaltiesbetweenkeyelite
groups, and they can be bargaining "chips" in other disputes. In brief, they may

^ See Stephen P. Cohen, "U.S. Weapons and SouthAsia: A Policy Analysis," Pacific Affairs, Spring
1976, pp. 49-69.
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be—as inthis case—very complex. I will therefore discuss issues surrounding current
U.S. arms sales toPakistan under nine different topics, grouped roughly into diploma
tic, military, domestic, and economic categories.

American Arms and Support for Pakistan

From the Pakistani perspective the arms supply relationship with the United
States has always carried with it political overtones central to the vital interests of
Pakistan. Partly because of the excessive rhetoric associated with the relationship
(especially in the 1950s), but largely because American arms enabled Pakistan to build
a modemmilitaryforce, the arms relationship was seen as historically centralto the
survival of Pakistan itself. This perception faded in the 1960s and 1970s when other
states (especially China) supplied Pakistan with arms.

Because of thisperception of centrality, therewasanassumption thattheUnited
States would support Pakistan against itschiefenemy, India, anassumption privately
fostered by some American officials. Yet one administration after another has been at
pains to emphasize that U.S. arms weremeant for defenseagainst the SovietUnion,
notIndia. NoAmerican administration haswanted to be ina position of encouraging
Pakistan against India, and Pakistanis have been understandably perplexed at the
American half-support they have received.

However, would the United States support Pakistan in a crisis in which the
Sovietswereinvolved?Wouldthe UnitedStatesprovideassistancetoPakistan—other
than U.S. military units—should there be a new /nc/<7-Pakistan war? Would such
assistance beconditioned uponadefensive Pakistani strategy ortheIndianinitiation of
such a conflict? These are questions we can raise for discussion, but cannot answer.
Even the 1971 U.S. policy—in which Nixon provided limited military aid and
substantial symbolic diplomatic support for Pakistan in exchange for Pakistan's
supportof his openingto China—maynot be relevant. We simplydo not knowwhat
theAmerican response would be, and those now responsible forsuch policy probably
do not know either. Certainly, this ultimate uncertainty is recognized in Pakistan,
which hasbeenwary of dependency upon the United States and which hascarefully
avoided policies that would compromise future defense plans.

Reciprocal Pakistani Obligations

In the past, Pakistan allowed the United States to use its territoryfor two vital
intelligence operations: the dispatch of U-2 flights over the Soviet Union and the
monitoring of Sovietmissileand nucleartests. TheUnitedStatesfailed to getPakistan
to provide a surrogate expeditionary force, although Pakistan did (and does still)
maintain training missions in a number of states friendly to the United States,
especially in the Persian Gulf and Middle East. Has Pakistan undertaken any new
obligationsafter it entered into the new military relationshipwith the United States?
Certainly, some in the government hoped that it would do so. The efforts of Henry
Kissinger and later the Carter administration to extract Pakistani concessions in
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exchange for U.S. weapons are also well documented (Pakistan had sought A-7 or
equivalent aircraft, but the price was the suspension of the nuclear program).

The present situation seems to be one of tacit Pakistani agreement that it will not
pursue certain policies (or pursue them as vigorously) while it is receiving American
arms. Thus, Pakistan has softened its rhetoric on Israel, it may have stretched out the
nuclear program, it has continued its policy with regard to a solution of the Afghan
crisis, and it apparently tolerates the delivery of some weapons to the Afghan
Mujahedeen. It is impossible to state that Pakistan would not have pursued such
policies had there been no (or less) U.S. arms supplied, but the weight of formal and
informal evidence indicates that U.S. arms have been a major contributing factor in
Pakistani decisions on these issues.

Certainly, arms "aid" has its limits. It is not "aid" but purchases for hard
currency. Some of these arms are very old, indeed. Pakistan has even refused
concessional financing terms, preferring to pay cash or commercial rates rather than
the lower amount offered to favored states and allies.

It may be that in the future one or both sides may decide that they can enhance
their position by tougher bargaining or that they wish to expand the quid pro quo.
Pakistan may make requests for additional sophisticated equipment. The September
1984 reports of a request for an AWACS capability are important because of the
multiplier effect such an aircraft would have. Or Pakistan may seek assurances of
noninterference with its nuclear program. Or it may seek a new treaty to formalize the
relationship. On the other side, the United States may press for transit or intelligence
facilities in connection with the Rapid Deployment Force (RDF) and the Persian Gulf.
Somewhat further off are potential requests for cooperation in the Strategic Defense
Initiative, which would require advanced intelligence capabilities along the southern
Soviet perimeter and possibly the local basing of directed energy systems (which
could, theoretically, be extended to protect Pakistan itself, although the technological
obstacles are practically insurmountable). Pakistan is also well located in terms ofport
and air access for U. S. strategic forces that might be based in the Indian Ocean. It need
hardly be added that Pakistan may not accede to any of these requests unless the United
States were to provide substantial new assistance or guarantees against Soviet, Indian,
or joint pressure. Even then, Pakistan's security is not likely to be materially enhanced
over its current position.

The Practical Enhancement of Pakistan's Military Strength

No other issue is more surrounded by myth and misinformation than the impact
of American arms sales on Pakistan's relative military power. The total amount of
American weapons for Pakistan came to about forty F-16 aircraft (still being deliv
ered), modernized M-48 tanks of 1950s vintage, a substantial number of helicopters
equipped with tube-launched, optically-tracked, wire-guided (TOW) antitank mis
siles, some Harpoon SSMs, and a variety of miscellaneous equipment. Was this
sufficient to pose a threat to India, as claimed by various Indian spokespersons? Critics
of the arms program claim that the level of arms was too small to enable Pakistan to
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withstand a Soviet attack, but big enough to threaten India. The Indian response has
been particularly vehement, although India bitterly opposed even the lifting of an arms
embargo in 1975. This was certainly no threat to it since by that time France and China
had become Pakistan's major weapons supplier.

The truth probably lies somewhere between the critics of the arms program and
some of its overconfident advocates, who portray Pakistan as a bastion against Soviet
aggression. Indeed, we will probably never know whether U.S. arms have made a
material military difference. To the degree that they enhance Pakistan's deterrent
capabilities and to the degree that deterrence will continue to work, nothing will
happen. Of course, nothing would have happened if India or the Soviet Union had not
intended to attack under any circumstances, but we never will know that either.

The best one can conclude—after an examination of the relative balance of

forces between India and Pakistan and a survey of the terrain and tactics of the USSR
along the Durand Line—is that U.S. arms have made a marginal difference to the
Indo-Pakistan balance and will have forced the Soviets to a somewhat higher level of
effort should they decide to cross the Durand Line on the ground or in the air.

Taking the Indo-Pakistan military balance (or "balanced imbalance" as Richard
Park and I once called it),^ it is clear that the two countries have reversed their
strategies of the 1960s. Then it was Pakistan that had the more modem force and
Pakistan that attacked in 1965, hoping to seize Kashmir and the diplomatic advantage.
India fought a defensive war in 1965and showed little interest in striking in the west in
1971. Its operations in East Pakistan were offensive, but there was little serious
opposition, and India had seven months in which to plan and prepare while the
Pakistan army was enganged in combatting Indian-supported guerrillas.

After the 1971 war the Pakistanis had to pull back, doctrinally if not geographi
cally. However, the Indian armed services each embraced doctrines of "offensive
defense," or even preemptive strikes, and concluded that the next war with Pakistan
would be the last: Pakistan's major armed forces would be defeated once and for all,
oneway oranother.^ Thegreat national debate overtheJaguar in 1977-79 was inparta
debateover this strategy.^

However, India has never had a very large advantage in weapons or manpower
over Pakistan. The requirement of a 3:1 advantage is pure myth since most wars have
been won by attacking states that have had a numerical disadvantage vis-a-vis the
defender. India's relative ratio of advantage has hovered around 1.5:1 or less in armor
and about 2.5:1 in aircraft.^ Indiadoes havean advantage in terrain since Pakistan
must defend a few fixed places (e.g., Lahore) and a long rail and road line that is

In India: Emergent Power? (New York: Crane Russak, 1978).
This is evident by a careful reading of open-source Indian military publications, including the pre
stigious United Services of India {U.S.I.) Journal. For an analysis, see Stephen P. Cohen, TheSecurity
of South Asia (forthcoming).
Raju G. C. Thomas, "Defense Planning in India" '\nDefense Planning in Less IndustrializedStates, ed.
Stephanie Neumann (Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books, 1984), and Thomas's forthcoming book on
Indian defense policy (Princeton University Press).
A discussion of force levels and balances is in Stephen P. Cohen, The Pakistan Army (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1984).
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vulnerable to Indian attack. In recent years, therefore, the Indian strategy has
apparentlybeen one of expanding the scope of any likely future war by attacking in
Rajasthanand in Kashmir, hoping to spread out the Pakistani forces and exploit any
gaps. Further, Pakistan does not have the military and industrial infrastructure of
India, and it is much harder for arms shipments to reach Pakistan than India.

Thus, by the late 1970s, it was reasonable for India to look forward to the day
when any Pakistani provocation could be met with instantaneous and crushing retalia
tion, while Pakistani forces could not reach or damage any vital Indian possessions.
Indians openly discussed the desirability of a direct attack on Pakistani nuclear
facilities or of launching a preemptive war to retake Kashmir. They looked forward to
the prospect of a divided, weakened Pakistan, slipping into military decrepitude and
shorn of its superpower supporter.

The renewed U.S. arms program has altered this situation. Pakistani armor has
been modestly improved, its antitank capabilities enhanced, and it now possesses a
retaliatory capability it did not have before, in the form of the F-16aircraft. Further, if
the F-16s were to be used in the air defense role, there is greater doubt now that the
Indian air force would be able to maintain air superiority over Pakistani territory. All of
this raises the costs of an Indian victory; it does not make it impossible. But this is
precisely all Pakistan needs: it has been able, with U.S. help, to alter the cost-benefit
ratio of Indian planners and thus perpetuate the regional status quo a little longer.

India's response has been to spend and buy. New Delhi has entered into three
major arms deals with the Soviet Union after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan,
concentrating its purchases on high-performance aircraft, armor, and transport equip
ment. It has also purchased the Mirage 2000. However, since its equipment was
already running down badly and some of its own designs have proven to be faulty, the
Indian arms buying spree has not brought clear-cut superiority over Pakistan. It has,
however, confronted the United States with the question ofwhether it wants to respond
favorably to new Pakistani requests. The United States is a partner in an arms race of
modest proportions, but one probably of greater psychological than military im
portance.

One new factor has further altered the military balance between India and
Pakistan. After the occupation of the Golden Temple by the Indian army in June 1984,
Sikhs have been disaffected, and there are many of them in all three Indian armed
services. Further, the Indian Punjab remains under military control, its Sikh popula
tion still resentful; this might complicate future operations in the Punjab and even in
Kashmir, since road and rail lines to that state run through the Punjab. These events
have probably weakened the fighting capacity of the Indian armed forces more than
Pakistan's have been improved by new U.S. weapons.

As for Pakistan's alleged incompetence should the Soviets increase pressure on
the Durand Line, some simple facts are in order. The Soviet Union is unable to cope
with a guerrilla force with its present level of forces (about 115,000, although recent

For a full analysis, see Stephen P. Cohen, "The Military in the Indian Constitutional Order," paper
presented to the Conferenceon Indian Democracy, Princeton University, March 1985.
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reports indicate an increase). It could not contemplate an invasion of Pakistan unless it
increased its forces to at least a million men. It could engage in cross-border raids, air
strikes against Mujahedeen targets, or even against Pakistani facilities, but none of
this would be decisive in Afghanistan and might prove embarrassing (if its planes are
shot down or if its Afghan pilots continue to defect). The only plausible Soviet military
action against Pakistan will come when and if Pakistan is itself in turmoil. The extreme
case would be during a period of civil rebellion, when Soviet forces were invited in by
friendly dissident Baluch, Sindhi, Frontier, or even Punjabi groups. But this is the
Armageddon scenario for Pakistan, not an immediate, pressing need. Right now,
Pakistan's force disposition along the Durand Line is adequate to raise the level of any
prospective Soviet incursion to the point where it would consititute a major in
ternational incident, and thus more likely. Further, it is easier for Pakistan to reinforce
its troops along the Durand Line than it is for the Soviet Union to bring them from
Soviet Central Asia, establish a forward base for them in Afghanistan, and have them
move out from there. The British faced an identical problem in the 1930s and early
1940s and concluded that the North-West Frontier Province (NWFP) could be de
fended with about the same number of troops as Pakistan presently stations there
now.^^

The militarily impossible scenario for Pakistan would involve some combina
tion of Indian and Soviet pressure. This would be more than the present military
infrastructure could cope with. Of course, it would activate formal and informal
American commitments to Pakistan concerning communist aggression, but it might
come at a moment when the United States was incapable of offering substantial
support. Our view is that this scenario is less probable than others: for the Soviets it
would not yield proportionate gain; for the Indians it would lead to an unsatisfactory
realignment of South Asian borders.

Which Weapons for Pakistan?

Wehave several times alluded to offensive and defensive strategies and weapons
of enhanced versus modest capabilities. The kind of weapon supplied to Pakistan and
the use made of such weapons have been long-standing themes in the security
relationship between the two states. It reached its most bizarre point when the United
States would sell only "nonlethal" military equipment to Pakistan (after 1965)—
trucks with hardpoints for machineguns were lethal; without them, they were non-
lethal. Later, a distinction between "offensive" and "defensive" weapons was in
troduced and still has some currency in Washington. This became linked with weapons
that could be used against civilians versus those that were more suited for use against
soldiers (armored personnel carriers, it seems, are particularly anticivilian to those
who make this distinction).

'' The Britishstudiesare reprinted or summarized in Ministries of Defense, Indiaand Pakistan, Official
History ofthe Indian Armed Forces in the Second World War, Defense ofIndia: Policy and Plans (New
Delhi: Orient Longmans, 1963).
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More recently, in the mid-1970s, a major dispute arose over the sale of aircraft to
Pakistan in exchange for the dismantling of Pakistan's nuclear weapons program.
Pakistan asked for the A-7, a slow-flying attack bomberof limited capabilities. The
United States, however, wanted to sell the F-5E, a simple but effective short-range
multipurpose fighter. Eventually, neither was sold, but the debate was less about
military qualities than symbolic imagery. The A-7 could be used to attack and bomb
Indian targets (it couldalso be usedas a tankkiller overPakistani territory) and thus
seemed to carry with it tacit U.S. agreement that such a role was legitimate for
Pakistan. The Americans wanteda purely"defensive" plane, implying (especially to
India) that it would not encourage an aggressive or offensive Pakistani strategy.

Twodifferent aircraft filledexactly the same symbolicrole in 1980-81, only in
this case there was no nuclear quid pro quo. The Pakistan air force dismissed the A-7 as
a flying junk heap and requested the F-16 (in part because Israel had used it to such
great advantage in destroying the Iraqi reactor). Would the United States sell such a
weapontoPakistan?For the Pakistanis,this wasacriticaltestof Americansupportfor
them, for theiroffensivecapability, andfor their treatmentasa statein almostthe same
category as Israel.

In goingfor the F-16, they turneddownthe offerof the F-5E's muchimproved
successor, the F-5G (which Northrop renumbered F-20 to improve its image). This
excellent aircraft, much cheaper than the F-16, could have been partially man
ufactured in Pakistan. Pakistan thus might have acquired a much larger number of
F-20s than F-16s.^^

In bothcases, theoverallmilitaryvirtuesof theaircraftfavoredbyPakistanwere
only marginally better than the one they rejected, but their symbolic and political
virtues were quite different. The change in Pakistan's political leverage beforeand
after Afghanistan is vividly demonstrated by their failure in 1977and success in 1981
in getting the plane they wanted.

No other weapon has raised so much controversy. There was some Indian and
U.S. objection to the sale of the Harpoon SSM because of its total irrelevance to the
Soviet presence in Afghanistan. The Reagan administration has agreed to sell
weapons without applying any strict test of "offensive" versus "defensive" or whether
they are more appropriate to combattingRussiansor Indians. In truth, most weapons
are multipurpose and cannot be neatly categorized in this way. Further, enhancing
capabilities against India may free resources and weapons for the northern front. But
perhaps the question is badly overblown since the basic infrastructure of the Pakistan
militaryis so weak that the additionof a numberof advancedweapons—offensive or
otherwise—is not goingto makea bigdifference in caseof a longwar. At thatpoint,
the critical (and unknown) factor will be the ability of the United States or other
friendly states to get spare parts, replacements, and arms and ammunitionto Pakistan

Various views on the F-16 are offered in the hearings of the House Committee on Foreign Affairs,
Subcommittees on International Security,International Economic Policy, andAsianandPacific Affairs,
SecurityandEconomicAssistancetoPakistan, April27,1981;Sept. 16,22,23,1981; Nov. 17,19,1981.
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in the face of what is likely to be an energetic Indian blockade of Pakistan's single
port.^^

Arms and Influence: Pakistani Politics

When two states of unequal size enter into an unequal military relationship,
there are bound to be "political" problems, that is, one side will expect, and the other
side will suspect, that influencewill be packaged along with the hardware. This has
longbeendebated in the Pakistan case. Afterthe first contacts withthe United States
were made, some believed that Pakistan was unduly influenced because its own
technical and bureaucratic infrastructure was so weak and had become excessively
dependentupon the United States (we will examine this below when examining the
influence of arms on the Pakistan military). More recently, a number of observers have
accused the United States of using its arms (or the promise of arms) to penetrate and
manipulate Pakistanipoliticsandevenits foreignpolicy. Themostsensational of these
accusations was by former Foreign Minister Bhutto himself, who claimed that the
United States had worked through the Pakistan military to have him arrested so that the
nuclearprogram would be terminated. This death-cell accusation, for which there is
no evidence whatsoever, hangs like a cloud over U.S.-Pakistan relations.

While it is true that Pakistan is more easily influenced by outsiders than are some
other states, the linkage of arms and political influence is seriously exaggerated.
Duringsome genuinecrises, such influence was minimal: Pakistan's involvement in
Kutch and Kashmir in 1965, its attack on East Bengali dissidents in 1971,its initiation
of a nuclearprogram, and the adoption of a tough line againstthe Sovietinvasion of
Afghanistan wereall independentdecisions. It couldbe saidthat the termination of the
1965 war was influenced by outsiders, and the promise of arms aid has extended the
nuclear option a few more years, but these decisions were also in Pakistan's own
interest.

Similarly, alleged U.S. influence on variousoppositiongroups, a charge often
heard during the Bhutto years, was a myth wholly manufactured in Pakistan. During
much of this period American officialswere carefully watchedand their movements
constrained, and they had no way to influencesuch disparate and diverse groups. In
anycase, armssupplies,or thepromiseof a military relationship, playednorole in the
relationshipsince the United States had decided upon a very low profile in Pakistan.

The curious and unanswerable question is why Pakistanis believe that the United
States has so much influence over their political system. The answer probably lies
more in the realm of self-image and perception than the realm of influence and
inducement.

An imaginative fictional analysis of the course of a new Indo-Pakistan war, including an Indian
amphibious invasion attempt, is in Ravi Rikhye, The Fourth Round (New Delhi: ABC, 1982). For an
Indiannavy analysisof the need for aggressivestrategy,see K. R. Menon, "The PreemptiveNavalStrike
in Limited War," U.S.I, of India Journal, Jan.-March 1978, pp. 46-54.
Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, "Tf/ am Assassinated..." (New Delhi: Vikas, 1979).
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Arms and Influence: The Military

Thedegree to which arms influence thePakistan military is a more critical and
realistic question, although here also there is much encrusted myth.

Anentiregeneration ofPakistan officers cametoprofessional maturity underthe
tutelage of theU.S. military (from 1954 toabout 1964). During this period substantial
numbers of Pakistanis were sent to the United States for advanced military training,
others served alongside Americans in CENTO andSEATO commands, many heard
presentations by visiting U.S. military teams in theirownadvanced military schools
where they were taught thelatestinU.S. military doctrine, and Pakistan was provided
withlarge quantities ofU.S. equipment. There were eveninformation programs inthe
Pakistan armedservices run by the UnitedStatesand designed to promulgate a U.S.
view of the world and pro-Americanism.^^

The relationship between the two military systems extended to the personal
level. The Americans liked the Pakistanis because of the latter's frank and blunt ways,
the Pakistanis liked the Americans not only because they had weapons to offer but
because theywereput in contact withthemostmodem military thought, andtheytoo
liked the open and friendly manner of their alliance partners.

However, the relationship wasvulnerable. The Americans hadplenty of "frank
and blunt" friends and lost interest in and patiencewith South Asia. The dispatchof
U.S. arms to Indiabythe Kennedy administration wasa blow. It wasfollowed by the
suspension of arms after 1965, a renewed embargo in 1971, andanother onein 1979.
Even if one does not count the now-forgotten suspension of arms sales in 1947, the
United States has peremptorily cutoff armsto Pakistan threetimes. Theseactions—
justified ornot—hada profound effectonthe"American" generation ofofficers inthe
Pakistan military, shattering theirimage of theUnited States asa sympathetic friend.
In tum, the officers whocame to professional maturity during the 1950s and 1960s
have tutored their juniors in the bitter lessonof U.S. duplicity. The result has been
somedegree of inoculation against a renewed attack of pro-Americanism within the
Pakistan military. The level of American weaponry flowing to Pakistan is relatively
modest, and Pakistanis have long since learnedthe virtuesof self-reliance. The U.S.
Information Service will not be allowed free access to the regimental messes. While
personally cordial, Pakistani officers areproperly wary about a too-close relationship
with the United States. While 1 would disagree with many of them over the reasons
whytheoldrelationship brokedown,theirwariness isprobably in thebestinterests of
both sides.

Military Assistance and Self-Reliance

Pakistan's early strategy as an arms-aid recipient was to maximize its depen
dence upon theUnited States. Notonly were theAmericans supplying good weapons,
butthere wassomefeeling thatthisexlusive, dependent relationship would somehow

See Cohen, Pakistan Army, pp. 55ff.
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bind the Americans closer. "The most allied ofallies" was the way it was put, which
implied the most dependent ofallies aswell. This turned out tobeamiscalculation by
Pakistan. When India and Pakistan were treated alike in 1965 by the U.S. arms
cutoff, it wasPakistan that sufferedf more thanIndia, which haddiversified its arms
sources.

China became Pakistan's major arms supplier after 1967 and preached the
virtues ofself-reliance. However, itwas notuntil 1972 that Pakistan began toaddress
theproblem seriously. Then, under Bhutto's encouragement, amajor program ofarms
manufacturing was initiated. By 1979 Pakistan had become self-sufficient in small
arms and explosives and had acquired thecapability ofrebuilding its900-plus Chinese
T-59 tanks and itsFrench Mirage IIW aircraft. It had also learned how toadapt and
combine weapons acquired from many foreign sources.

The prospects of renewed U.S. arms assistance thus presented an important
choice to Pakistan: should it acquire off-the-shelf weapons of the most advanced
design, or should it attempt to build up its own budding defense production in
frastructure? In the case of aircraft the former path was chosen, and the F-16 was
acquired. Pakistan probably made a long-term error in not opting for the self-
manufacture oftheF-20. Aswehave noted, prestige and symbolism took precedence
over infrastructure building. Pakistan did not optfor the latest U.S. tanks, preferring
the M-48 (which it could maintain in its own facilities) to the heavier and more
complicated M-60.

However, therewere severalgood reaons to buy off the shelf. The decision to
purchase the F-16, the Harpoon, helicopters, and TOWs may reflect a political
calculation. While any weapons purchases lead to dependence upon the supplier, it
would have taken alonger time toestablish adefense manufacturing capability forany
of these systems. Further, Pakistan's industrial infrastructure is weak and un
derdeveloped, and defense production facilities would have still led to Pakistani
dependence upon U.S. suppliers. Finally, theslogan ofdefense self-reliance iscatchy,
but few developing countries have been able to achieve it in any complex system
(certainly not India). Still, the emphasis on off-the-shelf weapons may yet create
problemsfor Pakistan, which appears to have wastedsome of the 1972-80investment
in defense infrastructure.

U.S. Arms Assistance Politics

I have devoted most of myattention to theconsequences of the new security
relationship for Pakistan, but something must be said about the politics of this
relationship in the United States itself.

AftertheSoviet invasion of Afghanistan, it wasvery difficult fora whole range
of American groups to grasp the fact that the unthinkable had occurred. Pakistan's
wamings about theSoviet threat hadnotbeen taken seriously foryears; indeed, hardly
any Pakistani books on strategy treated it seriously, and Pakistanis havebeen quite
forthright in stating theiroverriding concern with India, although sometimes Indiais
accused of being a Soviet surrogate.
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Further, Pakistan-U.S. relations had just hit a low point. The United States had
cut off arms that were being sold to Pakistan because of suspicions about Pakistan's
nuclear program. There were also U.S. warnings about human rights violations in
Pakistan. And Pakistan's feeble response to the burning of the U.S. Embassy alienated
much of the professional foreign policy bureaucracy because there was evidence that
President Zia could have responded but did not for fear of having enraged mobs turn
against him.

This extreme neglect was soon transformed into close attention. Sensing that its
position was likely to be even better if a conservative administration was elected,
Pakistan was able to turn down the Carter offer. The more substantial Reagan offer was
accepted but then became the subject of intense debate within the United States, a
debate that continues.

The combination of a covert nuclear program, continued military rule, and
collateral difficulties with India constitutes the core of U.S. opposition to further arms
sales to Pakistan. Indeed, for some Americans (especially those in Congress), Paki
stan'sposition onAfghanistan is irrelevant compared withthese otherissues. And, for
others, Pakistan's position on Afghanistan is seen as a phony issue because they
accusePakistan of failing to worksincerely towarda solution of theproblem forfearof
jeapordizing the flow of U.S. arms.

Somewhoarecloseto the negotiation process claimthatthelatterchargehasno
basis infact. I cannot judge,butwould tendtoagree—the obstacle to a settlement of
the Afghan problem lies in Kabul, Moscow, and the minds of the Mujahedeen, not
Islamabad. Pakistan could bring "peace" to Afghanistan by turning its own guns
against the Mujahedeen, but that would be an unspeakable act.

There is a core of truth in the charge of SenatorsCranston, Pell, and others that
Pakistan is"blackmailing" theUnitedStates. Pakistan is getting something it wants—
U.S. militeiry equipment—and it is doing something the United States wants—
providing ahaven fortheMujahedeen. It isalso notdoing something theUnited States
doesnotwantit to do—press forward with its nuclear program, and it may be doing
something the United States would like it to do—liberalize and democratize its
political system—but at a rate which does not satisfy all of its U.S. critics.

Pakistanismust view the entire policymakingprocess in the UnitedStates with
amazement. Before the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, they were the outcasts of
Washington; afterward they were besieged by friendly arms salesmen, politicans,
generals, diplomats, journalists—and even scholars—each eager to hear and record
or ease the tribulationsof being a "frontline" state. The real Pakistaniassessmentwas
probably expressed by President Zia: the U.S. has foreign relations, butno foreign
policy. Nocountry thatallowed somany special interest groups to have a policy veto
couldhavea long-range policy. Thisis notquiteaccurate: theUnited States hasmany
foreign policies, several in the executive branch, many more in Congress, others
advocated by the press, by arms manufacturers, and various special interests such as
theantiproliferation lobby andhuman rights groups. America's "Pakistan policy" isat
2iny moment the outcome of a political test of strength between some or all of these
groups; informed Pakistanis arethus aware ofthesoftbase onwhich thepresent policy
rests and the possibility of ambush at every step in the process.
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Nonetheless, there has been a remarkable consistency since the 1981 aid
package was put together. That package was half-military and half-economic, and
there is no suggestion on either side that the balance should change when the
agreementexpires in 1987. And other U.S. interests in Pakistan have emerged. The
two states have worked closely on a common narcotics problem, which has recently
attracted as much interest in Congress as the nuclear proliferation issue. Finally,
expanded economic and personal ties between the two countries may further stabilize
what has, historically, been an uncertain relationship. Given a degree of realism in
both countries, it may be that the United States will yet evolve a single and sensible
Pakistan policy.

PAKISTAN'S NUCLEAR PROGRAM

No security-related issue is of greater potential concern to both Pakistan and the
UnitedStatesthan the former's potentialas a nuclearweaponsstate. The conventional
military relationship between the two is an interregnum, largely a function of the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. It may have had a temporary restraining effecton
Pakistan's nuclearprogram, but the nuclear issuehas a logic anddynamicof its own.
Let us consider the issue from the Pakistani perspective first and then examine U.S.
interests.

Pakistan's Motives

Any stateofthesize,military power, andadministrative andpolitical capacityof
Pakistan would ordinarily be counted as a regional great power. Pakistan has the
unfortunate luck of being surrounded by three megastates: India, China, and the
USSR, which tells us something of the importance of relative power. ButPakistan is
necessarily concerned about its survival as well as its security since some of its
neighbors atleast doubt thelegitimacy ofitspresent structure. And Pakistan istheonly
modem state to have been vivisected.

Pakistan's first incentive in acquiring a nuclearweapons program stems from
this threatening strategic environment: it seeks to deter its neighbors—especially
India—from exploiting internal weaknesses and using militaryforce to split it apart
once again. The same motive exists with regard to the Soviet Union. A nuclear
Pakistan could threaten one or two major Central Asian cities should the USSR
challenge Pakistan's existence. In this extreme case, Pakistan has the Israeli Masada
model to emulate and need not actually acquire a weapon—but only be able to
demonstrate that it could acquire a weapon on short notice—to make the deterrent
work.

Moreprovocatively, if Pakistanacquireda nuclearweaponbeforeIndia, it could
threaten the latter or seize disputed territory (e.g., Kashmir). Much has been made of
thisscenario byIndianstrategists,butit ishighlyunrealistic. Onesuspects thatIndians
exaggerate the Pakistani "threat" to justify their own nuclear program, which is
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considerably older than Pakistan's. Indeed, India probably has the capacity to
weaponize quickly, and any Pakistani "window" would not be open for long.

Third, Pakistan could use a nuclear weapon outside of South Asia—the so-
called "Islamic bomb"—presumably in the Middle East. It is difficult to say much that
is truthful about this option since there is so much misinformation in circulation, but it
is very likely that Libya's original encouragement to Pakistan was aimed in this
direction. Certainly, Bhutto did speak and write of an "Islamic bomb." Whether such a
bomb would have been transferred to another state, or deployed in the Middle East, is
pure speculation. Pakistanis deny that this is their objective, but enough doubt remains
about future plans, intentions, and capabilities that outsiders can be reasonably
concerned.

U.S. Perceptions and Interests

For the United States, the Pakistani priorities are reversed. Its concern is with
the spread of nuclear weapons more than their confinementor use within South Asia.
Pakistan is often seen as the most obvious stopping point in the movement toward
generalized, global nuclear proliferation and is thus justifiably subjected to greater
presure than other states. The Pakistani bomb is (falsely) seen as the key to preventing
Indian nuclear proliferation and as the critical link to preventing other near-nuclears
(Argentina, Israel, South Africa, Taiwan, South Korea, Brazil, Iraq) from crossing the
line to overt nuclear status.

Although Pakistanis may believe it to be the case, the U.S. motive is not merely
to keep nuclear weapons out of the hands of "natives," although the fear of nuclear
proliferation to unstable states does exist and is legitimate. The U.S. concern also
stems from the simple calculation of the increase in instability should the world
contain twenty, thirty, or more nuclear weapons states; only Kenneth Waltzargues that
this would be a good thing. As Rodney Jones and others have pointed out, prolifera
tion would create severe difficulties for the delicate balance of terror between the

superpowers; the Chinese, French, and British systems already play a confusing role
in determining equitable arms levels. Adding another tier of nuclear weapons states
will hopelessly confuse the prospects for arms control.

Asymmetries and Solutions

The asymmetry between U.S. and Pakistani positions is clear. For Pakistan the
bomb is insurance to prevent the final destruction of the state. Like Israel, Pakistan has
a "never again" complex. The United States tends to ignore this persuasive argument.

See, e.g., D. K. Palit, Nuclear Shadow over the Subcontinent (New Delhi: U.S.I, of India, 1981).For a
study more critical of nuclear weapons, see Bhabani Sen Gupta, Nuclear Weapons: Policy Optionsfor
India (New Delhi: Sage, 1983).
Waltz, The Spread of Nuclear Weapons: More May Be Better (London: International Institute for
Strategic Studies, Adelphi Paper no, 171, 1981).
Jones, Small Nuclear Forces (New York: Praeger, 1984).
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stressing the broader proliferationconsequencesof the Pakistaniprogram. Pakistanis
conclude that the United States does not care about their survival (or is guilty of
selective caring); the United States suspects the worst of Pakistan's motives.

As long as the conventional military relationship between the two states is
continued, it is not likely that Pakistan will force the nuclear issue by testing or
deploying a nuclear weapon. It could only do so at a moment of extreme national crisis
and still hope to retain U.S. support. Policymakers in the Reagan administration are
also reluctant to press Pakistan to conform to U.S. legislation or to sign the Non-
Proliferation Treaty lest they drive Pakistan into an overt nuclear program and lose
whatever leverage they now have in the supply of conventional weapons. Yet the
game cannot continue indefinitely. India has an interest in the outcome of the evolution
of Pakistan's program and may yet force the issue by resuming its own program.
Would America then forgive a Pakistani nuclear program?

I do not believe that the region must go nuclear, or, if it does, that there will
necessarily be a nuclear arms race, or that relations between India and Pakistan will
break down, leading to war or nonnuclear attacks on nuclear facilities. All of these
outcomes are possible, but equally possible would be a series of bilateral arrangements
betweenthe two states, managing their nuclear armsrace in sucha way as to terminate
it or let it reach a stable plateau. Such an arrangement would be in the United States'
nonproliferation interests and need not prejudice a tough U.S. policy in areas where
such toughness is appropriate and effective. However, in view of the domestic
political complexities of the United States' nonproliferationpolicy, such a view may
be Utopian.

CONCLUSION

I began this chapter by noting the difficulties associated with security-related
issues in the U.S.-Pakistan relationship. My analysis indicates that these obstacles are
not shrinking: new technologies further complicate a relationship that is already
heavily mortgaged to the behavior of unpredictable third parties.

While the relationship can theoretically be "managed" by a few individuals in
each country, the burden of history indicates that the present situation is unusually
calm. A shift in votes in the U.S. Congress, a softening of Soviet policy (or its
hardening) in Afghanistan, an ambiguous Indian move, or renewed domestic turmoil
in Pakistan could throw the present relationship into disarray.

My own view is that the situation is unusually promising and unusually threaten
ing. It is promising in that Pakistan's root strategic problems are not insoluble,
although they do depend upon the enlightened self-interests of others, especially
India. It is also promising in that I do not regard Pakistan as a crazy state or one
destined for destruction or even dictatorship. It is thus possible for the United States to
sustain a relationship with Pakistan, although Pakistanis might legitimately ask
whether it is possible for them to sustain a relationship with a nation so unpredictable
as the United States. One also notes the growth of an intelligent regionalism in South
Asia, which may yet turn out to be the vehicle by which India can reach its legitimate
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level of power and influence, yet which protects the interests of its smaller neighbors.
Balancing this, the whole South Asian region has edged closer to catastrophe.

The introduction of nuclear weapons into the subcontinent would, in the absence of a
frameworkof understanding, be a disaster. It would lead to unpredicablebut almost all
bad results. It certainly would not slow down the conventional arms race, which is
taking up an increasing percentage of national budgets in India and Pakistan, as well as
an increasing percent of skilled manpower and high technology. One must also note
the painfully slow rate of normalization between India and Pakistan and the lack of
civil discourse, especially on the Indian side. Indian statements give Pakistanis
reasonable cause to believe that important Indian leaders still do not accept the
legitimacyof their state, and certainly not the legitimacyof the present government.
This is a problem that Americans should be aware of and, hopefully, influence.

I conclude with four suggestions concerning the management and direction of
Pakistan-U.S. relations.

1. Avoid the grandiose. Pledges that no one can keep are dangerous. The
relationship of the 1950s was partly based upon mutual delusion. This will not work
now: Pakistanis are adept at seeing through U.S. exaggeration and false promises.
They must restrain themselves from flattering susceptible Americans or from ex
cessive ringing of the Soviet threat bell.

2. Agree to disagree. There must be a better awareness of which U.S.-Pakistan
common concerns are common interests, which are truly important, and which are
peripheral. The two nations' policies are bound to diverge on some issues, but
divergence may not be as great as some have imagined. The role of the State
Department, the U.S. Information Service, and the Pakistani press is particularly
important in explaining where and why U.S. policy does not overlap with Pakistan's.

3. Develop a substantive link with other states that can affect or disrupt the
U.S.-Pakistan connection. While this especially means India (which should not have a
veto but a voice in U.S. arms sales to Pakistan), other countries might be consulted as
well, just as Pakistan should be consulted in issues that affect its interests (e.g., U.S.
relations with the Soviet Union, Israel, and its role in the Indian Ocean). This takes
timeandeffort. But, as in thecase of NATO,whatmakesthe relationship workis not a
formal treaty but a process of consultation, which gives rise to a common strategic
framework. This would involve annual or semiannual meetings at the official level
(but not necessarily by the most senior policymakers) between concerned states with
broadly shared interests. The grouping could change according to the issue.

4. Broaden contacts. Generals and strategists on both sides will identify and
pursue common strategic interests, but this is not enough to sustain the relationship.
Scholars, journalists, politicans, and others must come to know the other side much
better. Nonofficial relations are too limited. This has to be better subsidized: few

Americans are going to Pakistan. Conversely, many Pakistanis are abysmally ignorant
of the United States, despite the larger number of Pakistanis residing there. Ties
between universities and other educational and cultural institutions are especially
weak. These nonofficial ties could be vastly improved for less than the cost of one F-16
and would do more to enhance Pakistan's security.
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3. P^ikistan-U.S. Relations: Divergences
and Convergences of Perceptions

Rais A. Khan

Pakistan-U.S. relations have been both cooperative and conflictual. They have ranged
all the way from indifference to intimacy to hostility. In recent years these relations
have become warm again. The geopolitical realities and strategic compulsions tend to
bring the two countries together, but divergences of perceptions and policies over a
number of bilateral and international issues tend to pull them apart. It is therefore not
surprising that the history of Pakistan-U.S. relationship has been a checkered one. The
surprising thing is that the relationship has survived the stresses and the strains it has
been through; even during the worst of times, the two governments, no matter who the
incumbents were, have managed to retain at least a working relationship.

I do not propose to describe the history of Pakistan-U.S. relations. These have
been subjected to a fairly close examination in recent years in both countries.
Pakistanis have invariably noted the lack of durability and credibility in Washington's
policies toward Pakistan. The Americans, on their part, have found the relationship
exasperating. An eminent American analyst of South Asian affairs has called it a
"tortured relationship."^

The Pakistan-U.S. alliance relationship of the 1950s, though imminently satis
factory in the short run, proved counterproductive and disappointing for both in the
long term. Far from containing the Soviets and the Chinese, the alliance relationship
got caught in the competitive politics of India and Pakistan and paved the way for
the spread of Soviet and Chinese influence in the subcontinent. Instead of improving,
Pakistan's security environment worsened. The Kashmir and the Pashtoonistan
problems remained unresolved, and Pakistan itself was dismembered in 1971.

The disappointments and misunderstandings of the 1960s were due mainly to
unrealistic expectations of consistency and fidelity on both sides. Both Pakistan and

^ Norman D. Palmer, "The United States And Pakistan: A 'Tortured Relationship,'" paper presented atthe
First Bilateral Conference on Pakistan-U.S. Relations held at Arlington, Va., June 7-10, 1981.
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the United States had entered the alliance relationship largely for self-serving reasons
ratherthan mutually congruent objectives. Whereas the United States looked at the
relationship from theglobal perspective of theEast-West conflict and asoneof many
otherperipheral ties,Pakistan looked at it from theregional perspective ofitsdisputes
with India andAfghanistan and as the anchor of its security, stability, andeconomic
development. Pakistan was raised or lowered onthescale ofU.S. priorities according
to its perceived importance at any given time in the East-West conflict. Pakistan
reviewed thefluctuations inU.S. policyfromitsownregional security perspective and
tried to adjust its relations with other powers accordingly.

The deterioration in Pakistan-U.S. relations, which began with U.S. military aid
to Indiain 1962, wasgreatlyaccelerated after the Indo-Pakistan war of 1965 and the
subsequent warming ofrelations between Pakistan andChina. Fora briefperiod inthe
early 1970s it appeared that the trendmightbe reversed. Butas the issues of nuclear
technology andhuman rights were added totheproblematic areas ofthePakistan-U.S.
relationship, the twocountries virtually became antagonists. By 1979 Pakistan-U.S.
relations had reached their nadir. Then in the closing days of 1979 the Soviet Union
intervened militarily in thecivilwarinAfghanistan. Thisforced bothPakistan andthe
UnitedStates to reassess their positions and to review their mutual relationship. The
two countries negotiated a six-year (1982-87), $3.2 billion military sales and eco
nomic aid package, whose nature and dimensions were spelled out in the joint
U.S.-Pakistan statement of June 15, 1981. The United States also reaffirmed the
validity of the 1959 bilateral agreement. This has become the basis of what is now
called the "new relationship."

Nothing will be more misleading than to think that present Pakistan-U.S.
relations are a revival or reinvigorationof their past ties. The new relationshipis an
"aid-cum-sales relationship"; though the 1959 bilateralagreement between Pakistan
and the United States is still in force, it is not an alliance relationship as this agreement
is not binding on Congress and is hostage to public mood in America. The new
relationship is moreinformal and flexible and doesnot require Pakistan to givebases
to the United States. India's much publicizedfears on this accountare unwarranted.

The new relationship is also not an "exclusive" relationship. The Washington
connection is not the anchor of Pakistan's security as it was in the 1950s. Pakistan's
membership andstatusin theNon-Aligned Movement (NAM) andintheOrganization
of Islamic Conference (QIC) and its very close relations with China as well as its
Muslim neighbors to the west are important components of its security architecture.
The quantum of U.S. military sales to Pakistan cannot guarantee the security of
Pakistanfacedas it is with the presenceof the other superpower on the westernborder
and India's vast and sophisticated arsenal on the eastern border. All that the new
relationship can achieve is to bolster somewhat the confidence of Pakistan and to
discourage an aggressor by raisingthe cost of aggression andby demonstrating that a
security relationship existsbetween Pakistan andtheUnited States,which itmusttake
into account in its calculations. Testifying before the subcommittee on Asia and
PacificAffairs of the House Foreign Affairs Committee on September 16,1981, James
L. Buckley, undersecretary of state,stated: "The[military sales] program issomodest
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that it is bound to disappoint those commentators who have expressed fears thatour
proposed sales to Pakistan will spark an arms race on the subcontinent." Buckley
pointed outthatthewell-trained andwell-equipped Indian military establishment was
decisively superior to that of Pakistan and would acquire a greater edge six years
hence.

The "new relationship" is also likely to be more durable and credible than the old
one,notonly because itismore informal andflexible butbecause it isbased ongreater
commonality of perceptions and interests. Both Pakistan and the United States realize
that South Asia has been transformed from a bridge toa battleground. Today it isone
of the prime areas of tension and turbulence that emanate from both within and
without. Almost all the countries of the region are faced with internal upheavals of
varying nature and intensity. This isdisturbing enough, buttheprospects ofpeace and
stability in theregion have further been complicated bytheSoviet military interven
tion in Afghanistan, the Iran-Iraq war, and an overall deterioration in East-West
relations.

From the perspective of their own viewpoints, Pakistan and the United States
have significant and mutual interests in Southwest Asia. Both need oil, but any
disruption of Gulf oil supplies is likely to hurt Pakistan more because it has very
limited alternate sources of energy at home and sources of supply abroad. TheGulf
countries are important markets for goods and services for both Pakistan and the
United States. Inaddition, Pakistan earns about $3billion annually through itsmigrant
workers in the Gulf—an amount that is crucial to Pakistan's balance-of-payment
situation. The governments of these countries are largely pro-West, and naturally the
United States would like them tostay that way inorder tomaintain itsglobal status quo
of influence and power. For its part, Pakistan has common religious, cultural, and
historical ties with the peoples of these countries and would look adversely upon any
trendthatwas likelyto weaken these ties. In fact, the concept of the Ummah (World
Muslim Community) and itssolidarity have been a driving force inPakistan's foreign
policy. It has led Pakistan to support Muslim causes even when they are of no
immediate concern to itself.

Southwest Asiaisalsoimportant toPakistan formilitary reasons. Pakistan hasa
weak defense capability, so it must relyon thesupport of itsMuslim neighbors to the
westto overcome this deficiency. Pakistan alsohas military links of varying sizeand
significance with most countries of the Gulf.

To emphasise the mutual interests and objectives of Pakistan and the United
States in Southwest Asia is not to deny the existence of serious divergences of
perception between them. Forexample, Pakistan generally shares theperceptions of
its Muslim neighbors to the west that Israeli expansionism is the basic cause of
instability in the Middle East. Like them, it attributes Israeli intransigence and
aggressiveness to uncritical U.S. support to Israel. U.S. scholars and statesmen,
addressing Pakistani audiences, usually have to face hostile questions andcomments
on theJewish lobby intheUnited States anditsdecisive impact onU.S.policies in the
Middle East. Thereturn of Arab territories, thestatus of Jerusalem, and the rights of
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the Palestinian people are issues on which Pakistan and the United States have pursued
divergent policies.

The two countries also differ in their perceptions of Iran. Pakistan has no quarrel
with the Iranian revolution; in fact, it welcomes the triumph of Islamic fundamental
ism there. The United States, on the other hand, has not overcome the trauma of the
hostage crisis and is apprehensive about the impact of the Iranian revolution on the
neighboring conservative Arab monarchies and sheikhdoms.

These Pakistan-U.S. divergences of perceptions and policies in the general area
of the Middle East, though they touch some very sensitive chords in both countries,
have been managed with tact and understanding on both sides and have not proved
stumbling blocks in the evolution of Pakistan-U.S. bilateral relations.

Any disruption or threat of disruption of peace, security, and stability in
Southwest Asia cannot be viewed with anything but alarm by both Pakistan and the
United States. The Iran-Iraq war and the Soviet military intervention in Afghanistan
constitute, in the eyes of both, such threats.

The Iran-Iraq war is painful to Pakistan as it violates the concept of the solidarity
of the Ummah and is devastating for both belligerents. Its potential to escalate into a
larger conflict, dragging in neighbors and inviting superpower intervention, is of
concern to both Pakistan and the United States. Both have adopted a neutral stance,
though Pakistan, as a member of the Ummah Peace Committee, is very active in its
efforts to bring an end to the war. I believe these efforts have the sympathy, if not the
active support, of the United States.

Pakistan and the United States also have a basic convergence of perceptions and
policies on the Soviet military intervention in Afghanistan, though there are di
vergences of shades and nuances. The Soviet intervention, coming as it did on the
heels of the revolution in Iran, was looked upon by U.S. analysts in the foreign policy
establishment and outside as the continuation of the Soviet geopolitical momentum of
the1970s. They regarded it as a springboard not only for Soviet hegemony in the
region but for world domination. They drew attention to the Soviet Union's "historic
and traditional" quest for influence in the Gulf and for warm-water ports in South Asia
and regarded the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan as a new, significant, and
alarming step in that direction. President Jimmy Carter called it "a stepping stone to
possible control over much of the world's oil supplies" and warned against possible
Sovietdesigns onIran, Pakistan, andtheGulf.^ ThattheAmerican perception hasnot
changed is evident from an answer that Vice-President George Bush gave at a news
conference in Pakistan in May 1984. He said that the Americans were very suspicious
of Soviet objectives and that the Soviets could be thinking of making Afghanistan "a
stepping stone

Soviet political culture makes it very difficult for outsiders to scrutinize the
minds of the leaders in the Kremlin and to determine the direction of their policies with

^ Newsweek, Jan. 14, 1980, p. 6.
^ Pakistan Times(Rawalpindi), May 14, 1984.
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any certainty. The Soviet military intervention in Afghanistan may have larger
connotations, or it may be just a defensive move to immunize Central Asian republics
from the "virus" of Islamic fundamentalism. Or it could simply be the egoistic
response of a superpower to protect a client state, which also happens to be a neighbor
without its realizing the dangers involved in such a move.

Public opinion in Pakistan is divided over the issue. There are those who accept
the "stepping stone" thesis and those who reject it. The rejectionists maintain that U.S.
security concerns in the Gulf are overrated and overstated. They point out that global
domination is not a feasible proposition for either of the superpowers, who, in fact^are
finding it difficult to manage their own backyards. Warm-water ports are no longer a
critical need of the technologically advanced Soviet state. The various oil denial
scenarios—such as embargoes, blockades, and interdiction of choke points—lack
credibility because of the Soviet Union's self-sufficiency in oil and the negative
cost-benefit ratio of such actions. They also draw attention to the current moderate
Soviet policies in the Middle East and particularly in the Gulf where they have
supported the right of free access to oil. The Soviet Union has generally resisted the
temptation to fish in troubled waters. These arguments seem quite convincing, but
what if the Soviets are able to consolidate their hold over Afghanistan, and the Soviet
Union becomes an oil-deficit state in the future? Who can tell!

Even if the "stepping stone" thesis is rejected, it cannot be denied that the
massive Soviet military presence in Afghanistan has upset the balance of power in a
region of vital political, strategic, and economic interest to both Pakistan and the
United States. In addition, apart from the legal and moral aspects of intervention,
Pakistan is alarmed by the prospect that Afghanistan might lose its buffer status or that
the Soviets might support Afghanistan's irridentist claims. Afghanistan has uni
laterally repudiated the Durand Line, and since it is a land-locked country, it may seek
an outlet to the Arabian Sea.

Pakistan has no bilateral disputes with the Soviet Union. The present tensions in
Pakistan-Soviet relations over Afghanistan are not of Pakistan's seeking. It cherishes
its nonaligned status and does not wish to become involved in any way in the East-West
conflict. Its response to the U.S. quest for "strategic consensus" has been negative. It
does not envisage, either for itself or for the United States, the role of a policeman in
the Gulf. It doubts the wisdom and efficacy of the U.S. Rapid Deployment Force (now
called the Central Command) and believes that the defense of the Gulf should be the
responsibility of the Gulf states. Despite these divergences, the mutual perception of a
threat from the Soviet military presence in Afghanistan has again made Pakistan a
"strategic state" for the United States and the Washington connection important for
Pakistan.

Both Pakistan and the United States are agreed that Soviet forces should
withdraw from Afghanistan, that both the legitimate rights of the Afghan people and
the legitimate security interests of the Soviet Union be protected through a political
settlement arrived at under U.N. auspices and guaranteed by all parties concerned, and
that the 3 to 4 million Afghan refugees in Pakistan and Iran be returned to their country
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with honor and in peace. The Soviet Union, it seems, is not averse to a political
settlement provided that it is guaranteed the continuation of communist rule in Kabul.
This would amount to transferring the Soviet burden to the guarantors of the political
settlement. Why would they show such magnanimity? And how could such a settle
ment be imposed on the Afghan resistance?

The United States, on the other hand, wishes for a political settlement that would
lead to complete and unconditional withdrawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan and
would guarantee the unadulterated exercise of the right of self-determination by the
Afghan people. It expects the Soviet Union to accept this because no government in
Kabul has ever acted or can afford to act against the interests of the Soviet Union. The
Soviet Union, having committed its power and prestige to the protection of the 1978
revolution, is not likely to buy this argument. Pakistan basically agrees that there
should be a representative government in Kabul, but it believes that the most realistic
way to achieve this is through an evolutionary process in which Kabul could uphold
the nominal continuity of the 1978 revolution. Since Kabul claims that the 1978
revolution is a national democratic revolution, such a transition should not be difficult.

Failing to secure a political settlement on its own terms, the Soviet Union seems
determined to press the military solution. So far, the military cost of intervention has
not been high, but the political cost has been, though it has failed to pressure the Soviet
Union into accepting the political settlement offered by Pakistan and the United States
and endorsed by the world community at-large. Probably only two things can make the
Soviets change their mind: (1) the 120nations that have consistently denounced Soviet
military intervention in Afghanistan now match their words and votes with diplomatic
and economic sanctions against the Soviet Union, or (2) the military cost of Soviet
intervention be raised to unacceptable levels by giving full and open support to the
Afghan resistance.

Any student of international politics knows that the first has never worked and
the second is not feasible. The international community simply lacks the political will
to make sanctions an effective policy tool; and the expansionist tendencies of one
superpowercan only be containedby the countervailing force of anothersuperpower.
It is doubtful whether the U.S. Congress and public opinion would permit any deeper
U.S. commitment and involvement in far-away Afghanistan. President Ronald
Reagan, now unconcerned about votes and lobbies, is likely to think more in terms of
his place in history and would certainly move toward some sort of understanding with
the Soviet Union on the vital issues of peace and arms control. He would not like to
antagonize the Russians further by raising the military costs for them in Afghanistan.

Pakistan too has its constraints and compulsions. It cannot be enthusiastic for
increased military aid to the Afghan resistance and an escalation of conflict in
Afghanistan because if it sticks its neck out any further, it might be chopped off. U.S.
security guarantees to Pakistan under the 1959 bilateral agreement are not binding on
Congress and are hostage to public mood in America. Pakistan-U.S. interests con
verge, therefore, when seeking a political settlement of the Afghan problem, no matter
how dim are the chances of success.
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In a speech at Karachi in April 1982 the then U.S. ambassador to Pakistan,
Ronald Spiers, pinpointed "four vulnerabilities" in Pakistan-U.S. relations, namely,
the "Indian factor," the nuclear issue, human rights, and narcotics.

Of these four vulnerabilities, narcotics has become a nonissue. The government
of Pakistan has extended the fullest possible cooperation to the United States in the
matter, and the United States has expressed complete satisfaction over the steps that
Pakistan has taken to eradicate the cultivation of opium and the trafficking in drugs.
According to a report in the New York Times: "American experts confirm that the
cultivation of opium poppies in Pakistan has dropped from an estimated 80,000 acres
to 9,000 acres since 1979 and the production of raw opium from an estimated 800 tons
to 50 or 60 tons.""^

Drug trafficking from Pakistan is now mostly based on opium grown across the
border in Afghanistan. Because of the disturbed nature of the border, it is not easy to
stop the interchange of goods. Pakistan has now prescribed sever punishments for the
production and distribution of narcotics. Pakistani laws are tougher and their enforce
ment stricter than in the United States. Investigations show that no full-dress traffick
ing network linked to the distribution system in the United States exists in Pakistan,
and this makes the eradication prospects brighter.

The question of human rights in Pakistan may generate some heat in Congress
and the U.S. news media from time to time, but the track record of the administration

shows that human rights have seldom stood in the way of U.S. national interests. The
Reagan administration in particular has downgraded them on the list of U.S. priorities.
Its differentiation between "authoritarian governments" and "totalitarian gov
ernments" in defense of its policy on human rights is interesting but of limited validity
since in most countries under authoritarian rule the alternative is not totalitarianism but

national democracy. Hopefully, the holding of promised elections in Pakistan by
March 1985 will remove this minor irritant in Pakistan-U.S. relations.

However, the nuclear issue and the "India factor" are matters which, if not
handled wisely, could become problematic for Pakistan-U.S. relations. Basically,
Pakistan fully supports the U.S. nonproliferation objectives in the region. It has done
all it could do within the limits of its energy needs and security concerns to establish a
nonproliferation regime in South Asia. It has striven to have the United Nations
declare the Indian Ocean a zone of peace. It has vigorously pushed the idea that the
states of the region agree to make South Asia a nuclear weapons free zone. It has
offered to ratify the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) if the other states in the region also
agree to do so. It has invited India to institute joint inspection of each other's nuclear
facilities. It accepts all the U.N. International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safe
guards. President Zia ul-Haq has declared ad infinitum that Pakistan's nuclear pro
gram is for peaceful purposes only, and Pakistan does not intend to make a bomb.

Ignoring all this, the media in the West have launched a massive misinformation
campaign to malign Pakistan and distort its quest for nuclear technology. Venues and
dates for the explosion of Pakistan's "Islamic bomb" have been forecast with un-

New York Times, July 1, 1983.
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ashamed regularity. Libyan and other Arab financing has been alleged, and fears have
been expressed that the nuclear technology, once acquired by Pakistan, would be
transferred to these Arab countries. Sensational stories about a Pakistani scientist

stealing the secrets of uranium enrichment and about Pakistan making clandestine
purchases of vital parts in Europe and the United States have been played up. Even
countries friendly to Pakistan and the United States such as Turkey and China have
been dragged in and accused of secret collaboration with Pakistan. It has been
suggested that Pakistan has already tested the "Islamic bomb" in Sinkiang.

Pakistan's quest for nuclear technology makes sense from both economic and
security points of view. The country faces a massive shortage of energy; it has one of
the lowest per capita electricity consumption rates even by the standards of Third
World countries. During the last two years a shortage of 582 MW led to nationwide
load shedding, which, besides causing discomfort to people, had a crippling impact on
industry, agriculture, and commerce. Pakistan's existing capacity and projected
development needs show a shortage of 10,000 MW. With limited potential of
hydroelectric power and with scarce oil and coal resources, the only viable alternative
is nuclear power.

India's explosion of a nuclear device in 1974 added a new and significant
dimension to the already adverse balance in conventional arms between India and
Pakistan. A nuclear arms race in the subcontinent would be disastrous, but the way to
prevent it is not to deny nuclear technology to Pakistan. As long as India knows that
Pakistan too can carry out a peaceful nuclear explosion, it would deliberate very
carefully before carrying out other explosions or embarking on a nuclear armament
program. Nuclear technology in Pakistani hands will be a trump card to ensure a
nonproliferation regime in South Asia. Pakistan will not play the card on its own
because it knows that once played, it would lose its deterrent value. Devoid of a
significant industrial and technological base and substantial economic resources,
Pakistan will have to be very foolish indeed to engage India in a nuclear arms race.

U.S. nonproliferation policy has linked the issue of nuclear exports to the
acceptance of full-scope safeguards by all recipients whether or not they are signatory
to the NPT. The United States initiated the formation of the London Suppliers Group
(LSG) to control the supply of sensitive nuclear items to potential proliferators. Its
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act (1978) has imposed a unilateral set ofnorms on nuclear
commerce. All this has gradually cartelized nuclear commerce and institutionalized
discrimination in the transfer of nuclear technology.

Pakistan looks upon U.S. nuclear diplomacy as selective and discriminatory
toward the Third World in general and Pakistan in particular. While the Reagan
administration has seen to it that India's nuclear plans do not suffer for want of
enriched uranium and spare parts for the Tarapur nuclear plant, it has set up all sorts of
obstacles for Pakistan. The 1981 economic aid and military sales package is hostage to
Pakistan's good nuclear behavior as prescribed by Washington. In fact, the leverage
that the package gives to Washington vis-a-vis Pakistan's nuclear program has been an
important consideration with U.S. policymakers. Pakistanis see a contradiction in the
U.S. concern for Pakistan's security and its efforts to deny it nuclear technology.
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Security is not the function only of arms. Economic development and industrialization
are important components of national power and hence of national security. U.S.
nuclear diplomacy tends to ignore this aspect. However, Pakistan has agreed to a
limitation of its options and has given guarantees at the highest level that it will not
explode a nuclear device even for peaceful purposes. With President Reagan's
reelection, there is no immediate danger of the Pakistan-U. S. connection negotiated in
1981becoming disjointed. But this does not mean that Pakistan will not face problems
in the U.S. Congress or that the LSG countries will not continue to obstruct its
program. The nuclear issue will continue to surface, but it is hoped that it will not
become the centerpiece of Pakistan-U.S. relationship.

The U.S. attitude toward a regional framework of peace and security in South
Asia has been rather ambivalent. Conceptually, there can be two possible approaches
or models for peace and security in South Asia. One is the traditional balance-of-
power approach, which regards peace and security to be a function of the equilibrium
of power in a system that posits that weakness tempts aggression. The other is the
Organski model^ where the dynamics of peace and security are provided by the
preponderance of power in one state of the system. The weaker states have either to
accept the protection and the diktat of the preponderant power or face the possibility of
war, which they cannot hope to win. Thus, an environment conducive to peace and
security is automatically created.

Conscious of India's size, population, and potential, Indian policymakers have
always perceived India as a major power. India's role in the dismemberment of
Pakistan in 1971 was a part of its major-power strategy. Today India is one of the top
twelve industrial producers of the world, it has the fourth largest armed force, it has
gate-crashed into the nuclear club, and it has launched satellites. Naturally, it expects
the superpowers to accord it the status of a major power, and it expects its neighbors,
particularly Pakistan, to acknowledge its preeminance in the region (Indians carefully
avoid the words "dominance" and "hegemony"). India's imperious tone toward Sri
Lanka during the peak of the Sinhali-Tamil conflict and the assertion of its "Monroe
Doctrine" in the region show which way the wind is blowing. One may note an
interesting duality in India's policy. While it follows a balance-of-power approach
vis-a-vis China, it is not willing to allow its weaker neighbors to follow the same
approach vis-a-vis itself.

In the 1950s and early 1960s the United States followed a balance-of-power
approach toward the subcontinent. Militarily, it strengthened first Pakistan and then
India. The U.S. purpose in both cases was to contain communism, but the increment
of power first in Pakistan and then in India also helped to balance or imbalance them
against each other (the perception being determined by which side of the fence one was
sitting on).

In the 1970s, after detente and the dismemberment ofPakistan, the United States
accepted the preponderance-of-power model. In May 1973 President Richard Nixon,
in his foreign policy address to Congress, said that the United States was "prepared to
treat India in accordance with its new status and responsibilities on the basis of
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reciprocity."^ Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, during his visit to New Delhi in
October 1974, wasmorespecific whenhe saidthat"the sizeandposition ofIndiagave
itaspecial role ofleadership inSouth Asia and world affairs."^ The 1976 Democratic
party platform went so far as to state: "India has now achieved a considerable
hegemony overthe subcontinent... [and] future American policy should accept this
fact."®

Thechange in U.S. policy wasas much a recognition of a growing reality as a
stratagem to draw Indiaaway fromthe Soviet Union. Americans believed thatonce
India became a dominant state in South Asia, even with Soviet arms, and was
recognized as such, it would move away from the Soviet Union. Though after 1971
Pakistan ceasedto be a complicating factor in Indo-U.S. relations, otherfactors such
as the Sino-U.S. detente, India's nuclear explosion in 1974, and the U.S. base on
Diego Garcia island kept theserelations ruffled. The United States couldnot loosen
the bonds of the 1971 Indo-Soviet treaty of friendship and cooperation which,
incidentally, runs its course until 1996.

The Reagan administration's approach to peace and security in South Asia
seems to be complex, a curious mix of the balance-of-power and preponder-
ance-of-power approaches. Inresponse toSoviet military intervention inAfghanistan,
it is strengthening Pakistan economically andmilitarily. When it comes tomilitary aid
to Pakistan, it is usually difficult to balance whatPakistan perceives as necessary and
what India perceives as tolerable. The Indians usually lookupon any increment in
Pakistan's military strength as a roadblock to their aspirations in the region. A
congressional study mission, which visited bothIndiaandPakistan in October 1981,
notedthat"India's reactionto theproposedU.S. package isdrivenbyitsdetermination
to maintain its position as the dominant power in the region."^

Atthesametime,theReagan administration refuses toregard Indiaasaproxy of
the Soviet Union or the 1971 Indo-Soviet treat of friendship as a military alliance. Its
spokesmen bothinWashington andIslamabad have made it very clearthattheUnited
Statesis not in thebusiness of takingsidesin theproblems between IndiaandPakistan,
which must be settled bilaterally. The Reagan administration has helped India to
securehugefinancial assistance fromtheWorld BankandtheInternational Monetary
Fund. It has supplied enricheduranium to Indiaand sparepartsto its Tarapur nuclear
plant. Although the United States has now discontinued the supply of enriched
uranium, it hasnotplacedanyobstacles inIndia'swaytoobtainit fromthirdparties.It
has alsooffered to sell India sophisticatedweaponsworth a billiondollarsor more. A
high-powered Indian defense teeim visited the United States in October 1984, and

^ A. F. K. Organski, World Politics (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1968).
^ Quoted in William J. Bamds, "U.S. Policy Toward South Asia: Shifting Perceptions and Policy

Choices," Pacific Community 8(4) (July 1977):47.
Ibid.

®Norman D. Palmer, "The Carter Administration and South Asia," The Subcontinent in WorldPolitics:
India, Its Neighbors, and the Great Powers, ed. Lawrence Ziring (New York:I*raeger, 1978), p. 199.

^ Dawn (Karachi), Dec. 14, 1981.
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some deals are reported to have been finalized.
Thus, the Reagan administration's policy in South Asia may be called an

"integrated approach." One may see more of it as the second Reagan term proceeds.
Senator Orrin Hatch (Rep., Utah), writing in the Washington Times, reported: "It is
my understanding that the Reagan administration is on the verge of establishing a
balanced American relationship with India and Pakistan for the first time in many
years. Thisdevelopment would greatly decrease theopportunities forSoviet adventur
ism and mischief-making in South Asia for many years to come."'°

This is an old American dream—tohavetheUnitedStates, India, andPakistan
on thesame sideof the fence. U.S. policy planners are hopeful of its success in the
post-Indira Gandhi era. Several considerations justify theiroptimism.

1. Indira Gandhi had started a diversification of sources of arms for India to
lessen her reliance on the Soviet Union. Americans expect the process to accelerate
and the United States tojoin the list ofBritain, France, and West Germany assuppliers
of arms to India.

2. There is a largepro-U.S. economiclobbyin India, andthe UnitedStateshas
again replaced the Soviet Union as the leading trade partner of India.

3. Sino-Indian relations have improved and show prospects for further
normalization. The economic ties between the two countries are fast expanding, and
their trade has already touched the billion-dollar mark.

4. Indo-Pakistan relations, after two yearsof progresstowarda detente, have in
1983-1984 undergone a marked deterioration. Some in Pakistan explain away these
new tensions as the electoral need of the Congress party. Others see more sinister
motives, particularly because New Delhi and Moscow called off the dialogue with
Islamabad simultaneously. Though fears onone side and mistrust onthe other persist,
both Pakistan and India have shed agood deal of their historical baggage. The idea of
an inexorable Hindu-Muslim conflct goteroded when theJanata govermnent, com
prising mostly diehard Hindus, pursued a policy of peace and understanding with
Pakistan. Both countries now have strong lobbies that favor Indo-Pakistan detente.
South Asian Regional Cooperation (SARC), initiated in1981, has made steady though
slow progress. A South Asian summit is scheduled for 1985. The Simla agreement
provides a realistic framework forthe settlement ofIndo-Pakistan disputes including
Kashmir. The Ziaul-Haq government has launched what it calls a "peace offensive"
against India, which includes theoffers ofano-war pactandmutually agreed levels of
forces. Pakistan's sharing ofIndia's griefover thetragic death ofitsprime minister and
Zia'sunprecedented condolence visit toNew Delhi have generated alotofgoodwill. If
India responds positively to these overtures, it is possible that the peace process,
suddenly broken off by India in July 1984, may be resumed after the Decem^r 1984
elections. Ifthis happens, thegrowth ofIndo-American ties might notadversely affect
the Pakistan-U.S. relations as it did in the 1960s. Thoughtful Pakistanis still have
reservations on the Indo-Soviet friendship treaty, but theydo notperceive India as a

Quoted in The Muslim (Islamabad), Nov. 8, 1984.
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Soviet proxy. They also do not quarrel with India's size, power, and position, provided
India treats its neighbors on terms of sovereign equality and respects their in
dependence and integrity. They also realize that a security arrangement that includes
India will beabetter guarantee ofpeace and stability inthe South Asian region and the
world in general.

While sharing theoptimism oftheU.S. policy planners, onemust notforget the
difficulties in the way of Indo-U.S. relations. Would or could Rajiv Gandhi play
Anwar Sadat? WouldAmericans be willing to transfer advance weapons to India on
India's terms? How far would the United States be willing to go along with Indian
aspirations in theregion? Answers to theseandotherrelated questions arenoteasyto
find and are not immediately forthcoming. India is too widely and too deeply
involved, both in military and economic terms, with the Soviet Union to pull away
easily. ThebestthattheUnited States canhope forin thepresent circumstances is that
India may bepersuaded toestablish a more balanced relationship with both Washing
tonandMoscow. Butif Indiaagrees todistance itselffromtheSovietUnion,willitnot
ask for a comparable U.S. withdrawal from South Asia?

In addition to the four vulnerabilities examined above, there is a whole range of
North-South issues on which Pakistanand U.S. perceptions not only differbut differ
widely. Because of these divergences Pakistan votes more with theSoviet Union than
with the United States in the United Nations and other international forums. Since
these issues are of a global nature and are, therefore, discussed in large forums,
confrontation is avoided, and Pakistan-U.S. bilateral relations are not adversely
affected bythem. What does affect these relations areunilateral economic restrictions
and discriminations imposed by the United States on Pakistan's trade.

Inshort, inthepast,theU.S. interest inPakistan hasbeen transient. Pakistan has
been treated moreas a strategic state than as a nation. Pakistan-U.S. relations have,
therefore, fluctuated with the ebb and flow of the cold war. Talking of the new
Pakistan-U.S. relationship at Lahore in May 1984, Vice-President Bush said that it
transcended Soviet aggression in Afghanistan and that there was no question of
Washington losing interest in Pakistan in theevent of any settlement of the Afghan
issue.Heartening as thatassurance was, it cannot completely overcome Pakistan's
feeling thatarelationship basedonmutuality ofthreat perceptions aloneisnotlikely to
endure. Pakistanis expect theUnited States to treat them asanation andtoshare their
economic aspirations andsecurity concerns onalong-term basis. They donotwish the
past to be a prelude to the future.

And it need not be. A more enduringrelationshipcan be built on thebasis of the
major areas of policy congruence that have emerged between the two countries:
opposition to Soviet intervention anditscontinued presence in Afghanistan; coopera
tiveties withChina, Japan, theGulfstates, andWestern European countries; andthe
desire for peace, stability, and cooperation in a South Asiafreeof nuclear weapons.
U.S.economic policies toward theThirdWorld anditsuncritical support ofIsrael, on

The Muslim, May 19, 1984.
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onehand, and itsreluctance tosupport Pakistan's quest fornuclear technology, onthe
other, could create problems foran enduring relationship, provided these divergences
are not turned into quid pro quos.
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4. U.S. Security Policy: South Asia and
the Indian Ocean

John D. Stempel

It takes either a large ego or a great amount of geographic research to attempt the job of
defining South Asia, let alone to trace the complex strands of U.S. security policy in
the area. Ducking both issues, let us establish, for purposes of this discussion, that
South Asia includes Egypt and the other east coast African states, Iran, Iraq, the
Arabian Peninsula states, Afghanistan, the Indian subcontinent, and the littoral
countries of Southeast Asia.

Curiously, however, the Indian Ocean neighborhood is seldom viewed as a
single entity. The American tendency is to focus on its northwest quadrant—making
South Asia the Indian subcontinent plus Afghanistan—and to see the other littoral
states with their metaphorical backs to it. Thus, Americans tend to think of Indonesia,
Malaysia, and Thailand in a Southeast Asian context; Iran and the Gulf in a Southwest
Asian context; South Africa, Mozambique, Tanzania, and Madagascar in an African
one; and Australia as a Pacific power. Bureaucratically, that spans four bureaus in the
State Department and three unified military commands.

Over the past decade and a half, U.S. security interests in South Asia
as defined here have expanded and changed in ways that few would have thought
possible. The British withdrawal from the Gulf, the Iranian revolution, an Indo-
Pakistani war, the gradual emergence of energy access as a major Western strategic
problem, and the Soviet invasion and occupation of Afghanistan have focused atten
tion on this region and led to increased U.S. interest and involvement.

THE CHANGING INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

In 1969, many still believed power was basically bipolar—the United States and
the Soviet Union were dominant. The West was just catching up with the political
realities of the Sino-Soviet split. Washington still viewed the Vietnam War as a
problem of Chinese and Soviet expansionism and was just beginning to realize that
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Vietnam was crimping the United States' confidence and ability to act. Changed
economic expectations stemming from the 1973 and 1979 oil shocks were still ahead.

The term diffusion of power has now become a cliche, but it has become
fundamental to understanding today's world. U.S. and Western margins of advantage
have declined, with a corresponding decrease in freedom of action to meet challenges
and to correct mistakes.

The concept of power has also changed. We underestimated our economic
power in the earlier period and have since learned something about the uses—and
limits—of oil or wheat as political weapons or embargoed goods. The requirements
for military power have changed as well. The world has seen the spread of sophisti
cated conventional weapons; the danger of further nuclear proliferation; the use of
chemical weapons by Moscow, its surrogates, and others; and the emergence of
terrorism as a tool of state policy.

The developments enable leaders whose power bases are quite—in traditional
terms—weak to challenge and undermine American and other friendly interests.
Libyan and Iranian terrorism are probably the best examples, but the war in the
Falklands demonstrated that a NATO power operating at great distances against a less
advanced nation can have considerable difficulty and be forced to mobilize at sub
stantial cost an impressive array of advanced technology and military/economic assets
in order to prevail.

While different kinds of power were being acquired by different actors, chal
lenges were also becoming more complex. Increasingly the United States faces a gray
area, neither war nor peace situations—the deterioration of friendly regimes, regional
conflicts or insurgencies, externally fomented threats to friendly but vulnerable
states, and the entire panoply of problems developing out of awakened nationalism or
religious fundamentalism. These types of problems are not necessarily susceptible to
traditional military solutions.

Some of these contingencies would threaten U.S. interests and require a range of
U.S. responses—diplomatic, economic, and occasionally military—even if the
Soviet Union were not a factor. Nevertheless, the Soviet military presence in the Third
World has become more pervasive generally as the steady expansion of its forces for
long-range intervention has broadened its options for supporting political goals
abroad.

Around the Indian Ocean basin, the Soviet military presence in Afghanistan,
Ethiopia, South Yemen,Syria, and Vietnambrings closer the possibilityof confronta
tion with U.S. or friendly forces. Moscow is not the root of all Third Worldproblems
or threats to U.S. interests, but the USSR or its surrogates can generate an impressive
show of force to lean on or intimidate governments that already feel threatened by
local or regional developments.

THE UNITED STATES AND SOUTH ASIA TODAY

As these changes have taken place. South Asia in particular has become a new
focus of U.S. interest, beginning with the changing oil pattems of the seventies and
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growing through the fall of the shah and the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979.
The upheavals of the seventies in the Persian Gulf and the Horn of Africa dramatized
the vulnerability of access to both Persian Gulf oil and to the sea lanes linking Europe,
Africa, Asia, and Oceania.

Critical Western interests in the Indian Ocean include obtaining Persian Gulf oil
and the important strategic minerals, chrome, manganese, cobalt, and copper;
trading with a quarter of the world's population, including three of its most populous
states (Pakistan, Indonesia, and India); and countering Moscow's efforts to extend its
influence and perhaps even acquire additional territory.

The result of this focus on the region has been a surge of activity to shore up the
Western position in South Asia. The problem of access to IndianOcean resources in
fact encompasses five geopolitical centers: the Cape of Good Hope and Mozambique
Channel; the Horn of Africa, the Red Sea and Suez Canal; the Persian Gulf and the
Strait of Hormuz; the Malacca, Sunda, and Lombok straits; and Australia. While the
focus here will be on the northernmost of those centers, it is nevertheless important to
remember that U.S. planners have to keep in mind their broader concerns as well.

U.S. POLICIES

The focus of U.S. Indian Ocean policies are diplomatic and economic efforts to
mitigate underlying sources of regional instability. U.S. and Westernmilitary activity
in the region support these diplomatic efforts by encouraging friends and deterring
potential troublemakers and by positioning the United States to use force if necessary
without exacerbating local tensions or provoking even greater Soviet activism.

These considerations have contributed to a U.S. policy of limited peacetime
military involvement. Although the Indian Ocean has becomea third strategictheater,
after Europe and the Pacific, it has focused mainly on the Gulf and on contingency
access and prepositioning arrangements rather than on permanent bases because of
political sensitivities to the U.S. presence. Given its strategic interests and the need to
establish an effective capability for action, however, it will be a number of years
before the United States has achieved the transformation necessary to fully meet the
threat in this distant area.

An important beginning is underway. The United States has established a major
new geographic unified command, the U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM), which
is responsiblefor the Persian Gulf area. Presently,a carrier battlegroup is deployedin
the North Arabian Sea, and a marine amphibious unit (MAU) is periodically deployed
afloat.

Some seventeen logistics ships near the islandof Diego Garciacarry supplies for
a heavily mechanized marine amphibious brigade and for early-arriving army and air
force units. Navy land-based anti-submarine warfare (ASW) aircraft have access to an
expanding number of countries, and advanced warning and control system (AWACS)
aircraft are deployed in Saudi Arabia in response to the current situation in the Gulf.

Through bilateral agreements with strategically placed countries, the United
States has better access and improved prepositioning of equipment. CENTCOM and
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the U.S. Pacific Command (PACOM) conduct routine peacetime exercises and de
ployments with interested regional states.

THE UNITED STATES AND OTHERS

The United States works together with its regional friends and other allies to
protect mutual interests. Within the Indian Ocean region, it has substantial military
assistance programs with Pakistan and Egypt and smaller programs with Oman,
Kenya, and Sudan, as well as substantial economic assistance programs with several
of the countries. In fiscal year 1985, about 12 percent of the total amount of U.S.
foreign aid will go to Indian Ocean littoral states (excluding Egypt), more than half of
it in security assistance. This includes Economic Support Funds, which a recipient
governmentcan use for security purposes if it cares to. These programs aredesigned to
improve our bilateral relations with regional states, enhance their own defense
capabilities, encourage greater cooperation among them, and, ideally, reduce the
requirement for U.S. forces.

U.S. engagement in the region does not take place in isolation from other
Western powers. Britain and France have the most to contribute militarily and have
long been active in the area. For years French ships constituted the largest Western
military presence immediately adjacent to India. The British have kept a minor naval
presence in the Indian Ocean region as well as maintained advisers and training
personnel in several countries. Since the invasion of Afghanistan, NATO has slowly
recognized the problem of threats to Western security outside its own geographic
limits. Australia's modest naval deployments and development of its west coast
facilities signal interest in regional stability, as do occasional naval deployments by
other nations.

Even states elsewhere besides Western Europe are taking more responsibility for
their—and the United States'—security interests. Saudi Arabia's economic and secur
ity assistance to its Gulf neighbors is another example. Economic assistance from
Japan, once devoted almost entirely to promoting trade in East Asia, has expanded to
encompass Southeast Asia and is distributed on more liberal terms. Japan has also
been involved in mediation efforts between Iran and Iraq to end the war between those
two countries.

ISSUES AND PROBLEMS

Given resource constraints, the United States has made important strides in
meeting its security commitment goals in South Asia. Overseas deployments have
changed significantly, due in no small measure to the tripling of the number of
nuclear-powered vessels in the U.S. navy since 1967. Now the emphasis is on
flexibility and surge capability rather than on static commitments and rote patterns for
battle group deployment. Between 1981and 1990, the U.S. intertheater airlift capabil
ity will have increased by roughly 75 percent, and its ability to move outsized
equipment by air will have more than doubled. Two U.S. army divisions are being
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restructuredas light divisions to improve the deployability of its forces to high threat
areas on very short notice.

New instrumentsof defensive diplomacy are available. Where once the United
States was usually limited to sending warships and marines, now an AWACS
deployment—continuously in SaudiArabiasince 1980 andthreetimesin 1983-84 in
Egypt/Sudan—conveys a politicalsignalof concernin additionto providing concrete
help.

These are important adjustments to a more complex international security
environment. It would be misleading, however, to assume that the United States is
fully prepared either materially or psychologically for the growing numberof gray-
area situations where the threats to its interests are not immediate and unambiguous.
This occurs when the Soviet role is disguised, the choices are a matter of picking the
lesser of available evils, and/or the efficacy of using traditional military tools is
uncertain.

Force Structure

A debate about the appropriate spectrum of military capabilitiescontinues on
whether the emphasis should be on the most advanced strategic and conventional
forces that deter direct Soviet attack or on more innovative means for dealing with
exportedinsurgencyandstate-sponsored terrorism.Obviously, the UnitedStatesmust
keep up with the latest technology in orderto counter traditional threats to itselfand
its principal allies and friends. Thus, even in a period of expandeddefense budgets,
resources will remain tight for lower-order contingencies and security assistance.
However, if for that reason the United States thereby fails to meet gray-area threats,
this kind of challenge will surely multiply.

Type of Presence

Another related question is what kind of U.S. military presence is desirable.
Fixed forces in Westem Europe, South Korea, and elsewhere act as deterrents in those
areas. But what about less traditional areas of American interest, especially where the
presenceof U.S. forces conjure up distinct political liabilities for one party or another?

There are considerable advantages to having forces in place even in areas where
there has been no permanent U.S. presence. Among the most obvious are thedeterrent
and confidence-building value of the visible commitment, becoming familiar with
local conditions and the local forces, and the ability to react more rapidly to threats.
Even (some would say especially) in the missile age, geography and preemptive
positioning still count. The practical realities of time, distance, and ready resources
affect choices for influencing a developing conflict.

However, a permanent U.S. presence can serve as a kind of tripwire, limiting its
flexibility. Moreover, sometimes the presence of American forces exacerbates local
tensions and fuels opposition to the very leaders and policies it means to support. In the
tense Persian Gulf area in particular, many governments want the reassurance of
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American militarysupport, but they also want it to be "over the horizon,"out of sight
until called upon.

The Military Importance of Political Relations

One way out of the above conundrumwould be very expensive. It wouldmean
continuing to increasethe mobility andflexibility of U.S. forces, including improving
further the ability of the air force to move quickly to set up in new areas (as it did in
1984 in Sudan), continuing the trend toward a lighter, more mobile army, and
increasing the navy's sealift and light combatant capability.

Perhaps the most realistic way to deal with a long-term U.S. involvement in the
Indian Ocean area would be to improve political, economic, and military relations
with regional states. In addition to bilateral relations, the managementof multilateral
issues, such as freedom of navigation in the Persian Gulf and the Indian Ocean zone of
peace proposal, will be a continuing factor in U.S. relations with regional states.

The United States and other Westernpowers have important assets in the Indian
Ocean, especially compared with the Soviets. The economic resources of the Westare
very important for internal economic development around the littoral. The Soviets
have offered little meaningfulassistance for the region's economicdevelopment and
have even less appeal in most of the area as a politicalor socialmodel. Theirhope for
influence lies primarily in exacerbating and exploiting grievances for which there are
no apparent means of peaceful redress. U.S. maritime forces are concerned about
control of such strategic choke points as the Hormuz, Malacca, Lombok, and Sunda
straits. Soviet efforts in the general vicinity—Yemen, Ethiopia, the Seychelles—are
not entirely coincidental, nor is the presence of twenty to twenty-five Soviet ships in
the Indian Ocean.

The Western military presence is not insubstantial. The combined Western naval
presence in the Indian Ocean is considerably larger than that of the Soviets. There are
also traditional British and French links to certain states, specifically British advisers
in the Gulf, and French forces at Reunion and Djibouti.

None of these advantages is uncomplicated. From the American perspective,
close ties with some regional states adversely affect its ability to establish friendly
relations with its adversaries. From the regional perspective, the same states that want
Western capital and security assistance worry about the effect of Western influence on
traditional values and about a possible return of domination by outside powers.
Leaders who seek Western military assistance also worry that too visible a security link
might inflame local xenophobia. Similarly, Western prepositioning meant for deter
rence might be seen by neighboring countries as a move toward a permanent presence,
and therefore be provocative.

Counterterrorism and Counterinsurgency

These twin problems pose special difficultiesfor open political systems. There
is justified dissatisfaction with the level of U.S. performance to counter the terrorist
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threat. Perhaps the United States can learn from friendly states that have dealt
successfully with this growing problem. At the present level of development, ter
rorists trained and supported by lawless nations can severely hamper or destroy the
foreign policies of the United States and others with a minimal investment in ex
plosives, special weapons, and vehicles. Innovative thinking in new technologies at
the national level would help. Certainly the United States cannot allow funding for
counterterrorism and counterinsurgency to become a "poor relation" of the military
budget process.

There is also an important political dimension to both counterterrorism and
counterinsurgency. The U.S. government is currently thinking through some hard
moral questions concerning how to combat terrorism and insurgency. Should it go
beyond building stationary barriers and increasing guard forces to strike at the sources
of terrorism? What form of retaliation, or even preemptive action, would be compat
ible with American values, acceptable to international opinion, and likely to be
effective over the long term?

Military Assistance Issues

U.S. assistance is distributed to help other nations defend themselves. Basically
the United States attempts to sell or provide weapons and munitions to friendly
countries to meet their legitimate security needs. The problem is to do this without
otherwise destabilizing an area or a situation in ways that lead to an arms race and
greater insecurity for the nations concerned.

In addition to the obvious difficulties in obtaining adequate budgetary resources
to meet all commitments, other problems arise. For example, debates over whether
regional tensions originate in local situations or whether they are externally fomented
by others often miss the point. Both factors are almost always present, with those
exacerbating local tensions pressing the issue to the point of resorting to force as their
only real prospect for gaining influence. Thus, there are likely to be other situations
beyond Lebanon or Central America where the shield ofsecurity assistance or even the
direct involvement of U.S. forces may be necessary to protect a reform or reconcilia
tion process from outside sabotage and to give a government the confidence to make
necessary domestic accommodations.

An important related issue for the United States is how it ensures that its security
assistance and forces, if present, aid rather than impede the development of local
self-reliance and are used only against external aggression, not for domestic repres
sion. The answers are not all as easy as Grenada, as the United States learned in
Vietnam and is learning in El Salvador.

Nuclear Nonproliferation

Occasionally a complicating factor in U.S. military relationships can arise over
the question of the possible proliferation of nuclear weapons in countries that have
peaceful nuclear energy programs. The United States opposes the proliferation of
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nuclear weapons and believes that their possession tends to reduce overall security,
especially for the country possessing them. Instead, the United States believes that a
program of support that enhances a country's sense of security helps remove the
principal underlying incentive for the acquisition of nuclear weapons capability. Such
support also helps persuade such countries that the pursuit of such a capability is
neither necessary nor in their own broader interests.

NATIONAL CONSENSUS

A final factor in U.S. security policy in South Asia, or anywhere else, is
American public opinion. For the U.S. government to carry out a security policy that
can command the respect of its adversaries as well as the confidence of its allies
requires a basic national consensus on the general outlines of policy. Sometimes it is
not easy to develop this consensus—the American body politic, speaking through its
elected representatives in Congress, is not always ready to support rapidly the
allocation of resources necessary to support sufficiently a given level of policy
involvement.

The psychological dimension of the problem of supporting friends of the United
States is important too. It is clearly easier for the United States, from both a political
and practical standpoint, to deal with difficult conflicts in concert with friends and
allies. Sometimes its friends, fearful that it will not honor a commitment unless it is
explicit and direct, press solely for a U.S. commitment without involving others. It is
easier for the United States to accept responsibility if it can share it.

Americans like to think of conflict as abnormal, something to be quickly and
decisively ended; international troubles require conclusive solutions. This psychic
need for quick, clear success sometimes undercuts the staying power needed for messy
situations that can't be solved, only marginally improvedor prevented from getting
worse.

Some think of force as an alternative to diplomacy, to be used only after the latter
fails. In fact, the two elements are complementary. The ability and demonstrated will
to use force are often essential ingredients of successful diplomacy. The challenge is
how to create enough leverage to cause a determined opponent to back off.

U.S. ability to meet the new kinds of security threats in the gray areas is
hampered by the difficulty of establishing consensus. Public support for a strong
response to a clear danger to the United States or its major allies and friends or to
protect American lives abroad is not really in question. The kinds of gray-area
situations that cause difficulty are precisely those on which well-meaning people can
disagree about the threat to American interests and about the proper means of
response.

Vigorous and informed public debate and an active congressional role in
carrying out U.S. foreign policy are important in its democracy. The United States has
learned all too painfully that difficult foreign enterprises must be grounded in a clear
public understanding and appreciation of the undertaking. On the other hand, the last
few years have seen both the executive and legislative branches of the U.S. govem-
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ment grappling for the right formula for exercising prerogatives without damaging the
national interest. The United States is continually engaged in a balancing act, trying
not to erode the confidence of friends or to encourage adversaries to wait it out. It is
helpful if its friends and allies understand that aspect of its political system, minimize
their overreactions to temporary zigs and zags, and work together with U.S.
policymakers to build the necessary consensus.

CONCLUSION

While the United States has not developed in the Indian Ocean the alliances and
bases on which its security depends elsewhere, it still has important cards to play to
protect its interests and those of its allies. It has sought to build up a network of close
military relationships and access arrangements that can support both a peacetime
presence plus military contingency operations, if those become necessary. This is in
addition to developing the political, economic, and security resources required to meet
regional needs.

The U.S. goal is to use these assets in strategies that effectively integrate a
limited peacetime military presence with diplomatic and economic measures to
improve its relations throughout the area, to bolster moderate governments in the
region through security and economic assistance, to promote self-reliance and
cooperation among regional states, and to discourage and thwart state-supported
terrorism. The challenge is to build partnerships with like-minded states that are strong
enough and effective enough to minimize the prospects of those who would shape
affairs to their own liking either through aggression or intimidation. In the process, the
United States must balance the needs of a free society with the requirements for
consistency, flexibility, steadfastness, and decisiveness, a difficult task when dealing
with a fast-changing and often dangerous world.
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n. ECONOMIC RELATIONS

5. Economic Relations Between Pakistan

and the United States: Aid, Ii*ade, and
North-South Issues

Arshad Zaman

Economic relations between Pakistan and the United States have not attained the

potential suggested by progress on other fronts. In fiscal year 1982-83 (ending June
30, 1983), the United States accounted for 6.0 percent of Pakistan's exports (behind
Saudi Arabia, Iran, United Arab Emirates, and Japan); 9.7 percent of imports (behind
Saudi Arabia and Japan); and 11.2 percent of gross aid receipts (roughly the same as
Japan). The burden ofpast relations, however, was reflected in the fact that on June 30,
1983, the United States held 27.5 percent of Pakistan's nonmilitary medium and
long-term external debt and received 22.6 cents of every dollar that Pakistan paid to
service its nonmilitary debt. As a result, compared with Japan's 13.8 percent share in
net aid flows to Pakistan, the United States, currently the second largest lender,
contributed only 7.0 percent. (See Table 1.)

ISSUES IN AID

In the past, the United States had been the largest source of economic assistance
to Pakistan. ^In the 1950s over two-thirds ofeconomic assistance to Pakistan was from
the United States; in the 1960s, this share had fallen to a little over one half, and during
1971-77, it was less that 15 percent. Put another way, as a share of total official
development assistance (ODA) provided by the United States, net disbursement ofaid
to Pakistan fell from a high of 6.1 percent in 1965 to 3.1 percent in 1975 and was less
than 1 percent in 1978 and in 1981. (See Table 2.)

At the time this paper was presented, the author was economic adviser/additional secretary to the
government of Pakistanon leavefromthe World Bank. His viewsare hisownandmaynotbe attributed to
the institutions or the officials of the institutions with which he was affiliated.
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Until 1981, when a "new relationship" was established,Pakistan had been the
sixth largest recipient of U.S. bilateral economic assistance. The bulk (around 40
percent) of this assistance (more than US$2 billion) had been in terms of food aid
under US Public Law 480, about one-third was commodity assistance, and some
one-fifth was project assistance (primarily for agriculture and infrastructure). Es
pecially in the 1960s, this assistance enabled Pakistan to tide over difficulties of food
shortages, provided needed raw materials, and supported major investments in
infrastructure.

Under the new package, the declining trend in U.S. assistance to Pakistan has
been reversed. The United States' motivation for the new package is admittedly
political:in the wake of the Iranianrevolutionand the Soviet invasionof Afghanistan,
it is now the perception of the United States (shared naturally by Pakistan) that "a
strong and independent Pakistan is in the mutual interest of the United States and
Pakistan as well as the entire world.The volume and terms of the economic

assistance package have been designed, therefore, to cushion the balance-of-
payments impact of military sales at commercial terms (presently,much the same as in
1981, around 14 percent per annum).Both countries appear to be satisfied with the
progressive development of the aid program.

The new program is designed to achieve four major mutually agreed economic
objectives: (1) provision of substantial balanceof payments support for a period in
which major defense and economic investments are to take place; (2) assurance of
stable and relatively fast disbursingcapital flowsto facilitateorderly planningover a
longer time than usual for aid programs; (3) a commitment to an agreed list of
high-priority investments that would contribute to long-term, self-sustaining eco
nomic growth in Pakistan;and (4) sectoralconcentrationof investments in two major
areas: agriculture/irrigation and energy. The programs and projects that have been
developedreflect these priorities. Some $300 million is programmedfor agricultural

^ U.S. economic assistance toPakistan started in 1951, was suspended inMay 1977 (except forfood aid
under PL480), resumed briefly in 1978, was again suspended in April 1979, and resumed in October
1981 (U.S. fiscal year 1982) under the new five-year ($1,575 million) defense and six-year ($1,625
million) economic assistance package proposed by the United States. This assistance has been in the
formof (1)technicalassistance; (2) projectassistance;(3) foodaid (concessional loansfor the importof
surplus wheat and edible oil, under PL480) repayable in foreign exchange since 1971,at standard U.S.
Agencyfor International Development(AID)loanterms—presently, annualinterestof 2 percentfor the
first ten years, and 3 percent for the remainingthirty years); and (4) commodityaid (concessionalloans
for the importof industrial machinery and raw materials). Up to the end of the U.S. fiscal year 1984,
Pakistan had received $6,750 million in total economic assistance from the United States, of which
$2,246 million was in grants (including IndusBasin), and $733million was repayable in rupees.

^ The phrase "newrelationship" is from Buckley (1981).
^ Joint U.S.-Pakistan Statement, June 15, 1981. In a separate context, Pakistan's finance minister,

Ghulam Ishaq Khan (1984, pp. 35-36), arguing from verses of the Quran, has stated that a principle of
Pakistan's foreign policy toward all nations, including India, is "to acquire adequate defensive strength
as a guarantee for peace" (on the basis of Quran, viii:60). The two other principles that were cited are "to
respond positively to peace overtures even when the enemy's real intention might be to deceive" (on the
basis of Quran, viii:61,62) and not to let hate or enmity lead to wrong or unjust behavior (Quran, v:8).

^ See Buckley (1981, p.4). The rate of interest is cited in the "Statement by the Foreign Minister on
Pakistan-U.S. Joint Statement. June 15, 1981," issued in Islamabad.
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Table 2

U.S. Share in Aid to Pakistan

Period

U.S. Aid

Commitments

($ million)

U.S. Share in

Total Aid Commitments

to Pakistan (%)

1951-60 964.9 68.4

196-70 2,961.2 50.6
1971-77 901.7 14.9

1977-78 56.8 5.8

1978-79 67.4 4.5
1979-80 39.5 2.3

1980-81 58.4 6.0
1981-82 173.5 10.3

1982-83 309.0 19.0

SOURCE: Government of Pakistan (1984).

commodities and equipment. Roughly half of this sum would finance imports of
phosphatic fertilizers, notyet produced in Pakistan, and a sizable portion of heavy
machinery to maintain irrigation canals. Some $300 million is for the import of
vegetable oil for the manufacture of ghee. Another $90 million would support
improvements in operations and maintenance of Pakistan's vast irrigation infra
structure in an effort to enhance efficiency and reduce recurring costs.

More than $52million will finance modem heat recovery gasturbine generators
attheGuddu power plant, which would significantly improve theefficiency ofnatural
gas use in the power sector. The United States is also expected to participate in
financing, to the extent of $125 million for 1986 and 1987, the proposed Lakhra
coal-fired electric generation project atJamshoro inSind, thefirst large-scale exploita
tion of Pakistan's substantial lignite coal reserves for power generation.

Almost $94million hasbeenallocated tomraldevelopment projects inthemore
isolated and least developed regions of Baluchistan and the North-West Frontier
Province (NWFP), including the Makran division of Baluchistan and the tribal areas
of the NWFP. This would include some $30 million for mral development and
agricultural projects inareas thathave traditionally produced opium poppies under the
NWFP areadevelopment. It would helpfarmers make aneconomic adjustment tonew
crops asthey comply with thegovemment's enforcement ofthenational banonpoppy
cultivation.

Finally, some $130 million isprogrammed in population andhealth, mainly for
family planning services (both through the public sector andthe private sector) and
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malaria control (where some $45 million has been programmed for spray chemicals
and technical assistance). In all, twenty-three programs and projects comprise the
six-year, $1,625 million economic assistance package.

Major concerns, however, may emerge on each side.^ For Pakistan it is impor
tantthattheagreedprogram ofprogressively increasing levelsofeconomic assistance,
shown in Table 3, be maintained. Second, Pakistan's need for untied, quick-
disbursing assistance—recognized by both parties—needs to be kept in view, not
only in U.S. bilateral assistance but in the U.S. position in multilateral aid forums,
especially the Aid-to-Pakistan Consortium. Finally, in view of the well-established
needs for foreign assistance in financing the high-priority Sixth Five-Year Plan
(1982-88) projects, constructive attempts at increasing thenet flow of foreign assis
tance could be made.

Table 3

Agreed Schedule of U.S. Economic Assistance ($ millions)

U.S. Fiscal Year (Ending Sept. 10) Loan Grant Total

1982 84 66 150

1983 117 133 250

1984 125 150 275

1985 133 167 300

1986 142 183 325

1987 142 183 325

Total 743 882 1,625

SOURCE: Buckley, 1981.

This increase in net flows could be brought about not only by fresh commitments
butby debtrelief.^ TheUnited States is reported to haveforegone India'srupee debt

Among minorproblems thatcouldbesolved,givenpolitical will, is therequirement bytheUnitedStates
thatat least50 percentof the grosstonnage of commodities procured underthe Agricultural Commodi
ties and Equipment Agreement be transported to Pakistan on U.S.-ownedships. This often increases
pricesinclusive of cost, insurance, andfreight verysubstantially andeffectively reduces theamount of
U.S. aid available to Pakistan.

Pakistan's debt burden is sometimesexaggerated. Accordingto the World Bank (1984,pp. 248-49),
Pakistan'sexternalpublicdebt at the end of 1982was 31.5percentof its GNP(compared withover50
percentfor seven low-income Africancountries, 41.8 percentfor Sri Lanka, 52.8 percentfor Egypt,
50.8 percent for Morocco, and 42.2 percent for Hinisia). Moreover, the bulk of this debt is at
concessional terms. Similarly, at 9.2 percentof exportsof goodsand services, its debt service ratio is
among the lowest in comparable countries of the world.
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obligation under past PL480 loans; a similar concession to Pakistan would not seem
out of place at this juncture."^ More significantly, however, net flows could be
enhanced by U.S. support of an innovative approach to debt restructuring as an
expeditious way of increasing nettransfers rather than thetraditional concept of debt
relief as a last ditch attempt to salvage lost loans.

This would require a revision of some of thecherished dogmas of aidgiving.
First, theprinciplethat debt relief shouldonly be providedto countrieson thebrinkof
(oralready in)default is longoverdue forrevision. There isnoreason why debtrelief
should be provided only to those countries that have mismanaged their external
commitments and denied to those who have managed their economies well. Antici
patory debt restructuring, like the long-resisted concept of anticipatory balance-of-
payments support(which cametobe called"structural adjustment loans"bytheWorld
Bankand"extended fund facility" bytheIntemantional Monetary Fund—IMF), is an
idea whose time may well have come.

It is important to realize thattheconcept of (anticipatory) debt restructuring is
quite different from the classical conception of debt relief, in which the lender has no
option buttopostpone payments since theborrower simply does nothave the money to
repay. Inrefusing to consider debtreliefuntil there is nooption butto grantrelief, the
United States (andotherlenders) can hardly be saidto havea "policy" on debtrelief
(other than "take when you can, pay when you must").

Anticipatory debtrestructuring, on theotherhand,canbea positive discretion
ary policy of enhancing net capital flows. Moreover, from a borrowing country's
viewpoint, one dollarof debt relief is worthsubstantially morethanone dollarof tied
aid.Once thisdifference isrecognized, there isnoreason why aprogram ofanticipato
ry debt restructuring cannot be designed by the United States for selected countries and
be processed through regular executive and legislative channels, as necessary.

A willingness to engage in anticipatory debt restructuring would alsoassuage
oneof thekeyconcerns expressed by U.S. officials andscholars—the growing debt
burden ofthepoorcountries. Withdomestic compulsions inlending countries restrict
ing the move away from an admittedly suboptimal policy of protectionism andwith
the rising debt burdens of the borrowing countries, anticipatory debt restructuring
offers theonlyway to alleviate pressures ona selective basis. While thisoption is not
available tomultilateral institutions, thereis noreason whya bilateral program cannot
be developed to mutual advantage.

ISSUES IN TRADE

Unlike aid relations, trade relations between Pakistan and the United States,
reflectingworldwide trends, have been beset with greater difficulties. It is here that the

^ In1973 the United States placed the amount ofIndian rupees (18.037 million) due under Public Law 480
loans at the disposal of the Indian government fordisbursement on development projects. Pakistan
initiated a similar case in 1972 regarding its Public Law 480 rupee debt obligation of 2.694 million
rupees. Deliberations between Pakistan and theUnited States continued inconclusively until 1979 and
weresuspended in 1980 when the case for debt rescheduling was beingmade.
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trade policy of the United States, even making allowances for election year
irrationalities, must bridge the growing gap between practice and preaching. In large
part, there is a global aspect to it, dealt with as a North-South issue below, under which
access to markets must at least be seen as an essential ingredient in any policy ofglobal
debtmanagement, ifolder arguments forfree trade seem less persuasive.^ Buteven in
bilateral relations, the United States needs to set an example for the rest of the nations
in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).

Pakistan's imports from the United States consistently exceed its earnings from
exports totheUnited States andaidreceipts puttogether.^ Inaddition, Pakistan hasto
meet its debt service obligations. This payments imbalance, in favor of the United
States, which accumulates as debt, can be corrected either by enhanced aid flows or by
increased access to U.S. markets. The economic logic could not be simpler. Yet the
balance of political advantage within the United States (and other lending countries)
consistently favors a case-by-case approach, which evades the real issues.

The main problem is textile trade, Pakistan's main manufactured export, which
is governed by the Multifibre Arrangements (MFA). Under the MFA, Pakistan has
signed a Bilateral Textile Agreement with the United States, which regulates Paki
stan's export of textile products through "aggregate limits" on exports. There is no
reason why these aggregate limits cannot be substantially enhanced, if not eliminated
altogether. In addition, the United States has resorted to notification of unilateral
restraint against imports of some categories of textile products from Pakistan.

®AsPakistan's minister for finance, Ghulam Ishaq Khan (1982), put it: "It is grossly unfair to insistthat
developing countries decontrol and liberalize while developed countries do precisely the reverse. A
global liberalization in the world trade regime must be a pre-requisite for requiring such actions from
developing nations. To carry conviction, it is only what is practiced at home that should be preached
abroad."

^ Thus,during thefive years ending 1982-83, forevery dollar of U.S. aiddisbursed, Pakistan imported
over $5.97 worth of nonmilitary goods from the United States. The key imports are animal and
vegetable oils, chemicals (mainly fertilizers), and machinery and transport equipment. Pakistan's
exports consist mainly of textile products, although fish and fish preparations and medical instruments
are becoming important.
In the 1950s, Western countries protected themselves primarily from Japanese textile exports by
voluntary restraints. In 1961and 1962 the Short-Term and Long-Term Arrangements Regarding Trade in
Cotton Textiles (STA and LTA) were set up to exclude textile trade from the usual rules of the General
Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT). In 1974, the LTAwas replaced by the MFA. Article 3 of the
MFA provides for unilateral action to limit textile imports; Article 4 allows bilateral agreements to limit
trade. The GATT Textiles Committee and the Textile Surveillance Body (TSB) oversee the operations of
MFA. Both are ineffectual. See World Bank (1981, p. 28). For an analysis of the negative impact of the
MFA on both poor and rich countries, see World Bank (1984, p. 40): "The cost of preserving a
job... [by] tariffs [for clothing and textiles alone] was estimated to be $426 million for the United States
in 1977 [T]he cost of permanent [tariff] protection per job saved would be about $80,000 while the
private benefit to the individual worker would be $5,600, a [cost/benefit] ratio of 14 to 1. In other words,
a permanent policy of tariff protection would cost the United States $1 for every 7 cents gained by
workers whose jobs were preserved."
Only cotton products are subject to quotas by the United States. (Items of more than 50 percent
man-made fibers are free of any quota restrictions.) The restrictiveness of the aggregate limits may be
illustrated by the fact that the 1984aggregate limit of 230 million square yards equivalent was 84 percent
full by the beginning of August 1984, and the governmentof Pakistan had to restrain exports. Removal
of the aggregate limit has been sought by Pakistan but is rejected by the U.S. government.
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Consultations between the two governments are in progress to resolve this issue.
Abstracting from the details of the many disagreementsthat have arisen between

the two governments on textile trade, the point should be made that this is an area
wherepossibilities exist for greaterbenefits to both partiesthrough mutual coopera
tion. According to theWorld Bank(1981, p. 28), theU.S. government spendsoverone
dollar to providesevencents to each American textileworker, whileimposing heavy
costs on Pakistan (and other exporting countries). Studies have shown that the United
States has successfully administered a Trade Adjustment Assistance program under
which textile workers have been relocated in short periods (average, thirty-eight
weeksfor men, fiftyweeksfor women)to equalor higher-paying jobs. A moreactive
adjustment program, with a time-boundscheduleand monitorable targets, shouldbe
implemented, perhaps under the auspices of the World Bank or the IMF, in the
interests of all parties.

The move toward a progressive elimination of inefficient trading practices in
textiles shouldbe supplemented by greater liberalization of preferential tariffspro
vided to poor countries through the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP). The
U.S. scheme of GSPcoverssome2,900 products from 140developing countries and
territories. Despite rapid growth, the United States' GSP imports amounted to only
$8.4 billion in 1981 or some 3 percentof total imports.

Pakistan's GSP exports to the United States have increased to $40.5 million in
1982-83,or some 17.4percent ofPakistan's total exports. Even if allowancesare made
for the lackof familiarity of Pakistaniexporterswitha comparatively newschemeand
for Pakistan's principal export products (textiles, apparel, footwear, etc.) lie outside
the purview of the scheme, the rate of utilization of the scheme has been low. In
additionto an overall expansionin the scheme, the followingspecificmeasurescould
help Pakistan'sexports: (1) the list of productscouldbe expandedto includeitemsof
interest to Pakistan; (2) problems resulting from technical features of the scheme
(such as origin criteria, cumulative benefit of origin, etc.) should be reviewed to find
ways to promote GSP exports; and (3) utilizationof the scheme can be increasedby
U.S. authorities by providing technical assistance for familiarizing Pakistan'sexport
ers with various aspects and procedures of the scheme.

NORTH-SOUTH ISSUES

Financial flows (aid), the associated issues of conditionality and debt relief, and
trade—discussed above in a bilateralcontext—have alsodomiantedthe globaldebate
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This issuewas taken up by Pakistanwith the GATTTextile Surveillance Body (TSB), whichruled in
favor of Pakistan.

The Generalized Systemof Preferences (GSP)wasestablished in pursuance of a resolution adopted at
the SecondSession of the U.N. Conferenceon Tradeand Development(UNCTAD) in 1968.Under the
system, some sixteen groups of countries (the EEC taken as one) grant preferentialtariff treatment to
imports from developing countries.
ThemainitemsthatPakistan would liketoseeincluded intheGSPscheme arefloorcoverings including
carpets, gums, and resins; leather and leather products; footwear; textiles; terry towels; ready-made
garments; cotton gloves; hosiery items; and fruit preparations.



on North-South issues. This debate has not affected bilateral relations between

Pakistan and the United States, even though in international forums the two countries
have taken different positions on significant issues. Pakistan's position on North-
South issues has been consistent with its membership in the Organization of Islamic
Conference and the Non-Aligned Movement, while the United States has adopted the
least compromising approach among the OECD countries.

The failure of the dialogue on North-South issues reflects not only the divergent
perceptions of the nature of global economic problems, but also the methodological
difficulties of dealing with moral issues in a secular-rationalist framework. With the
exception of the Nordic countries, most OECD countries, and especially the United
States, have found it necessary to justify what are essentially moral propositions in
terms of enlightened self-interest. Where this has not been possible, a hard-nosed
pragmatic approach has been considered appropriate in multilateral forums, while
concessions—if any—have been reserved for bilateral discussions.

To the South, it has been especially frustrating to find that the commitment to
liberal democratic principles so ardently espoused within national boundaries—and to
some extent across OECD countries—has been entirely abandoned in dealing with
Afro-Asian nations. Thus, global negotiations in such one nation one vote forums as
the United Nations and the U.N. Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)
have been anathema to the United States.*^ Instead, its position has been that
discussions (not negotiations) should take place in forums where proportional repre
sentation favors the rich countries.

The poor countries, on the other hand, have regarded North-South issues
essentially as issues of global morality and of consistency between the lofty rhetoric of
internationalism and the down-to-earth practice of discrimination. A truly free trade
regime would cause difficulties for the poor countries, and a totally mercantilist order
would severely impair their development prospects, but the worst of all possible
worlds is when the rich countries pursue mercantilist policies while forcing a free trade
regime upon the weakest of the poor countries, which are forced to seek conditional
financial assistance.

The poor countries' case for a change in the rules of international commerce and
finance rests primarily on the gross inequity in living standards across countries,
which hasbeengrowing over time.^^ According to 1982 World Bankfigures (1984,
pp. 218-19), we live in a world of over 4.5 billion people, with an average per capita
income of over $2,550 per year. The Western industrial countries, accounting for
about 15 percent of the world's population, claim some 75 percent of the world's
output, while the developing countries, inhabited by 75 percent of the world's

Thus, Donald T. Regan, then the U.S. treasury secretary, in describing U.S. agreement on the
forthcoming discussions of development issues at the April 1985 meetings of the two advisory
committees of the IMF and the World Bank, is reported to have stressed that it was a "proposal for a
dialogue—not negotiations but a dialogue" (IMF, 1984, p. 308).
Bairoch (1977, p. 192) points out that "the divergence [between the Third World and the noncommunist
advanced world] between per capita income or product, which was about 1:6 in 1900 (and 1:5 in 1860),
[rose] to 1:7 in 1929, 1:8.5 in 1953 and 1:13in 1970 the divergence for 1980 will be larger still."
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population, make do with only 22 percent of the world's product. Of these, those with
annual per capita gross national product (GNP) over $10,000, limited to only 12.5
percent of world's population, claim 66 percent of the output. By contrast, the
low-income countries contain about half the world's population and make do with less
than 6 percent of the world output; the poorest among them, accounting for over 5
percent of the world's population, make do with well under 0.03 percent of world
output.

More important, these inequalities have grown over time, and today the average
per capita income of the industrialized countries is twenty-one times that of the
developing countries and forty-nine times that of the low-income countries. Yet
capital flows from the rich countries, especially concessional flows for low-income
countries, continue to decline as a share of their GNP. In many of these countries, the
rate of growth of per capita income have been negative for several years, and acute
malnutrition and starvation have not been uncommon. While the principle of helping
the poorest of the low-income countries has been accepted at all forums, actual
progress has been slow.^^

There is a large and growing body of opinion that maintains that the structure of
the world economy has changed irrevocably and that the growth rates of the 1950s and
1960s have become forever unattainable. Whatever the truth, Pakistan has taken the
position that a system that allows the poorest of the world to accept declining levels of
per capita incomes and consumption, in the midst of unparalleled prosperity in the
developed countries, should be changed. With the increased dependence of the North
on the markets of the South, not only moral principles but enlightened self-interest
demands that the prospects of the poor be improved.

The actions required in the area of trade are well known. The impediment is
essentially a lack of political will. It is by now recognized by all that a more liberal
trade environment and measures of price and/or income stabilization for raw material
exporters are thoroughly legitimate demands of the developing countries and of
potential mutual advantage to all parties. The continued inability of the industrial
countries to take rational action on agricultural protection and certain low-wage
industries, which are of substantial mutual benefit to the rich and the poor countries, is
a major blot on their verbal pronouncements on free trade. The Multifibre Arrange
ments and other trade agreements designed to transfer income from poor to rich cannot
be consistent with global aspirations of equity and justice.

The most disturbing failure has been the inability of the industrial countries to
maintain capital flows—commercial as well as noncommercial—at levels com-

According to the World Bank (1984, pp. 252-53), official development assistance (ODA) from OECD
countries, as a ratio of their GNP, fell from 0.51 percent in 1960 to 0.36 percent in 1980 and was 0.37
percent in 1983. The comparable figures for the United States were 0.35 percent (1960) to 0.27 percent
(1980) and 0.24 percent (1983). Net bilateral flows to low-income countries have declined even more
precipitately.
The inability of the United States to contribute to the seventh replenishment of the International
Development Association at earlier conunitted levels—and the consequent reduction in other
contributions—is a case in point. There is also the feeling that the United States may have discouraged
other OECD countries from participating in the proposed supplementary fund.
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mensuratewith the needs of the poor and middle-income countries. Official develop
ment assistance (ODA) flows in 1983were below 1982levels in nominal terms, and
theoutlook isnotpromising. Thismeans thatthetrendofadeclining ODA/GNP ratio,
set in the 1970s, continues in the 1980s, despite repeated calls for a turnaround toward
the 0.70 percent target set for the second development decade. This is unfortunate
when we consider the pious rhetoric in which the commitment to principles of
civilized behavior is expressed at every forum.

Withdeclining concessional assistance, therisingdeficits havebeenfinanced by
debt on harder terms so that the debt service problem of the developing countries has
increased substantially. It is clear that the full debt servicing obligations of the
developing countries canbe metfortherestof thedecade onlyifconsumption in these
countries is reduced to a level close to or less than the minimum that will be acceptable
to the bulk of the population. In such conditions, a policy of dealing with debt
problems on a crisisbasis, only at the twelfthhour, rewards onlythe spendthrift. The
policy of not accommodating the better-managed economies, which anticipate debt
difficulties a few yearsin advance,can hardlybe in the interestof eitherthe lenderor
the borrower.

While the tasks for industrial countries have been stressed, Pakistan has always
emphasized that the developing countries should not be remiss in attending to their
responsibilities. Despite the harsh external economic environment, a. number of
developing countries havemadetheheroicsacrifices thathavebeenneeded to register
creditable progress.

In Pakistan, an annual rate of economic growth of over 6 percent was achieved
during 1974-84, despite a cumulative decline in its terms of trade of around 14.6
percent; in net aid inflows, from $760 million (or 75 percent of disbursements) in
1974-75 to an estimated $92 million (or 9 percent of disbursements) in 1983-84; and
the continuedpresence since 1979 of about 3 million Afghanrefugees, requiring an
estimated $600 million in 1984 for food and shelter alone. Pakistan has also finally put
behind it the double-digit inflationthat had dogged the economysince the 1970s and
has reduced the rate of inflation to around 9 percent. With the sharp curtailment of
domestic absorption that this has required, the balance of payments has also been
strengthened, although pressures emerged in 1984 because of poor agricultural con
ditions in 1983-84. And yet discriminatory trade practices against Pakistan's exports
continue to grow, and net capital flows continue to diminish and are available at
increasingly harder terms.

This is not a solitary example. There is abundant evidence that countries that
have the administrative capacity and the will to make excellent progress are being
deprived of reasonable support. For less fortunate countries, the consequences are
even worse. The practical programs of action that are needed are not scarce. The
Brandt Commission, reflecting a broad spectrum of representatives from rich and poor
countries and consisting of practical people, not idealists, has issued its revisedreport,
and yet the industrial countries have largely ignored its recommendations.

Pakistan's view on North-South issues is not isolated. A leading analyst from the
United States, W. W. Rostow (1978, p. 653), has concluded on the basis of several
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decades of research and study that "industrial civilization—germinated in Europe
between the fifteenth and eighteenth centuries, operationally launched in the 1780s,
and now diffused in varyingdegree to all the countries—isnowendangered, that the
next quarter-century is of critical importance to the outcome, that neither physical-
resources limitations nor economic problems pose insurmountable obstacles to fend
ing off those dangers, but that quite substantial changes in politics and policy are
required if the world economy is to get through to easier times."

It is Pakistan'shopethat the international community willrise to thischallenge
and will restore the reliance on negotiatedsolutions to global problems, even in the
faceofadversity. Thetrading environment mustbeliberalized, andaresponsible level
of aid flow mustbe restored, especially to the poorestcountries. Conditionality must
be based on principles adhered to by all parties and should be sensitive to each
country'spredicament. A morepositive approach to debtreliefmustbe adopted. The
rich and thepoor nationsof the world must work to prevent limitednationalsolutions.

CONCLUSION

Theprospects fora strong anddurable relationship, based onmutual respect and
understanding, between Pakistan andthe UnitedStatesarebright. Whileoutstanding
issues in the aid relationship are satisfactory, with closer political relations, much
more mutually advantageous trade relations could be established. In addition, the
UnitedStatescouldattempt to ensuregreaterequityandrationalism in conditionality
imposed by multilateral financial institutions and couldreview its position on antici
patory debt relief to Pakistan and other similiarly placed countries. These measures
could be supplemented by a more constructive attitude on other North-South issues,
not as negotiable matters, but as a moral imperative.

Within thecontextof theseoverallobservations, somespecific suggestions have
beenoffered in this paper, which are feasible and would contribute to strengthening
bilateralrelations. Three suggestions, whichcan be implemented in the shortrun, are:
(1) the United States could consider foregoing (all or part of) Pakistan's PL480 debt;
(2) theUnited Statescouldeliminate (or substantially enhance) the aggregate limiton
Pakistan's textile exports; and (3) the United States could take measures to enhance
Pakistan's use of the U.S. GSP scheme by expanding the list of goods, removing
certain restraining technical features of the scheme, and providing technical assistance
to educate Pakistani exporters in the intricacies of the U.S. GSP scheme. Two
suggestions, whichcould be developedin the mediumterm, are: (1) the development
of a new instrument of foreign assistance—anticipatory debt restructuring; and (2) the
exploration of the possibility of establishing a "Textile Facility" with the IMF (or a
similar fund with the World Bank) to finance an adjustment program in the United
States (and other inefficient textile producers).
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6. U.S. Investment in Pakistan

Richard St. F. Post

INTRODUCTION

From the start, political factors have dominated the overall U.S.-Pakistan relation
ship. At the same time, that relationship has also been dominated by misperceptions in
each country concerning the extent to which the national interests of the two countries
converged and where they diverged. As a result, the bilateral relationship has been
characterized by peaks and troughs. When there has been a convergence of interests,
the relationship has been virtually—and for much of its thirty-seven year existence
in fact—an alliance. When there has been a divergence of interests, the very closeness
of the previous ties has intensified the resultant estrangement.

The U.S.-Pakistan relationship, at one of its lowest ebbs following the U.S. aid
cutoff in early 1979, has evolved since the December 1979 Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan into what appears to be a rather more mature and flexible relationship than
any of its predecessors. While the two countries are united in their opposition to the
Soviet occupation of Afghanistan and share a number of other common interests,
neither appears to expect the other automatically to share its views over a broad range
of issues. Such reduced expectations give hope of a reduction in the frequency and
intensity of disappointments.

This improved political relationship has coincided with improvements in the
economic relationship, both in terms of trade and investment. It is my thesis that
improved economic ties, particularly fixed private investments that cannot be as easily
moved as government policies can be changed, may contribute to a greater stability in
the overall relationship. By creating constituencies with a tangible stake in the
continuance of a relationship in which business interests can prosper, private invest
ment can help to preserve the improved bilateral relationship that attracted it in the first
place.

From April 22 through 29, 1983, representatives of 26 American business firms
were in Pakistan looking into investment opportunities as participants in an investment
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mission organized by the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC). OPIC is
the U.S. government agency chartered by Congress to promote American private
investment in some 100 developing countries. Recently, OPIC contacted all of the
firms which had participated in the mission to find out what investments can be
expected to result from it. Only three investments have so far taken place, totaling
$1.05 million. However, another eleven firms have a total of eighteen projects well
under way, which they hope to implement in the near future. If in fact all of the
anticipated investments take place, the total new investment in Pakistan resulting from
the OPIC mission will amount to $532.5 million. This compares with the premission
total of U.S. investment in Pakistan of $109 million.

BILATERAL POLITICAL RELATIONS

It is undoubtedly more than a coincidence that this surge in private American
investment interest in Pakistan comes at a time of significant improvement in the
bilateral political relationship. Just five years ago, that political relationship was in a
trough: U.S. aid had been suspended in April 1979 over the issue of Pakistan's
apparent pursuit of a nuclear explosive capability, and on November 21, 1979, the
U.S. Embassy in Islamabad was gutted by a Pakistani mob inflamed by false rumors of
U.S. complicity in the seizure of the Grand Mosque in Mecca. Clearly, at that time no
U.S. businessman would have considered Pakistan to be a promising place for
investment.

However, a month later came the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. That trans
formed Pakistan's strategic importance to the United States. First the Carter and then
the Reagan administrations worked to restructure the U.S.-Pakistani relationship. The
initial Carter proposals were dismissed by Pakistani president General Zia ul-Haq as
"peanuts." Negotiations continued after the change in U.S. administration, both
between the two governments and between the U.S. executive branch and Congress,
where there was some reluctance to exempt Pakistan from legislative provisions
banning aid to countries seeking nuclear explosive capabilities (the Symington and
Glenn amendments).

THE 1981 AID AGREEMENT

In August 1981 came the announcement of the agreement of both governments
to a $3.2 billion package of U.S. economic and military assistance over a six-year
period. That sizable aid agreement catapulted Pakistan into third place among major
U.S. aid recipients, after Israel and Egypt. The agreement confirmed the determina
tion of the U.S. government to maintain close political ties with Pakistan in the face of
the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan, despite reservations about the martial law
regime and its nuclear policy.

The $3.2 billion package is half economic, half military. The $1.6 billion in
economic assistance is oriented toward development, focusing on the Pakistani
government's development priority sectors of agriculture, energy, and social services
and emphasizes balance of payments support. The program has a considerable
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commoditycomponent—PL480 (Public Law) edible oil, phosphatic fertilizer, agri
cultural equipment, insecticides, and contraceptives—anda large element of local
currency financing for projects. During each of the first three years of the program,
Pakistanfiscal years(PFY)1982,1983,and 1984, $50millionoftheannual appropria
tion has been used for PL480 financing of edible oil imports. The non-PL480
component of the program has risen from $100million in PFY 1982to $200 million in
PFY1983 and$225millionin PFY 1984. Terms of theassistance aretwo-thirds grants
and one-third concessional loans. The $1.6 billion military assistance component
consists of Foreign Military Sales (FMS) guaranteed credits to be extended over five
years beginning in PFY 1983. The major purchases by the Pakistani government
utilizing these credits will be forty F-16 fighter aircraft.

PAKISTAN-U.S. TRADE

The axiom that trade follows the flag appears to be reflected in the economic
relationship between the United States and Pakistan. The renewed close political
relationship has coincided with a growth in both trade and in renewed U.S. private
investment interest in Pakistan.

Over the past decade the U.S.-Pakistan trade pattern has consistently shown a
substantial balance in favor of the United States, a pattern likely to persist. As Table 1
shows, bilateral trade between the two countries was not extensive in the mid-1970s

but rose substantiallyin the late 1970s,a trend which acceleratedin the 1980s except
for a dip in 1981. In 1982, U.S. exports to Pakistan amounted to $700 million,
composed primarily of machinery and transport equipment, animal and vegetable oils
and fats, and industrial machinery and telecommunications equipment. Pakistani
exports to the United States that same year totaled $181 million, consisting mainly of
textiles, wearing apparel, animal and vegetable materials, and shellfish.

Table 1

U.S. Trade with Pakistan ($ millions)

Exports to Pakistan Imports from Pakistan

1976 394 78

1977 293 62

1978 496 93

1979 529 132

1980 642 140

1981 492 189

1982 700 181

SOURCE: Direction of Trade Statistics, Yearbook 1983 (Washington D.C.
International Monetary Fund, 1983).
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In terms of destinations for Pakistan's export goods, the United States was in
third place in PFY 1982, dropped to fifth place in PFY 1983, largely because of a
sudden upsurge of Pakistani exports to Iran, but bounced back into second place in
PFY 1984. From PFY 1982 to PFY 1983, the United States advanced from fourth to
third place among the sources of Pakistan's imports and, in PFY 1984, moved into
second place with 11 percent behind Japan with 14 percent.

The Department of Commerce, in its May 1984Foreign Economic Trendsreport
on Pakistan, sees Pakistan as offering an expanding market for American goods and
services, though with some change in the mix as the nature of the Pakistani market
undergoes transformation. For instance, wheat and urea fertilizer, once significant
U.S. exports to Pakistan, have been virtually eliminated by increased Pakistani
production of these goods. Indeed, Pakistan's wheat production has passed beyond the
level of self-sufficiency: in PFY 1982, Pakistan exported 50,000 tons of wheat to Iran,
and in February 1983 agreed to sell an additional 130,000 tons. However, Pakistan
agriculture, despite the fact that the country has the largest irrigation system in the
world, is heavily dependent on the weather. In normal years a substantial exporter of
cotton, in 1984 Pakistan suffered from a combination of ill-timed rains and a pest
infestation that devastated the cotton crop. As a result, as pointed out by the Com
merce Department (presumably its Silver Lining Division), at least temporarily
Pakistan presents a good market for sales of U.S. cotton and synthetic yam.

Other trade opportunities in Pakistan identified by the Department of Commerce
include edible oil; food processing equipment (includingedible oil processingequip
ment); animal tallow; chemicals; phosphatic fertilizers; pharmaceuticals; metalwork-
ing and finishing machinery; machine tools; agricultural and irrigation equipment;
chemical, cement, and fertilizer plants and equipment; natural gas purification pro
cessing, distribution, and pipeline equipment; computers and software; telecom
munications and aviation equipment; constmction and mining equipment (especially
for coal);oil and gas fieldequipment (includingpipes, pumps, andrelatedequipment);
and textile and leather machinery equipment.

Some of the increase in Pakistan's exports to the United States also represents a
change from past export patterns, a change induced in part by the U.S. Generalized
System of Preferences (GSP). Under the GSP, customs duties may be reduced or
eliminated on a range of imports into the United States from developing countries.
Pakistan's GSP exports have increased from $7.4 million in 1976 to $18.8 million in
1982. Pakistan has taken very efficient advantage of the GSP, being the thirty-fifth
largest beneficiary of duty-free treatment out of 140beneficiary countries. Pakistan's
GSP exports are concentratedon relatively few products—70 percentof GSP imports
from Pakistan in 1982were in two items: medical/surgical instruments ($7.4million)
and pen/pocket knives ($5.7 million).

U.S.-PAKISTAN TRADE PROBLEMS

From Pakistan's viewpoint, its major trade problem with the United States is the
American quota on textile imports. Textile manufacturing is Pakistan's largest in-
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dustry and its largest foreign exchange earner. Access to the U.S. market is vital to that
industry's, and therefore Pakistan's, economic health. Pakistan is the United States'
fourth largest cotton textile and apparel supplier and its seventh largest supplier of
textiles and apparel of all types.

In a recent major review of the U.S. -Pakistan bilateral agreement on textiles and
textile products, Pakistan sought the removal of the aggregate limit on its textile
exports to the United States, an increase in the specific limit on cotton gloves, and
several lesser changes and clarifications of the agreement. Pakistan argued that it
would use its entire allotted quota (the aggregate limit) by September 1984, leaving
several of the specific limit quotas unfilled (since much of the overall quota would be
used for goods not subject to specific limits but countable toward the aggregate). The
U.S. delegation was unable to accommodate the major proposed changes and took the
lesser ones under advisement.

The United States believes that Pakistan has an excellent overall agreement
when compared with the United States' bilateral agreements with other major textile
suppliers in terms of growth rate and categories subject to limits. Pakistan is permitted
a growth rate for aggregate and specific limits of 7 percent whereas the few larger
suppliers are limited to growth rates varying from 0.5 to 3 percent. Agreements with
other suppliers set limits on wool, cotton, and man-made fiber whereas the U.S.
Pakistan agreement places limits only on cotton and imposes no restraints on ship
ments of products of which the chief weight and value are wool or synthetic fiber
(except for a recently imposed limit on man-made fiber work gloves). Worldwide
textile imports into the United States were up 24.9 percent from 1982 to 1983while in
the same period Pakistan's textile shipments to the United States rose by 26 percent.
While the United States appreciates the importance of cotton textiles to Pakistan,
Pakistan has, in fact, about the best deal available in an imperfect world with regard to
the U.S. market.

While the United States has no complaints comparable with Pakistan's com
plaints over textiles in terms of impact on its economy, it does have a number of
specific problems in the trade and investment area:

1. Pakistani restrictions on imports. While there are some signs that the
Pakistani government is trying to liberalize its import system, there has to date been
little concrete progress.

2. General Agreement on Tarijfs and Trade (GATT)Article XXVIInegotiations.
Since the early 1970s when Pakistan modified its tariff schedule, the United States has
been seeking compensation for those changes that adversely affected the United
States. Negotiations on this item have been delayed on numerous occasions and are
now pending in Geneva.

3. Import valuation for customs purposes. This is now done on a cost, in
surance, and freight basis, which places such U.S. products as protein meals and
vegetable oils at a competitive disadvantage. An invoice value basis would remove
that disadvantage.

4. The quasi-governmental Ghee Corporation*s monopsony on imports of
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vegetable oils. U.S. vegetable oil exports to Pakistan would benefit if thePakistani
government allowed the private sector to import vegetable oils directly.

5. Disadvantageous circumstances under which U.S. banks operate in Paki
stan. There are three of these: (1) the requirementthat bankshold low-yieldPakistani
government treasury bills as part of their reserves; (2) regulations allowing the
government's National Development Finance Corporation to act as a bank without
being subject tothesame restrictions asbanks (e.g., reserve requirements, taxes); and
(3) baddebtscannotbe writtenoff for up to ten to twelve years as casesgo through a
protracted legal process.

6. Slowness in settling disputes with U.S. firms. An example is the Hercules
firm's fertilizer joint venture. The 1972 devaluation of the rupee coupled with
government-imposed ceilings on rates of retum for the fertilizer industry reduced
Hercules' repatriable dollar-valued rate ofretum tounacceptable levels. Asatisfactory
resolution of the issuewasfinally agreed to by thePakistani govemment, butnotuntil
1983.

7. Arbitrary reassessment of tax liability for American President Linesy the
onlyU.S. shipping firm offering scheduled service to Pakistan. Retroactive reassess
ment and placement inahigher taxbracket presents thelinewith a taxliability solarge
that it may have to suspend services to Pakistan.

8. Bookpiracyand difficulties in repatriatingroyalties. Pakistan hasnottaken
effective steps to prevent book piracy, although it is a member of the Universal
Copyright Convention. Even when publication agreements have been made with U.S.
copyright holders, it has been difficult or impossible for them to secure legitimate
repatriation of royalties. Under the U.S. Trade and Tariff Actof 1984, a country's
ability to give effective protection to intellectual property must be considered when
determining thatcountry's eligibility for certain benefits under the Generalized Sys
tem of Preferences.

9. Overregulation anda sluggish bureaucracy. These lendthemselves toabuse
and tend to make bureaucratic processing a major factor of production.

10. Excise taxdifferentialfavoritism. Thisbenefits localsoftdrinkbrands over
U.S. brands andrestricts theexpansion of U.S. brandoperations. Thisdiscrimination
against products bearing U.S. labels would appear tobeinconsistent withbilateral and
intemational legal obligations to which the United States and Pakistan are parties.
Early in 1984, onemajor U.S. softdrink firm made aneffort onbehalf ofitsPakistani
franchisee to have this situation corrected. The firm lobbied a variety of U.S. agencies
to exertpressure on a high-level Pakistani delegation visiting Washington as wellas
pressing fora demarche onthesubject tobemade bytheU.S. Embassy inIslamabad.
The result is instructive for those who think that Pakistan's dependence on the United
States foraidgives theU.S. govemment leverage overthePakistani govemment: the
Pakistani govemment raised thetaxonbothforeign andlocal brands andincreased the
differential between them.

Bothgovemments have shown an interest indevising institutional mechanisms
fordealing with and hopefully resolving trade, business, andinvestment problems and
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complaintssuch as those outlined above. In 1983,at the conclusionof PresidentZia's
state visit tothe United States, itwas announced that the two governments had agreed
to establish a Joint Commission consisting of thePakistani foreign minister and the
U.S. secretary of state, to meet at least once annually toreview bilateral relations. As
partof thejointcommission structure, subcommissions havebeen established, includ
ing a joint economicand commercialsubcommission, for the discussionof issues in
those fields. That subcommission had itsfirst meeting February 15-16,1984, atwhich
a range of issues was discussed and it was decided to establish another forum for
discussion of these issues in between annual meetings of the subcommission. This
latter group, consisting ofofficials ofthe Pakistani ministries ofFinance, Commerce,
andIndustries andofficials of theU.S. Embassy, meetsfromtimeto timeasissuesfor
discussion accumulate.

DEBT RESCHEDULING

One topic that has complicated the economic relations between the two gov
ernments is the Pakistani desire tohave itsdebt burden e^sed bysecuring agreement
from its main governmental creditors to reschedule its outstanding debts, that is,
postpone scheduled repayments. At issue are loans outstanding from governments,
notfrom private banks—Pakistan hasalways repaid itscommercial debts ontimeand
asa result has anexcellent credit rating with the intemational banking community.

With some 50 percent of Pakistan's official debtowed to theUnited States, the
U.S. position onrescheduling has been key, with theother major creditor nations, the
Federal Republic of Germany and Japan, prepared to follow the U.S. lead in this
matter. Asageneral rule,theU.S.position ondebt rescheduling isthatitshould notbe
undertaken unless thecountry requesting it is in imminent danger of default; other
wise, it represents a disguised form of foreign aid, which should properly take that
form and proceed through the regular executive and legislative processes.

The Pakistani response has been that itsability torepay its debts ontime requires
better opportunities toearn foreign exchange (e.g., through lifting ofthe U.S. textile
quota) or through increased foreign aid. Pakistan contends that, in fact, the con
cessional aidit is now receiving is reduced from that of a few years ago, butitsdebt
burden has increased tothe point where for every dollar itreceives inaid, ithas topay
back eighty cents to meet itsdebt repayment schedules. Pakistanis complain that the
U.S. position penalizes countries that have managed their economies well enough to
avoid being inimminent danger ofdefault; forthem tosecure forgiveness, they must
first sin.

In 1980, as anexceptional gesture at a time when Pakistan was sustaining the
unusual burdens imposed on it by the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan but before
agreementhad been reached on a U.S. aid program for Pakistan, the United States
agreed toreschedule some $160 million worth ofdebt repayments from January 1981
toJuly1982, conditional onthenegotiation byPakistan ofa Standby Agreement with
the Intemational Monetary Fund (IMF). The IMF agreement was negotiated, and
Pakistan's other creditors followed the U.S. lead. Since then the United States has
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made clear that the 1981-82 rescheduling was a unique and exceptional response to an
unusual situation and that it had no intention of another departure from its previous
policy on rescheduling.

U.S. PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN PAKISTAN

The total amount of direct U.S. private investment in Pakistan prior to the 1983
OPIC investment mission had remained virtually unchanged, at $109 million, since
1979.The largest investmentof capital had been in the oil explorationsector, and the
largest U.S. manufacturingenterpriseswere two urea fertilizerplants, the previously
mentioned Herculesjoint venturewith the Dawoodgroup, andan Exxonplant. Outof
the then-total of twenty-three direct U.S. investments in Pakistan's industrial sector,
thirteen were pharmaceutical investments.

It has been the announced policy of the government of President Zia ul-Haq to
welcomeforeign investment, particularlyin industrialsectorsinvolvingsophisticated
technologyand in export-orientedand import-substitution industries. In general, the
Zia government has been regarded as more favorable to private enterprise than the
precedingBhutto government, which carried out extensive nationalization of private
Pakistani industrial concerns. The Zia government has brought the nationalization
policyto a halt and hasmadesomestepstowarddenationalization, albeitonlya few of
thepreviouslynationalizedindustrialunitshavebeen returnedto their formerowners.

U.S. businesses operating in Pakistan have been encouraged by the more
favorable attitude by the government toward business interests in general and toward
foreigninvestmentin particular. In additionto theproblemsoutlinedabove, there is in
the resident U.S. business community in Pakistan continued frustration with over-
regulation, profit-inhibiting fixed rates of return, and general slowness in getting
things done and decisions taken. Nonetheless, most U.S. firms find the government
decision process and the attitudes at the highest levels of the bureaucracy noticeably
improved.Severalof theestablishedU.S. pharmaceuticalfirms haveexpandedor plan
to do so while others are moving from importing products for local sale to manufactur
ing in Pakistan.

THE OPIC INVESTMENT MISSION

While the renewed close U.S.-Pakistani relationship and the more favorable
government attitude toward business and foreign investment were known in the
business community in the United States in early 1983, that does not adequately
explain the unexpectedly large turnout for the OPIC investment mission. From
conversationswith representativesof the twenty-sixparticipatingfirms, it is clear that
the following additional elements helped make the Pakistani investment climate
attractive to those American executives:

1. Sound management of the economy by the Pakistani government. U.S.
businessmenwere impressed by the achievementof 6 percent growth rates since the
beginningof theZiagovernmentin 1977, by thecountry's abilityto keepitsbalanceof
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payments in equilibrium (though thiswasduelargely to sizable inflows of expatriate
workers' remittances), and by the government's realism in devaluing the rupee in
1982.

2. Fiscal and monetary conservatism. In accordance with an Extended Fund
Facility arrangement with the International Monetary Fund, growth in the money
supplywaskept to 10.5percentin PFY 1982, well underthe growthratesof over 20
percentthathadprevailed inprevious years.Theinflation ratewaskeptto II.5 percent
according to official figures. Although this statistic is based on a market basket
weighted toward goods and services purchased by lower-income groups, it was
nonetheless indicative of prudent management.

3. Relativepolitical stability. This judgmentwas subjectto caveatsfrom some
of the mission participants who recalled theirconviction of the unshakable political
stability existing in Iran under the shah. There were also some reservations about the
lack ofconstitutional and institutional arrangements guaranteeing political continuity.
Nonetheless, the dominant assessment was that the Zia government was likely to
remain in power for the foreseeable future.

4. Asizable market. Pakistan hasa population ofover90million and,despite a
per capita gross national product of under $400, a socioeconomic structure considered
by businessmen to be conducive to favorable consumption patterns. In addition, the
Pakistani market was perceived as including nearby Muslim countries to which
products of Pakistan have favored access.

5. Goodprofit expectations and ability to repatriateprofitsand capital. Profit
expectations, presumably through a business old-boy network, were in the 20 to 30
percentrange. Pakistan's historical recordof permittingrepatriationwas knownto be
excellent.

6. Favorable labor situation. There were reservations about the continued
applicability of laborlegislation adopted during theBhutto period, which was highly
favorable to workers and detrimental to management (e.g., difficulty in firing un
productive or disruptive workers). This was offsetby the highlycompetitive cost of
labor and by the knowledgethat good managersutilizingeffectiveincentive schemes
achieved excellent productivity rates from Pakistani workers. Additionally, the
availability of trainedPakistanis at the middle and upper management levelsand of
Pakistani engineers (someof whomcouldbe recruited fromtechnologically advanced
positionsoverseas to return to Pakistan)offered the prospectof economizing on the
high costs of expatriates.

7. Guarantees against nationalization. Legislation strengthening foreign in
vestment protection against uncompensated nationalization was passed by the Zia
government in 1979. Even more encouraging was knowledge of the fact that, with one
U.S. exception (American International Underwriters' life insurance operation),
foreign companies were spared from the extensive nationalizations carried out under
President Bhutto.

8. Availability of solid prospectivepartners. Well known for entrepreneurial
skill, Pakistani businessmen demonstrated theirgenuine interest in partnerships with
U.S. businessmen by comingforwardwithclose to 150proposals for joint ventures in
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a wide variety of fields. (Incidentally, while political uncertainties had apparently kept
down private Pakistani investment in Pakistan in recent years, Pakistani investors
seemed eager to invest in joint ventures with Americans, presumably in part because
of the protection this might give them against future nationalizations.)

9. Likely availability of financing. There was some apprehension that the
continued high demands on local banking resources by the large public sector in
dustrial concerns might make it difficult for private sector firms to obtain local
financing. This was offset by knowledge of the availability of fairly substantial
financing from nearby Muslim sources with a preference for investing in Pakistan in
both joint and three-way ventures.

10. Availability of investment incentives. Pakistan has a range of incentives to
attract foreign investors, as do most countries in the area. While considered adequate
by mission participants, there is some room for improvement to make them fully
competitive. For example, most of Pakistan's competitors for the foreign investment
dollar allow tax holidays and customs exemptions for capital equipment required to
start up new industrial plants wherever those plants are sited. Pakistan allows full
exemption only for industrial plants established in economically backward areas
(which, of course, are deficient in infrastructure).

The Pakistani scene also presented some disincentives to potential investors,
which had to be balanced against its advantages before U.S. executives could take the
decision to spend their company funds to participate in the mission.

1. Infrastructural inadequacies represented a negative factor to some, particu
larly inadequate supplies of power and water. At the same time, Pakistan also
presented some uniquely favorable infrastructural conditions. In contrast to many
ports around the world, Pakistan's port facilities at Karachi and nearby Port Qassim
are uncongested, well equipped, and linked to up-country markets by reasonably
adequate rail and road systems, with plans under way for substantial further improve
ment of the latter.

2. There was uncertainty about the effects on business of the Zia government's
Islamization program. At the time of the mission, the general feeling among investors
was that, as in the case of prohibition of alcoholic consumption, there would be
exemptions for non-Muslim foreigners. With the scheduled entry into force of Islamic
profit and loss sharing accounts in January 1985 and elimination of interest-bearing
accounts, in foreign as well as domestic banks, this uncertainty is likely to increase,
though tempered by knowledge of the fact that foreign non-Muslim business have
survived in other countries with similar systems.

3. Probably the major disincentive was potential participants' knowledge of
excessive regulation and what they perceived as a bureaucratic maze, making it
extremely expensive to do business in Pakistan, at least in terms of valuable time
wasted (if not in terms of payments required to speed the process). The importance of
this bureaucratic factor of production was one of the elements that made it attractive
for potential investors to pursue investment possibilities by participating in the OPIC
mission rather than proceeding on their own.

OPIC was in a position to inform potential participants that assurances had been
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given at the ministerial level that mission participants would be given expeditious
bureaucratic treatment. In fact, at a reception at the start of the mission given by
PresidentZia, the presidentannouncedthe formation of a specialcommittee,consist
ingof thesecretaries of theministries of Finance andIndustries, to review allprojects
generated duringthe mission and to give preliminary approval to acceptable projects
before themission's departure. Healsoannounced thatfinal approval of theprojects
would be given in four weeks.

Anxious to take advantage of these special arrangements, the mission partici
pants worked intensively during the week-long mission, at the conclusion of which
thirteen of the twenty-six firms announced twenty-two investment plans for projects
that had been given preliminary approval by the special committee. An additionalsix
firms indicated their intention to pursue investmentopportunities in the near future.

It was clear to mission participants that the clock measuring the promised
four-week period to final approval couldnot, of course,begin ticking on the day the
mission concluded but would only start once negotiations between the United States
and Pakistani firmshad been completed and the pertinent documentationsubmittedto
the special committee. In the ensuing months, negotiations between several of the
U.S. participants and their Pakistani counterparts cameto nothing, and the projects
were shelved or abandoned. In one case, negotiations abandoned by one U.S. firm
were picked up by another that had not participated in the mission. In othercases, U.S.
firms that had been on the mission but, for competitive reasons, had made no
announcements at its conclusion were subsequently found to have quite substantial
projects under active consideration.

Notunexpectedly, thefour-week final approval process didnotworkasspeedily
as had beenhoped. Few if any of the projectsreceivedfinal approval four weeksafter
submission of all required documentation. Some were delayed when a change in
personnel on the specialcommittee created a temporary gap. Others required clear
ance in other parts of the bureaucracy before the committee could act. Even those that
received relatively speedy approval from the committee found that the committee's
"finalapproval" wasby no meanstheend of thebureaucratic trail. Special committee
approval did notcarrywithit, for instance, approval by theStateBankfor theforeign
exchange thatmightberequired. It seemsfairly clearthatelements of thebureaucracy
reasserted their power to regulate the speed with which projects traversed their turf.
These elements seemed desirous of conveying the message that, in Pakistan, while the
president may propose, it's the bureaucracy that disposes.

This is not to say that the special committee was not of value to OPIC mission
participants. It gave them a pair of extremely powerful allies, motivated by a pres
idential mandate to do battle on their behalf. The special committee gave OPIC a
point of contact at the center of the governmental power structure to presentdirect
arguments on behalf of mission participants encountering obstacles. OPIC itself,
havingpersonal presidential support,was in a positionto intervene directly on behalf
of OPIC mission firms. While the reassertion of bureaucratic power did slow down
progress on projects to something closer to a more normal subcontinental pace, the
projects have nonetheless progressed at a speed that compares favorably with the
implementation process in other developing nations.
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One of the OPIC projects is still pending, unfortunately the largest and the one
OPIC considers the jewel in the crown of the mission: a $250 million phosphate
fertilizer joint venture between Agrico Chemical Company of Tulsa, Oklahoma, and a
Pakistani firm. In the case of previous fertilizer investments by foreign firms, the
Pakistani government has provided a guaranteed return on equity to compensate for
the fact that the government fixes fertilizer prices. To attract foreign investors to such
projects, particularly an investment of the magnitude of one-quarter of a billion
dollars, the guaranteed return on equity must be fairly substantial. Agrico Chemical
was given to understand that it would benefit from the same sort of arrangement as
previous foreign investors in fertilizer projects had enjoyed. However, the Pakistani
government has been rethinking its policies on subsidies in general and has yet to
provide the guarantee which Agrico Chemical had been led to expect.

Should the Agrico Chemical project not be implemented, the additional total
investment generated by the OPIC mission is still expected to amount to $282.5
million. Included in that total are the following: a $250,000 expansion of a chick-
breeding facility to be followed by a $1.5 million integrated broiler project by Agro
Associates of Hartford, Connecticut; a $200,000 Brink's armored car service, which
could be expanded considerably if a pending application by Brink's for government
bank business is approved; a $15million Cargill seed research and production facility;
three manufacturing facilities by Chemtex of New York: textured polyester yam ($35
million), polypropylene film ($18million), and rayon fiber ($50 million); a $1 million
production of microbial plant growth stimulants by Cytozyme Labs of Salt Lake City;
a $10 million manufacture of photovoltaic cells and solar-powered products by
Chronar Corp. of Princeton, N.J.; and a $42 million tin plate manufacturing facility
and a $30 million compressor facility by Seraphim, Saleem and Khella of New York.
The balance of the $282.5 million consists of projects whose sponsors prefer no
publicity at this time.

The OPIC investment mission is not, of course, the whole story of private U.S.
investment in Pakistan. Several firms have been and are now looking into investment
opportunities on their own, and, indeed, part of OPIC's purpose in taking the mission
was to attract the attention of the wider U.S. investing community to Pakistan as a land
of investment opportunity. That wider community will undoubtedly be watching to see
how implementation of the OPIC projects progresses and what the experience of doing
business in Pakistan is for this new and varied crop of American investors. They will
also be watching to see the practical consequences of Islamic banking and the extent to
which the Pakistani government is prepared to proceed further in improving the
investment climate. They will be particularly attentive to the implementation of the
industrial policy statement issued by the Pakistani government in June 1984.

PAKISTAN INDUSTRIAL POLICY STATEMENT

As was to be expected of a government that has been characterized by caution in
the economic realm, that policy statement proposes no radical departures. However, it
does reaffirm the government's commitment to ease the regulatory burden on industry,
move toward a more rational tax, tariff, and credit system, maintain labor peace, and
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seek to overcome infrastructural obstacles. Among the elements in the statement
likely to reassure potential investors are the following:

1. Confirmation that the private sector is to have the major responsibilityfor
future industrialization. The specific goal adopted by the statement is to increase the
share of the private sector in total industrial investmentfrom 40 to 62 percentover a
five-yearperiod. While the statement also confirmsthat the public sector has come to
stay in steel, fertilizer, cement, refining, petrochemicals,and automotiveequipment,
it states that these industries are not reserved exclusively to the public sector.

2. Commitment to equalize conditions between the public and private sectors.
This includes equal access to financing.

3. Commitment to reduce the present regulatory structure. For instance, de
cisions on all sanctions required from the Investment Promotion Bureau (which
include all projects involving foreign private investment) will be communicated to the
sponsors within ninety days.

4. Encouragementfor the establishment ofinvestmentcompaniesbytheprivate
sector. This will enhance the flow of long-term capital to industry.

5. Commitment to provide needed tax and tariff reform and rationalization.
This includes accelerated depreciation of investments.

6. Undertaking to devote major resources to overcome infrastructural de-
ficiencies.

1. Commitment to maintain peaceful labor relations.
These represent fine-tuning of existing policies rather than major departures.

They do not entirely accomplish the stated goal of the policy statement: "Toremove
any lingering doubts and uncertainty " Nonetheless, they do result in im
provements to the investment climate. While investors, both Pakistani and foreign,
can undoubtedly suggest further measures that would make the investment climate
still more attractive to them, they may also take some reassurance from the fact that the
Pakistani government, rather than rushing into unfamiliar territory, is characteristic
ally proceeding with all deliberatespeed to test the ground at the marginsof existing
policy and practice.

CONCLUSION

The OPIC investmentmission demonstratedthat an improvedbilateralpolitical
relationship coupled with favorable, even if not ideal, investment climate attributes
can produce an upsurge in private American investment interest in Pakistan. Such
business ties, representing relatively long-term investments, which, unlike govern
ment policies, cannot easily be shifted, represent an element of greater stability in the
bilateral relationship and may help to perpetuate the improved relations that in part
attracted them to Pakistan in the first place.
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7. Pakistan-U.S. Relations: Potential for
Economic Cooperation

A. Jamil Nishtar

The economy of Pakistan is essentially an agrarian one, as is evident from the
following statistics: (1) thecontribution of theagricultural sector, at 26.4percent, is
the single largest component of thegross domestic product; (2)as much as72percent
of thepopulation is still living in the countryside; (3) thelargest single component of
thelaborforce, at52percent, isagricultural labor; and(4)70percent oftheexports are
from theagricultural sector, directly or indirectly. Notonlyis Pakistan essentially an
agricultural country, but it is likely to remain so in the foreseeable future. There is,
however,a trend towardurbanization, and in the last twentyyearsthe populationin the
ruralareashas declined from77.48 percentto 72 percent.Thisshiftto urbanareashas
been slow because of the lack of a dynamic industrial sector.

A successful manufacturing sectorcan be basedeitheron indigenous mineral
resources or on the optimization of the skillsof the population, but Pakistan doesnot
have any significant mineral resources except for limestone andnatural gas, andthe
literacy ratio isonly26percent, aninsubstantial "skillbase." Thus, it isunlikely thatin
the foreseeable future there will be the possibilityof a really dynamic and expanding
industrial sector that can absorb the surpluspopulation from the rural areas. There is,
of course, somegrowth in industry anda somewhat faster growth rate in theservices
sector, but not enough to absorb more than the presentmarginal shift of population
from rural to urban areas. Therefore, a successful economy for Pakistan has to be
based in the agricultural sector, which is essentially "small farm" agriculture. The
average farm size is only twelveacres, and 91 percentof the farms in the countryare
less than twenty-five acres. Now let us examine whether successful small farm
agriculture is at all possible and, if so, its prerequisites.

Holland and Japan are outstanding examples of countries with high-yielding
smallfarmagriculture. Othercountries, suchasEgypt,Mexico, andTurkey, alsohave
small farm agriculture but at a much higher level of productivity than Pakistan. In
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terms ofnatural resources andtheavailability of land,water, andsunshine, Pakistan is
as fortunately placed as anyof these countries andmuch better than some of them,
such asHolland. In fact, in terms of natural resource potential, Pakistan is perhaps
among the ten most fortunate countries inthe world with itsvast irrigated Indus Valley
agricultural plain. The ratio of irrigatedland to total cultivatedland in Pakistanis 73
percent; in the United States it is 11 percent, and in India 23 percent. Pakistan's
agricultural labor force, although illiterate, ishard-working and receptive tochange.
This was evident by the quick uptake in new high-yielding wheat and rice seeds
coupled with chemical fertilizer, which led to the so-called Green Revolution in the
late sixties and early seventies.

Thus, in terms ofboth natural and human resources, Pakistan has thepotential
for becoming a highly successful agricultural economy. What then is the reason why
present crop yields areabout one-third of thatina developed country? Theanswer, I
submit, is technology. By technology I mean the entire gamut of mechanical tech
nologies, such as farm machinery; of chemical technologies, such as fertilizer and
pesticides; and ofbiological technologies, such ashigh-quality seeds. The availability
of these technologies is at present extremely unsatisfactory. There is only a very
rudimentary and marginal induction of modem agricultural technology in Pakistan,
and thebulk of theagricultural sector is still carried onexactly as it was 2,500 years
ago intheoldIndus Valley civilization, therains ofwhich were discovered atMoenjo
Daro and Harappa in Pakistan.

The basic challenge in the agricultural sector is, therefore, the inductionof a
broad range of modem technology in an effective way. It is in the answer to this
challenge that, in my view, there is a major potential for economic cooperation
between Pakistan and the United States. Effective delivery oftechnology requires,
first, that appropriate technology is available and, second, that it be disseminated to
the farmer. At the present time, both these important activities are within the public
sector framework. This system has tumed out to be ineffective, as is evident from
extremely low yields. My view is that this activity can become viable only if it is
undertaken by dynamic private enterprise. For example, modem industrial marketing
by manufacturers ofagricultural implements, fertilizers, and pesticides would give a
"push" toward modemization in the farming sector. Similarly, modem processing
industries, such asdairy and food-processing plants, actasa"pull" factor toward the
modemization of the farming sector when they are involved in a direct relationship
with the producer-farmers whose product is purchased and processed by them. This
push-and-pull effect by modem agribusiness's corporate sector is, in my view, the
only effective way of introducing modem technology in the farming sector in
Pakistan.

The United States, especially Califomia, is, of course, the dominant area in the
world of agribusiness. Successful private sector agribusiness firms deal in almost
every type ofagricultural activities and are animportant element ofthe U.S. agricul
tural sector. There is a logical potential for a significant and mutual economic
relationship between U.S. agribusiness firms andthe agricultural sectorof Pakistan.
This would notbe,however, U.S. agribusiness inPakistan intheform ofa"plantation
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agricultureThat would be disastrous. In an essentially small farm country for foreign
firms to have large land holdings is just not viable. Instead, the model I propose may be
called a "corporate core" and "peripheral contractual farming system" or a "satellite
farming system." In this concept the processing unit acts as a core unit and enters into a
direct relationship with the farmer both for input provision and for output purchase.
Modem inputs such as good quality seeds and fertilizer are procured in bulk by the
processing unit and delivered to its contractual farmers. At harvest time the production
of the farmer is purchased, at reasonable prices, by the processing unit. The increased
yields through provision of modem inputs ensure that both the farmer and the
processing unit are the beneficiaries of this relationship. Because of higher yields,
even at a stable price, his income is much higher. Similarly, in the case of a processing
unit, it has the assurance of a regular, good-quality commodity supply at stable prices.

Similarly, in the case of the input providing agribusiness, if the sale of equip
ment or a commodity is accompanied by an effective after-sale extension service, then
not only is the farmer benefited through better use of modem technology, but also the
supplying unit benefits through the expansion of the market by demonstration of the
effective yields' increasing results of its particular product.

Thus, it would be possible to achieve a quantum jump in the production of the
agricultural sector in Pakistan if there was large-scale effective induction of modem
agribusiness in the country and if that agribusiness thereafter operated on the basis of
the satellite farming concept of a contractualrelationship betweenthe companyand
the farmers. In fact, outof aboutfiftyor so U.S. firms at presentoperatinginPakistan,
there are about five in the field of agribusiness, and all of them are operating very
successfully. In one of them, a company dealing with the processing of maize, the
concept of satellite farming has, in fact, already been successfully introduced. There is
no reason why similar operations cannot be undertaken by other U.S. agribusiness
firms. What is required is an awareness and consciousness of this highly beneficial
mutual relationship and thereafter institutional arrangements to facilitate contact
betweenprivateU.S. agribusinessandprivateentrepreneursin Pakistan.ThePakistan
govemment's industrial policy has already created a very favorable policy environ
ment both by giving high priority to agribusiness as such and also by having very
liberal provisions for foreign joint ventures in terms of repatriation of capital and
profit. The missing link is a consciousness of the importanceand the critical roleof this
relationship and the translation of this consciousness into action by both sides.

I have suggested an avenue of economic cooperation between Pakistan and the
United States in which a unique complementarity is available and which, for Pakistan,
is a critical elementinanyviablegrowth strategy. Although theeconomic relationship
between any two countries is usually concemed with trade and other commercial
issues, I think it is important to try to formulate a long-term strategy of relationship
basedoncomplementarity of resources andneeds.ForPakistan, theadvantage of this
relationship is obvious, but it is alsoa relationship that willbenefitnotonly individual
private U.S. agribusiness companies (which have the possibility of successful joint
ventures) but also the national interest of the United States. I am quite convinced that
in the long run the basic interestsof the United States in the developing worldcan be
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served muchmore effectively by adynamic and successful privateenterpriseeconomy
than by any other element, such as various types of aid. In the foreseeable future the
basic objective of a government in any developing country has to be the elimination of
poverty, and poverty can ultimately be eliminated not by dole and dependence but by
successful economic growth and employment opportunities. This aspect of such a
relationship deserves a much higher priority than it has been accorded so far.

Another extremely important area of mutual benefit is agricultural research.
Again, the United States is one of the leading countries in the world in this respect. A
close relationship between the various agricultural research institutions in the United
States and the agricultural research system in Pakistanwouldbe especially productive.
In the recent past there have been dramatic developments in the field of agricultural
research, and it is now possible to compress developments that would have required
decades into only a few years. Therefore, this is an extremely important area of
transfer of knowledge and technology.

Transfer of knowledge and technology cannot be confined to single avenues
such as corporate structure joint ventures or joint research programs. It has to be a
much broader and multidimensional relationship. Perhaps the single most critical
element in this relationship is the development of human capital. It is unfortunate that
the developing countries have an image of the United States based essentially on
Hollywood films. The general population in the developing countries is unaware of the
originality, innovation, and persistent scientific efforts of the scholars in the labora
tories of MIT, Berkeley, and other great universities. It is important that at least the
educated elite of the developing countries should be given broader access to these
great fountainheads of knowledge. While I am personally not in favor of under
graduate and graduate work by students from developing countries in a developed
country as, in my view, it leads to disastrous cultural confusion, I firmly believe that
postgraduate work in an institution of higher learning in a developed country is
essential for the intellectual growth of a scholar from the developing world. Technolo
gy, in my view, is a heritage of mankind. Whenever someone has invented something
new or found a new and efficient way of doing something old, it is important that this
knowledge become available without much delay wherever in the world it can be of
benefit. The best way for this is close, intimate, and regular contact among scholars of
the concerned disciplines with the institutions of higher learning that are in the
forefront of research and development in that particular field.

The development of humancapital concernsboth scientists and managers. It is
onlybyupgrading the skillsof thisworkforcethatgenuine economic development is
possible in a developing country. It can play a very important role in the economic
relationship between the two countries. In the case of Pakistan and United States, this
is again an area where a great deal of complementarity exists.

Thus, I see the economic relationship between the United States and Pakistan
based not only on day-to-day factors of commercial advantage, but on a basic
long-term strategy comprising the following three major elements: (1) induction of
U.S. corporate agribusiness withthesatellitefarming concept; (2)a closerelationship
in research, particularly in agriculture; and (3) upgrading human capital. Thesemay
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seem to constitute a vague conceptual basis. I can, however, make it concrete by
giving specific examples of various possible programs in the above three sectors.

In the case of agribusiness, there is immediate need for edible oil processing and
fruit and vegetable processing industries. In research, there is tremendous need to
upgrade maize production. In human capital, there is a vast need to train biotechnolo
gy scientiests. There can be scores of similar examples in each of the above sectors
offered by professional experts focusing on a narrow mandate in order to precisely
define the areas of cooperation. What is important is that the conceptual framework be
accepted: that it is in the interest of Pakistan to have a close economic relationship with
the United States in order to benefit from its high level of technology of production,
primarily in the field of agriculture, through contacts with private firms and in
stitutions of higher learning. Similarly, it is in the interest of the United States that
Pakistan have a dynamic and successful economy based on private enterprise and
efficiently assimilated modem technology, for which the United States can be a major
source of assistance. In my view, in the long term, it is on such a productive basis that
lasting friendship between the two countries can be achieved.
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III. Mutual Perceptions

8. Pakistan's Perceptions of U.S.
Domestic Politics

Shafqat Ali Shah

Since 1976, Pakistan has drawn considerable attention in U.S. domestic politics in one
form or another. In his election campaign that year, Democratic presidential candidate
Jimmy Carter singled out Pakistan as a potential nuclear weapons producer and stated
that if elected, he would try to stop Pakistan's nuclear ambitions. Four years later.
Republican presidential candidate Ronald Reagan advocated strong U.S. military,
political, and economic support for Pakistan in the wake of its emergence as a
"frontline" state following the 1979 Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and the conse
quent Russian presence on Islamabad's doorsteps, Pakistan's nuclear program
notwithstanding.

Again, in 1984, similar sentiments were expressed by the Democrats and
Republicans during their presidential election campaigns. The Democratic p^y
platform on foreign policy declared that "recognizing the strategic importance of
Pakistan and the close relationship which exists between our two countries, a Demo
cratic president would press to restore democracy and terminate its nuclear program."
On the other hand, the Republican party platform stated: "To preserve free Asia's
economic gains and enhance our security, we will continue economic and security
assistance programs with the frontline states of Korea, Thailand, and Pakistan."^

To Pakistanis concerned with foreign affairs, these references are meaningful
and not just election campaign rhetoric. In the recent past some of these pro
nouncements have been translated into policy. Witness the Carter administration's
April 1979 decision to suspend all U.S. assistance to Pakistan in retaliation for its
alleged nuclear weapons program and the 1981 Reagan administration's successful
efforts in intiating the $3.2 billion U.S. aid package. More than ever before, Pakistanis

See the textof the 1984Democraticpartyplatform, in CongressionalQuarterly: Weekly Report, July21,
1984, p. 779; and the text of the 1984 Republican party platform, in Congressional Quarterly: Weekly
Report, Aug. 25, 1984, p. 2113.
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are acutely aware that U.S. domestic politics weigh heavily in the formulation of its
foreign policy. In the case of Pakistan, this fact is vividly illustrated by the role
Congress, the media, and interest groups have played, and continue to play, vis-a-vis
Pakistan's nuclear programand by the intensedebateswithinthese and other foreign
policy constituents vis-a-vis the revival of Washington's security relationship with
Islamabad.

For Pakistan this realization is vital. In the earlier period of U.S.-Pakistan
entente (1953-62), Pakistan suffered enormously when it overlooked the influence of
domestic forceson U.S. policytowardPakistan.A repetition of thiserrorcouldprove
costly for Islamabad in the 1980s when both countries have a critical stake in the
revival of a U.S.-Pakistan entente. Although there is convergence of views between
Islamabad and Washington on many aspects of the renewedU.S.-Pakistan security
ties, two issues remain unresolved: Pakistan's nuclear program and the nature of the
United States' ties with India.

These two issueshavebeenpivotal in Pakistan-U.S. relationsduringthelast two
decades.Seriousdomesticconstraintson bothcountriesregardingestablishing a fuller
relationship stem from diverging perceptions of these factors. Stanley Hoffman's
observation that "in politics, perceptions dictate behavior and realities sometimes
weigh less than belief, myths, and obsessions"^ has some relevance here. From
Pakistan's viewpoint, it has becomeessential to understandU.S. domesticpoliticsand
the structural changes that have occurred since Vietnam. Fifteen years ago, Henry
Kissinger stated that"foreign policy begins where domestic policy ends."^ Today, this
contentionis greatly altered; in many areas U.S. domesticpolicyandpoliticsappearto
extend into foreign policy and often run parallel to it.

I address heretwo sets of questions: first, the nature of U.S. domestic politics
and howthis relatesto U.S. policytowardAsia in generalandto Southwest Asiaand
Pakistanspecifically; second, the factorsthat havecausedU.S. domesticforces, such
as Congress and the media, to closely scrutinize and, to a degree, excercise their
influence andcontrol overthetraditional roleof theexecutive inforeign affairs. I will
not focuson the decision-making processper se. The institutional role of theadminis
trative apparatus such as the State Department, the Pentagon, and the National
Security Council is well known; at the same time, the participation of the U.S.
Congress inthedecision-making process through various committees, particularly the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, needs no elaboration. From the Pakistani
perspective, thedirection of thoseU.S. domestic forces thatareprimarily outside the
established official formulators of U.S. foreign policy is of utmost concem.

AMERICA'S GLOBAL ROLE: CHANGE AND CONTINUITY

The United States is, perhaps, one of the most misunderstood powers of the
world. Its image in the international system has been at variance with its global

Stanley Hoffman, Primacy or World Order: American Foreign Policy Since theColdWar (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1980), p. 10.
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aspirations and in turn with its foreign policy practices. It has advocated high ideals
but has oftenendedup practicing powerpolitics. It has oscillated between liberalism
and conservatism at home and global commitments and selective involvements
abroad. There is a mix of idealism and realism in its international behavior, as well as
consistency and contradictions in its policies, which greatly confuses the world at
large.

At the end of World War II, the United States emerged as a superpower. It had
clearlydemonstrated itscapabilitiesandpowerbyfighting, andthenwinning,a global
war with its enemies thousands of miles away from home, and it possessed the
deadliestweaponeverknown. Totheoutsideworld, the UnitedStateshad thevitality,
the will, and the wisdom to do wonders. It could decide the fate of old and new
nations, and it was seen as the champion of world freedom and liberty.

Earlier, the United States had sponsored the principle of self-determination, and
President Woodrow Wilson laid the foundations of the League of Nations, designed to
end wars for all times. Once more it was the United States' driving force that
established the league's successor, the United Nations. To colonized people, the
UnitedStatesappearedas a power that would help create a just and egalitarian world
order.

In 1947, when the Truman doctrine was aimounced, it marked the formal
initiation of the United States' global responsibilities. The doctrine carried a message
deeper than the apparent U.S. interest in safeguarding Greece and Turkey from a
possiblecommunist takeover. PresidentHarry Truman said: "I believe that it must be
the policy of the United States to support free peoples who are resisting attempted
subjugationby armedminoritiesor by outside pressures. I believethat we must assist
free peoples towork out their own destinies intheir own way.'"^ Thirteen years later, a
similar message was heard during another Democraticpresident's inauguralspeech.
President John Kennedy said: "Let every nation know, whether it wishes us well or
ill, that we shall pay any price, bear any burden, meet any hardship, support any
fiiend, oppose any foe to assure the survival of the success of liberty. This we
pledge."^ President Jimmy Carter's emphasis on human rights as a central feature of
U.S. foreign policy further suggested the continuity of American idealism. Carter
elaborated on his philosophy: "Our country has been strongest and most effective
when moralityand a commitmentto freedomand democracy have been mostclearly
emphasized in our foreign policy." He further stated that "the demonstration of
Americanidealism was a practical and realistic approachto foreign affairs, and moral
principles were the best foundations for the exertion of American power and
influence."^

Paradoxical as it may sound, the United States has built extensive global alliance

^ HenryKissinger, American Foreign Policy: Three Essays (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1969),
p. 11.

^ See Dean Acheson, Present at the Creation: My Years in the State Department (New York: W. W.
Norton, 1969) p. 222.

^ State DepartmentBulletin, Feb. 6, 1961, p. 175.
^ Yxvcimy CdsXQT, Keeping Faith: Memoirsofa President York:. BdiniaimBooks, 1982), pp. 142-43.
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systems—NATO, CENTO, SEATO, ANZUS (two of these alliances, CENTO and
SEATO, ended in the 1970s)—and has bilateral security arrangements with scores of
countries. It has used force and military intervention in support of its security and
political goals: Koreain 1950, Vietnam in 1963-75, Lebanon in 1958 and 1983-84,
and Grenada in 1984. In the past, the United States distinguishedin no uncertain way
between friend and foe. For instance, in the mid-fifties many Americans saw nations
in the international systemas eitherwith themor againstthem. JohnFosterDulleshad
explicitly declared nonalignment immoral. With the changes in the international
milieu, however, the United States stopped seeing the world in terms of black and
white,andshadesof graycametoberecognized. TheVietnam Waranditsaftereffects
led the United States to recognize the limits of its power and to alter its world views.

Consequently, theUnitedStatessoughtaccommodation through detente withits
principal adversary, the SovietUnion. It accepted a former foe—China—as a friend
and recognized its revitalized allies in WesternEurope and Japan as equal partners.
Thepolycentriccharacterof theinternational systemwasdulyacknowledged. Andthe
paradigm of European power politics, as practiced in the last century, became the
guideline of the U.S. approach to world politics during the Nixon-Ford-Kissinger
stewardship of foreign policy.

Critics have often confused the substance of U.S. foreign policy with its style.
For instance, the containment of the Soviet power has been the most consistent
element of U.S. foreign policy throughout the post-World War II period. The in
terpretation of thisconcept,however, hasvariedwitheachadministration. Duringthe
Truman and Eisenhower administrations, the military dimensions were emphasized.
The Kennedy administration, confident of the UnitedStates' nuclearsuperiority over
the Soviet Union, sought to contain the communist ideological thrust through strong
socioeconomic development programs in the Third World.^ The Nixon-Ford presi
dencies attempted to define containment through powerpolitics whereas Cartertrieda
uniquemethodof international moralpressures and denialof material benefits—not
just containment but a "rollback" of Soviet power from Afghanistan.

TheReagan administration's response to theevents in Southwest Asiasuggests
a revival of theoriginal containment policy. Compare thisapproach withtheTruman
administration's to theevents in Asia in the early yearsof thecoldwar.The communist
takeoverof China in 1949followedby the NorthKorean invasionof SouthKorea in
1950 wasa serious setbackforU.S. policyinthearea.Priortotheinvasion, thesignals
fromWashington indicated that the Koreanpeninsula wasof marginal importance to
the United States. These developments triggered the United States' direct response
through the conmiitment of its military powerunder the U.N. umbrella.

Within thecountry, serious debate unfolded overtwoquestions: wholostChina?
andwho wasresponsible for North Korea's invasion of the south? At thesame time,
efforts were increased to build alliance systems such as SEATO and CENTO to

The Kennedy administration thought that the future of communism and democratic forces would be
determinedin the Third World,especiallyin Asia. The PeaceCorpsand theAlliancefor Progresswere
two of the programs designed to counter the communist thrust in the developing world.
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prevent the repetition of such incidents; support for countries like Pakistan became
essential, and expansion of U.S. military power became necessary.

Thirty years later, therevolution in Iranand theSoviet invasion of neighboring
Afghanistan sawa majorreversal of U.S. powerand influence. Priorto theseevents,
the policymakers in Washingtonhad adopted an ambivalent attitude toward Southwest
Asia. Following the dramatic changes in the region, the United States expressed a
willingness to commit its military power to defend its national interests. Once again,
support for local allies suchas Pakistan became necessary. Through theconcept of a
"strategic consensus," Washington sought aconcerted effort with itsprincipal regional
allies tocontain theSoviet challenge.® Within theUnited States thedebate onwholost
Iran and who was responsible for the Sovietinvasion of Afghanistan had a familiar
riiig. Interestingly, inthree decades thecontainment pendulum hadswung from Korea
in the Far East, via Vietnam in Southeast Asia, to Afghanistan in Southwest Asia.
However, a serious question in the 1980s is whether this is a case of "falling
dominoes."

TheUnited States' involvement in Vietnam andits aftermath marks a turning
pointin its foreign policy. TheU.S. globalrolecan beeasily compartmentalized into
two phases, the pre-Vietnam and the post-Vietnam periods. This historical event
caused amajor shake-up in theUnited States'domestic structure, which subsequently
led to a critical reexamination of its global posture. The specter of the "Vietnam
syndrome" has lingered and for good reasons.

For over two decades since the end of World War II, the United States conducted
itsforeign relations onthebasis ofasound domestic consensus. Hoffman suggests that
at the timeof Eisenhower'selectionin 1952, thereemergedan "unbroken consensus
around a policy for Western Europe that had beenbipartisan for a long time and a
policy for Asia and Eastern Europe," the superficial debate between those who
defended containment and the champions of the rollback notwithstanding. This
internal cohesion continued through Eisenhower's twoterms inoffice. Congressional
approval for military budgets came easy as did resolutions on Formosa, the Middle
East, and the Tonkin Gulf—all "meant to show the resolution ofAmerica to defend the
free world." Hoffman further argues that during the 1960 presidential election, there
was not much difference in Nixon's and Kennedy's positions on foreign policy.^

The overextension of the United States' role in Vietnam started the process of
disintegration of this consensus. The breakup began with warprotests and student

®See President Carter's famous speech toCongress following the Soviet invasion ofAfghanistan. Inthis
addressCarter pledgedto use U.S. military force, if necessary, to defendAmerican interests in the
Persian Gulf. SeetextofPresident Carter's State of theUnion address, inSpecial Report onForeign
Policy (Washington, D.C.: U.S.International Conununication Agency, 1980). The concept ofstrategic
consensus was initiated by the Reagan administration and designed to establish a constellation of
America's regional allies—Egypt, Israel, Turkey, and Pakistan—to cope with the challenges in
Southwest Asia. It was also hoped that Saudi Arabia and Jordan would eventually join the group.
However, thisconcept never materialized fora number ofobvious reasons. SeeChristopher Joyner and
Shafqat AliShah, "The Reagan Policy on'Strategic Consensus' intheMiddle East," Strategic Review,
Vol. 9, no. 4 (Fall 1981).

^ Hoffman, Primacy or World Order, pp. 16-17.
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demonstrations, criticism by intellectuals ofthe war, and the emergence of new groups
such as the "new isolationists" and the "radical left." Some Americans voiced strong
opposition over this extended global commitment and called for a return to a "fortress
America" strategy. Presidential candidate Nixon stated in 1967: "Weary with war,
disheartened with Allies, disillusioned with aid, dismayed at domestic crisis, many
Americans areheeding thecallofthenew isolationists."^^ Thevoice oftheradical left
came to be heard with disgust as the war magnified. This group argued that the United
States was an expansionist power with imperial designs. Its physical security had
never been threatened in the present century. It was the capitalistic interests that had
led the United States to global involvement. The radical left went even further to
suggest that the United States was responsible for the worldwide ills of hunger,
suppression, and chaos. Much of its criticism was based on revisionist lines and did
not gain much currency. ^̂

The frustrations of the Vietnam War made the extremists on the left and right
argue for either a severe limitation of U.S. commitments or the adoption of a posture
toward the world community strictly on the basis of narrow U.S. national interests.
The war also had its impact on the realists, who controlled U.S. foreign policy. Their
theory of using military force and intervention for influencingevents had proved to be
more costly than they had thought. The foreign policy establishment was seriously
split. Within the Democratic party, criticism about President Johnson's handling of
the war became louder as presidential candidates Senators Eugene McCarthy and
Robert Kennedy made this a major election issue during the 1968primaries. Accord
ing to one commentator, less than a decade ago Americans had felt that they knew the
answers to everything everywhere. Problems could always be solved; the impossible
just took a little longer. But they came to realize that "the task of world leadership
required more than a test of power.... It demand[ed] the will to lead. And it [was] this
peculiar and irreplaceable quality that the painful lessons of the 1960s[had] eroded in
America."^^ "The best and the brightest"had failedto conquerthe "new frontiers" in
Vietnam or to establish the "great society" at home. By the end of Johnson's term in
office, there existed a large gap between the expectations of the American people and
the political will to fulfill those expectations.

Richard Nixon came to office at a time when the nation had never been more

divided since the Civil War. Since the depression never had any president been faced
with a national crisis as Nixon was to confront. Elliot Richardson, undersecretary of
state and an influential member of the Nixon administration, underscored the general
sentiments when he stated: "Americans are disillusioned by rhetoric, bored with false

Richard M. Nixon, "Asia After Vietnam," Foreign Affairs, Oct. 1967, pp. 123-24.
'' Amongthe interestingworkson that periodare Henry Brandon,TheRetreat ofAmericanPower (New

York: Doubleday, 1973); RobertTucker, ANewIsolationism:Threator Promise? (NewYork: Universe
Books, 1982); GeorgeLiska, War and Order (Baltimore, Md.: JohnsHopkins University Press, 1968);
DavidV.Edwards,Creating a NewWorld Order: From Conflictto Cooperation(NewYork: D. McKay
& Co., 1973);Robert Tucker, The Radical Left and American Foreign Policy (Baltimore, Md.: Johns
HopkinsUniversityPress, 1971); StanleyHoffman,Gullivefs Troubles: OrSettingofAmericanForeign
Policy (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1968).
Stephen Barber, America in Retreat (New York: Barnes & Noble, 1970), p. 22.
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drama, andtired ofexaggerated hopes andoverblown undertakings. They arelooking
for stability, notadventurism."^^ Indeed, stability for the Nixon administration had
meant a redefinition of America's global role, a role of selective involvements—not
one of total withdrawal. Nixon had stated it clearly: "Our participation [in world
politics] remains crucial. Becauseof the abundance of our resources andthestrength
of ourtechnology, America's impact on the world remains enormous, whether byour
action or by our inaction. Our awareness of the world is too keen, and our concern for
peacetoo deep for us to removethe measureof stability whichwe haveprovided for
the past twenty-five years.

The Nixon administration's fundamental task was to extricate the United States

fromits Vietnam quagmire. It wanted to end thewarin Indochina andachieve "peace
with honor" without hurting its commitments in other important regions such as
Europe and the Far East. However, the achievement of this goal took longer than
anticipated, causing the public to become more impatient at a time when there were
already serious doubts aboutthe Nixon administration's real intentions forwanting to
get the United States out of Indochina. The Watergate crisis only confirmedsome of
the earliersuspicions of Nixonand his policies. The domestic forces that destroyed
Johnson weretheundoing of Nixonas well. Withthefallof the"imperialpresidency,"
the United States came to terms with itself.

Subsequently, the domestic convulsions caused by Vietnam were controlled,
and vibrations of instability in the international system were contained. In the 1976
presidential campaign Carter'sslogans fora"cleangovernment" athome andan"open
foreignpolicy"abroadappealed to votersenoughto electhimpresident.Cartercould
pursue his "noble" goals such as human rights and nuclear nonproliferation because
some of the difficult issues facing the United States had been resolved by the
Nixon-Ford administrations.

On the international scene, the United States had stabilized its relations with the
SovietUnion, including significant achievements in nucleararmscontrolthroughthe
SALT agreements; the status quo in Europe was formalized with the signingof the
1975 HelsinkiAccord, and the uneasyU.S.-Europeanrelations since the earlysixties
were once again warm and meaningful; China's legitimacy as a great power and its
"entry" intothegreatpowersleaguewasdulyrecognized. Theglobalstrategicbalance
came to be separated from some of the regional conflicts, power configurations,and
balances. America decentralized its global responsibilities through the Nixon doctrine
among key regional allies such as Iran in the Gulf. In essence, the United States had
altered its role of global commitments to selected commitments that were considered
vital to its national interests.

DOMESTIC FORCES AND THEIR IMPACT ON U.S. POLICY

One of the most significantdevelopmentsin the post-Vietnam and Watergate era
was the emergence of certain forces from within the foreign policy establishment that

State Department Bulletin, Sept. 22, 1969, p. 257.
Richard M. Nixon, U.S. ForeignPolicyfor the 1970s:Buildingfor Peace:AReportto the Congress
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1971), pp. 6-7.
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were extraordinarily powerful influences in the formulation and execution of U.S.
foreign policy. Traditionally, the vast foreign policy establishment has consisted of
retired and future high officials, lawyers, business leaders, former military leaders
presently in business, public relations experts, academics, and scientists, many of
whom worked for or gave advice to the government. Equally importantnow was the
roleof themedia.Thisisgenerallyconsidered therichandthickturfin whichtheroots
of U.S. foreignpolicy are found. Accordingto Gabriel Almond, there are four elite
groups that"share in theprocessof policy initiationand formulation."Hedefinesthese
as follows:

1. The Political Elites. These include party leaders and those elected or
appointedto highoffice. Membersof the legislative,executive,andjudicialbranches
andkey appointees in departmentssuchas StateandDefenseandin theconunitteeson
foreign affairs in the Senate and House are representative of this group.

2. The Bureaucratic or Administrative Elites. This group consists of profes
sionals of the executive establishment "who enjoy special powers by virtue of their
interest in and familiarity and immediate contact with particular policy problems."

3. The Interest Elites. These are representatives of the large number of private
policy-oriented associations, "ranging from huge nationwide aggregations to local
formulations and organized around aims and objectiveswhich in their variety reflect
the economic, ethnic, religious, and ideologicalcomplexityof Americanpopulation."

4. The Communication Elites. "The most obvious representatives [of the com
munication elites] are the owners, controllers, and active participants of the mass
media—radio, press, and movies." Almond argues that the rapid development and
prominence of the massmediahavesomehow obscured themoreintimatemethods of
communication in the formulation of popular attitudes: "Perhaps the most effective
opinion leaders are the vast number of vocational, community, and institutional
'notables,' known and trusted men and women—clergymen and influential lay
churchmen, club and fraternal order leaders, teachers and the like—with personal
followings."^^

All of the elites compete for the attention of various publics via the media of
communication. Both in the case of Vietnam and Watergate, the media played a
decisive role. The Vietnam War was lost at home when the media brought war from the
jungles of Indochina to American living rooms. Similarly, Watergate happened
because investigative reporters from the Washington Post pursued their subject relent
lessly. The media have become watchdogs of public conduct in the United States.
Traditionally, the executive counted on the support of the media, but since the late
sixties that aspect has cheinged. Today, the Americanmedia have becomea powerful
instrument in U.S. politics—domestic and foreign.

In addition to the elite groups, three other elements have become extremely
prominent and influential in U.S. foreign policymaking. These include Congress,
interest groups (or lobbies), and academia. Congressional efforts to control the
executive's authority in foreign affairs stems basically from the Vietnamexperience.

Hoffman, Primacy or World Order, p. 17.
GabrielA. Almond,TheAmericanPeopleand Foreign Policy(NewYork: Praeger, 1968), pp. 139-41.
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For instance, in 1965 through the Gulfof Tonkin resolution, Congress authorized the
president to conunitU.S. forces in Vietnam. It wasvirtually a "blankcheck,"andthe
Johnson administration overdrew. Congressional leadership has been conscious of
this "error" ever since and appears determined not to permit the executive to over-
extend its authority in the future. Indeed, its initiatives during the seventies and
eighties testify to its growing assertiveness in U.S. foreign policy.

In 1970 theGulfof Tonkin resolution was"repealed" byCongress. In 1973 the
WarPowers Act was enacted to restrictpresidential authority to unilaterally commit
Americantroopsabroad. Arms sales to Turkey wereembargoedby Congress in 1974
(causing significant tension in U.S.-Turkish relations) in retaliation for Ibrkey's
invasion of Cyprus; that year Congress also refused to extend the "most favored
nation" status in trade to theSovietUnionfor itsrefusal toallow largerimmigration of
SovietJews. In 1975, Congress refusedto sanction emergency military assistance to
SouthVietnam. Consequently, thisdecisionexpeditedSaigon's fall to NorthVietnam.
The following year it prohibited expenditures to the CIA for strengthening anti-
Marxistgroupsfighting in Angola. In 1976,a twenty-year-old proposalto controlthe
intelligence community became a reality when Congress finally "established a per
manent intelligenceoversightcommitteeto monitor the sprawling intelligence com
munity," and legislation was passed in 1980 requiring the executive branch to give
prior notice to the legislature for covert intelligence activities abroad.

Congress was also instrumental in preventing President Carter's attempts in
1977-78 to withdraw U.S. troops from South Korea. The two Panama Canal treaties,
negotiated for more thana decadeunderfour administrations, werenearlytorpedoed
whencertainreservations andconditions werelaiddownby Congress. Congress also
demonstrated stiff opposition to President Carter's decision to terminate the defense
treaty with Taiwan in order to normalize relations with the People's Republic of
China. This opposition was, however, because of the procedure adopted by the
Carter administration: an upset Congress was informedhardly three hours before the
recognition announcement.

The passing of other legislation, such as the InternationalSecurity Assistance,
the Arms Export Control Act (designed to improve upon the 1968 Foreign Military
Sales Act), and the Symington-Glenn Amendment in 1976, are proof of the direct
interest of Congress in almost all major issues of U.S. foreign policy that included
arms transfers to developing countries or nuclear nonproliferation.^^

Perhaps one of the more interestingaspectsof the U.S. policymakingprocess is
the role of lobbies. Almost every interest group has its lobby in Washington, and
lobbying is permitted by law provided the lobbies are registered. It is not uncommon to
find that big businesses, agriculture, ethnic groups, and industries have their interests
pursuedthrough their respective lobbies; nor is it unusual to findsupportinglobbies for

Charles W. Kegley, Jr., and Eugene R. Wiltkoff, American Foreign Policy: Pattern and Process, 2nd
ed. (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1982), p. 394.
Ibid., p. 395.
The Carter administration had encouraged greater congressional participation to control the sale of U.S.
arms to developing countries and to prevent nuclear proliferation.
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other countries. For instance, one hears of a pro-Greek lobby, a pro-Indian lobby, and,
perhapsone of the most organized, funded, and influential lobbies, pro-Israelilobby,
which works under the umbrella organization of the American Israeli Public Affairs
Committee(AIPAC). The pressuresthese lobbiesbring to bearuponthe policymakers
are phenomenal, and at times the outcome of major decisions is determined by the
effective lobbying done by these interested parties. PresidentCarter explicitly stated
the force of these lobbies: "The B-1bomber issue provides a case study of thedifficulty
incompeting with powerful lobbyists, aswell aswith forces within Congress itself."^®
His predecessorhad gonethrougha similarexperienceduringthe 1976 Pakistan-U.S.
quarrel over the nuclear issue. For instance, in the face of his opponents' mounting
criticism of his administration's handling of the issue. President Ford "also found it
necessaryto somehowplacate thefearswithintheIndia lobby,insideCongressandthe
State Department ofanother pro-Pakistan tiltinthe making."^^ Another case inpoint
was the 1978 Carter administration's decision to sell arms to Saudi Arabia that

includedsixty F-15fighterplanes. One of the stiffestoppositionsto this sale, primarily
throughlobbying, was witnessedin Washington. Indeed, Saudi-U.S. relationswere at
stake, and Carter had to use the full weight of his office to overcome the opponents of
the sale.

Academics also share in influencing U.S. foreign policy. There is constant
interaction between this intellectual reservoir and those who shape America's future at
home and abroad. It is a common phenomenon to find people from universities
participating actively in public life either as part-time consultants or in full-time key
positions in foreign policymaking institutions such as the State Department, the
Pentagon, and the National Security Council. Some of the highest policymakers and
executives in the United States have come from academia. Among the most well-
known are Henry Kissinger, Zbigniew Brzezinski, Harold Brown, James Schlesinger,
the Rostow brothers, William Bundy, Jean Kirkpatrick, and numerous others who
have held lower but no less important positions, such as assistant secretaries, deputy
assistant secretaries, area desk officers, etc. Policymakers, after serving their tenures,
often return to academic institutions; George Kennan, Dean Rusk, and Joseph Sisco
are a few examples.

In addition, congressional aides are often fresh graduates of universities or
research institutes and think tanks. Some of these established scholars and professors
offer expert opinions not only to the executive branch but to Congress as well. Their
testimony on critical issues in congressional hearings at times helps establish policy
guidelines. Many government functionaries are encouraged in mid-career temporarily
to join academic institutions to acquire "theoretical" knowledge that will complement
their "real world" experience. Universities cater to the needs of the government
functionaries by offering numerous special courses and programs to enlighten them,
and the university community also learns from its experience.

Carter, Keeping Faith, p. 80.
Shirin Tahir-Kheli, The United States and Pakistan: The Evolution ofan Influence Relationship (New
York: Praeger, 1982), p. 124.
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U.S. DOMESTIC FORCES: IMPLICATIONS FOR PAKISTAN

From Pakistan's viewpoint it is the lack of adequate understanding in, and
support from, Congress, academia, and the media that contributes to tensions in
U.S.-Pakistan relations, the on-again, off-again support for Pakistan among various
adminstrations notwithstanding. The critical aspect in this relationship has been the
issue of security assistance to Pakistan, which has remained a controversial matter for
thirty years. Let us examine the factors underlying this controversy.

The United States' preference for India over Pakistan became obvious when the
Kennedy administration came to office in 1961. President Kennedy and his Democrat
ic supporters had been critical of alliances established by the Eisenhower administra
tion which they regarded as overemphasizing the military aspects of containment. In
substance, the utility of alliances like CENTO and SEATO almost ceased to exist with
the introduction of newer nuclear weapons systems and military doctrines. The
reliance on the ICBMs and SLBMs as the backbone of U.S. strategic forces made
bases in countries like Pakistan of secondary importance. Moreover, the Kennedy
administration sought to contain communism in Asia through socioeconomic reforms.
"India became the special favorite of American liberals, who saw in its commitment to
democracy the foundation of a national partnership and in its hoped-for economic
success thebestrefutation of communist claimsto represent thewaveof thefuture."^^

Following the 1962 India-China war, the United States became even more
sympathetic toward India.Massive U.S. emergency military aidwasextended to New
Delhi without adequate consultation withPakistan, and the Kennedy administration
made serious efforts to see that Pakistan did not open a second front against India
during this conflict. Pakistan was piqued further when the United States did not use its
leverage during the "crisis" to help resolve the Kashmir issue once and for all.^^
Consequently, when Pakistan began its entente with China in 1963, the UnitedStates
was angry.This was the first time a pro-Western power allied to the United States—at
least theoretically—had "defected" to a majoradversary. During andafterthe 1965
Indo-Pakistan war, theJohnson administration's attitude toward Pakistan appeared to
indicate that it was punishing Pakistan for its "cardinal sin" of befriending China.
Ironically, sixyears later, it was Pakistan's help thatmade the United States' opening
to China a reality.

In retrospect, whilePakistan wasseeking closepolitical-military linkswiththe
UnitedStates in the 1950s and 1960s, India was strengthening its economic, social,
and culturalbonds with the United States. India capitalizedon its idealisticnotions of
the world, especially when the United States "took at face value Indian Prime Minister
Jawaharlal Nehru's claim to be neutral moral arbiter of world affairs."^"^ To most
Americans, Indiawasan ancientlandwitha richculturalheritage; it wasmassive and
fragile; it alsohappened to be the world's largest democracy. Some would argue that
while the United States achieved its independence through use of force, India did it

Henry Kissinger, The White House Years (Boston: Little, Brown, 1979), p. 846.
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through a unique method, the "nonviolence" movement. After independence India
became a founding member of the Non-Aligned Movement and was admired for
pursuing this course during the cold war years. Western writers depicted India as a
mystery and a wonder. To students and scholars in the United States with curious
minds and a will to conquer "new frontiers," India had to be discovered. The
proliferation ofeducational institutions and programs inthe United States during the
1950s and 1960s saw Indiaemerge as a major area of study, especially in regional
studies programs related to Asia. Moreover, since China was closed, hordes of
scholars, students, and tourists accepted the second-best choice, andIndiaoffered a
rich turfinthe fields ofculture, history, sociology, economics, anthropology, art, and
developmental politics. In the latter half of the 1960s disillusioned Western youths
found India a haven where theycould shedtheir"materialistic overtones and guilt"
andrediscover a "simple, unadultered, and more humane life." Ironically, thefact is
never acknowledged that Pakistan's heritage is the same asIndia's and that fornearly
500 years before independence the Muslims ofthe subcontinent, especially those who
formed Pakistan, played a significant and prominent role in that land.

President Nixon's election in 1968 was viewed by Pakistanis as a positive
development that would reverse previous U.S.-Pakistan relations. His administra
tion'sdecision in 1970 toprovide some $40to$50million worth ofmilitary equipment
that included some 300 armored personnel carriers (APCs) and twenty aircraft to
Pakistan was considered a stepforward. High Pakistani officials feltfurther reassured
when the Nixon administration sought Islamabad's help to reopen U.S.-China rela
tions. However, the East Pakistancrisis in 1971 broughthometo Pakistanthe reality
that although Nixon and some of his administration officials were favorably inclined
towardPakistan, mostAmericanswerenot. Themediacarriedstoriesabout"Pakistan
atrocities" against Bengalis andgave favorable coverage totheBengali cause. Amnes
ty International aroused "the conscience of the world" as did other groups. The
campaign against Pakistan extended beyond the political arena to social and cultural
areas. Rock concerts and other social events were used to bring out anti-Pakistan
feelings. A Pakistani national crisis had become an international issue.

Thepro-India element in Congress andtheadministration openly demonstrated
its resentmentagainst Pakistan. Henry Kissinger, PresidentNixon's nationalsecurity
adviser at the time, described the situation aptly: "India continued throughout [Nix
on's] firstadministrationto enjoya substantialconstituencyin Congressandwithinthe
U.S. government." IndiraGandhi had not yet disillusioned Americans by her nuclear
test and her assumption of authoritarian rule. Emotional ties with the world's most
populous democracy remained. Largeannualaidappropriations wereproposed by the
administration and passedby Congresswith littleopposition.Between 1965 and 1971
India received $4.2 billion of U.S. economic aid, about $1.5 billion of it during the
Nixon administration.

If India basked in congressional warmth and was subject to presidential in
difference, Pakistan's situation was exactly the reverse. Kissinger wrote:

Pakistan had neverfoundthe sympathy in America that Indiaenjoyed, at least among
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opinion-making groups. It did not represent principles with which Americans could
identify asreadily aswith the "progressive" slogans and pacifist-sounding morality ofthe
world's largest democracy. Moreover, Indiawasmuch larger andhadfouror five times
the population of Pakistan. There were thus hard-headed reasons for the priorities
attached to [America's] relations with India.^

The attitude ofthe State Department during the I97I crisis is informative. Kissinger
informs us that the State Department, without approval from the White House,
imposed a new arms embargo onPakistan. Itprevented the Pentagon from delivering
some $35 million worth ofarms while leaving $5 million worth totrickle through the
pipeline. "The State Department also began to throttle economic aid to Pakistan
without White House clearance."^®

A "new" tmncated Pakistan, in the wake of the 1971 East Pakistan tragedy,
soughtAmericanfriendship for nationalreconstruction. However, twoeventsin 1974
imdermined this process. Nixon's historical ouster asaconsequence ofWatergate and
India's nuclear explosion became major dilemmas for Pakistan inits pursuit ofcloser
ties with the United States. In Nixon's removal fromoffice, Pakistanlost a true fiiend.
The Indian nuclear explosion added new dimensions to Pakistan's security concerns
that were notfully appreciated in Washington. A revival of old tensions with greater
implications was a logical result in the 1974-75 period.

Having suffered at the hands of India's conventional military power in East
Bengal, the idea ofanuclear India was anightmare forPakistan. Inthe absence ofany
meaningful Western nuclearguaranteesagainstpossibleIndiannuclearblackmail,the
Pakistani leadership atthe time felt the necessity toconsider the nuclear option. '̂ The
visit of Pakistan's prime minister toWashington inFebmary 1975 was a disappoint
ment. Although the Ford administration had lifted the ban on the sale of "lethal"
weapons to South Asia on a case-by-case basis, the issue remained ambiguous
regarding U.S. weapons sales to Pakistan. This ambiguity was a result of Washing
ton's belief that Pakistan was going nuclear, and it did not wish to "introduce
potentially destabilizing conventional arms into the subcontinent."^®

Two factors had probably exasperated the Pakistan-U.S. dilemma about the
nuclear question. First, the issue ofnuclear nonproliferation inthe developing world
acquired extraordinary importance ontheU.S. domestic political scene inthe1970s.
The energy crisis following the 1973 Arab oil embargo had sent chills around the
internationaleconomies, and manycountriesfelt the needto findaltemativesourcesof
energy. Nuclear energy appeared attractive to many developing countries as this
source appeared relatively inexpensive in thelong run. There was a surge indemand
across theworld toestablish nuclear reactors. To theUnited States, theprospects were
horrendous. Pakistan's program appeared to be well advanced, and there were

" Ibid., pp. 848-49.
^ Ibid., p. 854.
" Tahir-Kheli, United States andPakistan, pp. 119-22.

Changing Perspectives on U.S. Arms Transfer Policy, report prepared for the Subcommittee on
International Security and Scientific Affairs of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, U.S. House of
Representatives (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1981), pp. 71-72.
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apprehensions of possible weapons production. Both the Republican and Democratic
administrations thought that Pakistan had to be made a test case to demonstrate the
seriousness of their nonproliferation objectives. Second, the Pakistani leader's rhetor
ical use of the term "Islamic bomb" was taken seriously in certain quarters. It was
believed that since the Pakistani nuclear program was financed by Saudi Arabia and
Libya, Islamabad might be obliged to provide the "bomb" to one of these two
countries. Consequently, it was feared that if Pakistan developed nuclear weapons,
these would be injected into the Arab-Israeli conflict.

From the Pakistani view, there was a touch of irony to the whole nuclear issue.
The United States has never censured India, Israel, or South Africa for their nuclear
programs, which are actually close to nuclear weapons production. In the case of
Israel, it is generally believed that that country has possessednuclear weaponssince
1973. According to some accounts, these weapons were assembled during the 1973
October War when the tide of that conflict was dangerously against Israel. The United
States' benign attitude toward the Indian nuclear program has puzzled Pakistanis. In
fact, certain American decisions appeared to be supportive of the program. For
instance. President Carter had lifted the ban, in June 1977, on shipments of highly
enriched uranium to that country. Again in September 1980the Carter administration
managed to push through Congress the sale of some thirty-eight tons of enriched
uranium to India. Pakistanis believe that "this was done with full knowledge of the
evident fact that the building and stock-piling of nuclear weapons has continued in
India [Moreover] the seriousness of Carter's commitment to nonproliferation
was... suspect because of serious and illogical discrepancies between the treatment
metedout to IndiaandPakistan."^^ The American decisionin April 1979 tocutoff the
alreadyinsignificant military and economic assistance (which was by nowunder$40
million), according to the Symington-Glenn Amendment, had further convinced
Pakistan of American bias. Pakistanis were even more astonished by this decision
especiallywhen historical events had started to unfold in the region. Exactlyone year
earlier the coup in Afghanistan had laid the foundation for the Soviet takeoverof that
country,and in that period the revolutionin Iran was in progress, eventuallyleading to
the oustingof the pro-U.S. shah. The threats to U.S. influenceand positionin the area
were becoming obvious as the ripple effects of the Iranian revolution extended into the
Gulf and came to coincide with the already unpopular Camp David Accord between
Egypt and Israel in the Middle East. However, the taking of American hostages in Iran
in November and the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan in December 1979altered the
course of U.S. policy in Southwest Asia.

U.S. POLICY IN ASIA

Prior to these dramatic changes in the region, U.S. policy in South Asia had
generally hurt and bewildered Pakistanis. This became most pronounced during the
Carter presidency. In the past, though South Asia had been considered a low-priority

Tahir-Kheli, United States and Pakistan, pp. 129-130.
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area in U.S. policy especially since 1960, Washington's approach usually gave a
semblance of "balance" in its handling of relations between India and Pakistan.
President Carter became the first U.S. president to visit India and not touch Pakistan.

Officialsin his administrationbegan to talkof the region's "new influentials."In
this context, the names of India and Iran were specifically mentioned. At the same
time the peace processbetweenIsrael and Egyptwas actively pursued. The assump
tion in Washington was that once the differences between these two countries were
sortedout, an overall Middle East peacecould be achieved. Israeland Egyptweretwo
of the most powerful regional states, and cooperation between them would lay the
foundation of a morecomprehensive settlement of theArab-Israeli conflict. It appears
that the Carter administration regarded India, Iran, Israel, and Egypt as potential
pillars of U.S. strategy in South and Southwest Asia.

By 1979, the Carter administration also played what some have called the
"China card." The visit of Chinese vice-chairman Deng Xiaoping to Washington in
January of that year marked the beginning of a joint U.S.-China approach to major
international issues, particularly in Asia. Two factors probably madeit necessary for
the Carter administration to play the China card. First, there was a strong demand
within the United States formally to recognize China and to seek its cooperation in
strengthening America's position in the Western Pacificand also the cooperationof its
friends suchasJapan,SouthKorea,andthe Philippines inthefaceofa growing Soviet
military build-up. It was also believed that Vietnam's aggressive behavior in Indo
china would be checked. The Chinese had frequently argued for a continued U.S.
military presence in the area, and they were more than receptive to the American
overtures. Moreover, as Carter states: "One of the more interesting potential benefits
of havingChinaas a friendwouldbe its abilitytoquietlyswaysomeof theThirdWorld
countries with whom it was difficult for [the U.S.] to communicate.Second, the
overall deteriorationin U.S.-Soviet relationscontributedtowardthat step. Tocontain
the Soviet Union in Asia, the Carter administration probably considered a formal
alliance with China and India; however, the Chinese had reservations.^^

Indeed, U.S.-Soviet relations had started to turn sour in almost all areas. The

prospects for future arms control, particularly SALT III, became bleak with continu
ingreservations in the UnitedStatesabout the SovietUnion'snoncompliance withthe
earlier agreements and its unabated development and deployment of newerweapons
systems such as the SS20 missiles in Europe. Other weapons systems such as the
Cruise and Pershing II missiles or the Backfirebombers have raised questions as to
whether these are strategic or tactical weapons. The whole issue of nuclear arms
control has reached a stage of confusion. Policymakers in Washington were skeptical
about the Soviet Union's adherence to any future arms control agreements.This
concern was somewhat compounded by the loss of two U.S. electronic monitoring

Carter, Keeping Faith, p. 195.
Ibid., p. 205.
See DavidS. Sullivan, "A SALTDebate:ContinuedSovietDeception,"StrategicReview, Vol.7,no. 4
(Fall 1979).
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stations in Iran. It was recognized in the United States that such stations were
necessary to complement other means, such as satellites, for verification of future
arms control agreements.

The Soviet role in regional conflicts in Africa and Asia also caused concern in
the United States. In the Middle East, the Soviet Union felt left out, and to Washing
ton, Moscow appeared to play a spoiler's role. In Africa, the Soviets pursued
aggressive policiesthroughoutthe 1970s; theirconspicuous past, alongwithitsCuban
and EastGermanallies, in Angola andEthiopiahadmadeWestern powerswary,while
Soviet-Vietnamese collaboration in Southeast Asia cause serious alarm. At the same

time, events in Nicaragua and El Salvador in Central America indicated Cuban and
Soviet involvement.

The Soviet move into Afghanistan marked a turning point in U.S. strategy in
general and toward Pakistan in particular. The earlier Carter-Brezhnev meeting in
Viennadid not produce the desired results, and Americanpolicymakerswere further
convinced about the underlying tensions in Soviet-American relations. Moscow's
venture into Afghanistan led Washingtonand other Westerncapitals to believe that this
move was a prelude to a Soviet foothold on the Arabian Sea from where the Soviet
Union could threaten Western interests in the Gulf and the Indian Ocean. For Amer

ica's energy-starved allies in Japan and WesternEurope, this was a critical develop
ment as the Soviet's came closer to the vital Middle East petroleum reserves. The U.S.
public's outrage was magnified by the taking of American hostages in Iran and the
Carter administration's inability to do anything about their release. The failure of the
U.S. military action in April 1980to free these hostages further frustrated Americans
and hurt their national pride. Demands for a more assertive U.S. global role and calls
for strong leadership were openly voiced by the American people. A wave of
conservatism reemerged on the U.S. domestic scene in striking contrast to the liberal
wave of the 1960s. The decade of the seventies, in this context, can be regarded as a
period of transition in which the United States experienced historic changes in its
domestic policies and its global role.

A new impetus was added to the efforts alreadyunderwayin the last year of the
Carter administration to increase U.S. defense expenditures and to expand and deploy
U.S. military power in Southwest Asia. Brzezinski notes: "It was the Carter adminis
tration that started increasing the defense budget in peacetime, and it is the Reagan
administration thathasgreatly increased it since then."^^ Thefoundation oftheRapid
Deployment Force (RDF) was also laid in that period as were talks of a permanent
U.S. Fifth Fleet and the search for additional bases in the area.

Responding to changing situations and changes in U.S. public opinion, the
United States reversed its earlier policy toward Pakistan. The Carter administration's
stand on nonproliferation was set aside in the case of Pakistan, and it was argued that
America's national interests demanded open support for Islamabad, the latter's nu
clear program notwithstanding. The shift in U.S. public opinion, particularly in the

Zbigniew Brzezinski, "United States Foreign Policy," talk delivered at the Institute of Strategic Studies,
Islamabad, March 1, 1984; printed in Strategic Studies, Vol. 7, no. 4 (Summer 1984), p. 38.
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media and in academia, in favor of Pakistan was phenomenal. Officials openly
described Pakistan as a new "frontline" state that needed support in face of Soviet
aggression designs in Southwest Asia. Pakistan once againacquired importance in
U.S. policy almostovernight. The significant shift in official Washington's attitude
toward Pakistan is reflected in the following statement:

Ontheonehand, theUnited States haslong-standing andhighly important nonprolifera-
tion interests and objectives which it is seeking to pursue in its nuclear relations with
IndiaandPakistan.... Ontheotherhand,long-term U.S. interests inmaintaining stable
political and security interests in Southwest Asia have beenaccentuated by the Soviet
aggression and the need for a clear U.S. response to it. The United States has been
seeking toreviveandstrengthen thatcountry'sabilitytodefenditsborders againstSoviet
incursions from Afghanistan.^"^

Forthe United States,Southwest Asiaacquired a critical importance primarily
for the reasonthat it formsthe "Southerntheater"of thehugeEurasian landmass, and
it isa region where itspolicy andposture remain vulnerable. Brzezinski suggestedthat
the Eurasian continent "represents the vortex of global power" and that "it is the
American perspective that whoever dominates that Continent will determine the
outcome of the American-Soviet competition and will emerge as the preponderant
worldpower. Therefore, it has been and it remainsAmerican policy to ensurethat no
single hegemony emerges as the preponderant, as the dominant force over that
enormous landmass."^^ Fifteen years earlier OlafCaroe, an eminent British diplomat-
scholar, described the importance of this region when he said:

It will not be denied that of the regions of the globe where there is confrontation between
totalitarian andfreeworlds, the largestin areaand the mostpopulous is in Asia—notin
Europe. The absorption of SouthAsia in totalitarian systems wouldlay Africaopento
further pressures and confine evolutionary political systems to thepeninsula of Europe
andof NorthAmerica.This wouldbe true whetherthe tide sweptin from China, or from
Russia, or fromboth.... The mainforcesof thesepressuresmayfall not so muchon the
wings—not, that is, on Southeast Asiaor the Middle East—but on thecentral position,
the subcontinent of India and Pakistan The subcontinent is in a very real sensethe
centre of the free world. This is true whetherone looks at the picture in geographic,
political, strategic, or ideological terms If the centre collapses the wings are
isolated.

In 1984 the"European theater" is stable. Soviet-American rivalry in thatregion
has mellowed. The European peace movement, which threatened U.S.-European
security tieswhen newer U.S. missiles (Pershing IIs)were being deployed, hasproved
ineffective. Indeed, the whole range of U.S.-European relations is growing, and

India-Pakistan Nuclear Issues, hearing before the Committeeon ForeignRelations, U.S. Senate, 96th
Congress, March 18, 1960 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980), p. 1, citedin
Tahir-Kheli, United States and Pakistan, p. 140.
Brzezinski, "United States Foreign Policy," p. 28.
Olaf Caroe, "Problems of Power Confrontation in Inner Asia," RoyalCentral AsianJournal, Oct. 1969,
p. 221.
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future prospects look even better. Similarly, the U.S. position in Asia, with the
possible exception of Southwest Asia, appears equally good. East Asia has become
the United States' most important trading partner; Washington's security posture in the
region has also improved with the establishment of the U.S.-China entente. This holds
true not only in East Asia, but also in Southeast Asia. It seems that relations with China
have offered an opportunity to the United States, for the first time since the end of
World War U, to extend its strategy beyond the Asian rimland to Asia's mainland.

However, the situation in Southwest Asia remains precarious for U.S. policy.
The Soviets are well entrenched in Afghanistan in spite of the determined and intense
struggle by the Mujahedeen in that country. Neither Iran's revolutionary fervor nor its
opposition to the United States is over. At the same time, Iran's four-year-old war with
Iraq has sapped both countries of their national resources and energies, causing their
positions to become uncertain in the future regional power configuration. The recent
attacks on U.S. military and diplomatic personnel in Beirut demonstrate further the
precarious nature of the U.S. position in Lebanon and that of the country itself.
Washington's relations with Cairo are not what they used to be under Sadat, and Israeli
policies appear at times to hurt rather than help U.S. interests in the area. Traditional
allies such as Jordan and Saudi Arabia are often frustrated by U.S. actions, and U.S.
attempts to enlist India as a regional influence to share Washington's responsibilities
ended the day the Indian Congress party returned to power in 1980, and this situation
has remained unchanged. In fact, India has refused to see the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan in the same light as the United States. President Carter described the
Indian stand when he said:

I was not always successful in encouraging other nations to condemn Soviet aggression.
When Indira Ghandhi was reelected as prime minister of India I called... to ask for her
cooperation regarding our hostages [in Iran] and the Soviet presence in Afghanistan
It was obvious that she did not wish to discuss anything of substance. Within a few days, I
learned why. The Indian representative's speech in the United Nations was as strongly
supportive of the Soviet invasion as those of Czechoslovakia and Vietnam. Even Cuba
was more reticent in its praise than India.

Subsequently, India became openly critical of U.S. policies in the region, particularly
its support for Pakistan, including the renewed security relationship.

From the United States' viewpoint, support for Pakistan became essential for
four reasons. First, Washington came to regard Pakistan as a frontline state, perhaps in
the tradition of Germany, Turkey, and Korea, and a potential stumbling block against
any future Soviet expansion designs beyond Afghanistan. Second, to U.S. policy
makers, Pakistan is situated strategically so that Western powers can try to keep Russia
in the Afghan "slaughterhouse." In other words, Afghanistan could be the Soviet
Union's Vietnam. Third, Washington considers Pakistan's strong connections in the
Muslim world and the nonaligned countries beneficial for its diplomacy in those areas.
This is a significant goal when analyzed in the context of the growing importance of
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"Islamic revivalism" in the international system. Finally, Pakistan's cooperation with
the United States could prove meaningful for the latter's Gulf strategy.

The Reagan administration's support for Pakistan has been in many ways
unprecedented, both in qualitative and quantitive terms. However, in spite of the
desire of both Washington and Islamabad to foster closer ties between the two
countries, fundamental reservations on the nuclear issue and on the significance of
India in U.S. policy have remained unabated. In 1981, when the debate on U.S.
security assistance toPakistan wasunderway, these twoissues were itscenterpiece.^^

Even policymakers in Washingtonrecognize the reality of these two issues. For
instance,twoseniorStateDepartmentofficials,whileemphasizing theneedto support
Pakistan in light ofSoviet moves in Southwest Asia, "added two caveats—at the same
time we have informed the Governmentof Pakistan that we remaindeeplycommitted
to our nonproliferation policy, and we have expressed to Indian leaders our desire for
good relations with India."^^ More recently, U.S. Assistant Secretary ofState Richard
Murphy, while visiting South Asia, reiterated the U.S. position in the region when he
said that the United States desires to have the "very closest, most friendly and
cooperative relationship withall countries of the region.'"^® Pakistani apprehensions
are increased when influential public opinion-makers continue to express certain
doubts about the viability of U.S. policy toward Pakistan. In the words of one such
individual: "A more effective American response to the Soviet presence in Kabul
would be an Indian-centered South Asia policy designed to offset New Delhi's
dependence on Moscow.

Senator Alan Cranston's recent efforts in the U.S. Senate to curb Pakistan's

nuclear program through tighter restrictions on U.S. military assistance alert Paki
stanis about some of the strong undercurrents in the U.S. domestic scene that are not
fully reconciled to the renewed U.S.-Pakistan security relationship. As a Pakistani
observer states: "The nuclear issue may not be a stumbling block in day-to-day
cooperation, but it has not disappeared as a question mark; American wariness has in
fact increased.'"^^ Amore optimistic note onthe latest nuclear controversy was made
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bythe Pakistan ambassador tothe United States when hesaid that it is"anirritant that
has surfaced in Pakistan-American relations but that would soon pass away without
any adverse impact.'"^^

Pakistanis generally raisethree questions. First, would theUnited States come
to Pakistan's aid if it werethreatened by a country otherthanthe Soviet Union? The
specific case in point is India, which has notbeen very positive toward Pakistan's
sincere peace proposals. Since 1981, Pakistan has constantly extended its hand of
friendship to India and hasgone sofar as seriously proposing a nonaggression pact.
The existing regional environment makes it extremely vital for Pakistan to have a
friendly, rather than hostile, neighbor to its east. India's bellicose attitude makes
Pakistanis dubious of India's intention.

Second, what wouldbe Pakistan's position if the UnitedStatesand the Soviet
Union decide toresolve theAfghanistan issue bilaterally through superpower negotia
tions? Subsequently, would the United States continue to perceive Pakistan's im
portance in the same light as it does today? Finally, inPakistan, there are underlying
concerns about U.S. policy in the Middle East, primarily in the context of the
Arab-Israeli conflict. Oneof the majorreasons for the unpopularity of U.S. policy is
Washington's apparent insensitivity to the Palestinian problem and its inability to
enforce a comprehensive settlement of the Arab-Israeli issue. Pakistan's strong
bonds—economic, social, cultural, religious, political, andmilitary—with manyof
the Middle Easterncountries, developed over a periodof two decades, play a major
rolein determining its overall foreign policy posture. Any serious tensions in future
Arab-American relations could have a spillovereffecton U.S.-Pakistan ties. That in
turncould undermine theprospects ofcooperation between thetwocountries, particu
larly in sensitive areas like the Gulf. Can these be avoided?

CONCLUSION

It would not be unfair to suggest that U.S. diplomacy has matured since its
watershed experience in Vietnam. It undertook itsglobal responsibility at theend of
World War II with greatfervorand commitment to ensure that therewere "no more
Munichs." Its involvement in Vietnam was an overextension of that commitment. The
painful lessons ofthat costly wartriggered aserious soul-searching process within the
United States about its future commitments. Tomany Americans, the demand for "no
more Vietnams" meant a total withdrawal from global responsibilities. To others,
particularly those who controlled the United States' future, it meant "no more
overextension" ofU.S.global commitments inthecauseofuniversal ideals, butrather
selective commitment insupport ofnarrow U.S.national interests. Today, thedemand
fora strong American global leadership and"nomore Irans orAfghanistans" confirms
that interpretation.

U.S. maturity in global leadership is alsoevident in the fact that idealism and
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realism exist side by side in U.S. foreign policy.''̂ Brzezinski elaborates the point
well:

American foreign policy in a globalsense is focused on the two central issues of our
times—the problem ofseeking more just and equitable social, economic, and political
progress, problems which can be subsumed by the single word "development," and
American foreign policy is also focused on the questions of war and peace, on the
preservation in effect of the human race in the nuclear age, and on the difficult and
complex problems ofregional and strategic stability. Those issues can be subsumed by
the single word, "security." Development and security are thus the foci of American
global involvement.'̂ ^

After Vietnam, anequally significant development has been agreater awareness
by the American people vis-£t-vis the outside world and their country's role in it.
Congress, with its control ofthe purse and the power ofthe veto, has been exercising
itsauthority over thechiefexecutive's foreign policy actions. The media continue to
be a powerful instrument in U.S. politics, both at home and abroad and are fast
overtaking the role oftraditional opinion-makers, thus infiuencing major decisions.

Inrecent years, Pakistan has learned firsthand about the reality ofthe key role
that institutions such as Congress, the media, and academia play in shaping U.S.
Pakistan relations. The experience since 1971 has been educative. Consequently,
many Pakistanis recognize the fact that nomatter how supportive agiven administra
tion is toward Pakistan, the support ofthese and other institutions is equally and, at
timesmore, important for the smoothconductof relations between thetwocountries.
Indeed, it isin these areas that Pakistan needs to impress its position and explain its
national interests.

Pakistan has become a major actor in theunfolding game of Southwest Asian
power politics, which isthe heart ofthe Eurasian continent and, thus, world politics.
In the triangular struggle, Pakistan has the support of China and the United States,
while the Soviet Union istrying to draw Pakistan away from its two rivals through a
combination of diplomatic pressures, military threats, and offers of economic re
wards. The Soviet moves appear compelling to some Pakistanis while others see a
much greater advantage inbeing with the Sino-American group. Although the con
sensusamongall shadesof Pakistanipublic opinionis that Chinahas beena true and
tried friend, generally there are doubts expressed about U.S. friendship. Characteris
tically, thePakistanis view countries aseither their friends ornot their friends; butas
proud people, theyreactstrongly when let down by theirfriends. Witness theearlier
days of U.S.-Pakistan relations when Pakistanis felt proud tobeconsidered "Amer
ica's most allied ally in Asia" and the late President Ayub Khan's unequivocal
assertion that when the chips were down, only the Pakistani people in Asia would
stand by America.'*®

** See President Reagan's address before the Center for Strategic and International Studies, April 6,1984,
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ThePakistani reactions toU.S. policies toward Pakistan between 1963-79 need
no elaboration. As a small power, Pakistan cannot afford the luxury of choosing
friends andthenchanging themovernight. It isnotfortheUnited States todecide what
kind of friendship it wishes to pursue with Pakistan. Washington has moved with
maturity in recognizing some of thedilemmas presently confronting Pakistan.The
six-year security arrangement between the United States and Pakistan covers primari
lythemilitary and economic dimensions, butitdoes notcover other vital aspects such
as social, technical, educational, andculturalonesthat would makethis relationship
more complete. Moreover, U.S. policymsikers evaluate thisrelationship ona year-to-
year basis, which makes it appear temporary and short term. Consequently, when the
media coverage onPakistan hasnegative connotations or there areefforts inCongress
to alter the terms of this renewed relationship, Pakistanis get nervous. This nervous
ness is magnified even more in light of thefact that both these and other extrainstitu-
tional forces do play a decisive role in the conduct of U.S. foreign policy.

Perhaps a major factor not fully appreciated in Washington is Peikistan's
geostrategic location inrelation totheUnited States' changing policy posture. It istrue
that Pakistan is both a South Asian and a Southwest Asian power and that both these
regions arecontiguous and overlapping. However, theUnited States expects Pakistan
to play a major role inSouthwest Asia, yettreats it asa South Asian power. That is,
every American decision regarding Pakistan istied toU.S. concerns about India, and
withthatfactor in mind, Pakistanendsup beingperceivedasof secondaryimportance.
Nodoubt Pakistan's geography and history make it imperative forIslamabad tofocus
on SouthAsia, but thisdoes not meanthat Pakistan cannotalterits national priorities
andexercise itspolicy options inadifferent direction. Infact, nothing would bebetter
for Pakistan than establishing total peace with India, including the signing of a
nonaggression pact, demilitarization of their border, and even a nuclear weapons
nonproliferation treaty. Then, Pakistan could focus itsfull attention onthe Southwest
Asia-Middle Eastregion, anarea where Pakistan hasfargreater stakes. U.S.-Pakistan
relations could be more enduring and tangible if Washington perceived and treated
Islamabad as an independent entity, not as its neighbor's coattails.

Pakistani policymakers aregenerally appreciative of theReagan administration's sensitivity in under
standing Pakistan's nonaligned status, itssupport oftheArab cause (particularly thatofthePalestinian
people), andPakistan's stand regarding Afghanistan. Atthesame time, theUnited States hasofficially
denied making anydemands on Pakistan for acquiring bases for the U.S. Rapid Deployment Force.
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9. Pakistan and U.S. Foreign Policy
Formulation: Interest, Perception,
and the Context of Choice

Richard Sisson

It has beenfrequentlyobserved that U.S. decision-makersandcitizens alike stoodat a
comparative disadvantage with respect toknowledge of the world as the postwar era
commenced, distant, asthey were, from areas where nationalism was appearing from
bud tofull bloom and having had but limited experience asacolonial power. The case
ofPakistan isnoexception. Less than twenty years ago ananalyst oftheinternational
relations of South Asia would comment in a much read book that "most Americans are
vague even about the geography ofPakistan—all too often they think of itaspart of
India, orare surprised to learn that it is divided into two main parts, separated by a
thousand miles of Indian territory—and they have only the foggiest notion of the
circumstances which led to the creation and which form the raison d'etre of America's
major Asian ally."^ Much has happened since then, with Pakistan, united and trun
cated, making headlines and attracting serious, if perplexed, attention of decision-
makers as the decade of the seventies commenced, and as it closed.

The above observation isgiven additional point byanencounter a decade-plus
subsequent when anAmerican professor in a course onthepolitics of South Asiaat a
major American university became perplexed during the first week ofthe course upon

Norman D. Palmer, South Asia andUnited States Policy (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1966), p. 8.
U.S. decision-makers aswell asmass politics were much better informed about India byvirtue ofthe
press coverage oftheIndian nationalist movement and,inthecase ofdecision-makers, familiarity with
Indiathrough thelegation, established priortoindependence. See,e.g., M.S. Venkataramani andB.K.
Shrivastava, Quiet India:The American Response tothe1942 Struggle (New Delhi: Vikas, 1979); their
Roosevelt, Gandhi, Churchill: America and theLastPhaseofIndia'sFreedom Struggle (New Delhi:
Radiant, 1983); and S. M. Burke, "The Management of Pakistan's Foreign Policy," inPakistan: The
Long View, ed. Lawrence Ziring, Ralph Braibanti, andW. Howard Wriggins (Durham, N.C.:Duke
University Press, 1977), pp. 340-68.
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feeling an uneasy sense of distance from his students or them from him—a sense of
two activities abiding in a common arena attempting to engage one another but, like
the reflections in Forester's Marabar caves, never meeting regardless of nature's
efforts urging them but also inhibiting them from doing so. The professor toward
week's end was waiting at the bus stop, and as was his wont upon such occasions
pondered the day's perplexities and the morrow's attractions, the troubling character
of his class absorbing by far the greatest portion of his thoughts and his emotions.
Entered a student from his class, also on his way between venues of study, who
approached the professor with a certain diffidence and offered comments on how
much he was learning and enjoying the course—indicating, as he did, that he had been
fascinated to learn, among many exciting things, that there were so many Muslims in
the state of Pakistan. The professor displayed his appreciation of the student's interest,
conducted a brief tutorial in his mild state of shock but welcome discovery, and
immediately upon reaching his abode set about revamping his course.

The lack of public knowledge is also reflected in the comparatively under
developed state of scholarship about Pakistan, especially as compared with the
richness that is displayed in the detailed monographic literature on Indian society and
politics, both preindependence and post. American scholars have been attracted to the
Indian nationalist movement, the "tall leadership" that itself attracted international
attention, and by the Indian experience in instituting and maintaining a representative
regime in a socioeconomic context which prevailing theories then and now could not
easily accommodate nor predict. India encompassed practically everything that a
social scientist would want to investigate and comprehend; it was the Third World in
microcosm; from here the comparativist could generalize broadly, though too few
have; and these sentiments are now being absorbed by a third and fourth generation of
scholars. While the evidence is incomplete, what exists and the inferences which can
be drawn from it suggests that foreign policy decision-makers with respect to Pakistan
have had limited public information and analyses about the subject of their concern
and have been placed in the position of learning from the briefs of partisan advocates
with powerful interests at stake and from the leaming that experience through involve
ment has necessitated and induced.^

CATEGORIES OF ANALYTIC CONCERN

A survey of the development of U.S. policy toward Pakistan suggests four
categories of perspective and decision, which themselves constitute a useful frame
work for thinking about the impact of perceptions of domestic political concerns on
U.S. decision processes and outcomes. What we may refer to as categories of analytic
concern will constitute referents that we shall employ as we review development and
change in U.S. perspective and policy toward Pakistan. The first category or referent

^ Fora thorough examination of U.S.-Pakistan relations, seeShirin Tahir-Kheli, The United States and
Pakistan: The Evolutionof an Influence Relationship (New York: Praeger, 1982).
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let us call thedefinition ofstrategic context, by whichI meanthe geopolitical placeof
Pakistanin U.S. conceptionsof its global interests. The secondcategory letus refer to
as perception ofstrategic options, by which I mean the function that Pakistan has been
seen to playvis-a-visthe definitionof strategiccontext. A thirdcategory,takingwhata
deepobserver of Pakistan's politics usedin a different context,^ I suggest wetermthe
"wellsprings" of policy, by which I mean those perceptions of Pakistan as a unit and
the dynamics of the political forces that constitute the domestic context of policy
decision. And a fourth category is choice ofpolicy alternatives, by which I mean the
instrumentalities employed to give strategic options and contexts effect.

The element of time is also critical since U.S. policy has taken different forms;
the extentof involvement and association of the two states has known varying levels of
intensity and depth, and each state has reacted to changes in its international contexts
and to domestic compulsions and constraints with consequent change of policy
choice. Critical factors in perception and action have changed, though after decline in
intensity they have shown a proclivity to reappear. Indeed, the element of time
activates the above analytic categories, which in early periods of the present case
follow in sequence—both from minimalist to maximalist involvement and then from
the latter to the former again.

We shall examine our concern with the relationship between domestic politics
and U.S. foreign policy by dividing time into two dominant phases—that which
encompassed the development of major military and economic assistance programs
and that which, since the early sixties, has witnessed the progressive disengagement of
the United States from its former close ally, its "most allied ally in Asia." Each of these
encompasses discernible subordinate sets of policy engagement, but they constitute
linearelements of the general trend."^

PHASE I: FROM MINIMALIST KNOWLEDGE

TO MAXIMALIST INVOLVEMENT

For the decade after the partition of the Indian subcontinent, U.S. global policy
was predicated upon the assumption of Soviet policy being a continuation of con
tinental Russian expansion as it was also buoyed by a common perception that the
appeals of communism both reflected and constituted a form of public malignancy that
could potentially disturb and destroy natural and benign body politiks. While the
geopolitical significance of Pakistan was periodically acknowledged during the first
few years of its independence, it did not absorb the attention of top decision-makers as

^ Wayne Wilcox, "The Wellsprings of Pakistan," in Pakistan: TheLong View, pp. 25-39.
^ E.g., the period from 1947-53 was one of nonalignment, though with major efforts to secure U.S.

support, with the intensity of U.S. interest increasing after the assassination of Liaquat Ali Khan in 1951.
The aligned years from 1954-62 witnessed a new sensitivity to the virtues of closer ties with the People's
Republic of China. Likewise, U.S. involvement eroded, marked by the war of 1965 and 1971. For a
good review of Pakistan foreign policy, see S. M. Burke, Pakistan's Foreign Policy: An Historical
Analysis (London: Oxford University Press, 1973).
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did, for example, India, nor did the South Asian region as a whole reside in the
consciousness of policymakers, who were far more concerned with Europe, the
Middle East, Greece, Turkey, and ultimately China than areas made free by retreating
colonial powers.^

Pakistan's perceived potential as a bulwark against the expansion of Soviet
influence and control in the Middle East and South Asia was acknowledged by some
U.S. policymakers and strongly asserted by Pakistan's advocates. We know, for
example, that Secretary of State George Marshall advised President Truman in 1947
that Pakistan was the world's largest Muslim country and that it "occupies one of the
most strategic areas intheworld."^ Wealsoknow thattheAmerican charge d'affaires
in Karachi in a memorandum to the secretary of state reporting on his meeting with the
finance minister of Pakistan, Ghulam Mohanuned, who was to play a central role in
forging Pakistan's relations with the United States, that the latter had indicated that the
burden of the defense of India had now fallen to Pakistan, that "Russia was watching
India," though he felt that Soviet ideology had little in common with Pakistan or other
partsof theIslamic world.^Thissentiment wasreaffirmed byPrime Minister Liaquat
Ali Khan in a meeting shortly thereafter with Marshall in 1948, as was an affirmation
of Pakistan's commitment to maintaining a stand against "communist infiltration."®
The perception of a Soviet threat as it pertained to South Asia is also found in a review
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, which indicated that except for Pakistan the nations of
South Asia had little value to the United States, the case of Pakistan, as with other

countries of the area contiguous to the USSR, offering "the possibility of ideological

The memoirs of major U.S. policymakers are nearly deplete of references to U.S. policy toward
Pakistan. Dean Acheson, in his Present at the Creation: My Years in the State Department (New York:
W. W. Norton, 1969), refers to Liaquat Ali Khan once, but spends five pages on Nehru. The diaries of
James Forrestal, architect of the Department of Defense, contain no reference to Pakistan; see James
Forrestal, The Forrestal Diaries (New York: Viking Press, 1951). A student of early U.S.-Pakistan
relations, who interviewed President Truman, writes:

Among the men who mattered in the highest echelons of the American Government, there was
hardly anyone with any sort of meaningful knowledge of or interest in Pakistan. The present
researcher doubts whether President Truman would have been able to point to Pakistan on a world
map without some coaching. Having spent three months at Independence, Missouri, in 1961, and
having had several opportunities to talk with Mr. Truman, I became aware of the fact that the former
President's knowledge of South Asia was minimal. While Truman had some strange things to say in
strong language concerning India and Nehru, his notions concerning Pakistan were exceedingly
foggy. (M. S. Venkataramani, The American Role in Pakistan, 1947-1958 [New Delhi: Radiant,
1982], p. 5).

Reprinted in Rajendra K. Jain, ed., U.S.-South Asian Relations, 1947-1982, vol. 2 (New Delhi:
Radiant, 1983), p. 3. This is a useful compendium of documents. Most documents cited herein derive
from this source.

Telegramfrom Charles W. Lewis to Secretary of State George Marshall, Jan. 1,1948. In a similar appeal
for assistance shortly after partition, Feroz Khan Noon, in a memorandum submitted to an American
diplomatic official in Ihrkey and marked "very confidential," observed: "The Mussalmans in Pakistan
are against Communism. The Hindus have an ambassador in Moscow, Mrs. Pandit, who is the sister of
the Hindu Prime Minister in Delhi, Mr. Nehru, and the Russians have got an ambassador in Delhi, the
Hindu capital. We the Mussalmans of Pakistan have no ambassador in Moscow nor is there any Russian
Ambassador in Karachi—our capital." Quoted in Venkataramani, American Role in Pakistan, p. 24.
Telegram from George Marshall to acting secretary of state, Oct. 29, 1948.
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and intelligence penetration."^ Ina Department ofState policy statement onPakistan
July 1, 1951, it was noted that

Pakistan occupies the eastem and western flanks of one of the largest non-Communist
areas of Asia. Eastem Pakistan lying next to Burma has attained new importance in
relation to possible expansive tendencies of the Chinese People's Republic. This area,
moreover, lying between Communist centers in India and Tibet, provides a potential
underground base and channel for building the link between external and intemal
communism on the subcontinent. Westem Pakistan inherited the primary responsibility
for the defense of the Northwest Frontier, the traditional gateway for large-scale in
vasions of the Indo-Pakistan subcontinent.

In more vivid fashion, the perception of a Soviet threat was asserted by Assistant
Secretary of State George Allen in testimony before the Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations when he observed: "I do not pretend Pakistan is going to be attacked by
Soviet Russia tomorrow or next week or next month. I hope it never is, but we have
every reason to believe that Molotov's statement in 1940, made to Ribbentrop when
Russia was still neutral, that the ambitions of the Soviet Union lay south to the Persian
Gulf and the Indian Ocean, is a correct statement."^^

The obsession with an expansionist Soviet Union was present in U.S. con
siderations of South Asia from the outset of the postwar era and became more focused
upon and germane to perceptions of Pakistan than to any other state of the region.
Furthermore, Pakistan advocacy was at a minimum congruent with U.S. perceptions
of the world, with advocacy extended in a manner to make Pakistan fit the categories
that U.S. policymakers at the time judged essential to warrant unusual attention and
largesse. Indeed, Ghulam Mohammed at one junction spoke of dealing with the
Americans as a businessman, the implication being not only the dependability and
fidelityof contracts but also the development of a relationship that would be mutually
profitable and the presentation of goods in a manner that was congruent with the
buyer's conception of needs.

Not only did there develop a symbiotic and mutually confirming set of per
spectivesaboutSovietintentions—thesemattersbeingof greaterstrategicimportance
to the United States than to Pakistan—but there was a similar process of mutual
confirmation with respect to the perception of a domestic communist threat, to
infiltration, to leakage, to a malignant presence that had to be guarded against and
effective immunological and suppressive measures devised to inhibit its epidemicity
or arousal. In a letter to the secretary of state prior to Liaquat's first visit, the Pakistan
ambassador to the United States, M. A. H. Ispahani, observed that "certain ideo
logical and political trends have recently shown themselves more and more clearly
in lands like Indonesia, Malay [sic], Burma and even India. Although this ideology

^ Memorandum ofthe Joint Chiefs ofStaff, March 24,1949, inJain, ed., U.S. -SouthAsianRelations, pp
15-17.

Jain, ed., U.S.-South Asian Relations, p. 56.
Testimony of George V. Allen, assistant secretary of state for the Near East, to Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations, May 12, 1955, in Jain, ed., U.S.-South Asian Relations, p. 106.
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is foreign to Islam and is not acceptable to Moslems, it nevertheless becomes neces
sary to guard against its inroads to Pakistan. This point does not require further
elaboration."^^

The domestic communist threat was emphasized as well in the Departmentof
State 1951 policy statement onPakistan where itwas noted that"Pakistan Communists
were involved in an abortive plot to overthrow the present government and set up a
military dictatorship on the Communist model." And, again, in observing the drain
that the defenseof Kashmirplacedon the national budget, it was observed that "we
[the U.S.] shouldnot be lulled into neglectby believing that since the ideologies of
Islam and communism contain basic differences, there is no communist threat to
Pakistan. We will be in a better position to combat communism when our own
sympathy for Pakistan's welfare finds more concrete expression." With respect to
growing sensitivity to domestic political forces, the report noted that threatening to
Pakistan, though less obvious than communism, were the activities of "reactionary
groups of landlords and uneducated religious leaders (mullahs) who oppose the
present Western-minded government and favor a return to primitive Islamic
principles."

With the perception of strategic interest and need defined, the next concern to
emerge from latency was the place of Pakistan in the satisfaction of security needs.
Thisplace wasestablished ina rudimentary fashion withreferences toandpreferences
forPakistan serving thesamefunction thatthisareahadinthedays ofempire. Butthis
conception wassoontobebroadened inawayearlysuggested byGhulam Mohammed
who, in late 1949, proposed that inorder to bolsterits defense againstthe Soviets,the
United States needed to assist in the creation of" a bloc of nations even if held together
only by a principle of religion, which bloc could be considered as a check to any
ambitions of the USSR for further territorial expansion.Indeed, Pakistan served as
host to a series of meetings of representatives of Muslim states, though more for
purposes of ideology andsymbolism instate-building andtodenyIndiaaccess tothese
statesand to carry supportfor its contacts againstIndiathan in anyprojected contests
with the Soviet Union or the People's Republic of China.

The creation of a bloc of Muslim states was proposed as a matter of mutual
convenience between Pakistan and the United States, but for different reasons. While
an important contribution to U.S. global strategy, it would behelpful toPakistan in its
contestwithIndia, theprincipalconcernof Pakistanacknowledged by would-beclient
and patron alike. Thissentiment wascaptured in a memorandum from thechiefof
Near Eastern affairs in the Department of State to Ambassador-at-Large Jessup in
September 1949. It stated:

Letter dated Oct. 19, 1948, in Jain, ed., U.S.-South Asian Relations, p. 13.
Jain, ed., U.S.-South Asian Relations, p. 57.
Ibid., p. 25.
See Norman D. Palmer, "Pakistan: The Long Search For Foreign Policy," in Pakistan: The Long View,
pp. 403-29.
See, e.g.. Prime Minister H. S. Suhrawardy's statements on foreign policy, Dec. 9, 1956, and Feb. 22,
1957, in Jain, ed., U.S.-South Asian Relations.
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Pakistan's endeavor to assume theleadership of a Middle EastMuslim blocis tocreatea
counter force to what it believes to be the "Hindu imperalism" of the new Indian
Republic. India has emerged from World War II as the strongest power in Asia. Its
position of dominance will probably increase as itspower potential is developed. We
have nogreatassurance thatIndia in thefuture willallyitselfwith usandwehave some
reason tobelieve that it might not. Pakistan, ifgiven reasonable encouragement, might
prove the more reliable friend.

U.S. diplomatic and consular officers extended strong support to the notion of
Pakistan's playing a pivotal roleinresistance to theexpansion ofthesocialist states in
a set of recommendations drawn up at a meeting in early 1951.

We should take every feasible military and political step tobuild upthe strength ofthe
western and eastern flanks of the South Asian area. For the short term, this can best be
effected byincreasing military strength inPakistan, Iran and Turkey onthewest, and in
Indochina onthe east. The United States military authorities should consideronanurgent
basis the desirability of the United States entering into an early understanding with
Pakistan, which would provide for equipping and building up Pakistan's military forces
and insure the availability of Pakistani ground forces on the westem flankat the outset of
war. Asimilar understanding should beoffered India if thelatter iswilling toaccept the
same commitments with regard to the utilization of its forces on the westem flank or
elsewhere. If a Middle Easternpactshouldbe developed which includes Iran, Pakistan
should be offered membership.^®

These ideas of collective security, in which Pakistan would constitute a pro
phylactic intermediary serving as both pinion and buffer in the caging of northern
bears andeasterndragons, initiallytook abortiveform in the effortsto createa Middle
East Command and aMiddle East Defense Organization but assumed more permanent
formin thecreationof treatyrelations among"northern-tier" statesof Southeast Asia
in 1954-55, ultimately resulting in the creation of the Baghdad Pact/CENTO and
SEATO. Pakistan was perceived as constituting not only a buffer but as facilitating
access to other Muslim states.

Following from theconception of strategic need and Pakistan's place in it, the
intial policy calculations assumed Pakistan tobe a stable unit oractor among other
like units that could be arranged in strategic fashion for accomplishing security
objectives. Little attention was given the domestic forces that impinged onforeign
policymaking and upon the implementation of U.S. policy. Furthermore, there was
initial reluctance on the part of the United States to assume the role of defense
orchestrator andconflict manager inSouthAsiabutrathera preference thattheBritish
continue to assume responsibility for these functions on behalf of the Westem alliance.
Indeed, it was preferred thatBritain assume responsibility for the management and
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associationof the interests of the sovereign successors to its empire and the interests of
the West. The difficulties of involvement were made manifest by the Kashmir war,
which prompted the cessation of all licenses for the export of military material to both
India and Pakistan from March 12, 1948, to March 29, 1949. The conflict induced
perplexity since it was incomprehensible, given what appeared marginal advantages
in the face of substantial costs, to both adversaries, especially when contrasted with
more momentous international conflicts that absorbed the energies of U.S. policymak
ers. Initial entreaties on the part of Pakistan for substantial aid were met with cool
politeness rather than warm receptivity and cooperation.^^

The choice of policy by which to achieve security needs developed incre
mentally and constituted a changing mix of a desire to provide for defense and to deny
Soviet access through the development ofPakistani dependency upon them in the way
of arms. One of the first clear statements of U.S. security needs was set forth in a
memorandum of the Joint Chiefs of Staff less than a week before the cancellation of

the ban on arms aid to South Asia. It was observed therein that the Karachi-Lahore

area might become of strategic importance since "in spite of tremendous logistics
difficulties, this area might be required as a base for air operations against central
USSR and as a staging area for forces engaged in the defense or recapture of Middle
East oil areas." It was further argued that "domination of the area by the USSR would
deny to us and make available to the USSR certain sources of raw materials and would
threaten sea routes which are now relatively safe." Given these considerations, the
following "basic strategic objectives" were set forth by the Joint Chiefs:

1. Prevent Soviet enroachment or domination;

2. Prevent the USSR from obtaining military support or assistance from these nations
either directly or through the use of their facilities;
3. Develop, without commitment to military action on our part, a cooperative attitude in
these countries which would facilitate obtaining the use of areas or facilities which might
be required by the Western democracies... for military operations against the USSR in
the event of war; and

4. With reference to Pakistan, endeavor to make commercial arrangements which
would, in emergency, facilitate development for operational use of base facilities in the
Karachi-Lahore area.^'

The following summer a series of high-level Pakistani delegations visited the
United States to discuss military and economic aid proposals that had been advanced
during the first year after partition but which had not received the sympathetic hearing
desired. The year was also highlighted by Liaquat's positive response to the Soviet
Union for the establishment of friendly relations, expressed by Liaquat's visit to
Moscow and the subsequent creation of formal diplomatic ties between Pakistan and
the Soviet Union in 1950. During the summer months, the United States received in
turn the Pakistan foreign secretary (June), the secretary of defense and a military

See Venkataramani, American Role in Pakistan, chs. 1, 3.
Memorandum of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, March 24,1949, in Jain, ed., U.S. -South Asian Relations, pp.
15-17.
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mission (June-July), the minister of finance (September) and, later, the secretary
general and foreign minister (January 1950).^^

Furthermore, by the summer of 1949 it had become clear to officers of the U.S.
government that if Pakistan did not acquire military assistance from the United States,
it would seriously pursue theacquisition of assistance from othersources. Already in
late 1948 it had been reported that the Pakistanis had sought aid from "Soviet-
dominated Czechoslovakia."^^ Initspolicy statement onPakistan dated April 3,1950,
the Department of Stateindicated thatU.S. policy wasto assistPakistan insatisfying
its requirements fromtheWestandfurtherindicatedthattheUnitedStateswould"give
sympathetic consideration to applications by Pakistanfor licensesto export supplies
procured from commercial sources A Mutual Defense Assistance Agreement
between the United States and Pakistan became effective December 15, 1950. After
the visits of Vice-President Nixon and Secretary of State Dulles to Pakistan in 1953, a
Mutual Defense Agreement was signed between the two countrieson May 19, 1954.
Prefatory to the agreement President Eisenhower indicated—as had previously the
National Security Council—that the United States was gravely concerned about the
defense of the Middle East and that Pakistan should be given specialconsiderationfor
military aid.^^ By the time of the Indo-Pakistan war in 1965, one decade later, the
United States had extended more than $670 million in direct transfers of military
material and nearly $700 million in security-supporting assistance while Pakistan had
spent approximately $35 million through the Foreign Military Sales Program.^^
During the 1950s U.S. aid to Pakistan comprised approximately 80 percent of
Pakistan's total foreign assistance, declining to 53 percent in the decade of the sixties,
and to 20 percent during the 1970s.

The initial motivation for forging a relationship between the United States and
Pakistanwas reflectedin Pakistan's overtures, promptedby necessitiescreatedby the
circumstances of partition. Pakistanbecamedependentuponthe international system.
The large-scale human and economic dislocation of partition placed unusual burdens
on the new government. Perceived defense needs were great, given the fact that
ordnance and stores remained in India and given Pakistan's sense of a hegemonic
impulse on the part of India. Pakistan was also prey to the agonies of impotence—to
an inability to effect the transfer to funds and material from India, which was to be its
share of the inheritance from the raj, and by an incapacity to arrange strategic
accessions of princely states. Decisiveness and effectiveness on the part of Pakistani
perceptions of a "Hindu" India to accomplish interests of state with facility in what
was perceived as zero-sum fashion with respect to Pakistan disturbed traditional
self-conceptions of Muslim supremacy in matters of statecraft and manipulation of

Jain, ed., U.S.-South Asian Relations, p. 30.
23 Ibid., p. 15.
2^ Ibid., p. 30.
23 Ibid., pp. 89-91.
26 Ibid., p. 329.
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power. The game of denying the "Hindu" Congress its ultimate objectives with respect
to maintaininga "united" India and to exerting influencethrough the institutionsof the
raj all ended with partition. It was thus necessary to acquire surrogate patrons to
provide assistance as well as to serve as a source of support, as a fulcrum, to be used in
developing a strategy and sense of protection against India.

From the outset the advocates and makers of foreign and defense policy in
Pakistan were principally administrators and military officers, with the exception of
Liaquat Ali Khan, himself dependent upon bureaucrats as the Muslim League became
the vehicleof provincial political groups as the memoriesof creationreceded. Withthe
assassination of Liaquat, Ghulam Mohammed became the focus of executive power—
assuming the position of governor general, which had been used with such effective
ness by the Quaid-i-Azam in imposing central control over provincial affairs during
the first year of independence. With the accession of Ghulam Mohammed, the capture
of the top institutions of state by bureaucrats was nearly complete, and with his recall
of Mohammed Ali Bogra as ambassador to the United States to succeed the dismissed
Khawja Nazimmuddin as prime minister in 1953, with a cabinet already appointed to
assist the new incumbent, the institution of executive-bureaucratic power was com
plete. It was disturbed, however, after the imposition of the governor general's rule by
the judgment of the Supreme Court that a return to a democratic regime would have to
be effected as well as by the succession of prime ministers and members of the cabinet
during the interim until the military coup and creation of a martial law regime in
October 1958.^^

It is clear from our analysis thus far that U.S. policy first focused upon Pakistan
as a unitary actor, initially as a marginal one, but increasingly as the one most strategic
to the satisfaction of the global security interests of the United States in the South
Asian region, to the protection of interests in the Middle East, and to the arrangement
of a defensive cordon around the socialist perimeter. U.S. policymakers during this
phase were but marginally sensitive to domestic political issues and forces other than
following the dictum that by inducing economic growth, political stability and liberal
political preferences would flower. Not unexpectedly, policymakers were particularly
responsive to bureacratic and military interests and elites and to the advocacy that
placed Pakistan cleanly and firmly in the category of states that could be useful to the
United States in its policy of containment. Pakitan was thus seen principally as an
instrumentality, as a means of protecting far more vital interests of the United States
than Pakistan or the immediate region; primary were the defense of Middle Eastern
oil, the acquisition of intelligence, the provision of military access in contingency
planning for war, and the denial to socialist states of whatever resources, services, and
strategic positioning that access or control could provide.

For elaborations of these observations, see Richard Sisson, "Politics and the Military in Pakistan," in The
Military and Politics in Five Developing Nations, ed. John P. Lovell (Kensington, Md.: Center for
Research in Social Systems, 1970), pp. ^6-\A2\ Pakistan: APoliticalStudy(Londovi:
George Allen & Unwin, 1957).
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PHASE II: CHANGE IN INTERNATIONAL AND DOMESTIC
CONTEXTS AND MOVEMENT TOWARD DISENGAGEMENT

With the thawin the cold warafter the potentially deadly greatpower joustsof
the early 1960s, the place of Pakistan in calculations of U.S. strategic interests
diminished as well. The perception of the Soviets as inexorably impelled to move
south was muted as efforts were made to seek areas of accommodation between the

United States and the Soviet Union and given the restraining function of increasing
tensions in Sino-Soviet relations. The place of principal antagonist and threat to the
United States indefinitions of strategic interest wasassumed bythePeople's Republic
of China, perceived tobe inherently expansionist aftertheaction inTibetandtempted
by bordersand territorialclaims that touched the entiretyof Asia from Taiwan in the
east to India and Pakistan in the west. U.S. policy toward Asian states, continental and
insularalike, assumed as a powerful constantthe interests and projected behavior of
China, extended recognition or not. The role of China loomed large in the United
States' major foreign policy dilemma of the 1960s—Vietnam; and it replaced the
Soviet Union as the source of moral and ideological inspiration for revolutionary
struggle with the mobilization of the social "periphery" in Third World states. The
appeals of Mao were seen—as their consequences were held inimical and pernici
ous—in peasant-based movements whether in Vietnam, Indonesia, Thailand, the
Philippines, or East Pakistan and India. U.S. policy in the 1960s was much more
concerned with the future of Asia than it had been previously.Whereas the decade and
a halfafterWorld War II revealed a primary concern withtherestoration andsecurity
of Europe, the subsequent decade and a half revealed the same for noncommunist
Asia.

With the lessening of manifest tension in U.S.-Soviet relations, there was a
concomitant effort encouraged on the part of both powers to reach accommodation
withstates thathadbeenoutside theorbitof theother'sinfluence priortothechange in
international climate. This included overtures toward Pakistan from the Soviet Union
as well as from China. In this changed global context the place of Pakistan in terms of
U.S. strategic interests became less important, althoughits place as a showplace of
capitalist development in Asia became magnified. Throughout the sixties, under the
rubricof whatappeared to be a stablequasi-representative regime,Pakistan washeld
to be a strikinglysuccessfulalternativeto ideologicalappealsandproffereddesignsof
socialist states. It providedevidenceof developmental possibilityin associationwith
the West and through integration with the international capitalist economy. U.S.
interest in thwartingwhat was perceivedand feared to be Chineseaggrandizement in
the Himalayasgave India a more pronouncedplace in U.S. securitycalculationsthan
had ever been the case.^^

Unlike the displacement of primary objects of threat that transpired in U.S.

Useful treatments of these issues are found in William J. Bamds, India, Pakistan, and the Great Powers
(New York: Praeger, 1972);and Wayne A. Wilcox, India, Pakistan, and theRise of China (New York:
Walker, 1964).
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perceptions of the world, Pakistan's security interests continued to revolve principally
around India and became intensified in 1965, whether in anticipation or in conse
quence of conflict, in the case of the Rann of Kutch and the October war.Suspicionand
a sense of threat were subsequently heightened by the Agarthala consipiracy case, in
which a number of East Pakistani leaders, including Sheikh Mujibur Rahman,
charismatic head of the AwamiLeague, were accused of treasonable acts in collusion
with India. Suspicions of India reached their apogee among military and West
Pakistani political elites in 1971 and played an important role in preventing a negoti
ated solution between what had become de facto sovereignties in Pakistan—one east,
one west—in March of that year.^°

While U.S. policymakers were aware of the importance of India in Pakistan's
definition of its security interests, they became even more sensitive to domestic
political issues after military and economic aid programs had progressed. It is of
interest to note that even shortly before the 1958 coup, the Office of Intelligence
Research expressed concern over the growing power of the military and the inimical
impactthat this mighthaveon economicdevelopmentin the country. It alsojudgedthe
size of the military establishment as exceeding that necessitated by U.S. security
interestsbut as a function of Pakistan's perception of its own. The report, "Pakistan's
Current Economic Situation and Prospects," opined as follows:

Pakistan's main reason for devoting more than a quarter of its budget to defense, and
seeking additional U.S. arms is not to protect the country against a Soviet or Chinese
attack, for which Pakistani resources will never be sufficient, nor to maintain internal
security, for which the present military establishment is excessive. Its chief purpose is to
bolster Pakistan's position vis-a-vis India. Although everyPakistani increase in military
expenditure has been justified in Pakistani eyes by the need to counter Indian military
development, it may also be true that the Pakistani army has developed as a pressure
group to thepoint that regardless ofIndian movements, it mightcontinue to havepriority
over economic developmentfor appropriations.... What is required to mobilize Pakis
tani resources and utilize foreign aid effectively is a govemment that is strong and stable
enough to carry out a consistent development program, sufficiently independent of
certain landowning and industrial interest groups to insist on financial sacrifices and
institutional reforms and politically skilled enough to reduce its large defense budget by
improving relations with India.

After the military coup there developed an ambivalence in the perspectives of
U.S. foreign policymakers, in part a function of differing bureaucratic lenses, but in

See Lawrence Ziring, TheAyubKhan Era: Politics in Pakistan, 1958-1969 (Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse
University Press, 1971),chs. 3, 5. The suspicions of Agarthala lingered over a decade after the fact. A
chief govemment prosecutor as late as 1979 remained convinced that the evidence was valid and
expressed angst that Mujibur had been released by Ayub for the purpose of attending the all-parties
roundtable called to explore ways of quelling the 1968-69 disturbances; Interview (Pakistan), April
1979.

See Richard Sisson, "Escalation and Crisis Decision-Making: Pakistan's First War of 1971," paper
presented at the meeting of the Association for Asian Studies, Toronto, 1981.
Office of Intelligence Research, Department of State, Intelligence Report no. 7706, May 15, 1958, in
Jain, ed., U.S.-South Asian Relations, p. 150.
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substantial measure a reflection of differingemphases on short-term versus long-term
interests.Shortlyafter the coup, theOfficeof IntelligenceResearchsuggestedthat the
odds appeared to be against the military being successful where the politicians had
failedandexpressedconcern about the developmentof provincialandclasstensionsin
a military regime, particularly with respect to East Pakistan. Their report noted:

Only under a democratic system would East Pakistan, with its greater population, appear
to be able to match the greater military and bureaucratic weight of West Pakistan
However, the prospect of prolonged suppression of political freedom under military
domination would intensify the risk of such an increase in tension and discontent in East
Pakistan as perhaps to jeopardize the unity of the two wings of the country.

In a subsequent report, however, the National Security Council expressed
satisfactionwith the new regime, especiallygivenperceptionsof its greaterefficiency,
which provided for better administration of aid and easier relations in planning than
did the shiftingincumbenciesof the previousorder.In the report, entitled"U.S. Policy
Toward South Asia," the following observations were made:

The political instability which was characteristic of previous govemments and seriously
impeded the effectiveness of U.S. efforts in Pakistan has been replaced by a relatively
stable martial law regime. For the short term, and given the intentionsand capabilitiesof
present leaders to implement much-needed reforms, the present political situation should
be conducive to the furtherance of U.S. objectives. In view of the present stability, even
though achieved by fiat, the problem has changed from one of short-term urgency,
requiring us to reckon with individual politicians in one crisis after another, to one which
allows us to take a longer-rangeview of Pakistan's potential... because we recognize the
potential benefits accruing at this juncture from a stable political situation.

U.S. commitment to assisting the experiment in a well-managed basic democra
cy was reflected in the substantial augmentation in economic assistance extended
subsequent to the military coup. While assistance jumped from $9 million in 1952 to
$100 million in 1955, immediately after the imposition to governor's rule, and
increased to approximately $150 million per year through 1958, it increased to over
$260 million in 1959, not to decline below $237 million until after the 1965 war.^"^

U.S. policy changed dramatically in South Asia during the sixties, much to the
surprise and hurt of Pakistani elites.The Sino-Indian border dispute induced the
development of a military assistance relationship between the United States and India,
the consequence of a conflict which Pakistani evaluation perceived as marginal at best,
not requiring such military aid—aid which might ultimately be used against the
United States' principal Asian ally. The movement of the United States toward India
was perceived as a movement away from Pakistan, which was prompted to pursue new
routes of international support. With the Indo-Pakistan war of 1965, arms aid was

Intelligence Report no. 7894, in ibid., p. 152.
National Security Council, Report no. 5909/1, Nov. 8, 1960, in ibid., p. 190.
Ibid., p. 329.
Muhammad Ayub Khan, "The Pakistan-American Alliance; Stresses and Strains," Foreign Affairs 42
(Jan. 1964):195-209.
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suspended to bothstates, thePakistani argument beingthatthiswasa continuation of
grossly unfairtreatment giventhe fact that Indiahad a long-standing anddependable
armssupplier in theSovietUnionwhereas theUnited Stateswastheprincipal supplier
to Pakistan. This suspension,liftedon a one-timebasisin 1970 andreimposed in 1971,
continued with respectto all lethalmateriel until the 1981 agreement after the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan.

Change in policy was perceived, however, in a context of success—a stable
Pakistani polity created after the 1958 military coup with a return to a centralized
civilian regime under the constitution of 1962 with elite responsiveness to popular
political demands as evidenced in the ultimate acceptance of rights as being fun
damental andjusticiable andinthelegitimation ofpolitical competition intheelectoral
and legislative arenas throughthe creationof political parties.Thus, Pakistan was
notonlyan Asianeconomic miracle; it wasalsoperceived as a political success,if not
a miracle, in its peacefully managed experiment in the democratization of an au
thoritarian regime. There was also confidence in Ayub as an able and responsible
statesman,who notonlyevincedan abilityto governhis own statebut whowas, as the
De Gaulle of Asia, a model to be emulated, and a good friend, if not a willing client.

Oneof themajorproblemsconfrontingbothPakistaniandU.S. decision-makers
in the development of policy has been what we might call the tragedy of national
politicaland economicaccounts. Theexplanationfor suchaccountingis a reflection of
power relationships within society and government, but this does not obviate the point
being made. One of the notorious problems in the comparative analysis of develop
ment is that of data aggregation and the loss of variance that can be unknowingly
causedthereby. The literatureis replete withexamples, as are the experiencesof elites
and regimes. Sovereignty and the idea of the nation with their emphasis on integration,
unity, and monadic autonomy have become so powerful in both legal and everyday
conceptionsthat they have come to serve as a blinderon the perspectivesof scholarly
inquiry as well as in both inter- and intrastate behavior. Comparativists customarily
comparethe politics of nation-statesencompassingsuch widelyvaried units as India,
Pakistan, and China, together with Guyana, Fiji, and Singapore. But just as such
perspectives encouragethe comparisonof unlikes and induce misconceptions of the
social realities of which unitlike unlikes are composed with analytic results often
ranging from methodological artifacts to disastrous inference, in the real world such
distortions through aggregation left unattended can lead to outcomes that range from
the tragedy of perpetual economic impoverishment and political impotence to that of
internal war. These outcomes can obviously result even with disaggregated knowl
edge, but such knowledge is critical for wisely formulated policy.

The distortions of aggregation in Pakistani politics, existent through the halcyon
days of cooperation, became much more pronounced during the sixties and influenced
both Pakistan and U.S. perspectives in foreign policy. That power and influence in

For instructive analyses of these changes, see Richard Wheeler, "Pakistan: New Constitution, Old
Issuesy" AsianSurvey 3 (Feb. 1963):107-15; RalphBraibanti, "Pakistan: Constitutional Issuesin 1964,"
Asian Survey 5 (Feb. 1965):79-87.
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matters of state were skewed in pre-1962 Pakistan was widely known as was the
distribution ofwealth and productive capacity. The problems ofconstitution making in
the fifties wasnotso much a function of religous compulsion versus secular commit
ment as it wasa function of thesocial distribution of power. While thisdistribution
was manifest inrelationships between allregions, it was most pronouncedly sointhe
case of East Pakistan and the West, especially the Punjab. The conflict not only
reflected matters ofdomestic distributions ofpublic power and private welfare, butthe
appropriate posture that Pakistan should assume in international affairs.

ForWest Pakistan, especially thePunjabi and refugee elites from India, Pakistan
had anarchenemy in thestate of India and had anoutstanding conflict inthecase of
Kashmir. ForEast Pakistani elites, particularly those regionalist elites thatstarted to
assume prominence andpermanence afterthe 1954 EastBengal provincial elections,
there did notexist an archenemy, and Kashmir was far away in both physical and
emotional terms. Indeed, East Pakistanis perceived substantial regional economic
benefit through trade with India, reflected in illegal trade that was curtailed several
times through military operations. Kashmir was also increasingly perceived by the
regional EastPakistani eliteasa vehicle forthepermanent skewing ofnational wealth
to the western wing through military capitalization and pay. Bothinvolved national
assets that found their way primarily into theeconomies ofthewestern wing, and the
lack ofconcern inthe 1965 war, when East Pakistan was for all practical purposes left
defenseless and was momentarily cutofffrom the rest ofthe world, provided powerful
additional incentive among Awami League elites for pursuing a reduction inregional
tensions, curtailing defense expenditure, and, assetforth inthe Six Points, developing
a regional defense force.

Priorto thefirst coup, leaders of theAwami League andKrishak Sramik (United
Front) were less attracted to an alliance with the United States and more inclined to
pursue a policy of nonalignment much likePakistan was to assume during the 1970s,
and this preference continued among regionalist elites through the secession and
creation of Bangladesh in 1971. Advocates of an alliance were those who controlled
strategic positions of public authority, who had made and maintained close contact
with their counterparts inWashington, who had submitted arguments that fit prevail
ingU.S. conceptions of the world andpetitions thatwould provide resources neces
sary for Pakistan to play out its role in the furtherance of U.S. interests and also to
ensureitsown. U.S. policymakers wereengaged withtheprevailing viewofthatelite.
West Pakistani andIndian in origin, which prevailed in national politics in Pakistan
with the exception of Suhrawardy's brief and aborted tenure. While concernhad been
expressed about the exclusion of East Pakistan from power, a sentiment most pro
nounced in the Department of State, there is no indication that it influenced U.S.
policy toward Pakistan. U.S. security policy and military assistance, which gave that
policy effect, augmented regional inequalities, since the armed forces, most pro
nouncedly thearmy, were composed of Punjabi andPathan troops, probably because
the ancillary economies associated with the defense establishment were located in and

" See Pakistan: The Long View; and Rounaq Jahan, Pakistan, Failure ofNational Integration (New York;
Columbia University Press, 1972), chs. 3-7.
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benefited the western wing.
As in the case of the defense services and military assistance, economic growth

and assistancewere thoughtabout primarily in terms of aggregategrowththroughthe
first two Five-Year Plans (1955-65), with a major commitment in the third plan to
favored distribution to East Pakistan in order to reduce unequal regional distributions
of wealth and rates of growth, with the hope of achieving per capita equity on a
regionalbasisby 1985. A commitmentto growthwithequityin the formof ideology
and elite commitment was not translated into effective policy, and while it became a
matter of concern to foreign aid donors, it did not have a powerful impact on the
extension of aid. Indeed, matters of regional equity in economic development did not
constitute a a major concern in U.S. analyses of economic development during this
period. Domesticperceptionsof the unequalrealitieswithinthe aggregatedpolityand
economy were given violent expression in the form of an internal war in 1971.

The diminution of South Asia in U.S. security calculations during this period is
most vividly illustrated by the Bangladesh war. Instead of perceiving Pakistan as a
hard frontline state, it was seen as a trustworthy instrumentality to serve as a conduit in
the realization of a principal strategic concern—the development of relations and a
rapprochement between the UnitedStatesandthePeople'sRepublic of China.Both
the state and its leaders were seen as instrumentalities for the pursuit of this dominant
objective. During the course of preparation for the Kissinger and Nixon journeys to
China, minimal attention was given the political turbulence in Pakistan, and while
signals were intermittently made that the United States was leaning on Pakistan's
military government to hasten its transformation and reach an accommodation with
the Awami League, the evidence available suggests minimal effort of the part of the
United States in this regard. Indeed, in his reconstruction of this period and these
events, Kissinger observes that the United States had accepted by mid-year the
inevitability of the secession of East Pakistan, refers to the political ineptitude and
mismanagement of Pakistan's military governors, and suggests that the rationalefor
U.S. support to the Pakistan government was instrumental in the sense that it was
designed to demonstrate to the Chinese and also to Middle Eastern states the U.S.
commitment to its international contracts even in the face of great adversity.^®

Kissinger refers to the Bangladeshcrisis as the most difficultof Nixon's first

It is remarkablehowfewanalysesof economicdevelopmentin Pakistandealtwith the politicaleconomy
of regional patterns of growth. See, e.g., GustavPapanek, Pakistan'sDevelopment: SocialGoalsand
Private Incentives (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard UniversityPress, 1967); and Stephen R. Lewis, Jr.,
Pakistan: Industrialization and Trade Policies (London: Oxford University Press, 1970). See also
Babafemi A. Badejo, "From Growth Philosophy to Social Justice: Politicsand Planningin Pakistan
Under Ayub," Ph.D. diss. University of California, Los Angeles, 1982.
Henry Kissinger, The White House Years (Boston: Little, Brown, 1979), pp. 684-732, 859-918,
passim.

^ Ibid., pp. 861-63. For a proposed corrective and dissent on certain Kissinger recollections, see
Christopher VanHollen, "The Tilt PolicyRevisited: Nixon-Kissinger, Geopolitics, and SouthAsia,"
AsianSurvey20(4) (April 1980):339-61. And in his fourth foreign policyreport releasedon May 3,
1973, President Nixon observed that "we did not dispute the aspirations of the people of East Bengal for
autonomy... weopposednot independence but theoutbreakof international war";quotedin Mehrunni-
sa Ali, "Pakistan-United States Relations: The Recent Phase," Pakistan Horizon (Karachi) 31(2-3)
(1978):32.
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term, not only in terms of its inconvenience at a time of momentous change in the
United States' Asia policy, but in terms of the division within the government,
particularly between the Office of the President and the Department of State, as to
what policy choices should bepursued, and the resultant difficulties inmanaging the
implementation ofpolicy emanating from the president. Perceptions ofand judgments
about theconstellation ofpolitical conflict inPakistan were generally shared, aswere
estimates of the ultimate outcome. Judgments of what could and should be done,
however, differed radically and were a function of differing conceptions of U.S.
strategic interests andarenas of domestic political responsiveness. For theexecutive
office, strategic interest was defined in global terms whereas for the Department of
State, which had notbeen privy tothe preparations for the Kissinger and Nixon visits
to China, strategic interest was defined in terms of the South Asia region and the
consequences of protracted internal war in Pakistan on Indo-U.S. relations. A shared
interestwas avoidance of war. The policy preference of the executive office was to
maintain public support for the Pakistan regime while encouraging political reform
and accommodation; thepolicy preference ofState was theexercise ofpublic criticism
and the exercise of severe sanctions toexact accommodation of the Awami League
andcreate conditions thatwould ensure thereturn of refugees from East Pakistan in
India. Referents of responsiveness were primarily existing and potential allies inthe
international arena fortheexecutive office, theU.S. public and their representatives,
and thevalues that charged their outrage in thecase of theDepartment ofState. This
crisis and thetensions of itsaftermath dissipated with therapidity that theimmftHiatp
crisis arose, and with the United States maintaining its antecedent position of dis
engagement during the Bhutto era.

PHASE III: WHAT NOW?

The secession ofEast Pakistan and thecreation of Bangladesh emphasized the
tenuous sinews thatoften bind states, aconcern forthemaintenance oftheintegrity of
West Pakistan being theprincipal priority fortheUnited States during thecourse ofthe
Bangladesh war. The integrity of Pakistan continues to be a primary security con
sideration in U.S. policy toward South Asia, the realities of decentralizing, if not
fissiparous, tendencies beingreflected insuchdiverse analyses andreflections asthose
of Selig Harrison and Mumtaz Ali Bhutto." '̂

The infrastructure of political groups and the party system continue to reflect
provincial divisions, a direction of change in political organization thatcommenced
within a decade of independence. While a transprovincial coalition in Pakistanwas
fashioned byZulfiqar Ali Bhutto, that coalition itself reflected fissures onprovincial
lines.

This tendency toward fragmentation in party andgroup organization has been
further encouraged bythesystemic dictate ofPakistan's military regime. The conse-
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quence of constraining dissent through censorship and political coalitions and, given
the predominance of Punjabi representation in the major institutions of the Pakistan
state, the military and the bureaucracy have perpetuated and intensifiedsentiment and
political identities. Thus, the irony: support for the long-term continuity of a military
regime makes increasingly problematic the creation of the conditions and voluntary
institutions of public political expression necessary for the successful withdrawal of
the military from politics and transfer of power to a representative regime.

Another issue demanding the attention of policymakers in the efforts of the
military regime to create an Islamic state—the constitution of each successive
regime—has encompassed a commitment to Islamic values as a standard in the
legislation of public law, and political elites have found religious symbolism and
expressions of religious intent in governance instrumental in the mobilization of
political support. The military regime instituted in 1977 has been more seriously
committed to the Islamization of society and the creation of an Islamic state designed
to ensure that social goal than any previous regime. While value incongruities between
different codes of Islamic law constitute difficult, if not intractable, puzzles to be
resolved in Pakistan's community of Islamic pluralism, the conflict between the
voluntarist assumptions of legislation in a representative regime and the stipulative
injunctions of a social moral order constitutes a major impediment to the democratiza
tion of the Pakistan regime. U.S. attention and involvement currently, as in the past,
has been excited and maintained by the international strategic context. It is impossible
to comprehend the 1981 arms deal without the presence of Soviet troops occupying
Afghanistan. It is difficult to understand the initial response of the U.S. government as
a matter of rational decision in any other terms, especially given the less than vigorous
resistance that the U.S. government demonstrated at the time of Soviet involvements
elsewhere. And presently, strategic consideration, as in the terminal stages of united
Pakistan, masks concerns about domestic political development.

U.S. decision-makers have also become accustomed to dealing with a given set
of elites in Pakistan; a succession of U.S. presidents and vice-presidents have found
the candor of their counterparts in the military and administrative services of Pakistan
refreshing. Such relationships have been perceived to be enhanced by centralized
regimes. However, such a structure in relationships over time exacts major costs,
expecially when regimes change. With regime change, the hostilities that attend them
may be transferred to extranational relationships.
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IV. The USSR and Pakistan

10. Pakistan's Relations with the Soviet
Union

Rasul B, Rais

INTRODUCTION

In the past, Pakistan-USSR relations havebeeninfluenced largely by eachcountry's
perceptions of its antagonistic role in South and Southwest Asia. Two factors, in
particular, havecontributed to persistent crisesin confidence, which have effectively
prevented the evolution of a stable rapprochement. First has been the Soviet Union's
failure toappreciate Pakistan's geopolitical interests andregional threatperceptions in
the historical context of South Asian politics. The second factor relates to Pakistan's
totalcommitment to Western strategic planning in the "northern tier," its participation
in the anti-Soviet politico-military formation.

Pakistan'spost-Bangladesh diplomacy necessitated bilateralism as a pragmatic
approach to balance its relations with the major powers, but a complex variety of
factors made this policy unacceptable to the Soviet Union. The intensification of
Sino-Soviet rivalry, the evolutionof Indo-Sovietstrategiccooperation, and the Sino-
Americanrapprochementresulted in immense Soviet pressureson Pakistan to with
draw from the Sino-U.S. tangle. Pakistan's response to Soviet initiatives directed at
the formation of a political grouping on the southwest flank of China has been
discouraging, which has kept political relations minimal during the past decade.
Political developments in Afghanistan, the Soviet military intervention, and the 1981
Pakistan-U.S. package deal have severely complicated Pakistan's relations with the
USSR,whichreflect the traditional antagonistic roleperception syndrome. Thisessay
attempts to examine the strategic goals and the role perceptions in Pakistan-USSR
relations with specific reference to the Afghanistan crisis.

STIU\TEGIC GOALS AND ROLE PERCEPTIONS

Asynunetries of geophysical size, military power, and political purposes in the
geopoliticalmilieu of South Asia have guided Pakistan's strategicgoal formationand
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regional role perceptions. The structural imbalance in the security relations of South
Asia and India's endeavors to assume a dominant security role in the region have
perpetuated Pakistan's apprehensions about Indian intentions. It has been the central-
ity of the Indian threat that has dominated Pakistan's security policies, which are
directed toward achieving a reasonable level of deterrence against India's prepon
derant military capabilities. The augmentation of Pakistan's defense infrastructure,
which was extremely limited at the time of independence, was perceived as a
prerequisite to an independent national role in South and Southwest Asia.

The resource constraints on the formation of an indigenous and self-reliant
defense infrastructure against a militarily threatening and politically uncompromising
India severely curtailed Pakistan's diplomatic options in the early years after in
dependence. The U.S. containment policy and the relevance of Pakistan to the
"nothem-tier" concept on the southern flank of the Soviet Union offered Pakistan an
opportunity to break the siege of isolation. A complex mix of dominant elite pref
erences and the centrality of the Indian threat perception influenced Pakistan's deci
sion to commit itself to the U.S.-sponsored security arrangements in Southeast and
West Asia. While Pakistan's participation in these alliance systems was largely
motivatedby its desire to enhance its defense capabilities in the context of South Asian
realpolitik, it provoked Moscow's hostility as Pakistan's alignment was perceived as
hostile to Soviet security interests.^

The Soviet leaders considered Pakistan's concept of Muslim nationalism and its
foreign policy orientation toward pan-Islamism incompatible with their ideological
interests in the Middle East. The blending of Islamic ideology with a pro-Westerntilt in
Pakistan's foreign policy^ was suspected by the Soviets as the formation of an
anti-Soviet bloc among theMuslim countries.^ Thehostile images ofPakistan's role in
South and Southwest Asia as the proxy of "American imperialism" highly influenced
the Soviet position onthe Kashmir and Pashtoonistan issues."^ Lack of awareness of
the historical forces and fears of Islamic revivalism prevented the Soviet leaders from
adopting a pragmatic and realistic view of the evolution of Muslim nationalism in
South Asia and of Islamic solidarity in the adjacent region of Southwest Asia. The
Sovietperceptionof the creationof Pakistanandthe transferof powerto itsnationalist
leadershipwas simpleand unsophisticated, largelydue to theSovietpreferenceto link
national independence with socialist reconstruction.

The malevolent image of the nationalist leadership as the agent of Western
imperialism was corrected in the post-Stalinist era when the doctrinal view of newly
independent countries in Asia and Africa gave way to pragmatism in the Soviet
Union's Third World policies. Cold war rivalries and U.S. containment policy forced

Pravda, Dec. 2, 1953.
For this perspective, see a debate in Pakistan Horizon (Karachi), June 1956, pp. 37-50.
Devendra Kaushik, "Soviet Union's Pakistan Policy: A Survey and Appraisal," Punjab Journal of
Politics 6(2) (July-Dec. 1982):53.
Althoughthe Soviet Uniontook a pro-Indianpositionon KashmirduringtheU.N. discussionasearlyas
Jan. 1952, the first political statement endorsing Indian claims on the disputed territory came in Dec.
1955when Bulganin and Krushchev visited India; see International Affairs(Moscow), Jan. 1956, pp.
206-7.
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the Soviet Union to revise its position on nonalignment, which reflected a decisive
shift in Soviet policies toward potentially influential nonaligned countries. India,
because of its geophysical characteristics and potential for a major security role in
Asia, highly influencedSoviet perceptions of the South Asian geopolitical milieu. An
unambiguous pro-India position on Kashmir was a deliberate attempt by the Soviet
Union to pave the way for a broad-based cooperative relationship with nonaligned
India. Pakistani leaders perceived Soviet strategic goals in South Asia and its un-
qualifledsupport to India as hostile to their legitimateaspirations in the region. In fact
the Soviet plunge into contentious Indo-Pakistani issues to gain a diplomatic edge
complicatedthe processof South Asian normalizationbecausethe Sovietpositionon
Kashmir eliminated any possibility of a settlement through the United Nations.

While Pakistan benefited from its participation in the Western alliance in terms
of achieving a relatively modemdefense infrastracture, it failed to obtaina strategic
counterpartto the Indianthreatbecauseits alliespreferredto adopta neutralpostureon
its disputeswith India. Adherenceto the regional strategicmovesof the Westembloc
could not balance the Indian threat to Pakistan's security. The U.S. tilt toward India
during the Sino-India border conflict of 1962highly disillusioned Pakistan because of
its impact on the South Asian balance of power. Meanwhile, the emption of a
Sino-Soviet rift, the end of the Sino-Indian entente cordiale, U.S. overtures toward
India, and Pakistan's dissatisfaction with the Westem alliance underlined the need for
a basic reappraisal of Pakistan's foreign policy. Pakistan's overtures toward China and
its eagemess to open a political dialogue with the Soviet Union marked the shift in its
policy from total commitment to flexible options.

Being fully aware of Pakistan's disenchantment with its Westem allies and its
geopolitical limitations, the Soviet Union considerably softened its attitude toward
Pakistan in the 1960s. TheSovietpolicyfocused onweakening Pakistan's pro-Westem
tiesandonpreventing its growing amity withChinaby giving ambiguous indications
of a neutral position on India-Pakistan disputes. Pakistani leaders were receptive to
Sovietovertures inordertorectify lopsidedness intheirpro-Westem policy andtoseek
a Sovietrole in the peaceful settlement of the KashmirdisputewithIndia. Within the
general framework of bilateralism,GeneralMuhammad AyubKhanvisitedMoscow
in April 1965 to initiate a dialogue on wide-ranging political and security issues
relating to South Asia. Pakistan's continued participation in Westem pacts, itsopera
tion of anti-Soviet surveillance bases on its territory, and its pro-China tilt were
unacceptable to the Soviet leaders. Even Pakistan's indications of an intention to
terminate foreign bases and move out of the defense pacts did not effect a desired
change in the USSR's SouthAsian policy. However, theSoviet leaders at leastbegan
to talk to Pakistanon vital securityissues, stressing the needfor lessening tensionin
South Asia.

Refusing to leam from the U.S. failure in promoting Indo-Pakistan detente in
pursuit of itslargerstrategic interests, theSoviets sought thesame against thegrowing
influence of China in Asia. A relatively neutral positionduring the 1965 war and a
diplomatic role in the conclusion of the Tashkent declaration between India and
Pakistan eamed Moscow a unique political position in South Asia; but it did not last
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very long for two reasons. First, Pakistan found Soviet policies in South Asia
increasingly conditioned by Indian sensitivities, which frustrated itsdesire forparity.
The isolation and neutralization of Pakistan have been the major objectives of Indian
diplomacy and arecentralto its endeavors toward theacknowledgment of its statusas
a predominant power in the region. The recognition of India's preeminent position
implies deference to India'sregional interests byexternal powers. TheSoviet security
policy in South Asia has not only recognized India's dominant position but has
considerably enhanced its hegemonical potential by providing massive sophisticated
weaponry onveryattractive terms. Theevolution of Indo-Soviet strategic cooperation
in Southand SoutheastAsiamakesit imperativefor the SovietUnionto accommodate
India's regional aspirations^. India's relatively autonomous status and strategically
betterbargaining position have proved an effective leverage in seeking totalSoviet
supportandfirm commitments ontheprimacy of itsregional interests. During thepast
decade the Soviet attitude toward Pakistan has been considerably guided by its special
ties with India that have persistently influenced Pakistan's relations with the Soviet
Union.^

The second factor that has remained a constant irritant in Pakistani relations with
the Soviet Union is its entente cordiale with China. The Sino-Soviet cold war in Asia
brought "crude pressures" ^oncountries likePakistan tocutoffrelations with Beijing
and preferably toparticipate inan Asian collective security scheme^ aimed atcontain
ing China's influence in the Soviet hinterlands. Pakistan's attempts to explain its
growing relations with China within theframework of itspolicy ofbilateralism were
rebuked by the Soviet Union. Pakistan's bilateralism, especially in its quest for a
balanced relationship with BeijingandMoscow,wasviewed by the Sovietleadersas
incompatible with their desires to prevent China's entry into South Asian affairs.
Moreover, Pakistan'sresponseto Sovietcontainment strategy againstChinaunderthe
guise ofregional economic cooperation was discouraging.^ Although Pakistan desired
to use its better ties with China as a leverage to obtain Soviet concessions on the
peaceful settlement of the Kashmir dispute, the acknowledgment of its parity with
India, the limitation of Soviet military supplies to India, and militaryaid for itself, it
has never considered participation in Soviet-inspired anti-China strategic moves
favorable to Pakistan's long-term security interests.

Pakistan's attempts to improve its relations with the Soviet Union in order to
obtainlarge-scale economic andmilitary assistance failedprimarily because ofSoviet
rigidity inseeking Pakistan's neutrality anddetachment from itstraditional friends and
allies. Pakistani leaders have never favored a Moscow-tilted neutrality in expectation
of military aidbeneficial to theirpolitical andsecurity interests inSouthandSouthwest
Asia. The persistent Sovietannoyance with Pakistan's Chinapolicyand the deterio
rating political situation in East Pakistan in 1970 provided the Soviets with a

^ BhabaniSen Gupta, The AfghanSyndrome (New Delhi: Vikas, 1982), p. 200.
^ RetiredPakistaniambassador SalmanAll, quotedin 0. W. Choudhury, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh,

and the Major Powers (New York: Free Press, 1975), p. 62.
^ See International Affairs, no. 7, 1969.
®Dawn (Karachi), July 11, 1969.
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long-desired opportunity to develop strategic cooperation with India, which signi
ficantly contributed to the successful Indian intervention and dismemberment of
Pakistan in 1971.

Thepost-Bangladesh diplomacy ofPakistan hasreflected agreater awareness of
its political instability inless integrated areas and apprehensions about Soviet support
to subnational elements. Soviet policy on the issue of four nationalities and open
option on assisting secessionist forces remained unchanged in the 1970s.® Soviet
diplomatic pressures onPakistan significantly increased in an effort tocompel it to
follow the Indian precedent and to sign a treaty of friendship and cooperation. The
Soviet leaders considered Pakistan's acceptance of the Brezhnev security system
essential to theirflexible attitude on subregionalism andtheimprovement inbilateral
relations. Despite the lack of congruity in perceived interests, the rate of economic
cooperation between Pakistan and the Soviet Union expanded significantly inthe past
decade, but it has remained far below the critical level to overflow into political
relations.

THE SOVIET INTERVENTION IN AFGHANISTAN

The Soviet intervention inAfghanistan considerably altered Pakistan's security
environment andsignificantly influenced itsthreat perceptions. TheSoviet move into
Afghanistan outflanked Pakistan's geopolitics byexacerbating itssecurity dilenmiaon
its western borders in addition to its traditional preoccupation with a militarily and
politically uncompromising India.The fall of the shah and the Gulf conflict have
neutralized Iran's traditionally supportive role ofPakistan's quest forsecurity against
Indo-Soviet collusion. Thegeopolitical momentum introduced bySovietintervention
in Afghanistan and political developments in the Gulf region have produced an
extraordinarily hostile geostrategic condition, which has thepotential of besieging
Pakistan and severely limiting its security options. The endof an Afghan buffer to
Soviet military activism across the Hindu Kush and growing Indo-Soviet military
cooperation have imposed geopolitical isolation on Pakistan. The development of a
broad strategic consensus between India and the Soviet Union, given Pakistan's
geopolitical limitations, would expose Pakistan's vulnerability to a combination of
threats aimed at its acquiescence to Indo-Soviet regional interests.

The increasingly effective resistance inAfghanistan and growing Soviet impa
tience with itspacification campaigns posepotential risks toPakistan's security along
its western borders. India's failure to recognize the geostrategic unity of the South
Asian region in the face of Soviet intrusion inAfghanistan has complicated security
decision-making in Pakistan as its disposition of forces would require far greater

' When then Foreign Minister Bhutto visited Moscow in March 1972, he was told: "Ifhistory weie to
repeatitself,wewouldtakethesameposition[intheBangladesh crisis]becauseweareconvinced thatit
was correct" (Pravda, March 1972).
Sultan Muhammed Khan, "Pakistani Geopolitics: The Diplomatic Perspective," International Security
5(1) (Summer 1980):26.
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defense resources than currently available to devise a two-front strategy. Soviet
intervention in Afghanistan has strengthened the geopolitical view of Soviet objec
tives in Pakistan, reviving old fears of Russian domination. The Afghanistan crisis
once again introduced strains in Pakistan's relations with the Soviet Union. It is the
vast divergence of security interests and perceived roles in relation to the situation in
Afghanistan that has harmed their bilateral relations.

PERCEPTIONS OF THE SOVIET THREAT

AND OPTIONS FOR PAKISTAN

While there is general consensus on the issue of Soviet withdrawal from
Afghanistan among all segments of the bureaucratic and political elites in Pakistan,
the perceptions of Soviet threats and approaches toward the solution of the Afghanis
tan crisis are considerably varied along ideological preferences. In the following
analysis, three dominant categories of Soviet threat perceptions have been examined
with specific reference to their implications for Pakistan's relations with the Soviet
Union.

The Soviet intervention in Afghanistan strengthened an alarmist view of its
grand geopolitical designs aiming at access to the warm-water ports in the northern
zone of the Indian Ocean. Islamic fundamentalist groups in Pakistan have tended to
combine an expansionist perspective of the Soviet Union with an ideological threat to
Pakistan's national integrity. In the past these groups have been skeptical about
Pakistan's overtures toward the communist countries by widely publicizing Soviet
colonization of Muslim states in Central Asia. They seem to have concluded that
through economic and technical cooperation, the Soviet Union seeks political and
ideological penetration in vital areas of national life, making pro-Soviet identification
irreversible. In the past, these groups stressed caution and keeping one's distance from
the Soviet Union. The pro-Indian Soviet policies and the traditionally hostile attitude
toward Pakistan have been effectively capitalized upon by the Pakistan right to project
a Soviet threat. The Soviet military intervention and its suppression of the Afghan
masses have considerably strengthened these groups in Pakistan.

Islamic fundamentalist groups hostile to the Soviet presence in Afghanistan
advocate an active military role for Pakistan in providing arms, sanctuaries, and
training to the Mujahedeen. Groups such as Jamaat-i-Islami have tended to view
Afghan resistance in terms of an ideological conflict with communism. They argue
that without sufficient military pressures from the Mujahedeen and international
political support of the Afghan resistance, the Soviet Union will never contemplate a
withdrawal from Afghanistan. These groups perceive a convergence of strategic

*̂ SeeStephenPhilipCohen,"Identity,Survival,Security: Pakistan'sDefensePolicy,"Journal ofPolitics
6(1) (Jan.-June 1982):50-77.
For this perspective, see A. M. Manzar, Red Clouds over Afghanistan (Islamabad: Institute of Policy
Studies, 1980), pp. 63-67.
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interests among Pakistan, the Mujahedeen, and the Westernpowers. Because of the
perceived compatability of strategic interests among such a combination of diverse
forces, a common approach to the Soviet intervention has been stressed. Pakistan's
role in the outcome of the Afghan resistance has been considered crucial. Substantial
commitments to the Afghan resistance would raise the cost of the Soviet presence,
which would compel them to take a reasonable position on a political settlement.

This confrontationist approach appears to rest on false assumptions and specula
tive content. First, the ideological orientation of the resistance has great potential for
mobilization, but at the same time it is responsible for divisions in the rank and file of
resistance groups. The Islamic nationalist groups have resisted interference by the
Pakistani Jamaat-i-Islami in the affairs of the resistance, which theyclaimhasplayed
a decisive role.^"^ Second, there is total lack of any strategic cooperation among the
Mujahedeen, Pakistan, Muslim countries, and the West. Americans and West Euro
peans are rather allergic to any Islamic liberation struggles. Common disapprovalof
Soviet intervention or a common interest in seeking a Soviet withdrawal has not
amounted to a strategic consensus. Finally, Pakistan's defense potential and its
vulnerable geostrategic position between traditionally hostile India and Soviet-
occupied Afghanistan impose absolute limitations regarding its confrontationalrole in
Afghanistan. Confrontation with the Soviet Union wouldbe suicidal in the present
situation.

A combination of regionalist politicians and narrow-based leftist groups has
argued that the Soviet threat to Pakistan has been exaggerated for political reasons.
Theregionalist leftistpointof viewperceives a naturalcollusion between themilitary-
bureaucraticelite and the Islamic fundamentalists led by the Jamaat-i-Islami because
of theiridentical interests in shaping a newpolitical orderandleaning towardtheWest.
The regionalist leftist groups have supported the Afghanistan revolution and have
blamedthe Pakistaniauthoritiesof collaborating withthe Afghanfeudalsandmullahs
for destabilizing the 1978 revolution. The Soviet intervention in Afghanistan from
their point of view was defensive and posed no threat to Pakistan's security.

Theregionalist/leftist groupshaveadvocateda neutralpolicyforPakistanonthe
issue of Soviet intervention and suggest some form of accommodation with the
Soviets as geopolitical realism because opposition to the strategic interests of a
superpower would result in self-destruction. They have argued that Pakistan has
destabilized therevolutionary processinAfghanistan by inciting rebellion andprovid
ing sanctuaries to the Mujahedeen. Pakistan's perceived involvement in the internal
affairs of Afghanistan is considered by the regionalist/leftists as central to the Soviet
intervention. Fromthisperspective, Sovietintervention waslargelydefensive against
the "Pakistan-backed" interference. These groups have opposed the Pakistani-U.S.
package dealof 1981, perceiving it as a dangerous involvement in superpower rivalry.

See TahirAmin, AfghanistanCrisis: Implicationsand Optionsfor theMuslimWorld, Iran, and Pakistan
(Islamabad: Institute of Policy Studies, 1982).
Author's interview withSyedIshaqGailani, leaderof the Islamic National Front, Peshawer, Sept. 3,
1984.
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It has been argued that Pakistan should not risk its future security by tying itself to the
U.S. strategy in the Persian Gulf. Similarly, they have warned against the higher risks
of internationalizing the Afghan issue and leading the collective condemnation of the
Third World against the Soviet Union.

In my view there are basic flaws in the premises of this perspective. First, there
is a misplaced emphasis on Pakistan's role in stirring the mass revolt in Afghanistan.
Given the magnitude of the Afghan uprising, it would be impossible for an external
power to mobilize the masses on that scale, which the Soviet Union has found so
difficultto pacify during the past fiveyears. Second, Pakistanhas not plungedinto an
alliance with the United States and has refused to grant bases, rejecting the idea of a
regional "strategic consensus" against the Soviet Union. Pakistan's declared policy
that it "could never accept theprinciple ofoccupation ofanother country byforce"^^
reflectsgenuine fears of Soviet expansionism. Third, the resistance war in Afghanis
tan has expanded over the years and has grown complex with the involvement of
diverse ideological and security interests. Pakistan can only marginally influencethe
conflict strategies of the Mujahedeengroups who have achievedsignificant capacity
for autonomous decision making. Finally, a neutral position on the Afghanistan crisis
for the purpose of appeasing Soviet strategic interests in the operative geopolitical
environment of Pakistan would be a worse type of capitulation, making its present
situationwith the burden of 3 million refugees highlycomplex and its future role in the
area completely uncertain.

The perceptions of the military regime, moderate politicans, and intellectusils
have oscillated between a geopolitical view adopted by the Islamic fundamentalists
and the capitulationist perspective reflected by the regionalist/leftist groups. The
security elites in Pakistan have been considerably disturbed by the Soviet military
intervention in Afghanistan in terms of its long-term geopolitical implications. The
mainstream view in Pakistan considers the Soviet Union a dynamic and expansionist
powercapable of exploiting political opportunities in adjacent areas. Sovietmilitary
intervention has not only destroyed the sovereignand nonaligned status of Muslim
Afghanistan but has brought the USSR closer to Pakistan's dangerously exposed
western borders where subnationalism has remained considerably strong until recent
ly.Therefore, uninhibiteduse of the most sophisticatedmilitarypower in the subjuga
tion of the Afghan masses has invoked logical fears in Pakistan about Soviet ex
pansionist designs in the region.

The Soviet threat perceptions have considerably altered Pakistan's diplomatic
and securitypolicies. Although Pakistan participated in the "northern-tier" strategic
formationlong ago, it has for the first time identified itself stronglywith the U.S. and
West European perception of a Soviet threat to the Persian Gulf. Pakistan has
highlighted its "backdoor" significance to the Persian Gulf security, demanding
adequateattentionto its weak strategicpositionin the face of a Soviet threat. Whilea
Soviet military push toward Pakistan remains improbable at present, an unstable

Dawn, July 11, 1984.
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politicalsituationand a foreign-inspired secessionistmovementin Baluchistanmight
provide the Soviets an opportunity to influencepolitical developments in Pakistan.

Although Pakistan has played a leading role incondemning the Soviet occupa
tion of Afghanistan at the United Nations, the Non-Aligned Movement, and the
Organization of Islamic Conference, it has preferred a political solution of the
Afghanistan crisis. The Pakistani leadership has been careful to avoid the extremes of
the confrontationist strategy of the Islamic fundamentalists and the capitulationist
policy of the regionalist/leftist groups. Recognizing the proximity of the Soviet
coercive potential andthelimitations of itsgeopolitical system, Pakistan hasadopted a
pragmatic approach by involving itself in the U.N.-sponsored indirect Geneva talks
for the peaceful solution of the Afghanistan crisis. Pakistani leaders have entered into
the Geneva talks on the assumption that under someconditions the Soviets mightbe
temptedto pullout their troopsfromAfghanistan, but at the sametime theypointout
that Russian troops have never withdrawn easily wherever they have entered.

A commitment to the pursuit of a comprehensive and integrated political
solution of the Afghanistan crisis has attained popular support in Pakistan since
1982. In view of the geopolitical constraints and absolute limitations of its defense
capability, this is the only realistic option to seeking a Soviet withdrawal from
Afghanistan. Themajor political parties inPakistan have even taken a public stand in
favor of the recognition of the Karmal regime and direct talks with Karmal to resolve
the Afghan crisis.^® Although Pakistan has sought an "integrated" settlement onthe
basis offour principles—(1) withdrawal of foreign forces, (2) restoration of Afghan
independence, (3) return of refugees, and (4) self-determination for the Afghan
people—it would be "strategically irrational to oppose Moscow's legitimate national
interests tothis orother areas ofthe world."^^ Because ofinherent complexities inthe
Geneva process, the discussions have become stalled on the issue of international
guarantees of nonintervention in the internal affairs of Afghanistan and a binding
timeframe within which the Soviet Union would withdraw its forces. For practical
reasons, these two issues have become interlinked. The Soviets are reluctant to
announce a time table fora gradual pullout unless there areinternational guarantees.

Keeping inview thegeopolitical dynamics of theSouthwest Asian region and a
long history of stable control at any cost in its traditional sphere of influence, the
Soviet Union will not compromise its self-defined political and security interests in
Afghanistan. The Soviet ideologues have argued that their forces intervened to help
the "democratic forces" consolidate and secure revolutionary gains by emphasizing
thelegalistic aspects ofan"invitation" from the"legitimate" government ofAfghani
stan.Although theexpostfactolegitimation attempts seemsuperficial, theireffective
ness would be ensured by the dialectics of power politics. Therefore, a political

President Zia's speech at the tenth session of the Majlis-i-Shoora, Dawn, July 15, 1984.
SeeRasul B. Rais, "Some Prescriptions foran Afghan Settlement," TheMuslim (Islamabad), April9,
1984.

A. T. Chaudhri, "Soviet 'Nyet' Indian style," Dawn, Aug. 4, 1984.
Agha Shahi, former foreign minister of Pakistan, in Dawn, Aug. 4, 1984.19
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settlement from the Soviet point of view must acknowledge the legitimacy of its
interests in stabilizing a pro-Moscow regimein Kabuland in ensuring the neutraliza
tion of internal and external threats.

The Soviets have persistently accused Pakistan of interferingin Afghanistan's
internal affairs and of waging an undeclared war against them.^® Pakistan has also
been accusedof providingsanctuaries to the Afghanrebels, allowing trainingactivi
ties for the counterrevolutionaries, and permitting the flow of weapons to the in
surgents.^^ TheSoviets keep warning Pakistan against itsalleged alliance with China
and the United States, which is perceived as directed against the USSR's legitimate
role in the region.For its own part, Pakistan has made strenuous efforts to defuse the
Afghan situation and to isolate its bilateral relations with the Soviet Union from their
antagonistic interests and role perception in Afghanistan. Pakistan has responded
cautiously to the Karmal-Soviet provocations on its borders. Frequent violations of
Pakistani air space and bombardments inside its territory killing hundreds of people
have not invoked a Pakistani response except formal protest notes.While not
yielding to Soviet pressure to recognize the Karmal regime and disband the political
organizations of the Mujahedeen based in the bordering areas, Pakistan has carefully
avoided causing a serious rupture in its bilateral relations with the Soviet Union.

Pakistan and the Soviet Union have been able to insulate economic cooperation
from their differences about the Afghanistan crisis. Pakistani leaders have even
claimed that Pakistan enjoyed good relations with the Soviet Union with whom it has
no bilateral problem.^"^ Pakistan hasmaintained a strong interest in Soviet economic
and technical assistance. The Soviet economic assistance to Pakistan has amounted to

678.95 million rubles, including 440 million rubles for the Karachi steel mill, which is
the biggest project of Pakistan-Soviet collaboration and is nearing completion. Soviet
credits have been utilized for oil exploration, power generation, and the import/
manufacture of tractors. Pakistan's finance minister visited Moscow in December

1983, which resulted in several agreements relating to construction of a 630 MW
thermal power plant at Multan at the cost of $227 million, the supply of two oil drilling
rigs, construction of a prefabricated housing plant, and establishment of a metallurgi
cal training center at the steel mill.^^ Pakistan plans to continue to explore Soviet
interest in various projects specified in the sixth five-year plan. The insulation of
economic cooperation from mutually hostile attitudes in the Afghanistan situation has
been the most striking element in Pakistan-Soviet bilateral relations, which have
considerably cooled off during the past five years. The political stalemate of Afghani
stan, however, might prevent Soviet commitment to large-scale project aid.

Dawn, June 12, 1981.
Mehrunnisa All, "Soviet-Pakistan Ties Since the Afghanistan Crisis," Asian Survey 23(9) (Sept.
1983): 1027; The Guardian (London), March 24, 1979.
See International Affairs, April 1980, p. 85.
In Aug. 1984,Karmal-Soviet forces repeatedly bombed the TeriMangal and Parachinar areas in Kumim
Agency, causing heavy casualties; see Dawn, Aug. 14, 22, 1984.
President Zia, in Dawn, July 11, 1984.
Dawn, July 19, 1984.
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CONCLUSION

Pakistan's relations with the Soviet Union have been largely determined by its
relations with other states. Pakistan's participation in U.S.-led security systems and
later its close relations with China considerably influenced the Soviet Union's South
Asian policies. The intensification of Sino-Soviet rivalry in Asia and the evolution of
Indo-Soviet strategic cooperation had a definite impact on Pakistan-Soviet relations.
The Soviet attempts to wean Pakistan away from the Sino-American influence have
been perceived as a part of its neutralization strategy. Pakistan's endeavors to balance
its relations with the Soviet Union under the framework of bilateralism have met with

little success. The mutual perceptions of adversary roles have sharpened with the
Soviet intervention in Afghanistan.

The Soviet occupation of Afghanistan and effective Mujahedeen resistance with
the influxof over 3 millionrefugeeshave significantly destabilized Pakistan'sgeopoli
tical environment. The perception of a Soviet threat on its western borders, in addition
to the traditionaldangersfrom India, and fears of Indo-Sovietcollusionhaveseverely
constrained Pakistan's strategic options. Identical perceptions of the Soviet threat to
the region and some convergence of security interests between Pakistan and the United
States have revived the latter's interest in Pakistan's integrity. Although the U.S.
economic assistance and military sales program has filled serious gaps in Pakistan's
defense posture, it remains far below the required level of capability to establish a
credible deterrence againstthe SovietUnion. Moreover, Pakistani leaders recognize
the limitations of security relationship with the United States under the 1959bilateral
defense agreement. U.S. commitments areperceived as fuzzy, uncertain, andsubject
to American domestic political compulsions and changes in its global strategic
priorities. By itself, Pakistan seriously lacksthe required combination of diplomatic,
political, and strategic forces to confront the Soviets in Afghanistan.

Recognizing the severe limitationsof its geostrategicsystemand the realism of
Sovietpower, Pakistanhas attemptedto defusetensionin Afghanistan andmaintaina
nonadversary relationship with the Soviet Union. Pakistani leaders have carefully
avoidedantagonizing the Soviets. While remaininguncompromising on the issue of
recognizing the Karmalregime, Pakistanhas pursuedpoliticaloptionsfor the solution
of the Afghanistan crisis. There is general consensus among all influential groups in
Pakistan for the withdrawal of Soviet forces, the restoration of Afghanistan's sover
eignandnonaligned status, and theextension of economic assistance to therefugees.
However, different approaches have been advocated on how to get the Soviets out of
Afghanistan andon howto restorethecountry'sindependence, leading to therepatria
tion of refugees.

Frequent violations of Pakistan's air space, the bombing of border areas, and
the concentration of Karmal-Soviet forces along strategic points have caused consi
derable alarm in Islamabad. Soviet communciations to Pakistan have been hostile,
allegingits complicityin the freedomstruggleof the AfghanMujahedeen.They have
frequently leveled charges of operating training camps, providing sanctuaries, and
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facilitating arms supplies to the anti-Karmal forces. The Soviet threat posture has
caused a total revision of Pakistan's strategic outlook, introducing uncertainties in
bilateral relations.
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11. U.S. Policy Toward the USSR:
South Asian Issues

Richard P. Cronin

INTRODUCTION

The United States and the Soviet Union interact at two fundamentally different but
nonetheless linked levels. The first concerns strategic weapons that pose a mortal
threat to each other's societies. The second concerns more traditional geostrategic
rivalries. The two levels of interaction are primarily linked at key nodal points:
Western Europe, the MiddleBast, and Northeast Asia, where the dominance of one
power or the other threatens to shift fundamentally the strategic balance.

The Iranian revolution and theSoviet invasion of Afghanistan have tended to
draw South Asia into nodal point rivalry. Nominally, the stakes remain primarily
regional, not those classically identified as a "vital interest," and thus constitute a
modem variant of the "great game." The game is nonetheless a most serious one.
Afghanistan may, of itself, have limited strategic importance, but Pakistan's im
portance toWestern interests inthe Persian Gulfand Arabian Sea islong-standing, as
isIndia's importance tothe Indian Ocean and, indirectly, tothe Sino-Soviet balance in
Asia. Moreover, long-standing U.S. opposition to Soviet aggression ensures that a
Soviet attack on Pakistan would be regarded as amajor East-West crisis regardless of
Pakistan's relative strategic importance.

Themost immediate riskfor theUnited States is thattheSoviet Union will, in
time, become the security manager of South Asia by dominating Pakistan and
excluding U.S. and Chinese influence. The USSR has continued to offer both the
carrot and the stick toPakistan inregard tothe country's policy ofgiving refuge tothe
Afghan Mujahedeen and in 1984 enhanced its military ties to India. It has positioned

Thispaper represents theviews of theauthor only, andnotof theCongressional Research Service, the
Library of Congress, or any other U.S. government entity.
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itself to take advantageof either a politicalor militarycollapseof the Khomeiniregime
in Iran.

India-Pakistan enmity may offer the best Soviet opportunity to neutralize
Pakistan andexpandSovietinfluence. Givenits friendship withIndiaandits military
position astride Pakistan's northern border, the Soviet Union would be the main
beneficiary of a newconflict. It wouldbe wellpoisedbothto limitIndia's advance by
rationing supplies of expendable stores and simultaneously to pressure Pakistan
towardthe bargaining table by military threat whileextending "protection" in return
for a complaisant policy on Afghanistan.

The succession of Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi may offer some possibility of
reduced Soviet influence in New Delhi and a decrease in India-Pakistan tension.

Certainly the Soviet media campaign to tar the United States with complicity in the
assassination suggests concern in the USSR about the degree of influence Moscow
mayhavein thefuture. At thesametime, therearefewifanyincentives forNewDelhi
to downgrade substantially the Indo-Soviet relationship. WhileIndiraGandhi'sopen
suspicion ofPakistan andtheUnited States complicated relations withbothcountries,
fewwould argue thatherpolicies were notinconsonance with Indian interests asseen
bythepolicymaking elite. Moreover, enduring factors such astheunsettled Kashmir
issue, mutual concems about interference in each other's domestic affairs, and the
nuclear activities of both countries are unlikely to change significantly for the better
unlesstheleaders ofbothcountries 2ire prepared toseekmorethancosmetic changes in
their policies toward each other.

Under these circumstances, the Soviet threat to South Asia and the resultant
involvement of the UnitedStates in supportof Pakistan'ssecurity will continue. The
challenge for the United States will be to bolster Pakistan without contributing to
India-Pakistan hostility, topersuade bothcountries toexercise restraint regarding their
nuclearactivities, and to leave no stone unturnedto promoteregionalcooperation—
ultimately the best bulwark against Soviet expansionism.

CONTRADICTORY THEMES IN U.S.
SOVIET RELATIONS SINCE 1945

Nostudy of U.S.-Soviet relations conceming SouthAsiashould begin without
reference to the larger sweep of superpower interaction since World War II. For
Pakistan this issue has special importance since its national policy conceming the
Afghanistan situation and its overall security posture mustbe heavily influenced by
expectations regarding U.S.-Soviet relations.

Since 1945 the United States and the Soviet Union have interacted at two

fundamentally different but linked levels. The first involves strategic weapons that
posea mortal threatto eachother's survival. Thesecond levelof interaction concems
traditional geostrategic rivalries. Both levels of interaction operate simultaneously
and, often, in synergistic fashion.
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Strategic Competition

The postwarerahas seen analmost unrelenting competition forstrategic nuclear
advantage. Atstake isnotonly national survival butthemeans to influence geostrate-
gic competition. Strategic nuclear competition occasionally has been interupted by
efforts to achieve arms limitation agreements and to channel nuclear weapons de
velopment, as in the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty, the Limited Test Ban Agreement,
and SALT. These agreements are pursued both to achieve greater stability and to
prevent forms of competition that would be mutually disadvantageous.

Geostrategic Rivalry

Geostrategic competition reflects more traditional great-power rivalry but has
also been affected by two modem phenomena; ideological competition and nuclear
weapons. Altemative strategic theories have influenced U.S.policy at different points
in time. The "globalist" approach sees the U.S.-Soviet relationship as the dominating
issue in U.S. policy and subordinates most other interests to containing the Soviets
militarily and opposing them ideologically on aworldwide basis. This approach was
most apparent in the Dulles era, with its emphasis on alliance building around the
periphery of the Soviet Union and ideological competition in the Third World.

Asecond approach gives primary attention to strategic nodal points—Europe,
the Middle East, and Northeast Asia—with reliance in other areas on pro-U.S.
surrogates or "regional influentials." This approach was prevalent during the 1970s
both as an offshoot ofdetente and the "Nixon doctrine" and in South Asia held sway
until the fall ofthe shah. Some see apartial resurgence ofthis approach in the present
security relationship with Pakistan.

Athird view—which, ithas been aptly noted, remains "global inprecisely the
same sense as the more traditional geopolitics ofKissinger orDulles"—emphasises
non-Soviet threats to U.S. interests such as nuclear proliferation, regional arms
build-ups, and human rights violations.' This view activated the early Carter adminis
tration, which combined the new globalism with an emphasis on Europe and Japan as
thekey areas ofstrategic interest and areliance onregional influentials elsewhere. The
results of that worldview—which essentially deemphasized the Soviet threat—
included an abortive effort to scale down U.S. troop strength in South Korea, the
negotiation ofSALT II, theinitiation oftalks tolimit naval forces intheIndian Ocean,
liberalized Soviet access toU.S. technology and grain, and an emphasis—sometimes
at the expense of other regional security interests—on measures against nuclear
proliferation.

The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan did not erase these other threats to U.S.
interests, such as were made manifestin the Iranianrevolution. But the UnitedStates
retumed tothe more traditional view that the USSR represented the most important

' Thomas Perry Thornton, "Between the Stools: U.S. Policy Toward Pakistan During the CarterAdminis
tration," Asian Survey 22(10) (Oct. 1982):961.
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threat to U.S. interests, that the maintenance of a stable balance of power across all
areas of potential conflict served U.S. interests and world peace, and that measures to
combat the Soviet threat served, in many cases, to address other threats as well.

Linkage

Strategic nuclear and geostrategic competitionhave always been linked. U.S.
nuclear superiority in the 1950sclearly influenced the policy of the United States to
construct a credible alliance system along the periphery of the Soviet Union and
China. The emergence of crude nuclear parity in the 1970s, coupled with the U.S.
need for tacit Soviet and Chinese support for an "honorable" withdrawal from
Vietnam, set the stage for the era of SALT and detente. Many would argue that the
dawn of rough strategic nuclear equivalence, coupled with the post-Vietnam reluc
tance of the United States to risk foreign military involvements, encouraged new
Soviet adventurism in Third World areas of potential strategic importance in the late
1970s such as Angola, Ethiopia, and Somalia.

Linkage came to have a special meaning in the parlance of the U.S. strategic
arms debateduring the early 1970s. An underlying principle of the Nixon-Kissinger
strategy for negotiations was that the arms agreements ought to be at least tacitly
matched bySoviet cooperation elsewhere.^ Ideally, the linkage of arms negotiations
with other steps would create a web of relationships that would channel Soviet
energies into development rather than military expansionism. An alternative view,
which holds that arms agreements are completely justifiable in their own right, is
compelling in theory but has been burdened with the practical problem of gaining
public support forarms agreements inthefaceofSoviet aggression. Thus,SALT IIfell
victim in the U.S. Senate to Soviet aggression in Afghanistan.^

SOUTH ASIA IN U.S.-SOVIET RELATIONS

The Cold War Years

Historically, South Asia has been a consistent but seldom active area of U.S.
Sovietcompetition."^ The seedsof the competition can be found in the World War II
occupationof Iran by both the Soviet Union in the north and the Western allies in the
south, and the emergingdependence of Europeand the UnitedStateson the oil of the
Persian Gulf. The United States won the first rounds when it assisted in forcing the

^ For a discussion of linkage, see Marvin Kalb and BernardKalb, Kissinger(Boston: Little, Brown,
1974). pp. 102-6.

^ Thetreaty's chances werefirst marred byconcern aboutSoviet expansionism inAfrica andthefallofthe
shah of Iran, with the resultant loss of ICBM test monitoring capabilities.

^ Fora fullertreatment of U.S.policyinSouthwest AsiasinceWorld WarII, seeRichard P. Cronin,"U.S.
Interests,Objectives, and PolicyOptionsin Southwest Asia," in U.S. StrategicInterests in Southwest
Asia, ed. Shirin Tahir-Kheli (New York: Praeger, 1982), pp. 45-54.
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Soviet withdrawal from Iran's Azerbaijan and Kurdistan provinces in 1946, in
corporated Thrkey in the NATO alliance in 1952, restored theshahof Iranto powerin
1953,broughtPakistaninto the SoutheastAsiaTreaty Organization (SEATO) in 1954,
and sponsored the Baghdad Pact (latertheCentralTreaty Organization—CENTO) in
1955, which included Britain, Turkey, Iraq, Iran, and Pakistan. The fall of the
monarchy in Iraq in 1958 proved a setback but one that did not greatlybenefit the
SovietUnion. The United States further shored up its position in the region in 1959
when it concluded identical bilateral security agreements with Turkey, Iran, and
Pakistan.

U.S.-Soviet Detente in South Aisa: 1962-71

During the mid-1960s, the Sino-Soviet splitandgrowing U.S. involvement in
Southeast Asiareduced South Asia as an areaof U.S.-Soviet competition. Both the
UnitedStatesdirectly andtheSoviets indirectly supported Indiainthe 1962 borderwar
with China. Bothcountries wereconunitted tokeeping the 1965 India-Pakistan warat
the level of a regional conflict. The Soviets brokered a peace settlement at Tashkent
withnoindicationof U.S. disapproval. Likewise,the UnitedStatesshowednoserious
concem when, in the late 1960s, Moscow began to offer limited military aid to
Pakistan in a bid to counter Beijing's growing influence. The United States took
comfort in the resounding failure of Brezhnev's proposal for an Asian collective
security pact.

For all practical purposes, the United States disengaged from South Asia during
the mid-to-late 1960s. The reasons are varied. Much was explainable interms ofthe
deepening U.S. combatroleinVietnam. Muchelsewasattributable todisillusionment
with its alliance system inthe region, including Pakistan's short-sighted opposition to
U.S. support of Indiain the 1962 Sino-lndian border conflicts, and Pakistan's own
fiiendship with China and itsfailures, asa SEATO ally, even rhetorically tosupport
the United States in Vietnam.

The U.S. public and the Congress were especially disillusioned by the fact that
India and Pakistan went to war in 1965 with U.S. arms for aims that had nothing to do
with U.S. interests. Few Americans believed the war was necessary, and most who
had knowledge ofregional affairs saw Pakistan ashaving provoked ifnot initiated the
conflict. One important aspect ofthis disengagement was aten-year embargo onarms
sales tothe region with the exception ofreplacement items. India, never dependent on
U.S. arms, becameincreasinglytied to SovietarmswhereasPakistanlookedto China
and France.^

The U.S. disengagement, albeit moderated by massive food aid to India during
1967-68 and substantial economic aid toPakistan, gave a relatively clear field tothe
Soviet Union. Moscow's failure to make major gains owes more to the tenacious
nationalism ofSouth Asian countries and the limited ability ofSouth Asian economies
to utilize Soviet aid than to any action by the United States.

' William J. Bamds, India, Pakistan, andtheGreatPowers (New York: Praeger, 1972), pp. 222-28.
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The 1971 War

The signing of the 1971 Indo-Soviet treaty for peace and friendship and the
subsequent war with Pakistan drew the United States back into South Asian affais,
though too late to affect significantly the outcome of the conflict. Despite shows of
force by both superpowers, the United States still did not regard the conflict as
primarily a U.S.-Soviet issue. Rather, it sought to warn India against any all-out attack
to dismember Pakistan in the west and to protect the nascent opening to China—a
critical factor in Nixon and Kissinger's plans to get out of Vietnam—by demonstrating
that the United States could be a reliable partner. The United States was only
secondarilyconcernedabout any increase in Soviet influenceresultingfrom an Indian
victory.

The United States Opts Out—1972-79

The relatively low level of concern about the Sovietrole in the regioncontinued
to be reinforced by the American preoccupation with Vietnam, and, following the
1973 Arab-Israeli war and the OPEC oil embargo, the Middle East. As part of his
strategy for withdrawing from Vietnam, President Nixon propounded the "Nixon
doctrine," with its reliance on "regional influentials" to look after Westernsecurity in
low-threat areas. In South Asia that role fell to the shah of Iran. With regard to the
Soviet threat to the region, a senior Defense Department official noted that this
concern

wasparamount during the heightof the cold warbut withthe gradual improvement in
relations between the USSR and Iran and between the USSR and ourselves, the threat of
Soviet overt military action against the sovereignty and independence of states in the
Persian Gulf and the Arabian Peninsula has lessened and is no longer a cause of
immediate concem.^

The United States became a negligible factor in the region during the mid-1970s.
It closed its AID mission in India in 1972 and tumed a newly built residential complex
in South Delhi over to the Indian government. It ceased to be a factor in Pakistan's
security save for a modest flow of spare parts. Following India's 1974 nuclear test,
Pakistan launched a diplomatic campaign for a relaxation of the American ban on
exports of "lethal" arms to the region, but with only limited success. Although the
United States agreed in February 1975 to considercash sedes on a case-by-casebasis,
as early as 1976Pakistan's efforts to acquirethe A-7 lightattackaircraftfoundered on
the shoals of its plan to purchase a nuclear reprocessing plant from France.

In the late 1970s the Soviet threat to South Asia could not have been further from

the minds of the Carter administration policymakers. In South Asia, the main per
ceived threats to U.S. interests and the main areas of policy initiatives were nuclear

^ U.S. Congress, HouseCommittee on ForeignAffairs,NewPerspectives on thePersian Gulf, hearings,
93rd Cong., 1st sess. (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973), p. 39, cited in
Cronin, "U.S. Interests," p. 47.
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proliferation, soaringconventional armssales, andhumanrights.The administration
symbolically reinstated an $80 million aid program in India after the election of the
Janatagovernment in 1977, released a delayedshipment of fuelfor theTarapur power
complex,and generally preparedto deputizeIndiaas the locallydominant power. As
forPakistan, theadministration strongly disapproved ofitsnuclear activies and, iker,
the overthrow and execution of its elected leader. The United States canceled the
pending sale of 110 A-7s—which hadbeenpromoted by the Defense Department but
opposed by the State Department since the Ford adminstration.^

Seeking to pressure Pakistan to cancel the pending contract for a French
reprocessing facility, the Carter administration acted under the Glenn Amendment to
the Foreign Assistance Act (Sec. 670)to suspend U.S. aid in August 1978. Aidwas
renewed in October of that year after the French backed out of the deal.^

In response to evidence of Pakistan's acquisition of uranium-enrichment tech
nology, the Carteradministration suspended aidagainin April 1979, this timeunder
the 1977 Symington Amendment to the Foreign Assistance Act (Sec. 669), which
prohibits aid to nonnuclear weapons states that acquired unsafeguarded nuclear-
enrichment technology. The administration subsequently squared thecircle bycutting
off nuclearfiielshipmentsto India as wasrequiredunderthe termsof the 1978 Nuclear
Nonproliferation Act,^ thus foreclosing any possibility of effecting a realignment
toward India or significantly undercutting Soviet influence.

SOUTH ASIA IN U.S.-SOVIET RELATIONS SINCE 1979

TheDecember 1979 invasion of Afghanistan upset both the personal assump
tionsof Carteradministration principals aboutthe willingness of the SovietUnion to
use force against neighboring countries and specificcalculationsabout U.S. interests
in South Asia. Step by step, the invasion moved South Asia to the forefront of
U.S.-Soviet relations.

TheCarter administration hadtaken arelatively sanguine view oftheApril 1978
Afghan coup. It consciously avoided characterizing the regime as "communist" to
avoid invoking Section 620(f) of theForeign Assistance Act, thereby maintaining a

^Richard P. Cronin, The United States, India, and South Asia: Interests, Trends, and Issues for
CongressionalConcern, U.S. Congress, HouseSubcommitteeon Asian andPacificAffairs,Committee
on Intemational Relations, Committee Print (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office
1978), p. 6.

®Thornton, "Between theStools," p. 967.
^ The Carter administration had asked Congress, during consideration of the 1978 nuclear Non-

Proliferation Act,nottostructure thelegislation soastorequire therenegotiation ofexisting cooperation
agreements such as the U.S.-India agreementon Tarapur. Congressrejectedthis advice, however, and
madeallexportssubjectto the revisedrequirement thata recipient countryputall of itsnuclearfacilities
under full-scope safeguards. Because India wasregarded bymany in Congress asa principal prolifera
tionoffender, there waslittle support forincorporating anexemption forexisting fuel supply arrange
ments andstrong sentiment that the act should run its course when, aftertheexpiration of a two-year
grace period, India had not agreed to full-scope safeguards. See Richard P. Cronin, "U.S. Uranium Fuel
Exports toIndia: ACaseStudy," inU.S.Congress, House Committee onForeign Affairs, Congress and
ForeignPolicy—1980, Conunittee Print(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govemment Printing Office, 1981),
pp. 90-104.
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small humanitarian-oriented aid program and, hopefully, some residual U.S. in
fluence. Concern grew sharply afterthekidnapping andkilling oftheU.S.ambassador
toKabul, Adolph Dubs—himselfatopSoviet specialist intheState Department—ina
police shoot-out in which Soviet advisers played an active role. The administration
announced a sharp cut in the existing $14 million a year aid program in February
1979,^^ but aid was not cut entirely until August, after Congress passed legislation
forbidding aid until the Afghan government officially apologized forDubs's death and
promised to protect U.S. diplomats in the future.

The Carter administration became much more concerned about Soviet in
tentions toward Afghanistan inthesummer of 1979 astheranks ofSoviet advisers and
security troops grew rapidly. In August 1979 ina policy speech bynational security
adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski, the administration indirectly warned the Soviets oftheir
growing intervention bypointedly noting U.S. restraint inIran and stating: "We expect
others similarly toabstain from intervention and from efforts toimpose alien doctrines
ondeeply religious and nationally conscious peoples." Neither Afghanistan nor the
Soviet Union were mentioned by name, however. Concern continued to grow
throughout the fall, especially after September when the Soviets had several thousand
troops inplace inKabul. U.S. warnings tothe Soviets increased following the airlift
of Soviet armor forces to Bagram airfield on December 8-9, 1979.

Despite these omens, the Carter administration was deeply shaken by the
December 27 invasion. The president sent Brezhnev a message on the hot line,
warning that Soviet action was "a clear threat to the peace" that "could mark a
fundamental and long-lasting turning point inourrelations." Heurged the Soviets to
draw back, lestthe invasion "jeopardize thecourse of United States-Soviet relations
throughout the world."These warnings were to no avail, of course, with the
inevitable consequences for U.S.-Soviet relations.

The Soviet invasion rapidly created a new consensus in the United States in
favor of meeting Soviet challenges on a global basis—but especially in the Persian
Gulf. The first step in defining this role was President Carter's State of the Union
message of January 23, 1980, in which he declared:

An attempt by any outside force to gain control of the Persian Gulf region will be
regarded asanassault onthe vital interests ofthe United States. Itwill berepelled byany
means necessary, including military force.

The swift and ruthless Soviet action revitalized, in the American mind, the
rationale thathad underlay the "northern-tier" alliance system of the 1950s. Within
weeks the United States had not onlyelevated the security of the Persian Gulf to the

Robert 0. Kaiser, "U.S. to MakeDeepCuts in Aid to Afghans," Washington Post, Feb. 22, 1979.
Public Law 96-53, Sec. 505; 93 stat. 378 (incorporated as Sec. 620D, 22 U.S.C. 2374).
Hendrick Smith, "U.S. Is Indirectly Pressing Russians to Halt Afghanistan Intervention," New York
Times, Aug. 3, 1979.
Jimmy Carter, Keeping Faith: Memoirs ofa President (New York: Bantam Books, 1982), p. 471.
Ibid., p. 472.
New York Times, Jan. 24, 1980, p. A-12.
Carter, Keeping Faith, p. 473.
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level ofa vital interest buthad also articulated anew geostrategic formulation known
as "Southwest Asia," with Pakistan as anchor of its eastern flank.

Fromtheoutset U.S. policymakerssaw the invasionin thebroadercontextof the
situation in Poland and the ongoing hostage crisis inIran. They were less concerned
about animmediate Soviet advance beyond Afghanistan than atthe precedent that this
action represented and the opportunities that it provided regarding Iran and Pakistan
should the Soviets consolidate their hold. Accordingly, the administration sought an
across-the-board response that would deter further Soviet adventures, ifnot produce a
withdrawal.

The Carteradministration's response contained both bilateral and multilateral
steps. These included an attempt, only partially successful, toorganize a worldwide
embargo ofgrain sales and a boycott of the Moscow Olympics, as well as specific
bilateral steps such as the termination ofhigh-technology sales and exports ofoil-
drilling equipment, a reduction offishing rights, and an indefinite postponement of
cultural exchanges.

The administration attempted without success to insulate the Afghanistan issue
from certain other vital areas ofEast-West interaction. Itwas only with great reluc
tance that the administration put the SALT II agreement on the shelf. The president
withdrew the treaty from Senate floor consideration not to cancel itbut to prevent its
defeat. As late as March 1980 Secretary ofState Cyrus Vance told ameeting ofthe
private Council on Foreign Relations that SALT II was neither a carrotnora stick.
Rather, he said: "It stands on its own merits as an integral partofour national security
policy." He went on to note that itwas not in the U.S. "interest to forego its security
advantages. Nor is it in our interest, during a period of heightened tensions, to
dismantle theframework ofEast-West relations thathasbeen built overmore than two
decades."'®

Regional Aspects of the Initial U.S. Response

Inresponse tothe specific localized threat toU.S. interests posed bythe Soviet
invasion ofAfghanistan, the Carteradministration initiated amajor reversal ofpolicy.
The most significant aspect was a transposing of priorities in South Asia. Almost
immediately the administration moved toward repairing itsties with Pakistan. These
had been deeply scarred by the November 1979 burning of the U.S. Embassy in
Islamabad and several cultural centers inresponse tofalse reports broadcast from Iran
that the United States was somehow involved inthe takeover ofthe Great Mosque in
Mecca. The immediate aim was toprevent thefurther unraveling ofWestern interests
along the southern periphery of the Soviet Union.

The effort torestore ties with Pakistan could only beachieved through a major
reordering of the administration's priorities, namely, the supercession of regional

" Ibid
18
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security over nonproliferation and, to a lesser extent, human rights concerns. This
decision was made easier by the return of Indira Gandhi to power in India in national
elections held in early January 1980. India's pro-Soviet reaction drafted during the
intervening week between the elections and the installation of the new government and
its abstention on the first U.N. vote to condemn the invasion served notice that India

could not be relied upon to lead any regional coalition against the Soviet move.
Consequently, the United States had little choice but to look to Pakistan, which was in
any event now on the front line of Soviet expansionism.

The immediate results of the policy change were disappointing. Both Brzezin-
ski's mission to Islamabad in February and Clark Clifford's simultaneous mission to
New Delhi achieved no significant result. Pakistan, in particular, was disappointed by
the administration's $400 million "peanuts" aid offer and put off by U.S. insistence on
an immediate decision to accommodate the congressional budget cycle. President Zia
had hoped for a stronger statement of support against all possible security threats, not
conditioned by the requirements of U.S. constitutional processes, and an aid offer
more in line with a multibillion dollar "wish list."^^

Despite the rejectionof the U.S. aid offer, the UnitedStatesand Pakistanfound
it mutually advantageous to move toward closer political and security cooperation.
According to press accounts, the Carter administration almost immediately began a
limited covert program to supply the Afghan resistance forces with weapons to prevent
the consolidationof the Soviet position. Meanwhile, Pakistan maneuveredastutelyto
organize a broad Islamic and Third World front against the Soviet occupation, thus
ratifying and reinforcing a long-term move toward closer integration with the Gulf
countriesand the Non-AlignedMovementand achievinga certain insulationfrom any
further Soviet aggression.

Reagan Administration's Response

The Reagan administration, which took office in January 1981, undertook a
much more ambitious restructuring of U.S. defense policy and security relationships
in the region. The release of the hostages on the eve of the inauguration relieved a
major constraint on U.S. policy in South Asia. The new administration initiated an
ambitiousreturn to globalism—a strategy that seemed to take its cue from an article by
Paul Nitze in the fall 1980 issue of Foreign Affairs. Nitze, later to become the chief
Reagan arms control negotiator, argued:

The principal task of the early 1980s must be to check, blunt and so far as possible,
frustrate the integrated Soviet strategies while the energies of many nations similarly
threatened have an opportunity to become mobilized and linked so as to reverse the
currently adverse trends in the correlation of forces.^®

In his confirmation hearings, the new secretary of state, Alexander Haig,

Thomton, "Between the Stools," pp. 969-71.
"Strategy in the Decade of the 1980s," p. 92.
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similarly called for a "consensus of like-minded peoples" to combat Soviet ex
pansionism^^ while Richard Burt, director of politico-military affairs at the State
Department, defined in congressional testimony a strategic region including the
Middle East, Turkey, the Horn of Africa, and Pakistan,

While the administration never achieved the most ambitious formulation of its

strategicconsensus, it made great strides in increasing the U.S. presence and influence
in the region. Twosteps taken during 1981 were especially significant. First, it went
aheadwitha Carteradministration proposalto sell theE3-CAWACS andaF-15range
enhancement package to Saudi Arabia and narrowly beat back an effort to overturn the
saleinCongress. Second,in September 1981, Undersecretary of StateJames Buckley
went to Islamabad and completednegotiations on a $3.2 billion, six-yearpackage of
military and economic assistance to Pakistan.

The Pakistan agreement was especially important to the administration's strat
egy in South Asia due to the country's role in organizing Islamic and nonaligned
opposition to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. Moreover, Pakistan was the only
country through which the United States could directly infiuence the situation in
Afghanistan.

As in the case of the AWACS to Saudi Arabia, the Pakistan package faced
difficult hurdles inCongress. Opponents feared thatthepackage, especially thesaleof
F-16 fighters, would be destabilizing to the India-Pakistan balance. The strongest
opposition, however, derived from concern about Pakistan's nuclear activities. Ul
timately, Congress accepted the need for U.S. aid to Pakistan—despite misgivings
about selling theF-16s—and seemed alsotoaccept thatthekind ofnuclear guarantees
that the United States desired couldnot be obtained. Congress did, however, attach
conditions to its decision to waivethe applicability of the Symington Amendment to
Pakistan for a period of six years. Collateral revisions to the companion Glenn
Amendment (sec. 670) required a cutoffof U.S. aid if Pakistan or any othernon-
weapons state transferred or acquired a nuclear weapon or detonated a nuclear
devise.^^

RESULTS OF U.S. POLICY

Somefiveyearsafter the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan it is possible to assess
the resultsof U.S. policyin termsof broadAmericanobjectives. Althoughmixed, the

U.S. Congress, Senate, Hearings Before the Committee on Foreign Relations on theNomination of
Alexander M.Haig,Jr., tobeSecretary ofState, Jan.9, 10,12, 13,14, and15, 1981, pt. 1,97thCong.,
1stsess. (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1981), p. 16.
Henry Trewhitt, "Administration SaysRegion fromTbrkey to Pakistan Is a Single Theater," Baltimore
Sun, March 24, 1981, p. 4.
For a more detailed discussion of howCongress dealtwith the Pakistan aid package and the related
nuclear nonproliferation policy issues, seeRichard P.Cronin, "Congress andArms Sales andSecurity
Assistance toPakistan," inU.S. Congress, House Committee onForeign Affairs, Congress andForeign
Policy—1981, Committee Print (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1982), pp.
103-14.
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overallachievements are impressive, especiallygiven the specialdisadvantages of the
United States in the region.

Achievements

The Soviet invasion came at a time when the United States could hardly have
been morepoorly positionedto respond. As of December1979 the hostagesremained
in Iran, relations with Pakistan were at an all-time low, the United States and the West
in general were perceived as being under great pressure from a rising wave of Islamic
fundamentalism, and the newly achieved diplomatic ties with China were under
stress over U.S. policy toward Taiwan. Some of the main achievements include the
following:

1. Strengthened Ties to Pakistan. Although President Zia rejected the Carter
administration's initial $400 million "peanuts" offer of renewed aid, the two countries
quickly drew closer together. Following eighteen months of hard bargaining, they
agreed on a long-term package that addressed Pakistan's perceived security needs.
The administration managed to steer the program through a Congress that wished to
support Pakistan because of the new Soviet threat but remained deeply troubled and
divided over Islamabad's nuclear activities. After a difficult first two years, the
administration managed to build a growing public consensus behind the policy
and—apart from continuing serious reservations about the nuclear issue—strong
support for the full complement of aid.

These results were achieved without any compromise of Pakistan's in
dependence. Although U.S. military planners might wish for closer defense coopera
tion so that U.S. forces could more efficiently and expeditiously come to Pakistan's
defense, if necessary, both countries are fully agreed that there is no need and no
political support for U.S. bases in the country. Pakistan has carried on its indirect
negotiations with the Soviet Union for a political solution to the Afghanistan issue
completely on its own initiative and has made its policy based On an independent
judgment of where its interests lie—taking into account not only the views of the
United States but also those of other important friends and allies, its judgment of
Soviet capabilities and intentions, the views of the Afghan refugees and resistance
groups, and the attitudes of the people of Pakistan.

2. Renewed Confidence in U.S. Power and Commitment. Notwithstanding
considerable handicaps in the region, especially the U.S.-Israeli relationship, the last
five years have witnessed growing confidence in the ability of the United States to play
a stabilizing role. Resurgent American influence in the Gulf and Southwest Asia has
survived major challenges to the U.S. image in the Islamic world, including the Israeli
invasion of northern Lebanon and the ill-fated U.S. effort to play a stabilizing role in
Beirut. The United States has demonstrated an ability to provide effective support of
Saudi Arabia against the threat of Iranian air attacks, has improved relations with Iraq
while remaining committed to the territorial integrity of Iran, and has played a
steadying role in the crisis over Iranian and Iraqi attacks on shipping in the Persian
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Gulf. In short, while the invasion of Afghanistan has greatly undermined the image of
the Soviet Union in the Islamic world, the United States—except in the context of
Arab-Israeli issues—has succeeded in identifying itself with the majority side of a
significant Third World issue.

3. Ability to Influence Soviet Military Calculations, The Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan sparked a significant shift in U.S. military assets toward the Gulf and
Indian Ocean. This includes enhanced logistical facilities in Saudi Arabia, Oman,
Somalia, and Kenya, as well as prepositioned ships at the U.S.-controlled base of
Diego Garcia with equipment for a marine amphibious brigade. Enhanced air facilities
at Diego Garcia can support the quick deployment of tactical fighters into the Arabian
Sea littoral as well as the limited operation of B-52 bombers. The expanded naval
facilities at the Indian Ocean island base can now support the operations of a
two-carrier force in the western Indian Ocean. The United States' regular presence
now averages about one and one-half carriers, more offensive power by far than the
Soviets can deploy. While no overseas facilities can compensate completely for the
distance of the United States from Southern Asia, there can be no doubt about the
ability of the United States to support and reinforce its allies and friends in the region
without a simultaneousrequirement to reinforce NATOEurope. This is especially true
for a security partner like Pakistan, which has large and efficient combat forces of its
own.

4. Ability to Influence the Afghanistan Conflict. No final verdict can be
rendered on the effectiveness of U.S. and other friendly support of the Afghan
resistance forces in the absence of reliable public information. Presumably, leaked
reports about U.S. support to the Mujahedeen are matched by complaints from the
would-be recipients about insufficient support and the failure to supply effective
antiaircraftweapons. Nonetheless, despite the sufferingof the Afghanpeopleand the
resistance fighters, the Mujahedeen fight on and, it would appear, with increasing
effectiveness. However inadequate may be Western, Islamic, and Chinese aid, the
Mujahedeen could not sustain this struggle at the present scale without secure base
areas in Pakistan and access to critical supplies of arms, ammunition, medicines, and
food. That the Soviets appear no nearer their goal of consolidating their hold on the
country after five years, despite a significant increase in their forces, speaks for itself.

Problem Areas

The U.S. response to the Soviet threat to South Asia has not been completely
successful, even if one measures success in limited terms. Two problems seem
especially significant: the continued absence of any kind of relations with Iran and the
inability of the United States thus far effectively to address the diversionary and
potentially dangerous India-Pakistan rivalry and the related problem of India and
Pakistan's nuclear capabilities.

Iran

Apart from Saudi Arabia, Iran remains the single most important country in
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West Asia. A keyAmerican objective hasbeentoprevent Iranfrom going thewayof
Afghanistan, reportedly even to the extent of contemplating military intervention in
caseofaSoviet attack. Thusfarsuchacontingency hasbeenprevented bythetenacity
of theclericalregimein Iranandtheincredible resilience of theIranianpeople,evenin
the face of mounting war weariness and alienation. Thus far the United States has no
demonstrable success in establishing ties withtheKhomeini regime or mediating the
Iran-Iraqwar. The SovietUnion has also had little successin extendingits influence,
thanks to the xenophobia of Iran's rulers, their ideological hostility toward commun
ism, theirimplacable opposition to the Sovietoccupation of Afghanistan, andresent
ment at Moscow's attempts to play both sides in the Iran-Iraq war. Nonetheless, the
continuanceof this unstable regime and the absence of any significantU.S. influence
must be counted a liability.

India-Pakistan Rivalry and Nuclear Proliferation

Continued tension and suspicion between Pakistan and India must also be
counted a serious obstacle to U.S. efforts to combat Soviet influencein the region. An
India-Pakistan conflict, whether arising out of an Indian attack on Pakistan aimed at its
nuclear facilities, a Pakistan-initiated conflict for some strategic real estate, or the
result of mutual misperception and miscalculation, is the potential Achilles heel of the
U.S. position in the region. The recent uproar over remarks by Ambassador Deane
Hinton in a Lahore speech, in which he appeared to indicate U.S. backing for Pakistan
intheevent ofIndian "aggression,"^"^ andasimilar flurry inboth capitals overreported
U.S. concern about the possibility of an Indian preemptive strike on Pakistan's nuclear
facilities illustrate the dangers for the United States.

Continuing India-Pakistan enmity points up one of the fundamental weaknesses
of the Southwest Asia concept. No amount of geographical legerdemain can remove
Pakistan from South Asia or eliminate the zero-sum aspect of U.S. relations with the
two countries. However unlikely—and the immediate likelihood would appear con
siderably less since the turmoil following Prime Minister Gandhi's tragic assassina
tion—a new India-Pakistan conflict would only benefit the Soviet Union. U.S.
support of Pakistan in such a contingency would poison relations with India and would
most likely fail to achieve its intended result, while neutrality would obviously
jeopardize the U.S.-Pakistan relationship. The Soviet Union, on the other hand,
would be well poised to orchestrate a negotiated settlement, which would make it the
security arbiter of the subcontinent for years to come.

Such a conflict is by no means preordained. Either country would undertake
great risk in initiating open hostilities. Pakistan would certainly find itself without
U.S. support were it to resort to aggression, while India would have to weigh the
chances of U.S. intervention were it to attack Pakistan.

The question that must be answered is whether the United States has done all that
it can to promote better India-Pakistan relations. This includes whether it has used all

Foreign Broadcast Information Service [FBIS], DailyReport: South Asia, Oct. 25, 1984, p. F-2;Far
Eastern Economic Review, Nov. 8, 1984, pp. 44-45.
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the influence possible to deter Pakistan's nuclear program, whether arms sales are
calculated to avoidunnecessarily provoking India, and whether the UnitedStateshas
adequately engaged Indiain a dialogue—not only to frankly stateU.S. interests and
concerns but also to make cooperation more attractive than conflict. Regardless of
whether India'sperceptions are unrealistic or short-sighted, it is the responsibility of
the United States to best secure its own interests. It remains the view of many South
Asian analysts that in seeking to promote its security interests in the region, the
Reagan administration has not taken advantage of all opportunities to ease Indian
concerns or to increase U.S. influence in New Delhi.

PROSPECTS

Soviet Policy Toward South Asia

The Soviet Union has clearly found the Afghanistan situation a complicating
factor in its policy toward South Asia. To a certain extent, concern about the reaction
by Afghanistan's neighbors may have influenced its tactics toward the Afghan resis
tance, including lower than optimal troop levels and a still operative—albeit
unpersuasive—effort to maintain the fictionof "fraternal assistance"to a beleaguered
socialist government. Likewise, the reinjection of the United States into the regional
security equation has influenced Soviet policy toward the countries of South Asia.

The aim of Soviet policy may be taken to include the Sovietization of Afghani
stan, the creation of pro-Soviet policies in Iran and Pakistan, the enhancement of
Soviet influence in India, and, ofcourse, the reduction ofU.S. influence in the region.

Soviet Relations with Pakistan

The prospects for success of the present policy depend on the course of the
conflict in Afghanistan and the related effort to eliminate Pakistan as a factor in the
equation. The Soviet Union has played a careful waiting game. On the one hand, its
policy includes unsubtle verbal warnings about the consequences of supporting the
resistance, a major intelligence effort to penetrate the resistance and destabilize
Pakistan politically, and cross border air attacks on refugee and Afghan resistance
centers. On the other hand, the Soviets seek to maintain the appearance of normal
relations with Pakistan and to cultivate Pakistan through aid projects such as the
recently completed Karachi steel complex. The Soviets seek to influenceelite opinion
in Pakistan through various means, including the offer to confirm the Durand Line as
the international border between Afghanistan and Pakistan and the promotion,
through the activities of academic figures such as Z. U. V. Gankovsky, of the notion
that in the past the Soviet Union acted as a brake on Kabul's "Pashtoonistan"
campaign.

Realistically, the likelihood is that in the future the shoe is going to pinch even

Dawn (Karachi), Feb. 22, 1983, p. 12("Soviet Intervention in ForestallingAfghan Attackon Peshawar
Revealed," FBIS-JPRS, Near East/South Asia Report, CSO: 4600/400).
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more for Pakistan. The year 1984saw a marked increase in the level and devastationof
Soviet combat operations in Afghanistan and in border provocations againstPakistan.
Arising out of different circumstances, Pakistan's perception of the Indian threat has
also increased.

Pakistan's ability to resist Sovietpressuresdependson a numberof factors, both
external and internal. These include its degree of confidence in the support of the
United States and other friendly countries, including China, its calculations of the
limits on Soviet pressure, its prioritization of its security concerns, and the play of
domestic politics.

One limitation on Soviet pressure is the realization that while the Zia gov
ernment's Afghan policy may not be popular in important centers of antigovemment
feeling, too heavy a hand could be counterproductive. Toa certain extent discontent
with the refugee burden is simply a convenient stick for an opposition which has
regrettably few opportunities for expression. Its saliency as an issue is doubtful.
Moreover, too much pressure from Moscow risks creating a nationalistic backlash.
Even those identifiedwith opposition sentimentunderstand that the governmenthas
been as forthcoming in its efforts to negotiate a settlement as is compatible with
Pakistan's interests and that absent a Soviet withdrawal—which is judged most
unlikely—the refugees cannot be expected to return.In September 1984 the in
fluential Urdu daily Nawa-e Waqt, which often represents the viewpoint of the
Pakistan People's party, editorialized that"Theonlycourse ofaction opentoPakistan
is to persevere for a political solution to the Afghan question and to consolidate its
defenses in case the Soviet Union prevails or decides to give up on the Afghan
resistance and turn its attention toward Pakistan."^^

Soviet Relations with India

The successionof RajivGandhifollowinghismother's assassinationcouldhave
a limited but still significant impact on Soviet-Indiarelations. During the past year
Moscowhas revitalizedits "special relationship" withIndiaand negotiatedthe saleof
its Mach 2.3 MiG 29 fighter, an unprecedented step since the aircraft is just now
entering the Soviet inventory. The sharp deterioration of India-Pakistan relations
duringthe sununerof 1984 as well as the impending parliamentary elections required
by January 1985,in whichthe "foreignhand" (i.e., the CIA) issuewouldbe workedto
maximum advantage, boded well for Indo-Soviet relations. Now, both the fact of
Gandhi's death and its circumstances tend to reduce the utility of India to Soviet
policy. Provided Pakistanresists the temptation to fish in troubled watersand seizes
the moment to reach new levels of understanding with New Delhi, the Indian threat
could recede significantly.

The Soviets have been concerned for some time about the future of their

relations with a Rajiv Gandhi administration. During his July 1983 visit to Moscow

S. J. Naqvi, "Afghanistan—Prospects of Direct Talks," TheMuslim(Islamabad), March 3, 1984, p. 5
(FBIS-JPRS, Near East!South Asia Report, CSO: 4600/434).
"Sahabzada Yaqub Khan's Meeting wi^Gromyko!" Nawa-e Waqt, Sept. 23, 1984, p. 3(FBIS, Daily
Report: South Asia, Oct. 5, 1984, p. F-1).
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Rajiv received lavish treatment, equivalent to thatof a headof government or senior
minister.^® Although the underlying economic and security motives for Indo-SOviet
cooperation arenotlikely to change under Rajiv Gandhi ora coalition of opposition
parties, the Soviet Union may have good reason for concern about the future. The
Soviet press response toIndira Gandhi's assassination, which sought crudely totarthe
United States withcomplicity, suggests notonlytypical opportunism butalsoconcern
about the degree of Moscow's influence with the new government. A fundamental
Indianshiftis unlikely, becauseof the underlying factors in India'sreliance on Soviet
support, but Moscow mustnonetheless be concerned about the long-term impact of
the situation in Afghanistan on the policies of the Rajiv Gandhi government.

U.S. Policy Toward South Asia

Thefuture willlikely bringdifficult choices forU.S.policy toward South Asia.
The security relationship with Pakistan almost certainly will undergo new challenges,
both at home and in the region. As Pakistan comes under more pressure from the
Soviet Union, it will seek new assurances and evidence ofU.S. support. The United
Statesand Pakistan will have to face the questionof the futureof their armsrelation
ship and security cooperation after the completion ofthe six-year package inSeptem
ber1987. Obviously, decisions onquestions such asfuture aid and arms acquisitions
must be reached substantially before that time.

Urgent issues will most likely arise as early as the spring of 1985. Aspects of
Pakistan's policy have tended toundercut support for the U.S.-Pakistan relationship
within the United States, and especially within Congress. Provocative remarks by
Pakistan's nuclear scientists and the blatant violation ofU.S. export laws by Pakistani
nationals, widely presumed tobeacting forthe government, have created pressures in
Congress tocutofforseverely limit U.S. aid. Unless there isa change inPakistan's
policy, congressional opponents ofnuclear proliferation are likely tomake a serious
fight for aid restrictions in 1985. With a reduced Republican majority inthe Senate, it
may be more difficult for the administration to contain these efforts.

Although U.S.-India relations may improve somewhat, there is almost no
prospectof a fundamentalrealignmentof relationsin SouthAsia. Pakistanremainsthe
key strategic terrain from aU.S. point ofview, and India isnot sufficiently important
asaglobal actor tocause aU.S. shift intheinterest ofwider concerns. However, given
therecent changes inIndia,theUnited States canbeexpected todevote more attention
toboth aU.S.-India and anIndia-Pakistan rapprochement. Ultimately, the fostering of
closer ties among the countries ofthe region, either inthe nascent South Asia Regional
Forum or through other bilateral and multilateral ties, is the best insurance against
Soviet domination.

U.S.-Soviet Relations Affecting South Asia

Although Pakistanis have from time to time questioned American staying

^ Surendra V. Kumar, "Rajiv Gandhi: The Red Carpet," India Today, July 31, 1983, p. 19.
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power, these doubts are based on a misreading of past U.S. relations with Pakistan. To
the extent that the United States withdrew from the region, it was in response to a
lowered perception of the Soviet threat and disillusionment with the U.S. alliance
system in the region—especially the mismatch between U.S. and Pakistani objec
tives. There can be no question of a lowered perception of the Soviet threat, except in
the most unlikely event of a Soviet withdrawal. Regrettably, the problem of differing
U.S. and Pakistani objectives remains. But there is little that the United States can do
to influence this problem, save for the important possibility that improved U.S.
relations with India could, indirectly, reduce India-Pakistan tension.

The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan has had a decisive impact on world per
ceptions. For the first time since the end of World War II, the Soviets occupied a
country with military force. Nothing can change the resultant perceptions about the
USSR except for a judicious withdrawal of Soviet forces.

While the United States may enter into future strategic arms discussions with the
Soviet Union, it is most unlikely that these talks or resultant agreements would change
U.S. perceptions of the Soviet threat to South Asia. The Reagan administration has
served notice that linkage of arms control initiatives with Soviet behavior in other
areas will depend on U.S. interests.But there is no plausible formula under which
the United States would legitimize the Soviet position in the interest of some strategic
or regionalgoal elsewhere. On the contrary,opposing Sovietexpansionismacross the
spectrum is seen by the Reagan administration as the best means of achieving a
strategic arms agreement. As Secretary of State George Shultz recently noted: "Over
the longer term we must structure the bargaining environment to our advantage by
modernizingour defenses, assistingour friends, and showingwe are willingto defend
our interests. In this way we give the Soviets more of a stake, in their own interest, in
better relations with us across the board.

the United States will probably be a factor in South Asia for the foreseeable
future. The only circumstances under which it would not be a factor would be in the
event of complete Soviet success in consolidating its position in Afghanistanand in
neutralizing Pakistan. That is the threat that activates U.S.-Pakistan relations and the
one that will remain the basis for U.S. cooperation in the future.

U.S. Department of State, "Secretary Schultz: Managing the U.S.-Soviet Relationship over the Long
Term," Current Policy, no. 624, Oct. 18, 1984, p. 2.
Ibid.
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12. The Four R's of Afghanistan:
Refugees, Resistance, Regime,
Russia

Ijaz S. Gilani

INTRODUCTION

Pakistan-Afghanistan relations have been transformed so drastically in the last five
years that it should appropriately be referred to as a very young field of study. One
cannotdeny the utilityof consulting the existing literature concerning Pakistan and
Afghan foreign policies ortheinternal processes ofeachsociety. Butweshould alsobe
wary of misusing history. Relations havebeentransformed sofundamentally thatwe
maybe studying a phenomenon that if not new is at leastqualitatively different from
what had passed under this name in the past.

Pakistan-Afghan relations today are not merely the relations between two
governments,nor even between two countries. There are at least four majorelements
that define the relationship in an elementary state-centric model, ignoring for a
moment the broader context in which contemporary theorists analyze international
relations. These four elements are: refugees, resistance, the regime in Kabul, and
Russia, which has more than 100,000 troops in Afghanistan.

Refugees number nearly 20 percent of the Afghan population; the resistance
movement claims control over vast territories insideAfghanistan; the regimereigns
over the stateapparatus; and Russiacannotdenythat it rulesAfghanistan whenmore
than 100,000 Soviet troops man the Afghan state apparatus.

In the faceof suchcompeting claimants to Afghanistan, it is baffling to speakof
Pakistan-Afghan relations, but such is the contemporary situation, and we must
attempt to bring some order out of this complexity.

In our search for orderly understanding we must look at these relations as a
phenomenon quitedistinctfromthepast, for thoughinfluenced by it, it is muchmorea
majordiscontinuity withthepast. Thisdiscontinuity mustbeemphasized because it is
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sometimes overlooked by therestof theworld,although theactors in thisphenomenon
areexperiencing it first hand. This discontinuity is sosharp that thegovernment and
people ofPakistan have drastically altered their perceptions offriends andfoes inthe
region and globally, especially their perspectives on India, the United States, the
Soviet Union, and the Muslim world.

This discontinuity also has important implications fortheinternal dynamics of
Pakistan. The North West Frontier Province (NWFP), known at home and abroad for
its secessionist tendencies, demonstrates greaterpatriotism thanany otherpartof the
country. The "Pashtoonistan" issue, which during the last three decades has been a
thorn inPakistan-Afghan relations, hassuddenly disappeared asanarea ofconcern. In
a matter of a few years, the former proponents of Pashtoonistan have become the
"nativist" opponents of the Afghan refugees, while the Islamic opponents of Pash
toonistan appear tobethe major champions ofAfghan inroads into Pakistani territory.

It is from this perspective that wemust understand the current state ofthe four
factorsmentionedabove. Pakistanis involvedin a singularlyherculeantaskof dealing
with all of them at once. I shall discusseach of them, explainingwhat they are and the
way they relate toPakistan. I will also explain the transformation inPakistan's world
view, asaresult of these fourelements, especially itsrelations withtheUnited States,
and wherever possible I will rely onempirical information drawn from surveys ofthe
perceptions of the Pakistani population about the Afghan refugees and the Afghan
regime and about the relations ofPakistan with the United States and the Soviet Union.

REFUGEES

There has been considerable speculation about the effectsof 3 million Afghan
refugees inPakistan. It is undeniably an immense number. How andwhyhasthelocal
population tolerated such an unparalleled influx of refugees and sustained them for
several years? Indeed the potential for friction between the refugees and the local
population is often viewed as a volcano about to erupt.

Regarded empirically, the most interesting aspect is the lack of congruence
between theory and expectations, on the one hand, and reality, on the other. The
expected scenario was as follows. A nativistpressure will soonbuild up against the
inflowof hundredsof thousandsof refugees. The refugeeswillcompetewiththe local
population for the limited economic resources, including land, pasture, trade, and
business. Despite sharedcultural traits, the two populations are not identical; hence
cultural and tribal difference will provide the groundfor mutualconflagration. It will
be fueledby theunderlying economic conflct. TheSovietsandtheAfghanregimewill
be successful in infiltrating the ranks of the refugees. They will be instrumental in
igniting apotential conflict. Manyrefugees willflock to thecitiesandbecome rootless
and disorganized troublemakers. Crimes such as prostitution,drug abuse, and street
violence will flourish.

Thisscenariowasprojectedfairlyearlyaftertherefugeeinflux andseemed,as it
still does, perfectlyplausible. Its validity had been demonstrated so clearlyin other
parts of the world, especially, the MiddleEast and Indochina. The historical bias of
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analysts is sostrong thatI amoften baffled at both Pakistani andforeign analysts who
discuss theAfghan refugee issue inthelight ofthishistorically generated scenario, as
if it was a reality that scarcely needs to be checked with empirical information.

Thescenario may turn outtobetrueinthelong run,butthefact isthat it isnotyet
true, almost five years afterthe major influx began. Anysound analysis mustbegin,
therefore, with an empirical verification of this scenario. Then we can identify the
factors thatareresponsible for thescenario's notcoming true anddetermine if it will
happen in the future.

Public Attitudes on the Refugee Question

Ina nationally representative survey conducted inApril 1980, 87percent of the
respondents said the govemment of Pakistan must help the Afghan refugees. A
follow-up question in the same survey educated the respondents about the possible
political cost of supporting the Afghan refugees. This was anattempt to see if they
would revise their views. Only 3percent were reluctant tosupport the Afghan refugees
when they were told that itcould provoke Soviet hostility. This public opinion survey
was repeated in 1982, 1983, and 1984, when there was a slight decline in public
support for the Afghan refugees, but it still remained overwhelming. The public
opinion survey also probed the willingness togive private help tothe refugees: only 13
percent disapproved of helping them.'

Itissignificant that this high level ofpublic support for theAfghan refugees was
maintained despite the economic burden and the fear of infiltration by saboteurs.
About two-thirds of the respondents believed that the refugees were an economic
burden and about halffeared infiltration by saboteurs. (See Tables 1 and 2.)

It is also noteworthy that while popular support for the Afghan refugees cuts
across regional and political lines, support is less than unanimous among the elites.
According toa survey of the national population, a majority of the supporters ofall
political parties support assistance to the refugees. This is not true, however, of the
political and intellectual elites, which isevidenced by hostile political statements by
the Pakistan People's Party (PPP), the National Democratic Party (NDP), the Pakistan
National Party (PNP), occassionally joined inbyTehrik Istiqlal and even the Jamiat
Ulema-e-Pakistan (JUP). This hostility toward the refugees is also expressed in
newspaper articles published by some intellectuals and former civil servants.^ One
finds a discrepancy between the viewsof political leaders and their rankand file: 62

The survey data reported inthis paper are provided by the Pakistan Institute ofPublic Opinion and were
gathered under the supervision of this author. These are nationally representative surveys conducted
through in-person interviews with a sample of approximately 1,700 scientifically selected households
located in175 localities across the country. These localities include 100 villages and 75urban blocs, and
they were selected through atwo-stage probability sampling technique. For results based on samples of
this size, one can say with 95 percent confidence that the errorattributable tosampling and other random
effects could be 3 percentage points in either direction.
Two prominent dissenters were Sajjad Haider, a former ambassador, and Air Marshal Zulfiqar All, a
former air force chief.
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percent ofNDP and 61 percent ofPPP voters^ believe the government should help the
refugees, but their leaders take an active antirefugee position.

Whether the rankand file willpursuade their leaders to shift theirposition or
whether the leaders willswaytherankandfile to theirposition maybe a crucial issue
inthefuture. Itmust benoted, however, that there has been amodest decline inpublic
support of theAfghan refugees. Thiscallsforcaution by thegovernment, which must
nottake steps thatwould become a self-fulfilling prophecy. Therecent steps tocurtail
refugee movement incities such asPeshawar can have a more negative than positive
influence on the harmony between the local population and the refugees.

RESISTANCE

The Afghan resistance is in many ways unique in its inability to capture the
attention ofthemedia. Most other contemporary resistance movements, for example,
the Algerian, Vietnamese, and Palestinian, have been able to make use of global
communication networks and modem image-making skills; they have managed to
project an image that is perhaps even larger than the actual size of their stmggle.

The scaleof the Afghanresistance and its untiring continuity areoftenclouded
by news about its factionalism and intemal bickering. Its military activities are,
however, oneof themost remarkable in recent history. Itspotency isvalidated bythe
fact that Soviet estimates about the pacification of Afghanistan are continuously
altered.

Theresistance is activein almostall theprovinces andmajorurbancenters. It is
nota guerrilla movement, which commits sporadic acts of terrorism in order to keep
itselfintheworld's attention andtokeepitsissue alive. Instead, theAfghan resistance
is closer to a sustained national uprising. It is engaged in an active war with the
Soviet-Karmal forces. Unlike several otherliberation stmggles where theproblem is
to provoke and mobilize the population through profound acts of courage and sac
rifice, theAfghan resistance operates inanalready mobilized population. Itsproblem
is a gigantic enemy, notthemobilization of itsown people. The geographical scope
andthescale of theresistance activities canbejudged from a monthly monitoring of
the combat situations and losses incurred by the Soviet-Karmal forces."^

Relationship with Pakistan

The Afghan resistance has enjoyed fairly good relations with the governmentof
Pakistan. Except for a few instances in recent months when the governmentasked the
resistance leaders to shift their headquarters out of Peshawar on grounds of security
and crowding, there has rarely been any public expression of differences. Pakistan
takesthepositionthatit shouldplaya passiverolewithregardto theintemaldynamics

^ Those who intended to vote for NDP or PPP if there were elections.
Fordetails, seeRaja Ehsan Aziz et 2\.,Afghanistan Report (Islamabad: Institute of Strategic Studies,
1984). The report uses Kabul/Moscow and Mujahedeen sources to make its estimates.
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andfactionalism of theresistance. Thispolicy, however, hasledsometo speculate that
the government prefers todeal with afragmented resistance rather than aunified front,
which would enjoy international stature and greater obedience from the refugee
population and which might constrain the freedom ofaction enjoyed bythe Pakistani
authorities.^

The relationship oftheresistance with nongovernmental groups inPakistan has
been fairly cordial with the exception ofthe NDP inthe NWFP. The NDP has accused
the resistance of playing a partisan role in favor of the Jamaat-i-Islami (a leading
religious and political party) of Pakistan. There have been signs, however, that the
NDP leadership, fearing loss of its Pashtoon constituency which is its only power
base, will rethink its attitude toward the Afghan refugees and the resistance.

REGIME

Theforemost demand of theKabulregime fromPakistan is recognition. It is by
all accounts a regime installed and controlled by the Soviet forces. Yet itmaintains a
facade of independence and an increasingly elaborate state structure. Itssuccess in
establishing an independent state structure is,however, more inform than inreality. A
government, a party, armed forces, and professional and functional groups do exist,
but without much substance or authority. TheFrench govemment was successful in
establishing the subservient nature of the Kabul regime by putting pressure on the
Soviet Union and not Kabul to release the French journalist Jacques Abouchar.

Despite the subservient status ofthe Kabul regime, Moscow-Kabul circles have
been successful in convincing an important section of the Pakistani political and
intellectual leadership that the Karmal regime should berecognized. The PPP leader
ship has publicly supported recognition ofthe Karmal regime, as have the NDP, PNP,
JUP and Tehrik Istiqlal leaders.

Whilethe elite is dividedon thisquestion, common public opinion seems to go
along with the government's position that the Karmal regime is not sufficiently
independent of Soviet control; moreover, since the Organization of Islamic Con
ference hasmade thedecision notto recognize theKabul govemment, Pakistan must
follow that policy. (See Table 3.)

The Afghan regime maintains indirect contact with Pakistan at the Geneva
proximity talks. But Pakistan and the outside world consider it a foram for peace
bargaining with the Soviet Union rather than with the Karmal regime. Pakistan isalso
the target ofhostile propaganda by the Karmal regime, which actively promotes and
supports whoever challenges President Zia. Itsupported the left-wing Movement for
theRestoration of Democracy and theIslamic students, depending on who posed a
threat to the Pakistani authorities. (SeeTable 4 for a content analysis of Kabul radio
broadcasts.)

Henry S. Bradsher, "Afghanistan," Washington Quarterly 7(3) (Summer 1984):
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Table 3

Should Pakistan Recognize the Present Government inAfghanistan?

Percent of Respondents
Response 1983 1984

Yes 10 11
No 58 56
Don't know 32 33

SOURCE: Pakistan Institute ofPublic Opinion, National Surveys,
1983, 1984.

RUSSIA

Like many other former colonies, Pakistan has been highly influenced by
Westem political and social culture. It inherited a state apparatus established by the
British Empire. Its civil service andmilitary haveretained its colonial stmcture and
socialization practices and still depend heavily upon Westem training and finances. Its
educational system issubservient to Westem models through its language ofinstrac-
tion (English), information media, and Westem-dominated higher leaming and re
search. And its economy isheavily dependent on Westem debts. Thus, with ahighly
penetrated bureaucracy, military, economy, and education, Pakistan is still passing
through a neocolonial phase. Unfortunately, the Soviet Union also wants the same
neocolonial rights.

Inpursuing such equal rights in the areas ofeducation, the economy, strategic
capabilities, etc., theSovietUnion haspresented boththestickandthe carrot. It has
made vague offers oflarge-scale economic and technical assistance asa carrot; and it
has shown its muscle with air raids across the Pakistan-Afghan borders and by openly
associating itself with intemal dissidents in Pakistan.

According to informed observers, the Soviets are training several thousand
Pakistani youth who were carefully recmited and covertly sent toSoviet educational
institutions (estimates range between 2,000 and 5,000). They may be used as an
instrament tochallenge Pakistani authorities in the future. According to some observ
ers, however, these Pakistani youth may be used by the Soviets as their loyal colonial
service in Afghanistan, parallel tothe Indian colonial officers in the British Empire.

The Pakistani govemment is being very cautious in dealing with the Soviet
Union. It strives to maintain cordial bilateral relations, while demonstrating its
determination to resist various Soviet pressures. Nevertheless, there is the loss of
nerve and exhaustion among certain important segments of the elites, who advise
making greater accommodation with the Soviet demands and who look toward the
so-called "neutralization" and "Findlandization" solutions.

Pakistan's dilemma isthat Soviet policies are pushing ittoward greater reliance
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on theWest. It wouldliketobe moreindependent andself-reliant thanit is today, butit
seems unlikely that it will makemuch progress toward liberating itselffrom foreign
dependence by acquiescing to the demands of one more giant.

TRANSFORMATION IN PAKISTAN'S WORLD VIEW

Attitudes Toward India

Pakistan is perhaps best recognized in international circles for its hostility
towardIndia. It is a country that wascarvedoutof India. It fought several warswith
India: in 1948,1965, and 1971. It soughtWestern help in its confrontation with India,
and some believed that while it assumed an anticommunist posture, it was in fact
strengthening itselfmilitarily against India; theanticommunism, they said, was only a
smokescreen. Pakistan's relationship with India was considered the basis for its
relations withtherestof theworld. Inshort,itcould beargued thatthegovernment and
the public alike were obsessed with India.

While this portrait of Pakistan mayhave been true in the past, it is no longer
valid. Thatisthesignificant discontinuity aspect of thepost-Afghan crisis. TheIndian
threat hasbeenovershadowed by the moreimminent danger from the Soviet Union.
The result is that a majority ofPakistanis in 1984 wanted their government to sign a
no-warpact with India. Approximately 50 percentof the respondents in a national
surveysupporta no-warpact withIndia, only 20 percentoppose sucha pact, and 30
percent have no opinion on this vital question. (See Table 5.) These figures have
remained within a small margin of fluctuation over the last four years since such
surveys were conducted. Even though thefear of warwith India increased sharply in
1984, it didnotrevive anti-India feelings in Pakistan. The people still retained then-
support for a no-war pact.

Thosewhofeared that therewasa verystrongpossibility of warwithIndiarose
from 12 percent (1983) to21 percent (1984). (See Table 6.)But the percentage ofthose
supporting ano-war pact with India declined byonly 3percent during thesame period.
(See Table 5.)

Similarly, widely reported communal riots between Hindus and Muslims caused
only a modest and temporary change in the attitudes of Pakistanis. In October 1980
communal riots in Muradabad (India) were widely reported in the Pakistani press
during the survey period. Butsupport fora no-war pact declined byonly 7 percent as
compared with the previous survey, which was carried out during more normal
circumstances. (See Table 5.)

There appears tobeanenduring change inthepublic mind concerning India. Itis
my contention that this change was caused by the Afghan crisis and the strong
apprehension thatPakistan couldbecome a victim ofSoviet expansionism. Pakistanis
are now willing to come to an agreement with India because of the possible Soviet
threat. Thus, when the government of Pakistan pursues a no-war pact with India, it
does so with deeply felt public support.

We would be misreading the situation, however, if we believed that Pakistanis
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Table 6

What Do You Think Are the Chances of War

Between India and Pakistan?

Percentage ofRespondents

1981 1982 1983 1984

Very high 19 17 12 21

Some chance 29 32 25 21

No chance 16 14 19 15

Don't know 37 36 44 43

SOURCE: Pakistan Institute of Public Opinion, National Surveys, 1981,
1982, 1983, 1984.

wouldbe willing to dilutetheir separate identity vis-a-vis India. Corresponding with
the willingness to make peace with India is a strong feeling of self-awareness and
separatenationhood.IndependenceDay celebrationsmarkingthecreationof Pakistan
as a separatehomeland havebeenmarkedin recentyearsby unparalleled enthusiasm.
It should be seen as a spontaneous response by the people in the wake of imminent
threats to theirsurvival and independence. Pakistanis are willing to make peacewith
India in order to preserve their independence, whichshouldnotbe wrongly read as a
willingness to giveuptheirpolitical identity. Theslightest hintof political confedera
tionwith India,evenin limited quarters, raises many eyebrows. Strategic cooperation
is notacceptable at thepriceof sacrificing Pakistan's separate political identity. After
all, thatis precisely what Pakistanis are trying to preserve, andit is for thatpurpose
that they are willing to change their conception of friends and foes on the world scene.

Attitudes Toward Global Powers

The Soviet intervention in Afghanistan made a significant impression on the
Pakistani public. First, it convinced themthattheSovietUnion wasa stronger power
than the United States. The subsequent inability of the Soviet Union to consolidate its
power,however,led them to change their view. Second, the Afghansituationcreateda
willingness among Pakistanis to seek military and economic assistance from the
United States. Third, it reinforced a feeling of unfriendliness toward the Soviet Union.
And, fourth, it strengthened Pakistani attitudes of fraternity with the Muslim world
and its increasing identification with the non-aligned movement.

Perception of Soviet and U.S. Power

In October 1979, 34 percent of Pakistanis believed that the United States was a
stronger power than the Soviet Union. This was a considerably higher number
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compared with those who believed the Soviet Union was stronger—only 21 percent.
Six months later, the situation had completely reversed. In a survey in April 1980, 31
percent thought the Soviets were stronger as opposed to only 26 percent who believed
the Americans were stronger. The event that seems to be responsible for this change in
attitudes was the intervention of the Soviet army in Afghanistan. In subsequent years
U.S. prestige did not recover, but the Soviets did lose their enhanced prestige. While
the perception of American power remained steady over the four years since 1980,
Soviet prestige dipped to an even lower level than before its intervention in Afghani
stan. (See Table 7.)

Table 7

Who Do You Think Is a Stronger Power,
the United States or the Soviet Union?

Percentage ofRespondents

1979 1980 1981 1984

United States 34 26 26 25

Soviet Union 21 31 26 19

Equal match 18 23 20 25

Don't know 26 20 28 31

SOURCE: Pakistan Institute of Public Opinion, National Surveys, 1979,
1980, 1981, 1984.

Attitudes Toward U.S. Assistance

The U.S. militaryand economicaid agreementhas enjoyeda fairly highdegree
of publicsupportamongall segments of the population. Between 1980 and 1984 60
percenthave given their support, and less than 10percent haveopposed it. (SeeTable
8.)

It is difficult to conceive the high level of support in a population that highly
values its nuclear program (82 percent of the respondents in a national survey fully
agree that Pakistan should make a bomb) and that regards the Camp David Accord
harmful to Musliminterests (47 percentthoughtEgyptian rapprochement withIsrael
was against the interest of Muslims, and only 11 percent thought it was not). The high
level of support is also maintained despite the feeling that U.S. friendship is not
credible and that Americans may not actually help Pakistan in time of need. The
Pakistanis also feel let down because they believe that the USSR gives more depend
able support to India. Despite these reservations, the Pakistani public is willing to go
ahead and establish a major aid relationship with the United States because it feels
strongly threatened by the Afghan situation.
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Table 8

Do You Support or Oppose Pakistan's
Economic and Military Aid Agreement with the United States?

Percentage ofRespondents

1981 1982 1983 1984

Support 60 59 60 60

Oppose 7 6 5 9

Don't know 33 35 35 31

SOURCE: Pakistan Institute of Public Opinion, National Surveys, 1981,
1982, 1983,1984.

It is interesting to notethatvotersfromtheMuslimLeague andthe threeleading
religious parties extend a higherthanaverage levelofsupport totheU.S. aidprogram,
despite their strong opposition to U.S. culture and Western influence. (See Table9.)
This discrepancy indicates how much Islamic fundamentalism in Pakistan, unlike in
Iran, is pragmaticin itsforeignpolicy. Its supportfor militaryandeconomiccollabora
tion with the United States is a direct outcome of its close identification with the

Afghan resistance.
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Table 9

Do You Support or Oppose Pakistan's
Military and Economic Aid Agreement with the United States?

Voters Percentage ofRespondents
Support Oppose Don't know

All Pakistan 60 9 31

Muslim League 78 12 10
Jamaat-i-Islami 81 6 13

JamiatUlema Pakistan 74 11 15

JamiatUlema Islam 80 5 15

Pakistan's People's party 49 17 34

SOURCE:Pakistan Institute of Public Opinion, NationalSurvey, 1984.



The Unfriendly Image of Russia

The image of the Soviet Union among Pakistanis has suffered a setback as a
result of its intervention in Afghanistan. In response to a question where the respon
dents had to choose between the Soviet Union or the United States as a friend, only 6
percentopted fortheSoviet Union. This was incomparison with 42percent who opted
for the United States and 25 percent who preferred to stay neutral. (SeeTable 10.)

Table 10

If Pakistan Had to Choose Between the Two,

Should It Make Friends with the United States or with the Soviet Union?

Percentage ofRespondents

Response 1981 1982 1983 1984

United States 42 32 28 29

Soviet Union 6 7 5 8

None 17 14 17 14

Both 8 20 19 20

Don't know 28 27 31 30

SOURCE: Pakistan Institute of Public Opinion, National Surveys, 1981,
1982, 1983,1984.

Pakistanis see the Soviet Union as a close ally of India, and they fear that if India were
to attack Pakistan, it would be with Soviet assistance. Sixty-six percent expressed this
view in a national survey in 1981. (See Table 11.)

Table 11

If a War Breaks Out Between India and Pakistan,

Who Do You Think Would Be Supported by Russia?

Response Percentage ofRespondents
India 66

Pakistan 4

Russia will stand neutral 4

Don't know 27

SOURCE: Pakistan Institute of Public Opinion, National Survey, 1981.
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Pakistan and the Non-AIigned Movement

Pakistan's religiousand cultural affinity with the Muslimworld and the declin
ing prestige of both the United States and the Soviet Union are responsible for its
increasing drift toward the Muslim world and the Non-Aligned Movement. These
trends have been strongly reinforced by the Afghan crisis.

Despite many reservations in intellectual circles, several surveys show that
Saudi Arabia is the favorite country ofPakistanis, and an increasing number ofthem
prefer to stay neutral rather than choose between the Soviet Union and the United
States as a friend.

CONCLUSION

Pakistan-Afghan relations have undergonea fundamental transformation since
December 1979. Pakistan isnow dealing with a highly fractured Afghanistan, and its
pursuit of a successful Afghan policy depends on its pmdent handling of four
interrelated factors as a whole, and not in isloation from one another—refugees,
resistance, regime, and Russia.

The Afghan refugees have managed to establish remarkably peaceful and
harmonious relations with the local population. But it is not a situation that can
continue indefinitely. The peaceful absorption of 3 million refugees has been an
exceptional event. It needs to be handled with utmost caution and foresight, with
neither compacency about the possibilities of increasing conflict between the natives
and the refugee population, nor zealous action toprevent conflicts that might result in
self-fulfilling prophecies.

The Afghan resistance is engaged in an ongoing warof national liberation. It
appears that the effective continuation of this resistance is the primary reason forthe
participation of Soviet-Karmal representatives in thenegotiations in Geneva, which
are seeking, inter alia, the withdrawal ofSoviet forces from Afghanistan. Moreover,
the continuing resistance inside Afghanistan has prevented (or postponed) foreclosing
options and acquiescence to the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan. The linkage
between the Afghan resistance and the prospects ofSoviet withdrawal from Afghani
stan through the U.N.-sponsored Geneva talks orany subsequent negotiating process
deserves due appreciation.

The Afghan regime is perhaps the least relevant of the four elements in
Afghanistan today. Installed by the Soviets and rejected by its own people, ithas lost
its identity and enjoys little legitimacy. Despite Soviet insistence to recognize the
Kabul regime, Pakistan does not find any wisdom in dealing with an entity that is
entirely subservient to the Soviet Union. Its recognition would only legitimize the
Soviet occupation of Afghanistan.

Undeniably, the Soviet Union isthe last among the colonial powers. Through its
actions over the last decade, it has bestowed fresh legitimacy to the use of overt
military force ininternational diplomacy, a trend which other powers have been quick
to emulate. As a result of Soviet advances, Pakistan finds itself sandwiched between
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the undesirable legacy of its colonial past and an encroaching power, seeking what
appears to be new colonial privileges.

In the face of these many challenges, Pakistan has acted courageously and
pragmatically. Ithas withstood Soviet pressures that have often been orchestrated with
similar pressures from India. Ithas also been pragmatic inseeking assistance from the
United States and working incoordination with theWest ontheAfghan issue, ata time
when it isfacing tremendous internal and external impulses torelieve itself ofitspast
political and economic penetration by the West. Pakistan has also acted rationally in
reversing its stance toward India by adopting a more friendly position.

But will Pakistan be able to sustain Soviet harassment, the economic burden of
the refugees, and internal doubts about itsability to escape the consequences of the
policies of the two super-powers? Most Pakistanis, including this author, have faith
that it will. But I must admit, it is a matter of faith.

To return toourdiscontinuity theme, wehope thatthediscontinuity inPakistan-
Afghan relations will become the basis for a new relationship between India and
Pakistan. TheAfghan crisis offers opportunities toharmonize Indo-Pakistanrelations,
should Indiachoose tobemoreforthcoming. In thelightofthese realities, wealsofeel
that U.S. policy in South Asia should be less constrained by India's inaccurate
projection of Pakistan as a threat to Indian security.
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13. The United States and the War in
Afghanistan

Zalmay Khalilzad

HISTORICAL SETTING

Prior to the 1978 communist coup and the subsequent Soviet invasion, the United
States saw little for itself in Afghanistan. Developments there were perceived as
having little effect on relative U.S. interests orpower. Two additional elements helped
shape the U.S. approach to Afghanistan during this period. The first was recognition
that the Soviets had agreater interest inAfghanistan aswell as greater power toaffect
things there. The second was that unfavorable developments would not take place in
Afghanistan.

After World WarII, there was a period when closer relations with the United
States were actively desired by Afghanistan. Kabul expressed interest in a close
political, economic, and military relationship with Washington. The anticipated
British departure from thesubcontinent had ledthe Afghan government tolook tothe
United States tobalance possible Soviet pressure and influence. In 1946, the Afghan
prime minister. Shah Mahmoud, was quoted as saying that"America's attitude isour
salvation."' In 1948, according to U.S. State Department records:

Afghanistan urgently wants U.S. arms to maintain internal security Secondly, it
wantsU.S. arms to makea positivecontributionin theevent there is war withtheSoviets.
Properly armed and convinced ofU.S. backing, Afghanistan could manage a delaying
action in the passes of Hindu Kush which would be a contribution to the successof the
armedforces of theWestand mightenable themto utilizebases whichPakistanand India
might provide.^

Similar efforts were made by the Afghans until 1953, but amilitary relationship

^ New York Times, Aug. 9, 1946.
^ U.S. Department ofState, Foreign Relations ofthe United States, 1948 (Washington, D.C.: U.S.

Government PrintingOffice, 1975), vol. 5, pt. 1, p. 492.
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was not developed between Kabul and Washington for several reasons. First, U.S.
policymakers tended to view Afghanistan with little or no strategic importance.
Unlike some of the post-1979 discussions, Afghanistan was generally not seen as a
possible barrier (or gateway) to Soviet access to the oil-rich region of the Persian Gulf.
Second, it was calculated that in case of Soviet aggression, the United States would
not in fact be able to project sufficient military power to such a remote country to
protect it. A study by the Defense Department at the time concluded that Moscow
could control Afghanistan "whenever the international situation so dictates." It
warned Washington that any "overt. Western-sponsored opposition to communism" in
Afghanistan "might precipitate a Soviet move to take control of the country."^

Third, Washington feared that the Afghans might use U.S. weapons against
Pakistan because of Kabul's territorial claims against Pakistan's Pashtoon and Baluch
regions. Pakistan and Britain advised Washington against assisting Kabul militarily
before theborderconflict wasresolved."^ Fourth, Washington assumed thattheAfghan
fear of the Soviet Union would prevent them from turning to Moscow for arms.

Washington was surprised when, in 1955, Kabul signed a $25 million arms deal
with the Soviets. This development came about as the result of several factors. On the
domestic level, Mohammad Daoud Khan's appointment as Afghanistan's prime
minister was an important factor. As a member of the Afghan ruling elite at the time,
Daoud held strong feelings on the issue of Pashtoonistan, Afghanistan's territorial
demand against Pakistan. Daoud also wanted to build a strong state in Afghanistan to
extend central control over local resistance. Both these issues necessitated the build

up of a strong military establishment. The U.S. decision to provide arms to Pakistan in
1954 and its refusal to do the same for Afghanistan alienated Daoud. Subsequent
Pakistani membership in SEATO and the Baghdad Pact convinced him that the
regional military balance was changing against Afghanistan, and he even suspected
that the United States and Pakistan might be planning his overthrow. Meanwhile, the
Soviets were seeking to persuade Daoud to accept Soviet military assistance.

It was this combination of Daoud's premiership, the Afghan-Pakistan dispute,
U.S. assistance to Pakistan, and Washington's reluctance to provide military assis
tance to Afghanistan that afforded Moscow a significant opportunity for greater
influence in Afghanistan. Had all these elements not been present, Afghanistan's
relations with the Soviet Union might not have become as extensive as they did. The
1955 military assistance agreement led to a major escalation in Soviet involvement in
Afghanistan, further increasing the relative balance of interest there in Moscow's
favor. Moscow became involved in Afghanistan's economic development projects^
and the building of roads, dams, and hydropower plants. It also began training large

^ Declassified documents, 1979 collection, Washington 1979, no. 33A, inHenry S. Bradsher, Afghanis
tan and the Soviet Union (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1983), p. 20.

^ Leon Poullada reports thatU.S. leaders hadlittle patience with theAfghan caseagainst Pakistan and
considered it annoying; see his "Afghanistan and the U.S.: The Crucial Years," Middle East Journal
35(2) (Spring 1981).

^ BorysLewytzkyi, ed., TheSovietUnion: Figures, Facts, Data (New York: K. G. Saur, 1979).
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numbers of Afghan officers, some of whom played important roles in subsequent
military coups that moved Afghanistan closer to the Soviet Union.^

Daoud's acceptanceof Soviet arms led to U.S. worries aboutAfghanistanand an
increasein U.S. interest there. This increasedconcernproduceda phaseof substantial
U.S. economic involvement in Afghanistan. Between 1955-65, the United States
provided Afghanistanwith $350 million in economic assistance.^ Soviet aid for the
same period was $552 million. Referring to the economic competition between the
United States and the USSR in Afghanistan at this time, a U.S. reporter wrote:

Russian and American advisers use the same teacups and telephones (both are in short
supply in Afghan govemment offices) and lecture Afghans with equal vigor on the
blessings of economic progress. At noontime, Russians, Americans and Afghans all
queue up for G.I.-style hamburgers and chocolate pie at the chrome-lined Khyber
Cafeteria, one of the showplaces of the Afghan capital.®

The United States made substantial investment in the Helmand Valley water
project, built the largeKandahar internationalairportand severalasphalthighwaysin
eastern and southernAfghanistan, and became a principal sourceof outside support
for the country's educational programs. Referring to the period of Soviet-U.S. "cor
dial competition" in 1955-65, J. C. HurewitzcalledAfghanistan "a beneficiary of the
cold war."^

The U.S. aid program aimed at preserving Afghanistan's buffer states by
maintaining a significant Western presence in Afghanistan, denying Moscow a
monopoly of influence there, and presenting the Afghans with the choice of a Western
option in some areas.

However, whereas in the first decade after the Soviet-Afghan military agree
ment the U.S. economic assistance was substantial, it decreased in the second decade.
Between 1965 and the 1978 communist coup, U.S. aid totaled $172.8 million, less
than half the amount for the previous ten years. Soviet economic assistance for the
same period was $713 million. The decrease in U.S. assistance coincided with several
local and global developments. First were internal Afghan developments. At one
level, theAfghanexperiment in democracy, allowing greaterfreedom of thepressand
political activities, should have positively affected the U.S. attitude. The removal of
Daoud was in part motivated by a desire to improve relations with Pakistan by
deemphasizing the borderdisputebetweenthe twocountries. It appears that theking,
Mohanunad Zahir Shah, also feared increasing Soviet influence and wanted it re
duced. Both these changes should have encouraged greater U.S. interest and assis
tance. Another domestic development that may have had a negative effect on the U.S.

^ H. Negaran (pseud.), "The Afghan Coup of April 1978—Revolution and International Security,"
Orbis, Spring 1979.

' Welles Hangen, "Afghanistan," Yale Review, Oct. 1966.
®J. C. Hurewitz, Middle East Politics: The Military Dimension, (New York: Council on Foreign

Relations, 1965), p. 269.
^ Hangen, "Afghanistan," p. 151.
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attitude toward aid was the inability of the Afghan political system to take appropriate
advantage of the aid offered. During much of the "democratic period," the regime
suffered from internal paralysis and could not decide on many important projects
proposed by outside donors. The U.S. Embassy doubted the commitment of the
system to economic development. Some of the major past U.S. projects, the Helmand
water project, in particular, had not been as successful as originally hoped and may
have had a negative effect on U.S. attitudes toward further major conunitments.

The decrease in U.S. assistance also coincided with a period of detente in
superpower relations and with U.S. entanglement in Vietnam. It is possible that a
decision was made to recognize—even more than had been the case in the immediate
past—Moscow's greater interest in Afghanistan and not to compete at the previous
levels. During this period, U.S. interest in South Asia as a whole had declined. While
expressing interest in Afghanistan's independence and promoting better relations
among Kabul, Iran, and Pakistan, Washington apparently went back to its pre-1955
analysis of the relative unimportance of Afghanistan to its overall interests and power.
According to a 1971 policy assessment by the U.S. mission in Afghanistan: "For the
United States, Afghanistan has at present limited direct interest: it is not an important
trade partner... it is not an access route for U.S. trade with others, there are no treaty
ties or defense commitments, and Afghanistan does not provide us with significant
defense, intelligence or scientific facilities."^® In a 1977 update, two additional
reasons were added to this list: the lack of interest on the part of the U.S. private sector
in investing in Afghanistan and a view of the country as "distant and primitive
While the Afghan government wanted a "large and visible U.S. presence to counter
Soviet influence," the U.S. Embassy saw the U.S. role differently. It argued that there
"can be no question of taking counterbalance literally. In terms of proximity, historical
importance, trade relations, military supply and training, or economic assistance the
balance overwhelmingly weigh on the Soviet side."^^

The difference in relative perceived interest was reflected in economic and
military interactions with Afghanistan. By 1978 the USSR had provided more than
$1,265 billion in economic aid and $1,250 billion in military assistance and held 75
percent of Afghanistan's external debt. Although there had been little trade with the
Soviets prior to the 1950s, in the 1970s the USSR had become Afghanistan's largest
trading partner. The Soviets also had between 3,000 and 5,000 technical and military
advisers in the country and maintained a sizable intelligence presence. They also
maintained tight control on military spare parts for the Afghans. All these factors

U.S. Embassy, Kabul, "Policy Review: A U.S. Strategy for the 70s," Kabul A71, June 26, 1971
(confidential), declassified Jan. 26, 1981.
U.S. Embassy, Kabul, "Assessment of U.S. Mission's 1977PerformanceRegarding the Attainmentof
Its Goals and Objectives" pt. 1 (secret), p. 4, declassified Jan. 26, 1981.
U.S. Embassy, Kabul, "Annual Policy Assessment," March 24, 1976(confidential), p. 2, declassified
Jan. 26, 1981.
Central Intelligence Agency, CommunistAid Activities in NoncommunistLess Developed Countries
(Washington, D.C., 1978).
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further shifted the balance of interest in Afghanistan in the USSR's favor.

THE UNITED STATES AND THE 1978 COUP: PHASE I

Between the coup and the invasion, U.S. policy toward Afghanistan passed
through two phases. The coup itself had come as a surprise to Washington. Im
mediately afterthecoup, therewassomeconfusion in Washington about thepolitical
identity of the perpetrators of the coup. In an April 27 cable the U.S. Embassy in
Kabul, while expressing uncertainty about those involved in President Daoud's
overthrow, advised the State Department"against any prematureconclusion that the
newleadersarecommunistsIn an April28 messageto variousU.S. embassies,the
StateDepartment reflected theKabul embassy's doubts by arguing that"fragmentary
evidence suggests thatthey[thecoup leaders] may be leftists and/or strongly Islamic
nationalists."^^

EvenwhentheUnited States wasmorecertain aboutwhathadhappened, it did
notregardthecoupashavinganyimportant strategic or negative implications forU.S.
interests and power, and its reaction was low-key. Washington hoped to havegood
relations with the new regime and conducted normal diplomatic relations with it. It
maintained existing economic assistance programs and even hoped that the new
regime would do a better job developing Afghanistan than had theprevious Afghan
rulers.

At the regional level, immediately after the coup, the United States sought to
discourage IranandPakistan from following a hostile policy andfrom making "hasty
moves" against Kabul's new rulers. Both Tehran and Islamabad were worried about
the strategic implications of the turnover in Kabul. Both had warned the United States
earlier about a possible communist takeover of Afghanistan and now believed that the
coupwasa majordevelopmentin Afghanistan'sbeing"irrevocablylost" to the USSR.
Both wanted the United States to respond by strengthening Pakistan. They were
uneasyaboutthe U.S. policyof continuingto provideaid toAfghanistan inaneffort to
discourage Kabulfrombecomingincreasinglydependenton the USSR. The shahhad
told the U.S. ambassador in Tehran, William Sullivan, that "coddling" the new
Afghan rulers would not change their policies.*^ Nevertheless, the shah went along
with U.S. policy, which, among other things, sought to encourage Afghanistan's
neighbors "to take the lead in developing a network of cooperative relations."^^

TheCarteradministration didnotchange itsregional policy because ofthecoup.
Relations with Pakistan were not improved. In fact, during the period, becauseof a
disputeover Pakistani nuclear efforts, the United States was providing more aid to
Afghanistan's conununist government thanto Pakistan. There is no evidence during

U.S. Embassy, Kabul, to the Secretary of State (confidential), no. 3242, April27, 1978, declassified
1981.

From the Secretary of State to various U.S. embassies (confidential), no. 108913, declassified 1981.
U.S.Embassy, Tehran, totheSecretaryofState(confidential), no.09279, Sept.26,1978,reproduced by
theIranian students, followers of theImam'sline.Documents of theDenofEspionage, vol. 29, p. 69.
Secretary of State to the U.S. Embassy in Kabul (secret), no. 304356/01, Dec. 1978, declassified 1981.
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this period that the United States encouraged opposition to the Kabul regime. The
administration also opposedefforts in Congress to cut off aid to Afghanistanbecause
of Section 620(F) of the Foreign Assistance Act, which forbids aid to communist
governments. It wantedto use aid to maintaincontacts and influence in Kabuland to
test the new nation's declared goal of maintaining Afghanistan's nonalignment.
Privately, on many occasions, the United Statesencouraged the new Afghan rulers,
especially Foreign Minister Hafizollah Amin, to adopt a less hostile public posture
toward the United States to avoid provoking congressional pressure to cut off aid.
Publicly, tojustifythecontinuation of aid, it argued that it mightnotbe fair tocallthe
Khalqi regime communist and that the policies of the newgovernment might not be
discemable for some time. The U.S. Embassy in Kabul warned that the negative and
"standoffish" attitude carried with it the danger of making Kabul "totally dependent
and aligned" with the USSR.^®

THE UNITED STATES AND THE 1978 COUP: PHASE II

The first phase, whichcan be called an "engagement policy," ended with the
assassination of the U.S. ambassador to Kabul, Adolph Dubs, on February 14,1979.
The ambassador's death under mysterious circumstances, which might even have
involved the government in Kabul itself, speeded up a reassessment of U.S. policy
toward Afghanistan that was already underwayand led to increasing disengagement
from and hostility toward the Kabul government. Washington also began to show
morecautious sympathy to the opponents of the regimewhosenumberhadincreased
significantly.

The assassination helpedcrystalize the viewthat U.S. policywasnot working.
Thee were several problems in U.S. relations with the new Afghan government
dominated by the Khalqis. Kabul wanted a reduced U.S. presence in the country: it
allowed a much smaller number of Peace Corps volunteers to serve in Afghanistan,
had halted U.S. participation in a military training program, imposed restrictions in
U.S. offices, limited the cultural exchange program between the two countries, and
resistedmanyU.S. proposed projects. The Khalqi regimemoved Afghanistan very
close to the Soviets. The massive violations of human rights by the Kabul government
was an additional factor complicating relations betweenAfghanistan and the Carter
administration. Also, despite repeated private urging by U.S. officials, the Khalqis
maintained a veryhostileattitudetowardtheUnitedStateson international issuesand
in international meetings.They alsorefusedU.S. requestsfor an investigation intothe
circumstances of the death of Ambassador Dubs.

As one indicationof its changed attitude, the UnitedStatesbegan to see benefits
in the internalsecuritydifficultiesthat the Khalqiswerefacingandbegancautiouslyto

U.S.Embassy, Kabul, totheSecretary ofState (confidential), no.3805, May 18,1978, inDocuments of
the Den of Espionage, vol. 29, pp. 64-67.
Secretary ofState totheU.S.Embassy, Kabul (secret), no.304535/01, Dec. 1978, inDocuments ofthe
Den of Espionage, declassified 1981.
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encourage the opposition. According to former national security adviser, Zbigniew
Brzezinski, the Special Coordination Committee (SCC) of the National Security
Council, on April 9, 1979, in opposition to the State Department, decided that
Washington should "be more sympathetic to those Afghans who were determined to
preserve their country's independence."^" Brzezinski's memoirs do not provide any
details of what concrete form this sympathy took. Based on available evidence,
however, there is no indication, that amajor effort to support the insurgents had begun.
It appears that the United States started a very small covert program insupport ofthe
opposition to communist rule in Afghanistan. For example, tapes of speeches by
partisan leaders such as those by the head of the Iran-based Islamic Movement of
Afghanistan, Mohammad Assef Mohseni Qandahari, were smuggled into Afghani
stan and distributed by Afghan agents of the CIA.^' The United States increased
contact on the Afghan situation with Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, and Egypt. Khalqi
difficulties were given greater publicity, as was increased Soviet involvement in
Afghanistan. The United States did not send a new ambassador to Kabul and withdrew
its dependents from Afghanistan, signaling its unhappiness with Kabul.

Publicly, theU.S. government maintained that itdidnotsupport theinsurgents
in their efforts to overthrow the Kabul regime. Privately, it saw advantages in an
overthrow of the Khalqis. According to an August 1979 assessment by the U.S.
Embassy in Kabul:

On balance, however, our larger interests, expecially given the DRA's [Democratic
Republic of Afghanistan] extremely close ties to Moscow, this regime's almost open
hostility to the U.S., and the atmosphere offear it has created throughout the country,
would probably be served by the demise of the Taraki-Amin regime.^^

Insurgent efforts toget U.S. weapons, however, were unsuccessful; the U.S. Embassy
inIslamabad, forexample, turned down therequest foraidbytheleaders ofoneOfthe
principal insurgent groups, Ahmed Gailani, in May of \919P

Inshort, theUnited States, although waming theUSSR against intervention in
Afghanistan and expressing concern about the increased Soviet presence, was not
willing to take a major role in bringing about the overthrow of the Khalqi regime.
Pakistan, which was a key country in affecting the prospects for the insurgents,
remained under the U.S. aid embargo. The sources for the limited aid received bythe
insurgents during this period were Saudi Arabia, which gave theAfghans about $2
million, and Pakistan, which allowed Afghans to open offices, accepted Afghan
refugees, andprovided them with some weapons. Others providing some aidwere a
surprising combination: Libya, Iran, and Egypt.

Brzezinski, Power andPrinciple (New York: Farrar, Straus Giroux, 1983), p. 427.
Los Angeles toKabul (secret), no.504525, Aug. 31,1979, inDocuments oftheDenofEspionage, vol.
30, pp. 131-33.
U.S. Embassy, Kabul, totheSecretary ofState (confidential), no.5269, Aug. 1979, inDocuments ofthe
Den ofEspionage, vol. 30.
Gailani deposited pieces ofaMiG 21, supposedly shotdown byhisforces attheembassy toillustrate that
theinsurgents were capable ofcausing serious difficulties forthe Kabul regime; seeDocuments ofthe
Den of Espionage.
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After overthrowing Taraki in September 1979, Foreign Minister Amin ex
pressed interest in improving relations with the United States. He used several
channelsto signal this. He himselfheldan "amicable"and"relaxed"meetingwiththe
U.S. charge in Kabul. Afghan officials told Americans in Kabul that Amin "intends to
improve Afghanistan's bilateral relations with theU.S."^"^ They reported thathe was
even considering "an official letter of apology over the February 14death of Ambassa
dor Dubs." At the end of October the U.S. Embassy in Kabul concluded: "We have
been receiving clear signals that the DRA seeks better relations with the U.S."^^

Some progress was made in relations between the two countries. Washington
had starteda dialogue with Amin"as a meansof exploring the possibilities for a less
contentious relationship." At Pakistan's request, the United States waived Public Law
480 regulations to enable the export of 200 tons of wheat to Afghaistan.^^

Nevertheless, relations remained essentially hostile. The Dubs issue was not
resolved, and the size of the embassy staff remaineda problem. The UnitedStates was
reluctant to improve relations with Amin because of Afghanistan's continued close
ties with the USSR, even though signs of strains in Amin's relations with the Soviets
were detected. The Carter administration was also troubledby Amin's human rights
record and his government's loyalty to the SovietUnionon foreignpolicy issues such
as Puerto Rico's independence and withdrawal of U.S. troops from South Korea.
Also, Amin's rule lasted only some three months, not enough time for any sustained
dialogue on changes in relations between him and the United States.

THE UNITED STATES AND THE SOVIET INVASION

The Soviet invasion brought about what all the efforts of the Afghan gov
ernments in the 1960sand 1970shad failed to achieve, active U.S. interest. Although
there were disagreements within the U.S. government over the appropriate U.S.
response, the president decided to begin a major effort against the Soviets. Carter
argued that "the implications" of Soviet action "could pose the most serious threat to
world peace since the second world war."^^ The U.S. declarations gave the impression
that the Soviets were a potential threat to vital U.S. interestsand could tip the balance
of power in oil-rich Southwest Asia against the West.

The idea of Afghanistan's strategic prominence in relation to the Gulf, which
had not surfaced in the preceding thirty years, stemmed in considerable measure from
U.S. alarm at its weakness in the surrounding area. The Soviet move came after the
overthrow of the shah, which dealt a devastating blow to the U.S. security framework
for Southwest Asia. Iran, formerly an ally, had become very hostile to the United
States and was humiliating Washington by holding U.S. diplomats as hostages.

U.S. Embassy, Kabul, to theSecretaryof State(confidential), no. 5727,Sept. 1979,'mDocuments ofthe
Den of Espionage, vol. 30.
U.S. Embassy, Kabul, to the Secretary of State (confidential), no. 5842, Oct. 1979, in ibid.
Secretary of State to U.S. Embassy, Islamabad (confidential), no. 266391, Oct. 22, 1979, in ibid.
New York Times, Jan. 24, 1980.
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CENTO, conceived as a cordon sanitaire between the Soviet Union and the Persian
Gulf, had dissolved. Pakistan, once the United States' "most allied ally" in Asia, had
also become nonaligned, and relations between Washington and Islamabad had
reached their lowest ebb because of a disagreement over Pakistan's nuclear program.

In the aftermath of these developments, Washington believed there was a
widespread perception of U.S. power in "disarray and retreat" in the region.^®
Officials in the Carter administration worried that as a result of this perception key
states in the region might conclude that they "should accommodate to the rising wave
of Soviet influence andpowerbefore theythemselves were swept away."^^ Asaresult
of the Soviet move, it was feared that Pakistan might come to terms with the Soviets
and that this might lead to further unpredictable and dangerous actions on the part of
Iran.

Some U.S. officials also feared that American weakness in the area might
encourage the Soviets to move against the region as a whole, with Afghanistan merely
the first step. The real Soviet motives, it was argued, might be warm-water ports and
even control over oil shipments from the Persian Gulf. It was believed that Soviet
control of Afghanistan would increase their ability for power projections in the
surrounding region. There were even fears that the invasion of Afghanistan could be
part of a global Soviet challenge to U.S. interests and might have been at least in part
motivated by that consideration. The Soviet action in Afghanistan was linked to ofiier
unfavorable developments involving Moscow—the 1978 coup in South Yemen and
the Soviet-Cuban intervention in the Horn of Africa. The United States had demon

strated restraint in its response to these crises and to the Iranian revolution and the
subsequent erratic developments there. The Soviet invasion, the first against a country
that was not a member of the satellite empire, demonstrated that perhaps the United
States' restraint was not only not reciprocated but was apparently having the opposite
effect, that is, encouraging the USSR to become more aggressive.

These perceptions and the belief that the United States had little capacity or
willingness to drive the Soviets out of Afghanistan shaped U.S. responses. The policy
decided on by the Carter administration consisted of three elements.

The first was to make the occupation ofAfghanistan politically costly for the
Soviets. Washington itself increased political pressure against Moscow. It adopted a
determined posture and high-key rhetoric against the Soviet Union. The United States
was aware that it could not meet the Soviet threat in Afghanistan on its own terms, and
this recognition produced much louder rhetoric. If the U.S. power position in the
region had been different—for example, if the shah had still been in power—
Washington's rhetoric might well have been more low-key and its ability to punish
Moscow in Afghanistan much higher.

A major political cost to the Soviets was the deterioration in U.S.-Soviet
relations. President Carter recalled the U.S. ambassador to Moscow and took a

Gary Sick, "The Evolving U.S. Strategy Toward the Indian Ocean and the Persian Gulf Region,"
unpublished manuscript, p. 31.
Ibid.
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number of "punitive" measures including:
1. Suspending the opening of new consular offices by either side;
2. Deferring a number of economic and cultural exchanges under con

sideration;

3. Placingan embargoon the saleof 17milliontonsof foodgrainto theSoviets;
4. Curtailing Moscow's fishing privileges in U.S. waters;
5. Boycotting the Moscow Olympics; and
6. Suspendingtheconsiderationof theembattledSALTII treatyandthealready

moribund Indian Ocean arms control talks.

The United States also sought to encourage its allies and the Islamic countries to
follow its lead in its political moves against the USSR. It hoped that the events in
Afghanistan would cause a major deterioration of relations between the Islamic world
and the Soviet Union.

The second element was to deter Soviet moves beyond Afghanistan and to
discourage accommodation to the Soviets by countries in the area. In January 1980,
the president declared what has come to be known as the Carter doctrine: "An attempt
by any outside force to gain control of the Persian Gulf region will be regarded as an
assault on the vital interests of the United States of America, and such an assault will
be repelled by any means necessary, including military force." The Persian Gulf was
thus elevated to the level of Western Europe and East Asia as an area of vital interest to
the United States. By engaging vital U.S. interests, Washingtonhoped to deter Soviet
military moves against the region.

The United States also began an effort to shore up its military capabilities in
Southwest Asia to provide somecredibility to its declaratory policies, even though
theyfellfar shortof theability to meetpotential threats on theirownterms. TheU.S.
military effort in the region had twoelements: seeking a limited military presence in
the area and increased capability for projecting U.S. forces in the region. A Rapid
Deployment Force, which had been under consideration for some time, was es
tablished. BytheendoftheCarteradministration thefollowing stepshadbeentakento
implement theprogram for increased U.S. power projection capability in this region:

1. Sevenprepositioning shipswithmechanized equipment, ammunition, fuel,
and other supplies were deployed in the Indian Ocean (at Diego Garcia);

2. Congress was reviewing an administration request to purchase eight fast
roll-on,roll-offfreightand troopcarriers,whichcouldreachthe SuezCanalfromthe
East Coast in eleven to twelve days;

3. Exercise deployments of small parts of the force to the region had taken
place;

4. Deployment times to the region were reduced;
5. Reconnaissance flightsby B-52s into the IndianOceanregionwereinitiated;
6. An Amphibious Ready Group, with an 11,800-marine detachment aboard

was deployed in the region; and
7. Militaryaccessagreementswere signedwith a numberof states in the region.
To prevent accommodations with the Soviets, the United States sought to
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improve relations with a number of countries in the area, and especially Pakistan.
President Carter called PresidentZia immediately after the Soviet invasion to offer
support. A binding mutual defense treaty between Pakistan and the United States,
sought by President Zia, was notsigned because of U.S. reluctance. Reportedly the
two countries also didnotagree ontheamount and type ofU.S. aid. Still, Washington
did reaffirm the 1959 U.S.-Pakistan defense agreement, and the U.S. aid embargo
against Islamabad was, in effect, ended. Although Pakistan was included in the
Defense Department's maps of Southwest Asia, it was unclear whether the Carter
doctrine applied to Pakistan or not.

The thirdelement wastosustainresistance againsttheSoviets inAfghanistan by
startinga significant covertprogram insupportof theAfghan partisans. Many in the
administration probably believed that the Soviets would eventually winin Afghani
stan; the question was when this would happen. Tothese officials, the idea of a covert
aidprogram probably stemmed more from adesire topunish the Soviets than from any
realexpectation thatan independent Afghanistan would emerge because of it. Others
probably hoped thataidto theAfghans andotherrelated steps might leadtoapolitical
compromise, leading to the Sovietwithdrawal. Those who argued that the Soviets
would seek and achieve victory believed that basic Soviet interests were involved in
Afghanistan and that the Soviet capability andwillingness to apply force therewere
considerable.

Theprogram tohelppartisans wasdeveloped incoordination with Egypt, Saudi
Arabia, and Pakistan, and probably others. According to Carl Bernstein, in order to
reduce theriskof Soviet retaliation andto control what was given to theAfghans, the
Pakistanis, in theirnegotiations with theCarter administration onaidto theAfghans,
sought the following restrictions: (1) that countries supplying weapons would give
little or no publicity to their role; (2) that Pakistan would control the distribution of
suchweapons to theAfghans; (3) thatthe weapons givento theAfghans would move
quickly across the border; (4) that the quantity of the weapons would be limited; (5)
thattheweapons fortheAfghans would belargely ofSoviet orEastEuropean origin;^^
and (6) that Pakistan would also provide regular financial aid to the main partisan
groups.

THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION AND THE AFGHAN WAR

The above structure of responses put in place by the Carter administration has
beenfollowed, with some changes, bytheReagan team. Although theperception ofa
possible immediate threat to the surrounding region from theSoviet move in Afgha
nistanhasdeclined, effortsto increase U.S. powerprojection capability havecontin
ued. These efforts, however, have not been as energetic as the administration's
strategicnuclear modernization program. Carter's Rapid Deployment Force became
the U.S. Central Command on January 1, 1983, with responsibility for Southwest
Asia. Effortsto gain an accessagreement and permission to preposition material and

CarlBernstein, "Armsfor Afghanistan," New Republic, July 18, 1981, pp. 8-10.
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equipment in key countries in area have continued. Several training exercises have
been carried out. Facilities such as seaports and airports in several friendly countries
have been or are being upgraded not only for national use but also for utilization by
U.S. forces in times of crisis,even though their actual availability for U.S. use in
such times is not certain. The army's 9th Infantry Division is being converted into a
High Technology Light Division with an initial capacity by 1986. This division will be
light enough to be airlifted into a distant theater for prompt combat action. It is
expected that it will retain as much firing power as today's heavy armored forces. The
army hopes to organize five such divisions in the future. The United States has also
moved to establish an enduring command, control, communication and intelligence
network for Southwest Asian contingencies.

Reagan has continued another important element of the Carter policy, namely,
seeking improved relations with key states of the area. A five-year $3.2 billion
economic aid and military sales agreement was signed with Pakistan, and security
cooperation has also increased with Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Israel, Egypt, Sudan,
Oman, and others. The emphasis on Israel in relation to Southwest Asian contingen
cies has been much greater than was the case under the Carter administration.

As far as political costs are concerned, the Reagan administration has continued
Carter's policy; however, it has weakened some of its elements. Like the previous
administration, Reagan's has sought to give publicity to the Soviet war in Afghani
stan, hoping to negatively affect international, especially Islamic, public opinion
against Moscow and to keep the Afghan issue alive. For example, it symbolically
dedicated a shuttle flight to the Afghans, sponsored meetings on Afghanistan, gave
regular briefings on the Afghan war to journalists through some U.S. embassies, and
published extensive reports on the war in Afghanistan, including Soviet brutalities
there and the use of chemical weapons. Recently it has emphasized gaining greater
international presence for the Afghan resistance, hoping to further increase the
political costs to the Soviets. The recent alliance among the principal Afghan partisan
groups provides the possibility for more effective international presence for the
Mujahedeen. Washington has also increased its assistance to the voluntary organiza
tions providing humanitarian support inside Afghanistan. The hope hence is that fewer
Afghans will leave the country, thus undermining the Soviet pacification strategy.

The United States has also declared that it supports a settlement of the Afghan
conflict consistent with the U.N. General Assembly resolutions: Soviet withdrawal,
reestablishment of Afghanistan's independent and nonaligned status, self-
determination for the Afghans, and the return of the refugees. It has resisted moves to
legitimize the Karmal regime and has discouraged others from doing so.

However, President Reagan has abandoned most sanctions against the Soviets
that Carter had imposed. Thus, the current administration ended the grain embargo,
and no significant international agreements with the Soviets are being delayed or
prevented by the United States because of Afghanistan. The Soviets have sought to
isolate Afghanistan from other issues. Their efforts are having increasing success.

Casper W. Weinberger, Annual Report to Congress, Fiscal Year 1985, Feb. 1984, p. 213.
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The Reagan administration has continued another aspect of the Carter policy,
providing indirect military support to the Afghan partisans. As in the past, the
assistance program is carried out in coordination with several other states, especially
Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and China, among others. Since the aid program
remains covert, one cannot be certain about the magnitude of the effort. Based on
several press reports, it appears that the program has been enlarged significantly
several times by the Reagan administration. The Soviets argue that Washington spent
$300millionin supportof the partisansduring thefirstfouryearsof theAfghan-Soviet
war and planned to spend $130 million in 1984. The Washington Post reported that
during fiscal year 1984, the United States was expected to spend about $250 million on
the Afghan covert program.Reportedly, the United States has indirectly supplied
non-U.S. bazookas, mortars, grenade launchers, mines, Kalashnikovs (AK-47), a
few antiaircraft missiles, and money to the Afghans.

Despite this increase in support of the Afghan partisans, U.S. goals in the
conflict remain essentially the same: to sustain the Afghan partisans for as long as
possible, without having much confidence that the Soviets will accept a political
settlement of the conflict consistent with U.N. resolutions.

STRATEGIC IMPLICATION OF THE SOVIET OCCUPATION

The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan profoundly affected the international situa
tion. At a time when relations between the superpowers were already worsening, the
invasion resulted in the worst crisis in relations between the superpowers since the
Cuban missile crisis. As a result of the Soviet invasion, Afghanistan, previously
nonaligned, is in danger of becoming part of the Soviet satellite empire. The Soviet
invasion eliminated a buffer state, brought Soviet forces to the Pakistani border, and
altered the geostrategic environment of Southwest Asia. The use of massive force by
the Soviet Union against a nonaligned Islamic country the size of France also set a new
precedent in an area outside its satellite empire and can increase significantly Soviet
power projection capabilities against the surrounding region.

The question of how much strategic gain the Soviets can make from secure
access to existing or potential Afghan military facilities and the implications for the
United States has been a controversial one. Inunediately after the Soviet move, many
analysts, including several senior officials in the Carter administration, argued that the
USSR had made significant gains in its ability massively to threaten Southwest Asia
and the Persian Gulf because of its invasion of Afghanistan. Some argued that this
consideration was probably a major motivating factor for the Soviet action. There was
widespread fear in official circles that the move against Kabul might even be followed
by similar operations against neighboring countries. Over time this interpretation has
become less fashionable and has been replaced by another extreme analysis, attribut
ing no significant effect on relative Soviet ability for power projection to the Gulf. The

Washington Post, Jan. 13, 1985.
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possibility that Afghanistan might beused for regional purposes isdismissed, and it is
asserted thattheSoviets already havebases closer totheGulfthanexisting orpotential
bases in Afghanistan.

The expectation that Afghanistan was just the signal for concerted Soviet
expansionism against neighboring areas was clearly exaggerated. Equally exagger
ated, however, is the belief that the occupation of Afghanistan does not changethe
relative Soviet power projection capability. The invasion may nothave been primarily
motivated by this capability, but it is unlikely that Moscow is unaware of it. The
confusion about theregional implications ofrelative Soviet capability is largely dueto
thefact that theoccupation hasdifferent implications fordifferent parts of theGulf.
The invasion has notchanged the relative Soviet power capability as far as the upper
Gulf(Iraq, Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates, and Saudi Arabia) isconcerned. Bases
in Soviet Transcaucasus are closer to this region than existing or potential bases in
Afghanistan. However, as Table 1 and 2 illustrate, bases in Afghanistan have im
proved Moscow's ability for projecting power to the lower Gulf and Arabian Sea,
including theStrait of Hormuz, parts of Iran and Oman, and the whole of Pakistan.
Theclosest Afghan bases are300kilometers nearer to Bandar Abbas, 650kilometers

Table 1

Combat Radii of Aircraft in Soviet and Soviet Allies Service
(kilometers)"

Aircraft Radius

MiG 21 635

MiG 23 1,150
MiG 27 (D and J) 795
MiG 25 (A and E) 1,260
SU-15 862
SU-17 560

SU-24 1,061

YAK-28 925

' There are various estimates for the combat radii of Soviet aircraft, some higher and some
lowerthan the estimateshere. The highest and lowestfigures havebeen addedand then
divided by two on the rationale that the resulting figure is probably a more accurate
reflection of Soviet capabilities than the two extremes.

nearer to Chah Bahar, and over 500 kilometers nearer to Muscat than the respectively
closest Sovietbases,representing significant relative gains. Therefore, it is incorrect
to argue thattheoccupation hashadnoeffect onrelative Soviet capability forpower
project beyond Afghanistan.
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Moving closer to these targets improves the Soviet position in several ways.
First, some areas previously outside the range of Soviet tactical aircraft come within
their range. Second, in the case oftargets that are already within the range ofSoviet
aircraft, butare closer if attacked from bases in Afghanistan, reliable access would
represent a real gain for the Soviets. The decrease in distance increases the combat
capability of Soviet aircraft since there is a negative relation between the combat
radius and payload of aircraft. From Afghan bases, Soviet aircraft can carry more
weapons than they could from their own more distant facilities. Having facilities
closer totarget also increases the capability ofthe aircraft tospend alonger time inthe
combat area (combat loiter) and the chances ofdamaged aircraft to return to afriendly
base for repair and recovery. Fighters based inAfghanistan also can accompany Soviet
bombers based inthe Soviet Union onlonger flights totargets inthe Arabian Sea and
the IndianOceanthanfighters basedin the USSR.The SovietbomberBackfire cannot
make it toDiego Garcia when starting from inside theSoviet Union, butit does when
staged through Kandahar or Shindand in Afghanistan.

The relative gain in the Soviet ability to project power to the lower Gulf
increases its incentives not to withdraw and return Afghanistan to its nonaligned
status. Should Moscow wininAfghanistan, it will also increase Soviet credibility by
demonstrating that it supported its friends and stood firm in the face of pressure.
Moscow would adda country the size of France to theSoviet satellite empire, and it
can use it as a base for subverting neighboring countries such as Pakistan and Iran.

Given the relative power projection advantage that the USSR gains from its
subjugation of Afghanistan, it would serveWestern security interests if the Soviets
would withdraw and Afghanistan was returned to its traditional buffer status. Soviet
withdrawal would have many other benefits for the United States and the West. It
would undermine the confidence of Soviet allies in its credibility. It might even
encourage someSoviet clients to challenge Soviet domination. Moscow might also
become more reluctant, as a result of its experience in Afghanistan, to use force
against other countries because it would demonstrate that the West and its friends stood
firm in the face of Soviet aggression and they succeeded. To bring about a Soviet
withdrawal, theUnited States should be willing to accept a reasonable compromise
that respects Soviet security interests. U.S. leaders have declared such a willingness.
However, because of potential gains from a victory and losses from a withdrawal,
Moscow will be very reluctant to agree to leave Afghanistan.

Ofcourse, it is unclear whatprice theSoviets arewilling to payinAfghanistan
in order todefeat thepartisans. However, a Soviet willingness to negotiate seriously
on Afghanistan is more likely if the political and military costs of the occupation
increaseratherthandecrease. Afghanistan has thepotentialto becomea seriousSoviet
vulnerability. At themilitary level theSoviets could remain involved in a costly and
protractedwar.Suchanengagementwouldmakeit less likelythatMoscowwoulduse
military force inotherareas oftheworld. Soviet persistence inthemilitary activities in
Afghanistan provides both a justification and the time for the United States and its
allies to increase their ability to project power in Southwest Asia in order to deter
further Soviet moves in this region.
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The Sovieteffort to force a nonaligned, Islamic, ThirdWorld country into its
orbit at a time when many people in these areas believe that the age of colonial
domination is over can affect relations between these countries and Moscow. It serves
U.S. strategic interests to decrease the ties between the Soviets and the Third World
countries. Afghanistan has become a source of ideological embarrassment to the
Soviets in the Third World, and as the war continues and if the resistance becomes
politically and militarily more effective, it can become even more so.

What might be the risks of increasing resistance? An important risk is that
Moscow mightretaliate by increasing military pressure against Pakistan. Giventhe
magnitude of the problems they face in Afghanistan and the number of forces they
have there, the Soviets are unlikey to seek a massive land invasion of Pakistan.
Besides, evenif theyhadmoreforces in Afghanistan, the USSR is likely tocalculate
thatthemilitary andpolitical costsof sucha move would beconsiderably higher than
they have been in the case of Afghanistan. It might fear that an invasion of Pakistan
couldleadto a directsuperpower conflict. If Pakistan-U.S. security relations become
more intense, the consequences of Soviet actions against Pakistan on U.S.-Soviet
relations will play an increasing role in Soviet calculations.

However, there are other risks to Pakistanshort of outrightmassive invasion,
such as increased air attacks against Afghan camps or even Pakistani targets if
resistance pressure against the Soviets should mount. An intensification of the war
could also lead to more Afghan refugees moving into Pakistan. Pakistan is able to
manage small airincursions intoitsterritory should itdecide todoso.TheWest, along
with China, thePersian Gulfstates, and Japan, could help Pakistan improve itsability
to dealwith potential problems thatit might face if there were a prudent escalation of
the Afghan conflict. Already, in part, in order to increase Pakistan's self-confidence
and defense capabilities, the United States has agreed to economic assistance and
military sales. It has also heightened its security commitment to Pakistan against a
possible Soviet attack by reaffirming its 1959 security agreement between the two
countries. This commitment could be made less ambiguous. Recently the United
States expedited the delivery of Sidewinder and Stinger missiles to Pakistan in an
effort to increase its defensecapabilitiesagainst a Soviet-controlled air invasion.The
deliveryof these weapons is also aimed at indicating to Moscowthe U.S. resolve to
assist Pakistan nottobeintimidated bytheSoviets. Washington has indicated directly
to theSoviets thatit takes Pakistan's security seriously. Aspartofa strategy toincrease
the effectivenessof the resistance and strengthenPakistan's resolve, more assistance
could be provided to Pakistan. Japan, which has substantial interests in Southwest
Asia, could provide more economic assistance. At the military end, to discourage
possible increased air attacks against Pakistan, the country's air defense could be
further strengthened.

Rather than the Soviets attacking Pakistan, Islamabad fears two other scenarios.
Oneis ajointIndian-Soviet attack; thesecond andmore likely possibility isanIndian
invasion encouraged and supported by Moscow. There are several reasons for this
fear. First, the Soviet Union itselfdoes not have enough forces in Afghanistan to
mount such an operation against Pakistan. Should it decide to do so, it would take
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severalmonths to build sufficientstrength, and this wouldprovideamplewarningfor
Pakistan and its friends to take countermeasures. India, on the other hand, has larger
forces already deployed near the Pakistani border. New Delhi views Pakistanas the
most important obstacle to its goal of regional hegemony. Third, it is argued, the
Soviet Union is likely to support an Indian move against Pakistan because it could
serve its purposes. SomePakistanis believe that if Indian attacks began, the Soviet
Union would tell Pakistan to stop supportingthe Afghanresistanceand recognizethe
Karmal government in exchange for Soviet "pressure" on India to "moderate" its
policies toward Pakistan. Furthermore, a direct Soviet invasion might result in a
confrontation with the West, which the Soviet Union wants to avoid. By contrast the
Western response to an Indianattackon Pakistan is likelyto be less vigorous, easily
attributed to regional complexities and to the long-term conflict between the two
regionalrivals andnot requiringmuchWestern support.Shouldthe Indiansattack, the
Pakistanis believe, their aim would be to destroy much of the Pakistani army and to
take over Kashmir and the surrounding area, which separates Pakistan from its ally
China, weakening Pakistan dramatically.

Despite Pakistani perceptions, theIndians areunlikely toattackPakistan simply
because of Soviet prodding. Althoughfor reasons internal to the region India would
like a weaker Pakistan, a massive move against Pakistan could have substantial risks
for India. Many Indians regard their territorial distance from the Soviet Union as a
securityassetand believethat the Sovietinvasionof Afghanistan is the beginningof a
strategic conflict of interestbetweenNewDelhiandMoscow in SouthAsia.Although
New Delhi has not taken a strong public position against the Soviet invasion, the
"Sovietization" of Afghanistan is a source of concern among many Indians. More
important, an invasion of Pakistanaimed at severing the geographic links to South
Asia and the Middle East that Pakistan provides for China might well lead to a
Sino-Indian war.DefeatingPakistanwouldnot be easy and Indo-U.S. andIndo-Arab
relations would suffer seriously. All these factors might persuade India against
invading Pakistan. However, for several reasons including nuclear competition, a
conflict cannot be ruled out between the two countries. It serves Western interests to

encourage improved Indo-Pakistan and Indo-Chinese relations. An intensification of
Indo-Pakistan rivalry serves only the USSR's regional purposes.

ASSESSMENT

U.S. policy toward Afghanistan prior to the Soviet invasion can be characterized
as a failure because it did not deter the Soviet occupation of the country. However, the
United States' approach to Afghanistan since then has been more successful, at least
so far.

The resistance has been kept alive longer than many thought was feasible even
though it is difficult to know how significant the U.S. contribution has been. Clearly,
the U.S. efforts have been helpful. The Soviets have not won the war yet, the morale of
the partisans remains high, the neighboring countries have not accommodated the
Soviets but remain supportive of the U.S. approach to the conflict, and the war has not
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spread. It is even possible that if the United States had made the kind of effort in
Afghanistan and the region before 1979 that it has been making since the Soviet
invasion, the invasion itself might have been deterred. Greater U.S. interest and
involvement in Afghanistan and the region would have significantly increased the
risks ofintervention tothe Soviets and might have discouraged their move altogether.

However, even thecurrent approach toward theAfghan conflict hassignificant
weaknesses and might fail over time, even if theUnited States does notchange its
objectives. The policy could fail for several reasons. First, it mightfail because of
Soviet successes in Afghanistan. Despite the recent intensification of the USSR's
military activities against the partisans, its strategy for winning the warremains a
long-term one. Moscow has sought toturn the war into civil war byseeking toexpand
thesizeandincrease theefficiency of the Afghan security forces—the armed forces,
KHAD (Khedamat waAtlaat Dawlati), militias, and border guards. The Soviets have
also expanded the size ofthe ruling Communist party, the People's Democratic party
of Afghanistan, and have been hoping to contain factionalism within it. The Soviet-
installed regime has encouraged the participation of tribal, religious, and ethnic
leaders instate-run institutions. To cause problems for the resistance and win support
for itself, Moscow has sought to intensify and exploit the many ethnic and tribal
rivalries inAfghanistan. Moscow's long-term program aims atbringing about impor
tant changes in Afghanistan's economic and educational structures leading to the
Sovietization of the country. Today large numbers of Afghans are receiving then-
higher education in the Soviet Union and Eastern Block countries. The Soviets are
hoping that these Afghans will be more successful in managing the country. The
political strategy has been based on a military policy that has become increasingly
brutal. Increasing indiscriminate bombing, killing ofwomen and children, interrupt
ing food supplies, and occasionallydeliberate massacresin areas of intenseresistance
are aimed at discouraging the population from supporting the resistance or forcing
them to leave the country. Already some 4 million Afghans, representing almost a
quarter of the population, have become refugees. Moscow believes that time is on its
sidebecause therelative costs of thewarareso much greater fortheAfghans thanfor
the Soviets. Sofarthese Soviet tactics have had mixed effects. Applied persistently
andoveralong period oftime,they could worsen therelative position ofthepartisans,
weakening themorale anddetermination of theAfghans andreducing thepartisans to
no more than a minor nuisance.

Second, U.S. policy couldfail because thepartisansmight notbeableto cope
with the Soviet strategy. Although the guerrillas have had substantial achievements,
resisting the Soviets longer than many expected, they face enormous problems.
Unless these problems areovercome or at leastreduced, thelong-term prospects for
thepartisans willbe dim.Thepartisans facethree interactive categories of problems:
thoseinternalto theirownorganizations,thosearisingfromSoviettacticsthatwehave
already discussed, and those resulting from the policies of countries friendly to the
resistance.

The biggest partisanproblemhas been the internalconflicts among the various
groups and their resulting inability to acquire a significant international presence.
Lack of unity and in-fighting among the partisans damage their standing with the
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Afghan people. Lack of political coordination among the principal partisan groups has
already had several political costs. A united movement would receive greater in
ternational attention and support. A politically more effective resistance could have
increased the political costs of the occupation, such as the use of brutal military tactics.
It could challenge the legitimacy of the Karmal government in forums such as the
United Nations. Lack of unity makes it harder for others—including the Soviets—to
negotiate with the resistance. A new alliance of all the major resistance groups has
been recently established. If it can survive and grow in effectiveness, it can acquire a
significant international role.

Besides political problems, the partisans suffer from organizational and military
difficulties that could undermine their position over time. The organizational difficult
ies include communication problems, inability to provide social services to the people
in the resistance-held areas, and lack of detailed economic and political programs to
compete with the Soviets and their local allies. The partisans also have little capacity
for propagating their views to the Afghan people, and they lack a significant educa
tional program. The departure of a large number of Afghans from the country may
result in the loss of an internal support system, which would cripple the resistance.
There is little evidence that the partisans have developed a serious program to reverse
or at least reduce significantly the tide of migration. At the military level, the
resistance has shown enormous resiliance. But here, too, there are serious problems. It
continues to suffer from significant shortages of weapons—especially antiaircraft
systems—mine detectors, training, and ammunition for heavy equipment. It also
faces considerable problems in the area of transferring supplies to the fronts. The
partisans have been unable to protect the civilians from Soviet bombing, and because
of their political weakness, they have not been able to take advantage of it in
ternationally by orchestrating international opposition to Soviet tactics.

Third, the Soviets could succeed because those countries that could assist the

resistance might not do what is necessary to overcome its problems. Several countries
can assist the partisans in increasing their effectiveness. These include Pakistan, Iran,
the Islamic countries, China, and the United States and its allies. Among these the role
ofPakistan is critical. It feels the most threatened by the developments in Afghanistan.
A Soviet victory there would substantially increase Moscow's ability to take advan
tage of Pakistan's problems; a Soviet withdrawal would dramatically improve Paki
stan's security. The Afghan refugees, who are a source of concern to Pakistan, are
more likely to return to Afghanistan if the Soviets withdraw than if Moscow con
solidates its hold.

The Pakistani government believes that only an effective Afghan resistance
movement can bring enough pressure on the Soviets to negotiate seriously. It has
provided support for the partisans and the Afghan refugees and has allowed the
resistance's military capabilities to grow. However, it has followed this policy
cautiously in the hope of avoiding increased Soviet pressure across the Pakistan-
Afghan border. The Soviets, in turn have incresed their pressures on Pakistan to bring
about its abandonment of the resistance. Soviet commentaries on Pakistan have

become more hostile, the war has been brought closer to the Pakistan border, and
violations of Pakistani airspace have increased.
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Shouldthe currentPakistani government or its successor reduce support for the
Afghanpartisans, it will deal a devastating blow to the resistance. ManyPakistanis,
including someof the majorpolitical parties, havedeclared that their country should
stop supporting the Mujahedeen and negotiate directly with the Karmal regime.
Moscowhas pushedfor a similar objective. Such a developmentimplies recognizing
the Karmal regime and abandoning the resistance to it. Such a recommendation could
be madeonly basedon limited-term interestcalculations for Pakistan. Its long-term
effect could be very dangerous for Pakistan. Abandoningthe resistance would lead to
the consolidation of Soviet power in Afghanistan. Dealing directlywith the Karmal
regime is likely to be the firststop in this direction. But consolidation of Sovietpower
in Afghanistan will not be without importantrisks for Pakistan. After defeating the
Afghans, the USSR's ability to pressure and threaten Pakistan will increase dramati
cally. At present Soviet preoccupation with the Afghan partisans induces Moscow to
follow a cautiouspolicytowardPakistan. The Afghanwar alsolimitsSovietmilitary
options against Pakistan. Both these restraints would be removed after a Soviet
military victory in Afghanistan. Pakistan's manydomestic problems are likelyto be
used as opportunities for spreading Soviet influence and power across the border.

A Soviet victory in Afghanistan could cause other problemsfor Pakistanaswell.
Surrounded by Indiaandthe SovietUnion, its abilityto followan independent foreign
policy would be constrained. The Afghan refugees, who are very favorable toward
Pakistan now, might become hostile if they perceive that Pakistan abandonment
broughtabout their defeat. They are also less likelyto go backto Afghanistanafter the
Soviets have become victorious. It is even possible that Pakistan's abandonment of the
partisanswouldstrainIslamabad's ties with severalof its currentfriendsincludingthe
United States.

It is not inevitable that the Sovietswill be victoriousin Afghanistan.Faced with
increasing military and political costs, they might accept a reasonable political
solutionthat meets their legitimatesecurity interests and providesself-determination
for the Afghans. It appearsthat underpressurefromCongress, theReaganadministra
tion is likely to increase its support for the Afghans. Whether or not Pakistan goes
along with the policy of further increasing the resistance's political and military
effectiveness will be critical. Pakistan's reactions will probably depend on how it
perceives the implications of increased partisan effectiveness. Should Islamabad
agree that such a development will increase the likelihood of a political settlement, it
will probably go along. Equally important will be Pakistan's calculations on whether
increased resistance effectiveness could lead to its loss of control over the Afghan
refugees and the partisans.

The Afghan resistance has done considerably better than many believed was
possible. While faced with enormous problems, it also has considerable potential for
growth. The prospects for the resistance depends on whether it can overcome the
problems it faces. Some solutions depend on the Afghans themselves, others on the
actions of regional powers and more distant powers. In the absence of such a strategy,
time will be working for the Soviets in Afghanistan. However, should the partisans
grow in political and military effectiveness and the Soviets see no significantprospects
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for easy and successful escalations of the conflict—by threatening Pakistan, for
example—Moscow might become seriously interested inapolitical settlement ofthe
conflict. It is uncertain what might ultimately happen to the Soviet-Afghan war.
However, whatever happens willhave major implications notonly fortheAfghans but
also for their neighbors, the Soviets, and their countervailing powers.
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V. West Asia

14. Pakistan's Policy Toward West Asia:
The Iran-Iraq War and the
Arab-Israeli Conflict

Suroosh Irfani

INTRODUCTION

Pakistan's location along a potential minefield that stretches from Afghanistan in the
northwest to Morocco in the southwest, coupled with the dramatic shifts in the
geopolitical environment in its immediate neighborhood, have catapulted the country
to a position of vital strategic importance. Wedged between Afghan resistance against
the Soviet-backed Kabul regime in the north, the Iran-Iraq war now involving a region
in the Gulf contiguous with Pakistan's 400-mile-long coastline to the southwest, and
an unpredictable India on its eastern border, Pakistan's importance in the foreign
policy of both superpowers as well as countries of the region cannot be over
emphasized.

Five years of instability were generated by several disruptions in the established
sociopolitical order in Pakistan's immediate neighborhood—the coup d'etat-
generated revolution in Afghanistan, the Islamic revolution in Iran, Soviet interven
tion in Afghanistan, and Iraq's invasion of Iran, each with their respective geopolitic
al, ideological, and human factor fallout. None of these has shaken what many
observers perceived to be a fragile regime in Pakistan. Regional instability was further
compounded by political unrest in the Indian states bordering Pakistan, specifically
the military operation of the Indian government against the minority Sikh community
in East Punjab, with its grim consequences leading to Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's
assassination, the massacre of over 2,000 Sikhs, and the dismissal of the popularly
elected opposition party government of Farooq Abdullah in occupied Kashmir. It is
therefore noteworthy that Pakistani policymakers have skillfully dealt with these
difficult circumstances without endangering the country's security.^

Mushahid Hussain, "Pakistan's Foreign Policy," Pakistan Journal of American Studies, Sept. 1984,
p. 14.
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I will focus herefirst on thehistorical evolution of Pakistan's relationship with
West Asia, itsattempts forMuslim unity, andinparticular itsdevelopment oftieswith
Iran andTurkey. ThenI will deal withPakistan's position vis-a-vis the Iran-Iraq war,
its relations with Arab countries, and its role in mediation efforts. Finally, I will
discuss Pakistan's policy toward the Arab-Israeli conflict.

PAKISTAN AND THE WEST ASIAN CONNECTION:
HISTORICAL BACKDROP

In order to understand Pakistan'spositionvis-a-vis the Iran-Iraq waras well as
theArab-Israeli conflict, which is today a Muslim-Zionist conflict, it is first necessary
to examine the relationship between Islam and foreign policy in Pakistan. It will also
be helpful to examine the initial framework that provided military, political, and
economic cooperation between Pakistan and the United States, on the one hand, and
the West Asianstates, on the other, under the aegisof the Anglo-American Baghdad
Pact, including thereasons forPakistan's joiningthepact. In tracing thedevelopment
of economic ties and their political potential among Pakistan and the West Asian
states, I will discuss the Regional Cooperation for Development (RCD) and its
proposed successor, the Regional Economic Cooperation (REG), operative among
Pakistan, Iran, and Turkey. The development of similar ties with other West Asian
states, particularly the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries, will be discussed
later.

Ideology and Foreign Policy

Pakistan's neutral stand on the Iran-Iraq war, which it views as a fratricidal war
between two Muslim states, and its avowedly pro-Arab stand in the Muslim-Zionist
conflict, which it regards as a just struggle for a Palestinian homeland, are direct
expressions of its ideology. Pakistan is "irrevocably committed" to the restoration of
Jerusalemto Muslim sovereignty and to the "liberation of occupiedPalestinian and
Arab lands

Eversinceitsbirthasa sovereign statein 1947, Pakistan hasendeavored to forge
closertiesamongthe Muslimcountries witha viewof developing economic coopera
tion and political cohesion on issues of vital importance to the Muslim world. In
pursuit of this policy, Pakistan has come a long way: from facing outright hostility,
ridicule, or suspicion by one Muslim state or another^ during the early fifties, to a
position where in 1980 the Islamic foreign ministers conference decided to nominate
Pakistan'spresidentto address the thirty-fifth sessionof the U.N. General Assembly

^ Inaugural address byPresident Muhammad Zia ul-Haq atthe international seminar "Islamic Solidarity
Is Essential for World Peace," held at Motamar Al-Alam Al-Islami, Islamabad, Sept. 1984.

^ King Farooq ofEgypt isreported tohave ridiculed Pakistan's commitment tothe Islamic cause bytelling
his courtiers:"Don't youknowIslamwasbom on August14,1947?"See M. S. Agwani,"Pakistanand
Pan-Islamism," in Pakistan's Foreign Policy: Indian Perspective, ed. K. Arif (Lahore: Vanguard,
1984), p. 292.
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on behalf of the member states of the Organization of Islamic Conference (QIC). For
some observers this decision was a recognition of the services Pakistan had rendered
for Muslim cohesion since its inception."^ It was the first time in U.N. history that a
group of nations, on the basis of a common ideological bond, had singled out one of
their members to articulate their views on a wide range of issues facing the Muslims
and to express their political cohesion on matters such as the Palestinian issue and the
Afghanistan problem.

Additionally, President Zia's speech at the U.N. General Assembly in October
1980 reflected the fact that despite the twists and turns in Pakistan's domestic scene,
the country had followed a policy whose direction had been clearly spelled out by
Liaquat Ali Khan, its first prime minister. Addressing an Islamic conference at
Karachi in 1951, Ali Khan said:

Pakistan came into being as a result of the urge felt by the Muslims of the subcontinent to
secure a territory, however limited, where Islamic ideology and way of life could be
practiced and demonstrated to the world. A cardinal feature of this ideology is to make
Muslim brotherhood a living reality. It is, therefore, part of the mission which Pakistan
has set before itself to promote closer fellowship and cooperation between Muslim
countries.^

Ali Khan had also stated that Pakistan had only one ambition, "to serve Islam and
humanity."^

Attempts at Muslim Unity

Pakistan's attempts to develop closer ties with Muslim countries and to bring
them together on a common economic and political platform remained largely un
productive during the early fifties. Several reasons could be cited for this situation. In
the geostrategic environment of post-World WarII and the cold war era, some Muslim
states were engaged in the struggle for political emancipation from colonialist control,
while others were struggling against remnants of colonial rule and political manipula
tion, economic dependence, and internal despotism. In this struggle, the Islamic
factor had been overshadowed by the struggle for national liberation and political and
economic independence. Mossadaq's Iran, Nasser's Egypt, and the Algerian war of
liberation illustrate this struggle at different levels.

Another reason for Pakistan's inability to elicit a reciprocal response from other
Muslim states in its Islamic overtures was the gap in the experiential background of
Pakistani Muslims and their West Asian counterparts. For the Pakistani Muslim, Islam
had come to represent greater political significance than among Muslims of WestAsia
because in undivided India, Muslims perceived themselves as a minority whose
cultural identity and values were threatened by an aggressive Hindu majority. To

See Pakistan Times (Rawalpindi), Oct. 1, 1980.
^ S. M. Burke, Pakistan's Foreign Policy: An Historical Analysis (Karachi: Oxford University Press,

1973), p. 65.
^ Dawn (Karachi), Nov. 16, 1949.
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protect their identity as a Muslim nation as well as their cultural, economic, and
politicalrights againstthe twin threatof Hindu hegemonyandcolonialcontrol, Indian
Muslims invoked Islam to forge unity among their ranks. Compared with the national
ist struggle of the Arabs in West Asia against colonial rule, the struggle of Indian
Muslimsfor Pakistan was a twofold battle contemporaneouslywagedagainstexternal
colonialism and internal hegemonism of a religious majority.

The threat perceptionsof a Muslim state that had emergedfrom the throesof the
partition of a subcontinent in 1947, therefore, were foreign to the nationalist and
anti-imperialist movements of Mossadaq and Nasser. Indeed, India's projection of
itself as a secular, nonalignedstate proved more attractive to Egypt and most of the
Arab world than did the Islamic factor of Pakistan. Moreover, the invocation of Islam
as a political factor for forging closer ties among Muslim states was subject to
misunderstandings: some Arab states suspected Pakistan of harboring leadership
ambitions for the Islamic world, while others looked upon it as an imperialistploy.
Still othersfoundPakistan's stresson Islamas merelyirritable:Turkey felt sufficiently
uneasy by the frequent references to Islam by the Pakistani ambassador in Ankara to
request that the ambassador be recalled on the grounds that his approach was "too
religious" for the secular Turks^ and on the suspicion that he was encouraging
"religious reactionaries in Turkey."^ Moreover, the rivalries and disputes among
several Muslim states did not provide the climate that was necessary to bring them
closer.^

While Pakistan failed to make an Islamic breakthrough at the governmental
level during the early years after its independence, it followed up this desire at a
nongovernmental level by staging the Islamic World Congress at Karachi in 1949,
with a sequel in 1951. It also hosted the first Islamic Economic Conference in 1949.
The conference recommended the formation of a commonwealth of Islamic countries

with the aim of bringing about economic cooperation, mutual exchange, and the
expansion of knowledge. These conferences and many others that followed are
indicators of Pakistan's persistent urge to identify itself with the Islamic world.
Moreover, in the absence of a stable self-reliant economy, an industrial infrastructure,
or a solid agricultural foundation and given its persistent security concerns and
vulnerability to external military threats, there was little Pakistan could offer to other
fledgling Muslim states in terms of development and mutual defense.

The Alliances and the West Asian Connection

In an era when superpower politics held sway, it is a matter of little surprise that
the political and military ties that Pakistan did finally manage to develop with its West

' Freeland Abbott, Pakistan andIslam (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1968), p. 193.
®Arif Hussain, Pakistan: ItsIdeology andForeign Policy (London: 1966), p. 139. Quoted inAgwani,

p. 290 (see n. 3).
' Latif Ahmed Sherwani et al.. Foreign Policy ofPakistan: An Analysis (Karachi: 1964), pp. 15-16.

Quoted in Agwani, p. 293 (see n. 3).
Surendra Chopra, "RCD: A Study of the Failure of Pakistan's Diplomatic Offensive," in Pakistan's
Foreign Policy, ed. Arif, p. 169.
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Asian neighbors—Iran, Turkey, and Iraq—became possible under the aegis of the
United States and Britain in the Baghdad Pact in 1955. Pakistan's membership in this
pact was in response to its security compulsions in a hostile environment that included
Afghanistan in the northwest—with an eye on a sizable chunk of Pakistan—and India
to the east, separated by a curtain of hostility and suspicion. The first article of the
Baghdad Pact stated that the members "will cooperate for their security and de-
fense."^^ Besides serving as a palliative for Pakistan's security concerns, the pact
broke ground for developing closer ties with Iran, Pakistan's physical link to West
Asia, as well as Muslim Tlirkey and Iraq. Indeed, Pakistan endeavored to project its
membership in the pact in terms of the security interests of the Islamic states. Within
Pakistan, there was little difference of opinion between the orthodox ulema and the
liberal statesmen when the pact was concluded. But the pact did cause embarrassment
to Pakistan during the Suez crisis of 1956 when Britain and France entered the war on
the side of Israel against Egypt. The four Muslim states of the pact, however,
condemned the Israeli attack on Egypt, but they were unable to lodge a joint con-
denmation as members of the pact. Furthermore, the pact alienated Pakistan from
most Arab states and even neutralized Pakistan's efforts to come closer to them despite
the membership of Iraq, an Arab state.

The Baghdad Pact was renamed the Central Treaty Organization (CENTO) after
Iraq withdrew its membership following the 1958 coup that brought Abdul Karim
Qassim to power in Baghdad. Meanwhile, Pakistan had also joined the Southeast
Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) primarily because of security concerns, for the
eastern halfof its territory was situated in the Bay ofBengal to the southeast, separated
by over 1,500 kilometers of Indian territory. This was followed by Pakistan's signing
of an agreement of cooperation with the United States in 1959, which augmented the
Mutual Defense Assistance Agreement signed between Pakistan and the United States
in May 1954. Pakistan's reason for entering into security agreements involving U.S.
military aid was vindicated when India under Nehru spumed General Muhammad
AyubKhan's offer for joint defense, an arrangement that would have virtually led to a
no-war pact between Pakistan and its traditional enemy. However, the United States
and Pakistan had widely divergent perceptions regarding the operational aspects of
these agreements. It is tme that there was a convergence of Western security interests
in the region with Pakistan's security concern. But the underlying perceptions and
motives that had brought about this convergence were wide apart. Pakistan's overrid
ing concem in the fifties was its perception of the threat India posed to its survival
whereas the West saw Pakistan mainly as a state vulnerable to Soviet expansionism.

CENTO, RCD, and REC

In 1962, when the United States began shipping arms to India following the

Ralph H. Magnus, ed., Documents on the Middle East (Washington, D.C.: American Enterprise
Institute, 1969), p. 81.
Barati Novbari, "Regional Cooperation Among Pakistan, Iran, and Tbrkey: Some Recent De
velopments," Journal of South Asian and Middle Eastern Studies 6(4) (Summer 1983):22-30.
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Sino-Indianborder dispute and gave explicit warningto AyubKhan not to exploit the
situation by launching a campaign in Kashmir, Pakistan had begun to reconsider its
membership in CENTO and SEATO. The futility of CENTO as a security agreement
for safeguarding concerns of the individual countries in the region became in
creasingly questionable in the years that followed. Relaxation of superpower tension
in the cold war era had reduced the importance of CENTO, and Pakistan's experience
of the impotence of the treaty during the 1965war convinced Ayub Khan that CENTO
had become an "anachronism."^'^

Turkey also experienced doubts regarding its membership, for both the United
States and Britain had failed to support it in the Cyprus conflict in 1964. While the shah
was spared the experience of being frustrated by the inertia of CENTO's Western
members in the event of a military contingency, he felt unhappy by Pakistan's
experience and shared its bitterness at having been let down by its Western allies
during the 1965 war. Given this context, Pakistan, Iran, and Turkey had begun to
question the workability of CENTO regarding its political and military functions.
Nevertheless, despite these disappointments, CENTO had laid the groundwork for
institutionalized cooperation among Pakistan, Iran, and Turkey in economic and
cultural sectors, with the possibility of political cooperation.

There were even speculations for establishing a West Asian confederation of
Turkey, Iran, Pakistan, and Afghanistan after Ayub Khan revived the shah's 1958
proposal for such a union. But the proposal had to be dropped as both Iran and Pakistan
sensed thatthe timing (1963-64) was unfavorable.^^ Instead, Pakistan, Turkey, and
Iran followed the initiative by Ayub Khan, who was critical of the United States'
acting as a "master" instead of a friend when it dictated terms against India, and
formally founded the trilateral organization, the Regional Cooperation for Develop
ment (RCD). The organization's formation was announced following a summit held
betweenAyub Khan, the shah, and GeneralGurselin Istanbul on July 22,1964. The
goals of RCD were national development and economic growth. For Ayub Khan,
the RCD was a "landmark in the history of Islam." Its purpose was not merely to bring
Iran, Turkey, and Pakistan closer but to pave the way for closer relations among all the
Muslimcountriesfrom Moroccoto Indonesia, "for the secretofMuslimsurvivallay in
closercooperation."^^ Theleadership of theopposition inPakistan's National Assem
bly called the RCD"a step in the rightdirection"^^ whereas another member of the
assembly lauded the pact because it could help Iran, Turkey, and Pakistan "to get rid of
the curse of CENTO

Ibid.

Muhammad Ayub Khan, Friends NotMasters (London: Oxford University Press, 1967), p. 156.
Novbari, "Regional Cooperation."
"Will the RCD Make a Comeback?" Afkar 1(2) (July 1984):28-30.
Kasum Prasad, "Pakistan-Iran Relations," in Pakistan's Foreign Policy, ed. Arif, p. 337.
Novbari, "Regional Cooperation."
Dawn, July 13, 1964. See also Ayub Khan, Friends Not Masters, pp. 177-82.
Pakistan National Assembly Debates, vol. 3, pt. 2, 1964, p. 1212.
Ibid., p. 1246.
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Reaction to the RCD was also highly favorable in Tehran. Abdullah Riazi,
speaker of the Iranian parliament (Majlis), saidtheRCD could helpthedevelopment
of member states as well as contribute to the cause of world peace. Iranian Prime
Minister HasanAli Mansur, whilespeaking in Sanandaj, a capitalcity in Iran's Sunni
Kurdistan provice,hailedthe Iran-Pakistan-Turkey decision ofclosercooperation asa
great political, social, economic, and cultural union of 150million Muslims.

While the political and defense potential of the RCD was not formally high
lighted, there was a tacitpopular understanding thatthisdimension was implicit inthe
pact. Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, then foreign minister in Ayub Khan'sregime, pointed out
threereasons that impelled Iran, Pakistan,andTurkey toformtheRCD: first,theWest
had attached greater importance to the nonaligned countries in respect to economic
aid; second, a distinct trend toward regional cooperation had emerged in world
politics; and,third, tension between theUnited States andtheSoviet Union hadeased,
generating thehopethata newpattern of international relations would replace theold
one.^^ For Bhutto, therefore, the RCD was not to be an "adjunct to the CENTOIt
aimed at integrating production and infrastructural planning and, after the Izmir
summit in 1976, resulted in a free trade pact in 1977.

While the RCDfailed to accomplishmanyof its well-intentioned industrialand
economic projects, it facilitated the flow of generous economic aid from the shah's
Iran to Pakistan. Between 1973-76, Iran committed aid totaling $805 million to
Pakistan.^^ Over $700 million of this amount had already been given to Pakistan by
the time the Pahlavi regime beganto crumble. Iran also playedan important role in
Pakistan's security concerns by giving repeated assurances that it would not allow
further dismemberment of West Pakistan. Thus, in addition to the moral and material
support thatPakistan hadreceived from theArab states, "it was theshah's Iranwhich
bsdanced the power equation in the subcontinent by underwriting the security of
Pakistan."^^

Iran's concern for Pakistan's security stemmed from its own apprehensionsof
possible Soviet and Indian threats by land and sea, a concern that was a possible
offshoot of Iran's ownRussophobia bom of a longhistory of Russian intervention in
Iran, going back to Iran's defeat by Russia in 1828. These apprehensions were
exacerbated by the Indo-Soviet treaty of friendship and cooperation in 1971 and the
signing of a similar treaty between the SovietUnionand Iraq, with whom Iran had
territorial disputes. Giventhis context, Iran waskeento augment Pakist2in's strength
in order to ensure its own stability on the eastern flank.

However, by themid-seventies, economic andstrategic considerations impelled
Iran to overlookits differencesin its perceptionsof India. Iran made heavyeconomic

Dawn, July 29, 1964.
23 Dawn, July 24, 1964.
2^ Quoted in Chopra, "RCD," p. 156.
25 "Will the RCD Make a Comeback?"

2® Mohairmiad AhsenChaudhry, "Pakistan'sSecurityin a ChangingWorld,"inTheStrategicandDefense
Studies Centre Working Paper no. 33 (Australia: CanberraNational University, 1979).

22 Ibid.
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investments inIndia and entered into agreement for the long-term import ofiron ore
for its steel mill. Through these measures, Iran probably hoped toencourage India's
reorientation toward the United States and to reduce its dependence on the Soviet
Union. India, nevertheless, remained ever fearful that the sophisticated weapons Iran
was buying from the United States might be passed on to Pakistan.^®

As for CENTO, its demise had become only a matter of time. In September
1978, General Ziaremarked that CENTO had become only a treaty onpaper "with no
significance whatsoever, no teeth, no backing."^® As a product of the cold war,
CENTO had become redundant in the eraofdetente between the superpowers. Four
months afterGeneral Zia's statement, itwas Iran that took thelead inleaving CENTO.
Mir Fenderiski, foreign minister of Shapur Bakhtiar's government, formally an
nounced Iran's withdrawal from CENTO in January 1979. Although Pakistan fol
lowed suit two months later, recommendations for Pakistan's withdrawal from CEN
TOhad been made at least a year earlier at the highest level inthe Foreign Office.^®

The point merely illustrates the contemporaneous development of mutual per
ceptions in Iran and Pakistan regarding the redundancy of CENTO and the needfor
developing anauthentic regional framework foreconomic development, without too
much emphasis onpolitical and military trappings. Forthemoment, this appears tobe
thecourse ofdevelopment inrelations between Pakistan and Turkey, ontheonehand,
and revolutionary Iran, on the other. Revolutionary Iran has overcome its initial
suspicion oftheRCD asacover forCIA activities intheregion. After having rendered
the organization inactive for almost five years, Iran has taken the lead inreviving it.
This initiative has belied thehasty conclusions of some political observers who saw
the RCD mainly as a "Pakistani diplomatic offensive" that had failed and which
Pakistan was desperately trying toresuscitate. '̂ Infact, the proposal for a new name
for the tripartite alliance—Regional Economic Cooperation (REC)—came from
Iran.^^ Although no specific meeting ofthe foreign ministers ofthe three countries has
yetbeen planned within theREC framework, theministers have been meeting from
time totime and, according tothe Turkish foreign minister, "looked forward toan early
take-offof the reactivated regional grouping.Mir Hussain Moussavi, the Iranian
prime minister, has also stated that a revived RCD could become thecontext forunity
and for expanding tie§ with Pakistan and Tiurkey and that he considered sucha move
"positive and healthy."^

Ibid.

Newsweek, Sept. 18, 1978. Quoted in Chaudhry (see n. 26).
Personal communication fromAghaShahi,Pakistan's former foreign minister, Islamabad, Oct. 1984.
Chopra, "RCD."
Turkish Foreign Minister Vahit Halefoglu's remarks in TheMuslim (Islamabad), Oct. 24, 1984. The
outgoing Turkish amabassador from Islamabad confirmed before hisdeparture thatit was finally agreed
to call the RCD the Regional EconomicCooperationorganization; see Dawn, Nov. 20, 1984.
Halefoglu, in The Muslim, Oct. 24, 1984, p. 1.

^ Radio Tehran, 6Mehr, 1363 (Iranian calendar, Sept. 2,1984, Julian). Quoted mMojahed (Persian), ho.
222, p. 39.
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THE IRAN-IRAQ WAR

Pakistan's Geostrategic Identification

Pakistan's relation with Iraq and its stand on the war needs to be viewedin the
context of Pakistan's relations with the Arab world, in particular the Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) states. The special relationship whichPakistan now enjoys with the
GCC states has evolved steadily over the past thirteen years. AlthoughPakistanhad
hoped to forge closerties with West Asianstates ever sinceits inception, it was not
until the dismemberment of its eastern wing by India in 1971 and the creation of
Bangladesh that this became possible. The breakup of Pakistan as a statewithdual
geostrategic concerns, bothin West Asiaand Southeast Asia, drastically altered the
geopolitical environment of the region. The insecurity that was heaped upon what
remained of Pakistan, as well as the fluid geopolitical conditions, spurred Pakistan
intoadopting a purposive andvigorous policy toward West Asia. Theaimwas to heal
the shattered national morale bordering on an identity crisis as a Muslim state by
forging close and meaningful relations with Muslim West Asia.

On December20, 1971, ZulfiqarAli Bhutto, havingtakenover powerfrom the
army, spared no time in pursuing this objective. During his first month in office,
Bhutto visited eightMuslim statesin theMiddle East.Bythefirst weekinJune 1972,
Bhutto had visited twenty-two Muslim states.The rapportBhutto struck with the
headsof mostof thesestates in presenting Pakistan'sproblems, the 1971 war, and its
geopolitical fallout enlisted the empathy and support of many Muslim leaders.
Pakistan'ssuccessinhostingthe secondIslamicsummitof theOICin Lahorein 1974,
whichPakistanchaired, was a developmentof historicalimportancefor thecountry. It
served a dual purpose, one internal, the otherexternal. On the domestic front, the
Islamic summit was a morale booster in the wake of the 1971 debacle, a reassurance to

Pakistan'snationaldestinyand Islamicidentity. On theextemalfront, theconference
was a confirmation of Pakistan's entry into the mainstream of West Asia and a
recognition ofitsgeostrategic importance. TheLahore summit accelerated thegrowth
of Pakistan's relationship with the Muslim world, in particular Saudi Arabia, Libya,
and the United Arab Emirates (UAE).

Itwouldbemisleading, however, to interpret Pakistan's activeroleintheOICin
the years that followed as an attempt to gain leadership in the Islamic world.
Historically, the Muslims of the landmass nowconstituting Pakistan haveidentified
themselves withpolitical causes ofotherMuslim states,a classical example beingthe
Khilafat Movement in India (1919—24). Led by Maulana Mohammad Ali Jauhar, the
Khilafat Movement was a demonstrationof popular Muslim will against Britain and
otherEuropean powers who imposed on Turkey after its defeat in World War I the

Chaudhry, "Pakistan's Security.'
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humiliating Treaty ofServes. The Khilafat Movement was apassionate protest against
the breakup ofthe Ottoman Empire and the threat ofdismemberment that Thrkey itself
faced as a nation-state.^® For the Muslims inIndia, who perceived themselves as a
separate nation among the overwhelming Hindu majority, Ottoman Thrkey had served
as a focus of cultural and religious identity.

Viewed from this perspective, the Khilafat Movement was not an isolated
outburst ofemotional activism with anticolonial overtones generated among Indian
Muslims by Thrkey's military defeat. Itprepared the Indian Muslims for apolitical war
forasserting their identity asa Muslim nation, leading tothebirth ofPakistan. Given
this context, the OIC is regarded by many Pakistanis as a significant phase in the
process of achieving aninternational Islamic political forum, a process that has been
going on for well over a century since Syed Jamal-ud-Din Afghani, the nineteenth-
century Muslim reformer and activist, began the movement for political unity among
Muslims. This historical backdrop has enabledPakistan to achieve one of the most
important fhndamentals ofits foreign policy—the consolidation ofrelationships with
Muslim countries in general and the countries of West Asia in particular. '̂

In the present environment, while seeking closer political cooperation and
economic links with the Persian Gulfstates, Pakistan also favors ameaningful defense
cooperation with them with the object of strengthening regional security. This
approach isbased ontheview that direct superpower intervention inregional conflicts
is amechanistic approach thatwillnotonlyfailto resolve thecauses of tension butwill
also create abacklashofindigenous forces, asinthe case ofLebanon and Afghanistan.
Geopolitically, however, Pakistan is in the mainstream of the Gulf's socioeconomic
and securityconcerns, so much so that as PresidentZia said: "Pakistanconsidersitself
part of the Gulf, though it is not a formal member of the Gulf."^®

The geostrategic identification of Pakistan with West Asia has not been an
overnight development, nor does it stem from the personal whims of the present
regime. Ithas strong psychohistorical antecedents. For example, as recently as 1977
during the anti-Bhutto unrest by the opposition Pakistan National Alliance, it was
Prime Minister Bhutto himself who took the initiative directly to involve friendly
Islamic countries in Pakistan's domestic crisis. Bhutto requested the Saudi and UAE
ambassadors to mediate between his government and the opposition parties. That
these mediation attempts were not viewed by the majority ofPakistanis as "meddling"
in the internal affairs of the country demonstrates that as anideological state with a
powerful sense of Muslim identity, mediation by friendly Muslim states was not
viewedas a threat to nationalidentity. Reasonsfor this attitudeand identification can
be traced to the history of Islam in the subcontinent, the security concems of the
Muslims of the area, and the shaping of theirperceptions overthe centuries.

^ M. A. Aziz, History ofPakistan (L^ore: Sang-e-Meel Publications, 1979).
" Interview with President Zia, inKhaleej Times, March 3, 1983.

^ Sawhney, "The West Asian Chess Board," Peccan Chronicle (Secunderabad), Jan. 25,
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The Economic Factor

Theconvergence of the security interests of Pakistan andtheWest Asian states
in the region's current geopolitical atmosphere, coupled withthecultural, historical,
and religious affinity between Pakistan and West Asia, has also had its economic
dividends.

Pakistan's exports to the OIC countries, in particular the GCC states, have
increased remarkably since 1977. Exports to Iran after the revolution showa tremen
dous increase as well, so much so that in 1983-84, exports to Iran were expected to be
higher than to any other Muslim state. As Table 1 indicates, Pakistan's exports in
1969-70 to the Gulf states, a year before its easternhalf brokeaway as Bangladesh,
amounted to 145.2millionrupees. Five years later, following the vigorous Pakistani
campaign for developing economic ties with the Gulf states, these exports had
undergone a tenfold increase, reaching 1,457 million rupees. Although imports from
Gulf states had also increased remarkably during this period, the inflatedfigures of
these exports were primarily due to the increase in oil prices.Exports to RCD
countries jumpedfrom 22.5 million rupees in 1969-70to769million rupees in 1978,
the yearpreceding the Islamic revolution. Theremarkable increase in exports to the
RCDcountriesafter the revolutionis primarilydue to the exportboomto Iran. Almost
90percent of theover6billion rupees'worthofPakistani exports totheRCD countries
in 1983-84 were made to Iran. Iran's policy of giving preference to Pakistan and
Turkey in tradehas made the twocountries Iran's majortradepartners. ForPakistan,
Iran has become its"principal trade partner'"^® with exports from Pakistan expected to
exceed $500 million in 1985.

Pakistan and the War

These exports, together withanestimated $3.5billion ofannual remittance from
Pakistani manpower abroad, the bulk of which is mainly engaged in work in Arab
states, havebrought a remarkable increase in Pakistan's foreign exchange earnings.
However, with the outbreak of the Iran-Iraq war and its continuation, some political
observers were convinced that the war would destroy this idyllic situation because
Pakistan would be forced to enter the war on one side or the other, more probably on
thesideof theArabs.It wasgenerally feltthatPakistan'smilitary presence,intheform
of training personnel in theArab states, would dragit intofighting on theside of the
Arabs. Wedged between two warring Muslim camps racially split along the Arab-
Persian (Ajam) linesplacedPakistan ina"terribledilemma" because "if it fought Iran,
it would have antagonised a neighbour which is Pakistan's only physical link with
West Asia;andif it refusedto fightIran, West AsiawouldrejectPakistan because allof
it, except Turkey and Iran, is Arab.'"^^ However, after five years of theIran-Iraq war

Pakistan Economic Survey (Islamabad), 1973-74, p. 118.
^ TheMuslim, Aug. 22, 1984.

A. K. Varma, "Pakistan Faces West Asian Rejection Process," National Herald (Lucknow), June 5,
1984. In Foreign Press Digest, June 14, 1984, pp. 127-71.
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withoutPakistan'schoosing sides, the fallacy of the abovereasoning is self-evident.
Whileobserving neutrality, Pakistancontinues to enjoygoodrelations withboth Iran
and Iraq as well as the GCC states.

Additionally, Pakistanhas beena conscientious andactiveelementinmediation
efforts for ending the conflict since the very first daysof the war. As early as April
1980, well over five months before the outbreak of all-out war, Pakistan expressed
grave concern overtheescalation ofborderclashes between Iran andIraq. Aneditorial
in Pakistan'slargestEnglish-language daily termedtheseclashesexpressions of deep
distrust and differences in ideology and outlook between the two belligerents. The
editorial perceptively noted thatin theclimate generated bytheextremist measures of
the two states against each other, "it was not surprising that appeals to end the
confrontation or accept mediation by a third party had fallen on deaf ears.'"^^ By
September16, 1980,Pakistanand other Islamiccountrieshad volunteeredto set up a
teamof foreign ministers to mediate in theescalating armedconflict between Iranand
Iraq, withthe aimof effecting an immediate cease-fire andnegotiations between the
twobelligerents."^^ On September 23, 1980, onedayafterfull-scale warhadbroken
out between the two countries, Pakistan supported the U.N. Security Council resolu
tion callingfor an immediate cease-fire. President Zia then accepted the requestby
Islamic countries toattempt a negotiated settlement ofthe war."^ Before the war had
entered its second week. President Zia led the Islamic Ummah Peace Committee to
Tehran andBaghdad.However, aftermeeting AbolHassanBani-Sadr, thenpresident
of Iran, President Zia remarked that Iran was still in a phase "where mediations lead to
nothing.Two days later, on October 1, 1980, while addressing the U.N. General
Assembly on behalf of 900 million Muslims of the world. President Zia expressed
grave concernabout the continuation of the war and called for "strict neutrality and
noninterference" in the internal affairs of the belligerents by "outside powers."

Aftermorethanfouryearsofwarandthefailureof themanypeaceinitiatives by
Islamic countries as well as by international bodies such as the Non-Aligned Move
ment (NAM) and the United Nations, Iranian leaders have grown increasinglysuspi
cious of the QIC Islamic Peace Committee. For example, when members of the
committeeconvenedin Jeddah in July 1984to discussways to end the war,Iran called
it a "committee for supporting Saddam,the Iraqi president.

Todate, Iran remains suspicious of any mediation bid in the Gulf war since it
feels thatsuchbids aremadeto preventIran fromwinningthewar. The Iraniansdo not
trustanyof the international bodies trying to mediate for a settlement—the OIC, the
United Nations, and NAM—because none has taken principled positions, that is, as
the Ireuiian argumentgoes, noneof themhas publicly condemned Iraq for its aggres
sion against Iran or for initiating attacks on Gulf shipping and using chemical
weapons. Moreover, relations between Iran andPakistan, which weremarked by an

Dawn, April 18, 1980.
Dawn, Sept. 17, 1980.
"Pakistan in 1980: Weathering the Storm,"Asian Survey 21(2) (Feb. 1981):162-71.
Iran-Iraq War (Paris: EMA, 1982), p. 128.

^ The Muslim, July 21, 1984.
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undercurrent of Iranian suspicions of Pakistan's presumed "American connection "
have improved considerably because of diverse reasons. On the war issue, Iranian
leaders are also reported to be appreciative of President Zia because Pakistan has
demonstrated its neutrality in the war and has condenmed the use of chemical
weapons. Also, President Zia's refusal to become the head of Islamic Ummah Peace
Committee after it was discredited by Iran is seen by Iranian leaders as a friendly
gestme.'*^ This marks aradical departure from the earlier mistrust ofthe Iranians, who
accused Pakistan of "false neutrality" in the war.'*^

Pakistan's ability tosteer past the pitfalls ofpartisan politics inthe Iran-Iraq war
can be attributed to several factors: its geostrategic location, its common borderwith
Iran and strategic coastline to the Gulf, and its identity as a Muslim state that is
non-Arab and non-Iranian, with a distinct identity of its own. Additionally, these
factors have endowed the people of Pakistan with a distinct assimilative capacity,
shaped bytheexperience ofhistory ofIslam inthesubcontinent. Onthewarissue, not
the invocation of sectarian differences (Shia Iran pitted against the Sunni Iraqi
leadership), norideological arguments (thewarbetween Islam andBaathist atheism),
nor racial factors (Arabs versus Iranians) have moved Pakistan to shift its neutral
stand.

THE ARAB-ISRAELI CONFLICT

The Islamic Factor

TheIran-Iraq warhasadded anotherdimension totheproblem ofPalestine. This
problem, which initially started off as a localized territorial dispute between the
Zionists and the people they had displaced from Palestine, has generated a hostof
derivative conflicts: Arab versus Israel, theUSSR versus theUnited States, theThird
World versus the Western world.'*® The Iranian revolution is now popularizing this
conflict as one between Islam and Zionism. One of the stated objectives of the
Iran-Iraq war, according to Iran, is the liberationof Jerusalem; the overthrow of the
Baath regime inIraq,Iraninan leaders argue, isonly onestep toward thisend. To drive
home this point, Iran has repeatedly stated that ithas no designs onIraq's territory, that
its main struggle is against the Zionist occupation of Jerusalem.^°Aware ofpopular
support for the Palestinian cause in Pakistan, Ali Akbar Velayati, Iran's foreign
minister who ledthefirst high-powered Iranian delegation toPakistan, urged upon all
Muslim states to contribute "men and material" for a "joint Islamic force" to face
"Zionist expansionism."^*

Given itspreference formilitary measures rather than political dialogue inorder

Mushahid Hussain, "Iran Diary," The Muslim, Oct. 11, 1984.
K. Subrahmanyam, "This Is No Ordinary War—It Is a Total War," Times ofIndia, Oct. 19, 1980.

^ Mowahid H. Shah, "Wars ofNational Liberation: The Palestinian Progress Under International Law—
1," PakistanHorizon (Karachi), 1(1), 1978, p. 6.

™The Muslim, April 2, 1983.
" The Muslim, May5, 1982.
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to solve the Palestine problem, Israel has transformed this issue from a localized
territorial problem between Palestinians and Zionists into an Arab-Israeli conflict,
with the religious content becoming increasingly acute over the last few years. The
military defeat ofthe Arabs in1967 and Israel's occupation ofArab lands, including
Jerusalem, revered as a Holy City by Muslims, generated much resentment among
Muslims. The desecration of Jerusalem's Al-Acjsa Mosque in 1969 raised such a
stormy reaction across Muslim lands that it led to the first Islamic summit inRabat.

Attended byheads and representatives of twenty-five Muslim states inSeptem
ber 1969, the summit became institutionalized as the Organization of Islamic Con
ference (QIC), with permanent headquarters based inJeddah. Although composed of
members with differing strategic concerns andoften conflicting political ambitions,
the QIC has been able to forge a unified stand on the two most import^t issues
confronting the Muslim world: the Palestine problem and the presence of Soviet
occupation forces in Afghanistan. Inaddition, theOIC has made several attempts to
effect a political settlement of the Iran-Iraq war, though without success.

The Palestine problem, however, continues tobethemost burning issue facing
theMuslim world as pointed outbyPakistan's president in his address to theWorld
Muslim Congress held in Islamabad in September 1984. President Zia noted that
despite international appeals and protests, Israel had continued its occupation of
Jerusalem andtheWest Bank,violating international morality byforcibly altering "the
spiritual, historical, and demographic character" ofthese areas. The Israeli leadership
is apparently sodeeply conunitted to retaining its hold onthe West Bank, Gaza, and
theGolan Heights that it appears to be immune to U.S. persuasion, Arab readiness,
and Palestinian interest in a negotiated settlement. The systematic strengthening of
Israel's political position since it signed a peace agreement with Egypt in 1979 has
failed toinduce Israel toagree toacomprehensive settlementofthePalestine problem.

Camp David and Israel's Unchanged Assumptions

The Camp David Accord was a major breakthrough for Israel in achieving
political legitimacy. The accord served at least four objectives of Israel's strategy:

1. Israel's first de jure recognition by an Arab state;
2. Neutralizing Egypt, themost important and militarily powerful Arab state by

shifting its position from one of confrontation to collaboration with Israel;
3. Bypassing the PLO and relegating thePalestinian quest for sovereignty to

controlled autonomy; and
4. Preventing theSoviet Union from playing anactive role intheMiddle East.

However, it appears that these political and security gains merely boosted Zionist
hubris and launchedIsrael on a calculatedcourseof belligerenceandexpansion. After
Camp David, Israel transferred its capital to Jerusalem, laid claim to the occupied
West Bank and Gaza on the basis of theological justification, annexed the Golan
Heights, bombed theBaghdad nuclear reactor, and invaded Lebanon and occupied its
southem region. Because these Israeli actions aregenerally regarded asenjoying tacit
U.S. approval, they have generated more difficulties forthose Muslim states that want
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to retain political intimacy with Washington while affirming their support for the
Palestinians. President Mubarak ofEgypt, for example, pointed out during his visit to
the United States inFebruary 1984 that the United States' one-sided support ofIsrael
was making things "difficult" for him and other friends of the West.^^ A month
King Hussain ofJordan, apotential victim ofU.S. policy inthe Middle East, stressed
that "within a year, any fragments ofhope left ofachieving apeaceful solution tothe
Palestinian problem will bedestroyed."^^ This would happen, Hussain said, because
in formulating its Middle East policy, the United States was not free to move except
within the limits of what the Zionists and the state of Israel determined for it.

These statements remind one of Nuri al Said, the last prime minister of
monarchical Iraq, who wrote onJuly 1, 1958, that the United States, byits one-sided
support ofIsrael, jeopardized America's friends inthe area. Two weeks later, his body
and that ofthe Iraqi king were dragged through the streets ofBaghdad. Also, Sadat's
assassination became possible because Israel's views ontheWest Bank, Gaza, andthe
Golan Heights remained essentially unchanged despite the concessions Sadat had
made toIsrael. While both Sadat and Carter regarded Camp David asa step toward a
comprehensive peace settlement between Israel and all its Arab neighbors, including
Palestinians, Prime Minister Begin continued toview the problem ina rigid Zionist
framework: there may be"autonomy for Arabs ofEretz Israel," but they were tohave
no rightoverthe landwhere they were living. TheWest Bank,Gaza,andthe Golan
Heights were parts of"Eretz Israel," and there was no question ofretuming them to
Arab rule '̂̂ or giving them sovereignty as a Palestinian state.

Clearly, then, irrespective ofthesignificant political gains Israel achieved since
1967 and the steady yet radical change in perceptions of the majority ofArabs and
Muslims regarding Israel's reality asa sovereign political entity, there has been little
change in Israel's attitude toward the Palestine problem. During the 1973 war, for
example, Israel's sovereignty asapolitical entity was notquestioned. President Sadat
ofEgypt never called forthe destruction of Israel. His objectives were limited tothe
recovery of Arab lands and the rehabilitation of Arab pride lost in 1967.^^

Another significant development has been the emergence ofthe general impres
sion that after well over fifteen years of armed struggle, the PLO, recognized asthe
sole representative of the Palestinians, was coming round to accepting the Israeli
reality in the framework of the Fahd-Fez peace plans. The Fahd-Fez plans, while
endorsing the "inalienable right of the Palestinian people" to a sovereign state
comprising the West Bank and Gaza within the confines of the pre-June 1967
armisticelines, meanta radicaldeparturefrom thestock Arabstanceon thePalestinine
issue. Implicit inthese plans was the recognition ofIsreal's right toexist asasovereign
entity alongside an Arab Palestinian state. AsforSyria, by 1981 its confrontationist

James E.Akins, "The Rise and the End ofAmerica's Role inthe Middle East," speech deliveied tothe
Futiire Outlook for the International Business Environment, annual symposium, Dallas,Texas. April
1984.

New York Times, March 14, 1984.
Akins, "Rise and End of America's Role."

" Ibid.
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stance vis-a-vis Israel had also mellowed significantly. Syrian InformationMinister
Ahmed Iskander, in an interview with Edward Mortimer of the London Times in
November 1981, hadexpressed hiscountry's readiness toaccept thereality ofIsrael.

For its part, Israel spared little time in spuming these overtures for a political
settlement of the issue because of its "elemental" commitment to retention of the

occupied territories andits viewof Araband PLOmoderation andthe propagation of
peaceplansas a "far moreserious threat than the emptybombastof Arab radicals.

Perhaps the main reason for Israel's refusal to come to terms with its Arab
neighbors can be attributed to the fact that in spiteof Arabreadiness for a negotiated
settlement, the basic assumptions underlying Israel's political-military doctrine re
mainunchanged: theconviction that thecentralaimof Arabcountries is todestroy the
stateof Israel. The persistenceof this assumptionindicatesthat Israelipolicymakers
are perhaps still hooked to the Zionist conviction that the Jewish people have a
preordained"right" to establish a Jewish state in Palestine that shouldbecome, in the
words of Theodore Herzl, the father of Zionism, a part of "the rampart of Europe
against Asia.. .an outpost of civilization as opposed to barbarism.Given this
perspective and its sociopolitical corollary, the apartheid of the Jewish people,
Zionism has pursued a course of military expansion and political rigidity, which
contrary to the evolutionary stream of human consciousness, are likely to lead to a
destructive deadlock.

Israel and Lebanon

The Iran-Iraq war, by intensifying the differences in the Arab world since Camp
David, gave Israel the opportune moment to strike into Lebanon with full military
might. Despite Israeli success in evicting the PLO from Beirut, it has largely failed in
achieving its security objectives. This could be attributed in part to the fact that the
Israeli invasion stemmed from mechanistic calculations, perhaps similar to those
prompting the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan: that the use of sheer force would
impose stability in the region and ensure security for the aggressor.

For Israel, security meant the physical annihilation of the PLO, the neutraliza
tion of Lebanon, and the consolidation of a pro-Israeli government in Beirut. The
invasion came despite eleven months of border tranquility, during which the PLO
abided by the cease-fire agreement of July 1981. The overriding Israeli objective,
however, was not the protection of its northem border, "but the destruction of the
Palestinian sense of nationhood." By breaking the will of Palestinians and demoraliz
ing them, "Israel hoped to bring about their emigration," easing the way for Jewish

The Muslim, Sept. 10, 1982.
Jim Muir, "Lebanon: Area of Conflict, Crucible of Peace," Middle East Journal 38(2) (Spring
1984):210.
Michael Handel, "The Development of the Israeli Political-Military Doctrine," in Comparative Defense
Policy, ed. Frank B. Horton, Anthony C. Rogerson, and Edward L. Warner (Baltimore, Md.: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1974), pp. 279-93.
In G. Fairbom, Revolutionary Guerrilla Warfare (1974), p. 376. Quoted in Shah, "Wars of National
Liberation," p. 9.
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settlements on the West Bank and inGaza.^^ While Israel did not achieve its objective
of politically destroying the PLO, it did succeed in sabotaging an impending U.S.
peace initiative. On September 1,1982, almost three months after the Israeli invasion
ofLebanon, President Reagan acknowledged that "the conflict inLebanon preempted
our efforts"^^ to launch the next step in the peace process.

After the PLO was made to withdraw from Lebanon, Israel was naively
optimistic that in view of the "newcircumstances created by "Operational Peace for
Galilee," peace between Israel andLebanon hadbecome aclearpossibility. TheIsraeli
assumption was that the PLO's defeat, its physical removal from Beirut, and its
neutralization as a political and military factor in the area would be "an important
contribution" to the Arab Israeli peace process.

There appears tobea fundamental error inthis pattern ofIsraeli thinking insofar
asIsrael continues toview thePLO instatic-mechanistic terms. ThePLO represents a
cause, anda popularoneat that, sharednot only bythe Palestinians, the Arabs, and the
Muslim world but also by the overwhelming majorityof U.N. members. Moreover,
theassumptions underlying theIsraelisecurity perceptions areboundtocreatetension
and conflict in the region. It is in this sense that the physicalremovalof the PLOfrom
Beirut opened thewayfortheemergence andassertion ofmilitant indigenous national
and religious anti-Zionist forces.

Contrary toIsraeli calculations, theremoval ofthePLO military-political threat
didnotcreate a vacuum in Lebanon or make Lebanon pliable to a political settlement
on Israeli terms. It served as a trigger for unleashing nationalist forces. It helped to
ignite militant consciousness and to accelerate the politicization of the indigenous
forces thathadbeendormant. In doing so, Israel trapped itselfanditsally, theUnited
States, into a confrontation with religious and nationalistLebaneseforces on a scale no
one could have predicted. Instead of intimidating the emergent political-military
forces inLebanon, Israel's invasion of Lebanon, itsmassive military presence in the
country, and the concomitant U.S. military intervention challenged the Lebanese to
take retaliatory action. It took only two "suicide bombs" to effect the withdrawal of the
U.S. marines from Lebanon.

Becauseof its occupation, Israel has strengthenednationalistsentiment, which
was elusive prior to the invasion. Israeli troops have lost many casualties to attacks
carried out by the Lebanese, with whom the Israelis had never had any problem
before.As increasing numbers ofLebanese become resentful of theIsraeli occupa
tion, Lebanese Prime Minister Rashid Karame expressed hispride attheresistance by
thepeople ofLebanon against theIsraeli occupation forces, aqualitative change inthe
internal environment ofLebanon, where resistance against Israeli occupation forces is
becoming widespread and popular; in fact, Israel's attempts to raise and equip a
pro-Israeli army on the lines of Haddad's army in South Lebanon to ensure Israel's

^ Akins, "Rise and End of America's Role."
See Muir, "Lebanon," p. 210.
Ministry ofForeign Affairs, The PLOinLebanon (Jerusalem: Israeli Ministry ofForeign Affairs, 1982),
p. 38.
Muir, "Lebanon."
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securityinterests is unlikelyto succeed.While suchan armywouldbe ableto play an
auxiliary role in extending the duration of Israel's occupation, it will crumble after
Israel's withdrawal, as did the South Vietnamese forces after the U.S. withdrawal
from Vietnam.

Israel and Islamic Reassertion

A lesson to be learned from Lebanon is similar to the one taught by Iran: events
can take shape and develop independentlyof the wishes of the superpowers. While
U.S.-Israel calculations as well as those of the Arab states are made in terms of

superpower considerations, events in Iran since 1979 and in Lebanon since 1984
demonstrate that there is much room for the eruption of authentic, indigenous forces in
the region that could drastically alter the strategic balance.

What needs to be noted about these dramatic "Islamic eruptions"—the occupa
tion of the Holy Mosque in Mecca, the assassinationof Sadat, and the truckbombings
in Beirut—is that they are not of a sporadic, cathartic nature but reflect a sustained
effort on part of various political-religious groups across the Muslim world to effect
superpower-free political transformation. In addition, even where the ruling order
claims its legitimacy from Islam or even an "Islamic revolution" as in Iran, the
strongest challenge to it is posed by an equally determined indigenousIslamic force,
such as the Mujahedeen-e-Khalq.

These developments illustrate that there is—for lack of a more precise term—
an "Islamic factor"^^ that is seeking to alter the post-WorldWar II status quo in the
Middle East. Israel's intransigence in accepting Arab formulas for a negotiated
settlementof the Palestineproblemis the singlemostimportantelement inelicitingthe
Islamic reassertion in West Asia.

The Soviet Factor

Given the popular nature of the demands the neo-Islamic movements are
raising, their mass appeal is likely to grow and may become irresistible even for
groups in the regimes now in power.The Soviet Union, because of its own
perspective and claims to solidarity with radical and popular movements, may well
find itself committed to these forces and their immediate political objectives. Such a
possibility would exacerbate the existing polarization in West Asia still further.

The polarization of West Asia into a clear-cut Soviet-Arab-Muslim versus
Israel-U.S. divide would seem to be in the interest of both Israel and the Soviet Union.

Such a situation greatly advances Soviet influence and control in the region. By
adhering to its inflexible policy, Israel is indeed pushing the area toward such a
polarization. The United States is abetting Israel in this direction by its reactive

^ Abdul Wahab el Affendi et Arabia: TheIslamicWorld Review, U.S. Middle EastFile,Sept. 1984.
Muhammad Asghar Khan, Islam, Politics, and the State: The Pakistan Experience (London: Zed Books,
1985).
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policies in WestAsia, For example, it canceled the sale of stinger missilesto Jordan
because of King Hussain's remarks criticizing the United States and refused to sell
these missiles to Kuwait, which feels vulnerable in the Iran-Iraq war. Given the
present direction of events, Israel is likely to succeed in claiming the United States
entirely to itself, a position that Israel has very nearly achieved. After all, "what better
guarantee does Israel have for its own security than the total removal of the U.S. from
the Arab world thereby demonstrating that only Israel is America's friend in the
Middle East.

However, such a development would not be in the interest of the Arabs, the
United States, the Islamic world, the Non-Aligned Movement, or even the long-term
interests of Israel. It would mean an unending era of high-level tension. A sign of
hope, however, is the growing strength of the peacemovement in Israelandof Arab
moderates in and out of the PLO.

CONCLUSION

Since the collapse of the Pahlavi regime, Pakistan has regarded the Islamic
revolution as a permanent reality in the region. Close ties with Iran are a strategic
necessity for Pakistan. In geostrategic terms, Pakistan and Iran are viewed by the
superpowers as a landmass acting as a barrier to expansionism. The occupation or
political control oftheareabyoneofthesuperpowers would decisively alterthepower
equilibrium between the two in the region and affect the global balance.^^

The Iran-Iraq war not only threatens the regional status quo but is likely to
generate global seismic effects if it continues. It is generally felt that "tremendous
pressure has been brought upon Pakistan by friendly countries to abandon its stance of
neutrality and take a partisan position in supportof Iraq." However, Islamabad has
successfully resistedthis pressure. The war has been aptlydescribed as a "test case in
Pakistan's foreign policy"^^ since itinvolves itsrelationship not just with Iran but also
with Saudi Arabia, other Arab states, as well as the United States.

However, keeping in view the historical and cultural ties that bind Pakistan to
both Iran andIraq,aswell asitsgeostrategic imperatives, there seems tobelittle scope
or sense in Pakistan's altering its neutrality. Pakistan does not subscribe to the view
that Iran, not Israel, poses the greater threat to the Muslim world, a view that is shared
even by someof those supporting Iraq financially. UAEPresident SheikhZayed, for
example,ison recordassayingthat"Israel, not Iran, is themainenemyof theMuslim
world."''® For Pakistan, Iran isnot only apowerful Muslim country with amajor role to
play in regional and world politics and a trusted friend that gave diplomatic and
military support to Pakistan during its wars against India in 1965 and 1971,but also

Akins, "Rise and End of America's Role," p. 722.
AghaShahi, "The Geo-Political Realities of the Region,"PakistanJournal ofAmerican Studies1(1-2)
(1983), pp. 3-9.
Hussain, "Foreign Policy of Pakistan," p. 17.
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Pakistan's overland link to West Asia. The necessity for forging closer ties between the
two Muslim countries has been the policy of whichever government has been in power
in Pakistan.

On the other hand, Pakistan's relationships with the Arab world, in particular
with Saudi Arabia and the UAE, are equally important. The spiritual and emotional
bonds that have historically linked Pakistan with the Arabs have been accentuated by
geopolitical and geostrategic considerations, economic interests, and cooperation in
the field ofdefense. Given Pakistan's historical identification with Islam and the Arabs

and its cultural affinity with Iran, it is a natural imperative to continue with its efforts
for evolving a bridge of peace between the two belligerents.

While the United States has so far been able to distance itself from the Iran-Iraq
war, it has yet to adopt a realistic approach toward the Palestine issue. Even if the
United States and Israel are "bound together like no two other sovereign peoples" in a
"strange andspecial relationship,"^^ assomeAmerican supporters ofIsrael claim,this
should not lead to wholesale American support for everything that Israel does,
especially when there appear to be differences among the Israelis themselves regard
ing the adverse long-term effects of their government's policies in the region.

Moreover, that there is a divergence in perception between the United States and
Israel on the Palestine problem is indicated by Israel's rejection of the Reagan plan,
which YasserArafat had described as having "some positive aspects." Both Israel and
the United States need to realize that the Palestine problem in the 1980sis qualitatively
different from what it was a few decades ago and that it is amenable to a diplomatic
solution. But before this can be achieved, Israel must revise its assumption that the
Arabs want the total annihilation of Israel as a political entity.

For this change in perception to occur, it is necessary for Israelis, as well as for
Jews the world over, to lend their fullest possible support to the peace movement inside
Israel. This is especially important because Israel considers the support of Jews
throughout theworld theonly permanent and reliable source ofsupport forthestate.^^
A change in perception on the part of the majority of this community could possibly
effect a qualitative change in Israel's policy toward the Palestine problem. There are
already signs that a positive change is in the offing among many Israelis who are
beginning to realize that by emphasizing the apartheid of the Jewish people, Zionism
"is giving rise to anti-Semitic passions which Zionists yearned to avoid."^^ Martin
Buber, the eminent Jewish philosopher, had alerted the Jewish community to the
built-in limitations of Zionism, which as a "narrow nationalist form" was "restricted
to the ingathering of exiles.

Even this "ingathering" could generate change and transformation. This can be
illustrated by borrowing the concept of syntropy, used by some humanistic psycholo-

Peter Grose, Israel in the Mind of America (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1983). p. xi.
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gists. Inapsychological sense, syntropy "is acomplete systemof ingathering, storing,
transforming, and finally utilizing energy"^^ in the personality dynamics of the
individual. Extending this concept to the social milieu, in particular to the Israeli
society, one could view the peace movement in Israel and the tendency toward a
positive reappraisal of the Jewish perceptions of Arabs as indicative of a "transforma
tion" following the primary stage of "ingathering of exiles."

The dynamics of this process is borne out by the fact that there is a growing
awareness among Israelis that their "real goal should be to be at home in the Islamic
environment and to become part of this area." Ezer Weizman, Israel's former defense
minister, who made the above observation, also said that he was glad that 200,000
Israelis had visited Egypt since the peace treaty was signed, as they had found to their
wonder that "thoseEgyptians are really nice people."^^ What had kept the Israelis
from doing their best to make friends with the Arabs, accordingto Weizman, was the
Jewish "ghetto complex," the misgivings, the fears, and the paranoia carried over
fromthepast. Also, formerIsraeliForeignMinisterAbbaEban's acknowledging that
the "Palestinians are the determinate factor in the Arab-Israeli conflict"^^ is another
significantindicator of the positive trend taking shape within Israeli society. It is a
heart-warmingresponseto the forcesof peaceandmoderationamongthe Palestinians,
Arabs, and Muslims.

For the Islamic world, in spite of the Soviet presence in Afghanistan, the
Palestine issue remains its most crucial problem. It is this problem that has become
ingrained in the war objectives of the Iranian leaders at the present stage of the
Iran-Iraqwar.For revolutionaryIran, the way to the liberationof Jerusalem, the Holy
land, passes through Baghdad. A solution of the Palestine problem that ensures
Palestinian sovereignty and the establishment of an independent Palestinian state in
the landsoccupiedby Israelduringthe 1967war,whilerecognizing the sovereignty of
Israel in its pre-1967 border, can form the basis for a peaceful settlement of the
Arab-Israeli conflict. Such a settlement should significantlyaccelerate the termination
of the Iran-Iraq war, as well as heal the fractured state of Lebanon. Alternately, the
continuation of the war and an Iranian military victory would drastically alter the
regional strategic balance. This in turn would introduce previously unforeseen ele
mentsandforces in the Arab-Israeliconflict, not the least of thembeing theexpansion
of fundamentalist extremism in the region, particularly in Lebanon where for the
moment this tendency has been leashed by the nationalist-moderate forces.

Roberto Assagioli, Psychosynthesis (London: Himstone Books, 1965), p. 178.
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15. US. Policy Toward West Asia: The
Iran-Iraq War and the Arab-Israeli
Conflict

Lawrence Ziring

THE UNITED STATES IN WEST ASIA

The UnitedStates seeksto play the peace-maker in West Asia. Although it acknowl
edgesits strategic interests in thearea, as wellas its lackof neutrality, nevertheless, it
emphasizes a roleof honestbrokerbetween passionately antagonistic parties. Thisis
especially pronounced in theArab-Israeli conflict; it isnotsoevident in thecaseof the
Iran-Iraq war. But it willbe argued thatWashington is no lessdetermined to"resolve"
thelatteras it is to "tranquilize" theformer. Moreover, a number of statesinWest Asia
reinforce thisU.S. perception of itsrole. Forreasons thatwillbeexplained, theyinsist
that the United States holds the key to peace in the Middle East. What is not
understood, however, is that the U.S. perception and those of the regional states are
usually at variance. It mustbe notedtherefore thatWashington's version of"peace"is
not necessarily the same as those who want the Americans to press their efforts.

More profoundconfusion arises from the fact that whereasa numberof states
more or less prefer association with the UnitedStates, others in the area abhor U.S.
interference. The latters' perceptionof the UnitedStatesis influenced by arejectionist
philosophy, which characterizesWashington as the primary and most direct threat to
the evolution of a new, unified, and powerful bloc of independent but intimately
associated states. For these actors, U.S. actions are a continuation ofpre-World War II
British and French colonialism, its central purpose being to divide, undermine, and
dominate the region. To that extent Israel becomes Washington's most significant
weapon.

Moreover, the Arab rejectionists consist of the most secular-mindedof all the
Arab states. Althoughresponsive to the demandsof their spiritual life, their policies
and operations are motivatedby the mundane and profane. Status, acceptance, and
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reconstruction are central to their quest. By contrast with the more traditional orders in
Arabdom, they proudly proclaim their revolutionary purpose. From their vantage
point, U.S. "peace-making" efforts aim at safeguarding both foreign and domestic
"imperial" interests; and willing allies are found only among conservative regimes.

According to the rejectionists, those Arab states that court the favor of the
United States are sustaining the Israeli "Trojan horse" and are betraying the in
dependentand progressivedevelopmentof the Arab nation. Thus, the UnitedStates'
"peace-making" role becomes trapped between those promoting and those opposing
thestatus quo.If it canbeargued thattheU.S. "peace-making" role is unrealistic and
programmed to fail, doestheUnited States alsojeopardize itsstrategic interests in the
region? Inother words, towhat extent does theone purpose affect theother, assuming
Washington has long-term interest in West Asia and wishes to remain a major actor
there?

TheUnited States isacomparable newcomer toWest Asia, having only minimal
experiencein the regionprior to World WarII. Sincethe war,however, it hasbeenthe
mostprominent outside actorandthemostdeeply committed to"managing" thearea's
complex affairs. U.S. naivete has been attributed to a lack of historical wisdom. But
perhaps it is even morea consequenceof U.S. politicalculture and the near messianic
commitment tomake theworld "right."Itsentire pre-1940 experience inWest Asiacan
besummed upin thework of theKing-Crane Commission thatwas despatched tothe
region by President Woodrow Wilson when France and Britain differed over the
drawing of boundaries between their respective mandates.

The commission was maderesponsible for ascertaining popular opinion in the
region, and, surprisingly, it recommended that theUnited States assume theSyrian
mandate. France, however, had already seized control of Syria, and Washington
displayed no interest in the territory and did not wish to identify with the mandate
system. The King-Crane Commission is best remembered, however,for its views on
the Balfoiv Declaration and the Zionist demand for a Jewish homeland in Palestine.' It
rejected theZionist claimasunrealistic andfraught withdanger. Thecommission cited
Arab hostility totheBalfour Declaration, which along with themandate system denied
them independent status. After theLeague ofNations formally approved themandates
for Britain and France and Britain publicized its intention to honor the Balfour
Declaration "without prejudicing therights of theArabpopulation," thecommission's
findings were ignored, and the United States' interest in West Asia centered on the
acquisition of oil concessions. It studiously avoided political entanglements.

The riseofHitler inGermany, hisattack onEuropean Jewry, and ultimately the
outbreakof World WarII in September 1939 brought renewed U.S. interest in the
region's political life. Moreover, theshiftof Zionist headquarters to theUnited States
heightened American awareness of Jewish suffering at Nazi hands. Furthermore,
Britainhadbeguntoequivocate on thesubjectofa Zionisthomeland in Palestine, and
wartime efforts at placating the Arabs involved curtailing Jewish emigration. U.S.

' Lawrence Ziring, Middle East Political Dictionary (Santa Barbara, Ca.: ABC Clio Information
Services, 1984), pp. 262-65.
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opinion remained divided on the subject of a Jewish homeland, but sympathy was
expressed for therefugees fleeing Hitler'styranny. British motives were alsosuspect,
andWashington visualized renewed efforts atempire building. TheUnited States, for
a host of reasons, not the least of which was its emphasis on decolonization, came to
favor the idea of an independent homeland for the remnant of European Jewry. The
American Jewish lobby alsoplayed an important rolein dramatizing the plight of the
refugees. Moreover, there was no more convincing evidence of need than the sur
vivors of the Nazi extermination camps.

Both the United States and the Soviet Union pressured the United Nations to
divideBritishPalestine into Arab and Jewish states.^ Andrei Gromyko, the Kremlin
spokesman, made an impassioned address citing thedecimation of theJewish people
andtherightof the survivors to liveat peace incircumstances of theirowndesign. In
1947 theUnitedNations approved a resolution callingfor thedivision of the mandate
into Arab and Jewish areas, and Britain began its final withdrawal.

TheArabstates opposed theresolution butcouldnot muster the votes to defeat
the measure. The Arabs cited the conspiracythat had caused them to be dividedand
dominated following World War I. Although more capable of representing their
interests after World War II, they were still a subject of exploitation. Arab pride
continued to be ignored. The integrity of theArabnationwasagainthreatened. Thus,
the Palestine question was essentially an Arabquestion; but because Jerusalem was
located in Palestine, it was also a Muslim question. The fear persisted throughout the
worldof Islamthat theWestern powers weredetermined to holdthe HolyLand. The
Jewishstate, therefore, was perceivedas the handmaiden of anti-Muslim interests, a
constantreminderof "Islam in danger." For the Arabs it wasa humiliating reminder
that their independence had not yet been realized.

THE UNITED STATES AND ISRAEL

Nations are seldom guidedby altruism, but the United States believed it was
engaged inahumanitarian endeavor when itpromoted andgave defacto recognition to
the new state of Israel in May 1948. Sovietmotives have always been suspectgiven
their volte-face in favor of the Arabs when it became apparent to Moscow that their
entryintotheMiddle Eastwasnotby wayof Israel. TheKremlin hadgranted dejure
recognition to Tel Aviv before Washington believed it appropriate. But itssubsequent
decision to befriend the Arabs and condemn Zionist "imperialism" graphically illus
tratesthe politicalcharacterof Moscow'sactions. The Sovietdecision to supportone
side against the othercontrasts withU.S. efforts to assistIsrael in a hostile environ
mentwhilesimultaneously attempting to "tame" thatenvironment. The UnitedStates
has beenas consistent a supporter of Israelas the Soviets havebeenanti-Zionist (the
Soviets do notclaimto be anti-Israel per se), butthe former'spolicies havebeenmade
more complicated by the latter's posture, not vice versa.

U.S. investment in Arab oil fields and the Western world's dependence on the

See Abba Eban, Abba Eban: An Autobiography (New York: Random House, 1977).
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steady flow of crade oil from these installations became significant when theArab-
Israeli conflict was inits infancy.^ Continued aid to Israel therefore jeopardized those
interests. Nevertheless, the United States persisted initssupport for the Jewish state.
Moveover, U.S. policymakers since theKennedy years, and particularly after the1967
Arab-Israeli war, began to see Israel as a significant military outpost in a region
coveted by the Soviet Union.

Chastizedby the United States, Nasser opened the door to the SovietUnion in
1955. In the 1956 Suez war, Nikita Khrushchev rattled his missiles in the faces of the
British andFrench invaders of Egypt. Theirsudden change of mind andretreat were
attributed to theSoviet premier's threat to use them. The United States pressured the
Israelis to withdraw from the Sinai (Washington had also condenmed the British-
French action), butMoscow monopolized Arab gratitude. The coup in Baghdad in
1958 that destroyed theHashemite monarchy was perceived tobepro-Soviet insofaras
it eliminated the West's primary Arab ally. Fearing a Soviet-inspired plot against the
last Hashemite monarch in Jordan and witness to political instability in Lebanon,
PresidentEisenhowerordered U.S. marines toBeirut. The U.S.action was interpreted
in the Arab states as support for Israel and Israel's "friends," andMoscowreinforced
the perception.'̂

Egyptian-sponsored fedayeen attacks on Israel's settlements took a moimting
toll of Israeli livesin the 1960s. Moreover, afterthe Israeli withdrawal from Sinai, a
U.N. emergency force took uppositions inthepeninsula, themost significant oneat
Sharm al-Shaykh overlooking the entrance tothe Gulf ofAqaba. Egyptian control of
thestrategic point had earlier denied Israel use ofthewaterway and itsonly port south
of theSuez Canal. When Nasser demanded theremoval of the U.N. contingent and
U.N. Secretary General UThant hastily complied, the Israelis sensed anexpanding
conflict and the possibility of another war. Assuming the initiative, Israeli aircraft
struck Egypt's airforce onthe ground, virtually destroying it.Provided overwhelming
advantage intheair, Israel's ground forces entered theSinai again and moved quickly
to the Suez Canal. When Jordan and Syria entered the fray, they too suffered heavy
losses. As aconsequence ofthelatter campaigns, Israel occupied the Golan Heights in
Syria, seized the West Bank from Jordan, and overran the Gaza strip. The Israeli
victory was so complete and so rapid that the other Arab states did not have sufficient
time to react. ^

The UnitedStateswas accusedof complicity, despitean Israeliattackon one of
itsMediterranean-based electronic surveillance ships and the resulting heavy loss of
American lives. In fact, many believed that the U.S. vessel had actually assisted
Israeli aircraft and that they had combined forces with the Israelis to eliminate the
Soviet-suppliedEgyptian air force. No amount of denials could convince the Arabs
thattheUnitedStateshadbeenneitherinvolved norconsulted. Nevertheless, whenthe

' See J.D. Anthony, ed.,The Middle East: Oil, Politics andDevelopment (Washington, D.C.: American
Enterprise Institute, 1975).
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dustof theSix-Day War hadsettled, Washington perceived Israel in a different light.
Nolonger wasit judged theweaker statein itscontest with Arabdom. Israeli military
prowess had been dramatically demonstrated, and the Defense Department urged
upon thepolitical decision-makers inWashington theview thatIsrael was aformidable
ally in a vital region under constant threat from the Soviet Union.

The United States followed a two-track policy followingthe 1967war. The first
focused on Israelimilitary capability and the needto maintain it in a highdegree of
readiness. The second called upon Israelis and Arabs to reconcile their rival moral
claims at the conference table. The United States assumed the role of "peace-maker"
in earnest when President Nixon authorized his secretary of state, William Rogers, to
impress upon all the parties that the United States would follow a course of
"evenhandedness." But while these negotiations went forward, limited warfare con
tinuedbetween IsraelandEgypt.Thedeathof Nasserandtheriseof Sadatdidnothing
to reduce tension until suddenly in 1971 the new Egyptian president ordered the
Soviets to curtail their military activities in the country, and many were ordered to
leave Egypt. Thenowar, nopeace condition persisted, however, with Sadat declaring
that the year of decision was drawing near.

In 1973, tothesurprise of theIsraelis andtheworld, Egyptian troops crossed the
Suez Canal to Israel-occuped Sinai and quickly overran Israel's Bar Lev Line.^ The
Yom Kippur or Ramadan War, however, did notproduce an Arab victory. Although
Syriajoined in the fighting and almost regained control of the Golan Heights, the
Israelis counterattacked on both fronts (Jordan remained neutral). Israeli troops
crossed theSuezintoEgyptproper, cutting off theEgyptian ThirdArmy in theSinai.
In the north, the Syrians were repulsed and the Golan reoccupied.

Concerned that the Israelis would move against Cairo on the one side and
Damascus on the other, the Soviet Union threatened to intervene. President Nixon
responded with a threat ofhisown,andU.S.armed forces were placed onalert. Inthe
meantime, Henry Kissinger, President Nixon's new secretary of state and national
security adviser, moved into the diplomatic vacuum and began a one-man effort to
gain a cease-fire and pullback of forces. The 1973 war and Kissinger's diplomatic
achievement were theopenings Washington sought inprompting thebelligerents toair
their differences around the conference table.

Kissinger wontheconfidence of Sadatandarranged fora mutual withdrawal of
forces, with Israel continuing to hold most of the Sinai. Later, a similar arrangement
was entered into with Syria, but Israel remained in controlof the GolanHeights.

Another element worked its way into the Arab-Israeliconflictas a consequence
of the 1973 war. King Faisal of Saudi Arabia encouraged several other Arab oil
producers (not Iraq) to embargo the supply of oil to the United StatesandEuropean
countries if they did not pressure the Israelis to return Arab territories seized in the
1967 war.^ Faisal also demanded an immediate solution of the Palestine question.

^ See David Hirst and Irene Beeson, Sadat (London: Faber & Faber, 1982).
^ See William B. Quandt, Saudi Arabia in the 1980s: Foreign Policy, Security, and Oil (Washington,
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Although the United States resisted such tactics, it realized that something had tobe
done to prevent another outbreak of hostilities. Superpower confrontation had been
avoided, butit was feared another contest would increase the prospects fora wider
war.

The lifting of the embargo found the United States seriously engaged in
promoting an end to the Arab-Israeli conflict. President Carter, however, carried
diplomacy further than any of his predecessors. Following Sadat's surprise visit to
Jerusalem in 1977, Carter {)ressed the Egyptian and Israeli leaders for an interim
agreement. TheCamp David Accord of 1978 and theEgyptian-Israeli Peace Treaty of
1979 were the result ofthese labors.® But the partial peace arrived atby the parties was
not whattheotherArabstateshaddesiredfromtheUnitedStates. In fact, thosestates
encouraging a U.S. peace initiative, as those rejecting it, drew thesameconclusion:
the UnitedStateshad imposeduponthe Arab andMuslimworlds, withSadat's active
complicity,an arrangement that weakened their resistance vis-a-vis Israel and denied
the Palestinians their right of self-determination.

In the Arab view, decisions related to coexistence with Israel should be theirs
alone. Safeguardsshouldbe somethingarrangedbetweenthemselves and the Israelis
without U.S. interference. The Carter-mediated peace treaty between Sadat and
Menachem Begin was unacceptable onitsface because inArab eyes Egypt made all
the concessions and Israel yielded nothing. Although Sinai was returned toEgypt in
1982, they contend that therestrictions imposed upon Egyptian troop movements and
the presence of U.S. forces in the peninsula negated Cairo's sovereignty over the
region. Moreover, the United States had surgically removed Egypt, the most impor
tant Arab state, from therank offrontline states facing Israel. Egypt's acquiescence to
U.S. wishes and the no-more-war understanding with Israel also permitted the
redeployment ofIsraeli forces ontheSyrian front andopened theway forIsrael's 1982
invasion and occupation of southern Lebanon.

THE IRAN-IRAQ FACTOR

The Iranian revolution of 1978-79 replaced a pro-Western shah with an anti-
American ayatollah and rearranged the politics ofWest Asia. Iran had been essentially
pro-Israeli and had provided much ofthat nation's petroleum. Moreover, the expan
sionof theU.S.-equippedand trainedIranianarmedforceswasviewedwithconsider
ableapprehension in theArab nations, especially inSyria. After Sadat's 1977 visit to
Jerusalem, Syria confronted a strengthened Israeli military machine while Iran's
increasing capability raised a potential threat to Syria's rear. Although Iraq and Iran
were more traditional foes, the two countries hadentered a 1975 agreement, which
seemed to promise an era of diminishing rivalry. Moreover, Iraq's 1972 treaty of
friendship and cooperation with the Soviet Union contributed to the growth ofthe Iraqi
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armedforces,andIraqwassaidto possessthe mostformidable military establishment
in the Arab world.^

Continuing tension between the two Baathist regimes, however, appeared to
rule out Iraq's support of Syria despite their commoncause against Israel. Iraq was
critical ofSyria'sroleinLebanon, notably because Syriaaided theChristian Phalange
duringthe 1975-76 Lebanese civil war. Iraq interpreted the Syrianactionas an overt
act of aggression against the Palestinian people, particularly thePalestine Liberation
Organization (PLO), under Yasser Arafat's command. Iraq concluded that Syria
intendedusing the PLOfor its own purposes. Iraqisdid not haveto be reminded that
historic Syrian geopolitical interests notonlycastashadow overLebanon, Jordan, and
Israel (Palestine); it also claimed a considerable portion of northernIraq, including the
oil-richregionof Kirkukand Mosul. Moreover, Syria was the homeof the Baathist
party, and it always looked with suspicion on the Iraqi "branch."

The victory of the Shiite mullahs in Iran appearedto provide Syria with a new
range of options. The Tehran government publicly severed its links withIsrael and
declaredits intentionactively to support the Palestinianstruggle.The PLO was given
possession of Israeliinstallations inTehran, andthemullahs declared theirimmediate
intention to send Iranian volunteers to Lebanon and Syria. Shiite ties also facilitiated
cooperation between Syria and Iran. What only a few weeks before had been per
ceived as a major enemy was quickly transformed into a quasi-ally.

Iraq, however, had reason to be concerned. Khomeini'sdisciple in Iraq, Imam
Mohammed Bakr Sadr, leader of the militant Shiite Al-Dawa, called upon his follow
ers to take up the causeof the Iranianayatollah and to overthrow the government of
Saddam Hussain.^^ Acts of sabotage and assassination followed while Iranian and
Iraqi forces skirmished along their mutual frontier.

Iraq's decision to strikeacrosstheShattal-Arab intoIranian Khuzistan (Arabis-
tan) was aimed not only at sealing the border against Iranian Shiite terrorists; it was
also meant to assist ethnic and religious groups opposed to the Khomeini revolution
inside Iran. Iraq assumed it would find support among the Arab population of
Khuzistan.It alsobelievedthe oppositionto the mullah-dominated governmentwould
rallybehind its forces. Neither happened, however. TheIranian navy struck Iraq'soil
exportterminalsat KhorUmmayaandMinaal-Bakr, destroying the facilityandhence
drastically reducingIraq's abilitytoexportitspetroleum. ThemajorIraqiportofBasra
also was effectively blockaded, and Iraq's economy suffered substantial losses.

The Iraqis needed a quick victory in Khuzistan, but when Iranian resistance
stiffened, Iraq hadsecond thoughts about committing additional frontline forces and
weapons. Suchhesitation wasa signal to those in Iranwho might have joined with
theIraqis thattheriskwas toogreat. Furthermore, Iranian Kurds, although inconflict

^ Claudia Wright, "Iraq—New Powerin the Middle East,"ForeignAffairs 58(2) (1979-80):262-63.
Godfrey Jansen, "The GulfWar: The Contest Continues," ThirdWorld Quarterly 6(4) (Oct. 1984):
950-51.

" Ibid., p. 952.
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with the Tehran government, had little reason to support the Iraqis who only a few
years earlier had brutalized their brethren. Only the Mujahedeen Khalq, the secular,
Marxist organization, appeared toside with Iraq. As a consequence oftheir terrorist
attacks onthe revolutionary leadership and now their perceived treasonous behavior,
they were savagely hounded bythe ayatollah's revolutionary guards, and thousands
were allegedly killed.'̂ Thus, the Iraqi blitzkrieg fizzled, and Iranian territory pre
viously lost to the invading force was retrieved. The mullahs drew from an almost
limitless supply of young and old devotees, who enthusiastically embraced martyr
dom. Iran, despite its many cleavages, basked in anew-found unity, and the long war
of attrition with Iraq entered a new phase.

Saddam Hussain's publicized desire to settle the war through negotiation was
repeatedly rebuffed by the mullahs. So too were the external peace-makers in the
Muslim Conference, the Ummah Peace Committee, and the United Nations. Ayatol-
lah Khomeini insisted that the warwould end only when Saddam Hussain hadbeen
destroyed and the Iraqis agreed to pay Iran war reparations. Iraq therefore had no
recourse buttocontinue thewar, andinthateffort ithadthesupport oftheconservative
Arab states, that is, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Jordan, and Kuwait.

Neither theUnited States northeSoviet Union sought tomediate theGulfwar.
Washington initially imposed anembargo onall weapons toIran and Iraq and tried to
block illicit sales byarms merchants. Nevertheless, weapons were made available to
both sides. The Soviet Union, in spite of its treaty with Iraq, supplied Iran with a
limitedvariety ofarms.Sucheffortsapparently slowed,however, whentherevolution
turned against and destroyed the Tudeh party. Israel was also mmored tohave secretly
arrangedthe sale of armsto Iran even thoughthe mullahscalledfor the destruction of
the Jewish state. Arab sources have insisted that Israel feared neither Iraq nor Iran, but
their protracted conflict served Israel's long-range interests. Arab observers in fact
blamed the United States and Israel for the unending war between Iraq and Iran, noting
their desire to"bleed" both countries. Moreover, given Iraq's growing dependence on
French weapons, paid for by the conservative Arab states, the Syrians sensed Baghdad
could rejoin the Westem camp.

In the meantime Syria was unwilling or unable to alter its own course or
reconcile differences with Iraq. The Soviet Union, however, increased military
assistance to Iraq, while still permitting less lethal supplies to reach Iran.

TheSoviet-North Yemen treaty ofOctober 1984 alsosignified Moscow's inten-
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have been killed inshootouts orexecuted byfiring squads. In1982 Amnesty International estimated that
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SeeZalmay Khalilzad, Security inSouthern Asia I—the Security ofSouthwest Asia (London: Gower
Publishing Co., 1984), p. 45; and Iran Liberation (Mujahedeen Khalq), July 19, 1982, p. 9.



tion to keep an active hand in the extended area.^^ Moreover, given Saudi and
Jordanian dissatisfaction withWashington, Kremlin leadersbelieved theywouldlook
more favorably onSoviet entreaties. Speculation increased thatthemore conservative
Arab states might gamble onmoving toward a normalization ofdiplomatic relations
with Moscow in return for Soviet guarantees of support against Israel, as well as
pledges of noninterference in their domestic affairs. These actions in addition to
renewed Kremlin interest in Arafat rankled the Syrians. Syrian President Hafez
Assad's journey to Moscow in mid-October 1984 underlined his personal concern.
TheKremlin, however, seemed to lean toward modification of theReagan proposal,
which linked anindependent Arab Palestine with Jordan. The central idea would beto
force the U.S. administration to choose between its own plan (and "friendly" Arab
states) and Israel, which had rejected the proposal. Arafat had already given his
approval toa"federation" plan with Jordan. This incremental approach tothe Pales
tine question brought the PLO leader close todefeat inthe winter of1983—84. Soviet
support for the general idea, however, gave it and him new credibility.

TheUnitedStateswashardlya passiveobserver. LiketheSovietUnionit hadto
operate onseveral planes simultaneously. Itsconcern forinternational shipping inthe
Persian Gulf caused it to assemble a large naval flotilla near the Strait of Hormuz.
Saudi Arabia alsourged theUnited States to give direct support to Iraqin itswarwith
Iran. Egypt did likewise. Moreover, the U.S. temptation to yield to these pressures
wasconsiderable, given the alleged Iranian linkto the "Islamic Jihad," the terrorist
organization identified with theApril 1983 destruction ofthe U.S. Embassy inBeirut,
the U.S. Marine Corps barracks (October 1983), and the U.S. Embassy annex
(September 1984).

But U.S. analysts have also been examining signs of a possible shift toward
more national goals inside Iran.^^ Although the question remains who or what will
succeed Ayatollah Khomeini, all indications point to cleavage in the ranks of the
ruling clergy. Theemergence of a moderate faction assisted bythebazaar merchants
andenlisting remnants of theintelligentsia could spell achange indirection inIranian
policy. The export of revolution may become a lesser objective as Iranian leaders
struggle with thecountry's multidimensional problems. Moreover, a less belligerent

TheSoviet-North Yemen treaty offriendship andcooperation was signed inMoscow onOct. 10, 1984,
byKonstantin Chemenko and Ali Abdullah Saleh. Itwas said tobesomewhat different from the 1979
South Yemen and 1980 Syrian treaties in that it did not mention military aid. SeeHerald Tribune
(International), Oct. 11, 1984.
Shireen T. Hunter, a deputy director of the Middle East Program in the Center for Strategic and
International Studies, Washington, D.C.,isprominent inthis small group. See thearticle/interview with
AbolHassan Bani-Sadr, in Michael Dobbs, "Bani-Sadr SaysIranActivated Transition Plan,"Washing
ton Post, Aug. 4, 1984. Bani-Sadr is quoted as saying: "[President Ali] Khameinei is strictly an
opportunist. He sided initially with the hardliners but then switched when it became clear that the
moderates were winning. The hardliners do not see a future for themselves, which is why they are
resorting toacts ofsabotage. During my time itwas thesame. The leadership was agreed onamoderate
course of sanction andtheopposition came from themiddle layers of therevolution. Onthatoccasion
[Ayatollah] Khomeinisided with the radicals."
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foreign policy could provide the United States with the opening necessary to rebuild a
dialogue between the two countries. The so-called moderates are already acknowl
edged to have subdued their more extremist brethren on economic matters. They have
also been credited with neutralizing radical, secular organizations, that is, the Hideh
party. Moreover, the Soviet Union isa minor actor inIran today, inpart, because the
"moderates" may want to reopen lines to the West.

The visit to Tehran of the West German foreign minister in July 1984 was
received with unusual enthusiasm in Tehran. Hans-Dietrich Genscher came away
from his meetings with Iranian leaders with the optimistic view that Ayatollah
Khomeini was seriously pondering a break inIran's self-imposed isolation.

The question can be raised whether, and if so, how the United States might
entertain "normal"relations withafutureIran?Americans mustovercome someof the
same emotional problems experienced by their Iranian counterparts. The United
States has learned to hate Iran almost as much as the latterdetests the former. The
hostage crisis, thealleged actsof state-sponsored terrorism, and theviolent excesses
ofthe mullahs have seeped deep into the American psyche. Ifever Tehran signals an
interest in restoring communication with Washington, Americans would have great
difficulty in responding affirmatively. But the point remains that the United States
ought not to wait for a conciliatory gesture from Tehran.

Iran has been passing through a profound and wrenching experience. Even the
Soviets describe the Iranian revolution as "genuine."'̂ Many Iranian institutions,
workways, and cultural expressions have disappeared. Moreover, the revolution
quickly passed to a thermidor phase. Revolutionaries in the vanguard ofthe struggle
against the Pahlavis have become victims ofthe very conditions they created. From
Bani-Sadr, Yazdi, and Ghotbzadeh tothe Tudeh and Mujahedeen Khalq, the secular,
generally Marxist, opposition has paid a high price for its peculiar form ofzealotry.
Elements of the Marxist opposition wait in Iraq and France, while the Pahlavi line
holds to its refuge in Egypt and the United States. Anticipating the eventual collapseof
the mullah-dominated system, they expect to return to the country and assume the
reins of power.

Marxists, however, cannot be expected to associate with Americans. Their
fhistrations have deepened markedly in their contest with the mullahs. Their
radicalization must be judged complete. The Soviet Union will continue to organize
their ranks, sponsor their activities, and influence their choice of leaders. If the
mullah-led government collapses, the Soviets will be inaposition politically as well as
logistically to assist aformal and total takeoverofthe country. Nor can Washington put
much faith in the reemergence of the Iranian monarchy. The days of constitutional
monarchy have passed. Neither the forces nor the network ofsociopolitical relation
ships exists within thecountry togive it new life. The United States, therefore, must
leam to work with the present government, adjust to its different lifestyle, and accept
its eccentricities. Iranians will be challenged by even greater obstacles in approaching

" Personal interviews conducted in Moscow, Nov. 1983.
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the United States, but if the signs of moderationhave been read accurately, even this
must be deemed possible.

The United States ought to play the role of "peace-maker" in the war between
IranandIraq. Washington realizesthatIraqpossesses farmoreweaponry thanIran. Its
air force is not only more numerous but superior to anything Iran can muster, fly, or
maintain. The majority of Iraq's tanks and heavy artillery have not been used.
Moreover, resupply is no problemfor Iraq, givenits manysources fromEgyptto the
Soviet Union and France. The United States can add little to this arsenal, and it should
not. But it can begin to play the mediator in the Gulf war or at least encourageWest
Germany toenterthatuncertain arena.Washington shouldseeka stableIran,andithas
no other real alternative but to encourage the mellowing of the present regime.

As with U.S. support for Israel, the Arab states will be infuriated by a U.S.
approach to Iran. Butif thepurposeis tobringtheIran-Iraq wartoaclose, it isdifficult
to imagine this angerseriously damaging the U.S. role in West Asia. Moreover, a less
revolutionary Iran wouldnot onlyceaseto be a threatto the traditional Arabstates;it
might also help reduce incidents of terrorism, ease the Lebanese situation, deflect
Syriafromits"granddesign,"andgiveIsraeltheopportunity toseriously confront the
Palestineissue. Most important for the United States, if Iran is not convertedinto a
military base, the Soviet Union might be discouraged from exploiting the country's
domestic problems. Moreover, Iran will face a massive reconstruction job when its
war with Iraq is terminated. WithIranianconsent, the UnitedStatescouldassist that
effort.

THE CONTINUING CONFLICT

At the outset, I hint that conflict is more serious than war. I also suggest that the
Arab-Israeliconflictis more importantto the UnitedStates than the Iran-Iraqwar.I do
notmeanto implythattheonecouldor shouldbeignoredinfavorof theother. Indeed,
the intertwining of events is an important focus of this analysis. The problems are
interrelated; they influence and are influenced by an inordinate numberof variables.
Butthepointto be madeis that theGulfwar, despitethe intransigence of Iran, canand
will be diplomatically concluded. That war remains an episode in the unfolding
history of the region.

The Arab-Israeli conflict, however, involves a clash of civilizations and there
fore represents a muchbroaderanddeeper set of issues. Contrastedwith the Iran-Iraq
war, the Arab-Israeli conflict involves properties of an extraterritorial nature. But,

A reportby DavidBlackand MarkHosenball in theSundayTimes (London), Oct. 14, 1984,described
Britain's decision to provide Iran with additionalfrigates andBH-7hovercraftand logistic supportships.
By early 1985 the Iranian navy should have fourteen assault hovercraft and at least six landing ships
capable of landing 3,000 fully equipped troops. The arms deals promisedto maintain Iranian naval
superiority, and it is saidto haveangeredIraq's friendsin theGulfstatesas wellasWashington. Britainis
a party to the embargo on the sale of military equipment to the Gulf states, and the transfer was
considered a violation of that understanding. For Iraqi military superiority, however, see The Military
Balance 1984-85 (London: International Institute for Strategic Studies, 1984), pp. 61-63.
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more important, it has released the most compelling forces for change inthe region.
AnIsrael atpeace with itsneighbors could mean a new erafor allthepeople ofWest
Asia. Clearly, they are neither ready for it, nordo they welcome its prospects.

Arabs still quote from theProtocols ofthe Elders ofZion. Jewish conspiracy is
much on theirminds. Theargument is passionately presented that it is Israel's stated
intention one day toestablish dominion over all the lands from the Tigris-Euphrates to
the Nile. Israeli aggressive actions are cited toillustrate and justify this Arab concern.

Israel's initial expansion from those sections of British Palestine (allocated to
the Jewish state in the 1947 U.N. resolution) to the whole of that former mandate
requires little further explanation. Moreover, the transformation of the WestBank into
Judea and Samaria and theincreasing number ofJewish setdements there canonly be
realized bydisplacing theArab inhabitants oftheregion. Continued occupation ofthe
Gazastripandtheannexation of Syria'sGolanHeights arefurther evidence. The 1982
invasion of Lebanon and Israeli influence in the south of that country provide
additional credence. The Israeli withdrawal from southern Lebanon is viewed with
maximum skepticism, given Israel's perceiveddesire to draw water from the Litani
River. Moreover, the private Lebanese Christian militia in the south cannot sustain
itself in a Shiite zone without direct Israeli military support.'̂ Even the Israeli
withdrawal from the Sinai is treated with disdain. Controversy between Israel and
Egypt about thecontinuing Israeli occupation of territory deemed to bepart ofSinai
raises questions about Israeli sincerity. Moreover, Arab projections ofIsraeli popula
tion growth point toa need formore living space; hence Israel isperceived aspoised
for further aggression.

Much of theevidence provided to describe Israeli expansion is on the record.
Therefore, evenif theframework oranalytical structure iscontrived orquestionable,
Israeli actions have reinforced thefears of Arabs that they are in substantial danger.
Thus, on the one side, the Arabs publicize their desire to come to terms with Israel. In
addition totheReagan plan, theArabs note theSoviet plan, theKing Khalid plan, and
theFezplanasexamples of thevarious packages opento theIsraelis if theirtruedesire
is peace with theArabs. TheArabs argue thatonly theIsraelis have rejected eachof
these plans.

Ontheotherside, however, withveryminorexceptions, theArabsstillrefuseto
countenance thepermanence of theIsraelistateinWest Asia.Theystillbelieve it tobe
analienfabrication, with alien ideas, andan insatiable appetite forpowerandstatus.
Arab pride cannot come to gripswith this"foreign" entity in theirmidst. Itsexistence
is a constant reminder of their past as well as present humiliation and degradation.
Hence theArabs teach theiryoung tohateandpreach perpetual conflict. "TheIsraelis
may win one, two, three, four or more wars, but they cannot continue. Ultimately
Arab power and ingenuity, as well as courage and sacrifice will prevail."'® This
chilling message is the Arab formula for peace in the area. Nothing short of Israeli
submission tothewill andsuperiority oftheArab nation willsuffice. Arab acceptance

" TheGuardian (London), Oct. 12, 1984.
Personal interview with Syrian foreign service officers, London, Oct. 1984.
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of the peace plans cited above, therefore, is judged empty rhetoric, without signi
ficance or validity by almost all Israelis.

Furthermore, if there is another Anwar el-Sadat in the Arab world, he has yet to
surface. In fact, the lesson of Sadat makes Arab leaders hesitate before engaging in
programs that are earmarked to destroy their credibility. Rivalries in the Arab world
are celebrated for their personal vendettas. Every leader is confronted by numerous
would-be leaders. Followers are fickle and subject to suasion, especially if it is
believed a leader has deviated from an established course. The Arab-Israeli conflict

has already spanned several generations. The conflicthas created its own dynamics,
and leaders are compelled, irrespective of background or interest, erudition or in
stinct, to replicate not innovate.

No one in West Asia expects a change in Arab perceptions or behavior in the
foreseeable future. There is also no possibility the Israelis will take the initiative and
back away from positionsthat they believe strengthen their defenses. They too have
learned to live with protractedconflict. Their energies, talents, and science focus on
the inevitability of struggle and the ongoing necessity of keeping the Arabs off
balance.

Finally, what can the United States do given this deadlock in West Asia? It has
already done much to help establish a balance of power between Israel and its
neighbors.Israeli strengthis a consequenceof U.S. militaryandeconomicassistance,
and it was that connection that caused Sadat to accept a negotiatedsettlement. Sadat
was forced to make concessions, as did the Israelis, but the outcome of their de
liberations was a desire to avoid future warfare. The conflict, however, remained
unresolved. It would appear that future U.S. efforts must aim at ending other active
and/or latent wars. The end of conflict, it can be hypothesized, will result from the
cumulative effect of the numerous arrangements to deny war as an instrument of
national policy—thus, the need to terminate the Iran-Iraq war. As has been demon
strated, it too is very much part of the Arab-Israeli conflict.

The Palestine-Arabquestioncannotbe answeredtodaybyplans, no mattertheir
originor sincerity. The latent war betweenSyriaand Jordan, or Syria and Iraq, is as
important to the resolution of the Palestinian problem as getting Israel to accept an
independent, sovereign Palestinian state situated between itself and Jordan. No less
than the Arabs who describe Israel as the West's "Trojanhorse" in the Arab world, an
ArabPalestinian stateisjust as threatening whenseenfromthevantage pointof Israel.
In the fluid conditions of West Asia, amid ever-shifting alliances, associations, and
fraternal orders, nothingis as permanentas conflict. If the Arabs truly believein the
need for a Palestinian Arabnation-state, they shouldbe able to adjustto the arrange
ment of a region of Arab nation-states and one Israeli nation-state.

The UnitedStatescan only persevere in the course that it established approxi
mately two decades ago. Only Israel, from all the states of West Asia, is bound to the
UnitedStates, andonlyIsrael is a predictable ally. Nevertheless, Washington mustbe
ever mindful that it is the master of its own foreign policy. It can never allow a lesser
power to commit it to a role that it has not chosen for itself or a situation that it has not
determined to be in its interest.
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16. Pakistan's Relations with the Gulf
Cooperation CouncU Countries

Talat A. W^zarat

The precepts on which the post-World War II political order was based have been
under tremendous pressure, particularly since the beginning of the 1970s. Whereas
this development has enhanced the importance of some states whose role in world
affairs had been previously subdued, the other effect has been a transformation of
established political norms into more radical ideologies.

My purpose here is to analyze the cumulative effect of these changes with
particular reference to the emerging relationship among Pakistan, the Gulf Coopera
tion Council (GCC) states, and the United States. Since this relationship is the product
of changes taking place in the strategic environment, an effort will be made to discover
some of the elements that accompany this change.

THE STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENT

The current sense of insecurity confronting Pakistan, the GCC states, and much
of the Gulf area is attributable to the changes in the strategic environment at global and
regional levels. The efforts of each state to promote its own security have often meant
greater insecurity for its neighbors. In the absence of mutually acceptable political
arrangements between regional states and the two superpowers, an increase in military
spending has occurred. This is a reflection of the ineffectiveness or failure of the crisis
management apparatus. The essence of the problem of insecurity is, therefore, not
purely military in nature but can be explained partially in political terms.

Political Instability

Third World states generally suffer from the problem of political instability
because of the absence of genuine political institutions and also of norms of behavior.
While new political forces have been generated as a result of socioeconomic changes
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Besides Libya, South Yemen and Ethiopia formed the Tripartite Alliance in
1981, which also carries a joint defense clause.^ Egypt, Morocco, and Oman have
signed agreements withtheUnited States; theagreement withEgypt allows theUnited
States the use of some bases. Oman has permitted the UnitedStates the use of Salalah
andMasirah as staging bases. Theagreement with Bahrain alsoallows theU.S. navy
the right to use port facilities in that country. Great Britain has also concluded treaties
taking place in each state, systems generally fail to incorporate them politically,
resulting in thealienation of thesenewforces fromthe system. Herein lietheseedsof
revolution. At least four states belonging to the Persian Gulf ^d its vicinity have
experienced radical political changes in the lastdecade. South Yemen, Ethiopia, and
Afghanistan have opted for the socialist system whereas Iran has adopted Islamic
fundamentalism as its ideology.

Thethreesocialist stateshavearoused theapprehensions of theirneighbors and
the United States because of their close identification with the Soviet Union. There is
also the feeling that all four states are ready to promote their ideologies through
revolutionary means. Whatever theirfuture holds asagents ofchange intheirregions,
at present their ability to promote radical ideologies is highly restricted because of
conditions of civil war and other political and economic changes.

Regional Tension

Theregion hasneverreally beenfree of tension, butnow there is anincreasing
tendency for suchtension to escalate intowar. While the best-known example is the
Iran-Iraq war, other crises are known to exist as well. At present, most of these are
dormant; nevertheless, they do carry the seeds of war, especially in view of the
absence of political institutions for resolving disputes. Since most states have the
legacy of unresolved disputes with their neighbors, they have no option but to
strengthen themselves militarily.

Superpower Involvement

As the inventory of major developments indicates (see below), the two
superpowers have transmitted their rivalries to West and Central Asia. They have at
times succeeded in using one regional state against the other in order to further their
respective goals. There is another significant dimension to their roles: theyserveas
exporters of arms to regional states.

SouthYemen hasenteredinto treatyrelations withHungary, Bulgaria, and the
Soviet Union. TheUSSR's navy has acquired theright tousethefacilities attheportof
Aden. Ethiopia and Afghanistan have treaties binding them to the Soviet Union.
Furthermore, the USSR justifies the presence of its troops in Afghanistan on the
grounds that Moscow was legallyboundto come to the assistance of Afghanistan in
view of external interference in the internal affairs of that country.

International Institute for Strategic Studies,MilitaryBalance, 1983-84 (London, 1984).
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of friendship with Bahrain, Qatar, and the United Arab Emirates in August 1971. In
addition. Great Britain has supplied arms to Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi
Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates.^

Some regional states have entered into treaties among themselves. The GCC
came into being in May 1981, and it is in the process of developing a mutual defense
structure, including a Rapid Deployment Force. The edifice of this relationship has
been further strengthened by bilateral arrangements between members of the GCC and
states outside the scope of the GCC. The following inventory lists the major de
velopments or disputes of the region and its vicinity according to their relevance for
Pakistan-GCC-U.S. relations.

1. The Iranian and Afghan revolutions (equally important for the tripartite
relationship)

2. Iran-Iraq war
3. Pakistani-Afghan tension
4. Iranian-Afghan tension
5. North Yemen-South Yemen rivalry
6. The Ogaden conflict
Domestic Developments
7. The Mecca incident

8. Bahrain coup (charges of Iranian involvement)
9. Bombing incidents in Kuwait (charges of Iranian involvement)
10. Dhofar revolution (charges of South Yemen involvement on the side of

revolutionaries and Pakistani and Iranian involvement on behalf of the government)
11. Bombing of cinema house in Peshawar (charges of Afghan involvement)

Defense Expenditures

The defense spending of states that now comprise the GCC registered an upward
trend in the 1970s as a result of deterioration in their security environment but largely
because of the availability of greater financial resources made possible by increased
OPEC oil prices.

The GCC states have access to sophisticated defense equipment, and their
defense preparedness has changed qualitatively as well as quantitatively. While on the
whole their armed forces personnel are better trained than they were a few years back,
they are not yet battle-tested, and this is a source of some concern to the policymakers
of these countries.

Pakistan's defense spending was not curtailed even after the country lost halfof
its territory (formerly East Pakistan) because this loss served to heighten its feeling of
insecurity. Recently, a defense modernization program has been undertaken by the
government with the help of the United States.

Iran spent a great deal on defense under the shah. The subsequent revolutionary

^ Ibid.
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government would have curtailed defense spending had it not been for the Iran-Iraq
war. South Yemen, Afghanistan, and Ethiopia have also been conscious of their
security problems. However, in the case of the four states discussed above, it is not
their defense expenditures that make them a threat in the perceptionof their neighbors,
but rather their adherence to ideologies that are considered inimical to the ideological
preferences of their neighbors (particularly the GCC states).

The conclusion that can be drawn from the above analysis of the strategic
environmentis that the region is in the processof change. Domesticpoliticalchangein
many countries has thrown up new and dynamic forces that have, by and large,
challengedthe existing balance of power. The injectionof superpowerrivalry brings
about an increase in regional tensions and is, in turn, made worse by them.

THE PAKISTAN-GCC EQUATION

As a result of the developmentsoutlined above, many states have experienceda
heightened sense of insecurity. The GCC states and Pakistan are in the category of
those that consider themselves to have been adversely affected by the process of
change. The religious and cultural affinity that ties Pakitan and the GCC states into a
common bond is centuries old. In recent years this relationship has gained renewed
strength, but it has also generatednew complexitieswith the additionof new areas of
interaction. The infusion of Pakistan's technocrats, teachers, and laborers^ (both
skilled and unskilled) have enabled the less populated GCC states to overcome the
shortage of trained manpower to implement their modernization programs.

For theirpart, theGCCstateshave investedsubstantialsumsof moneyin certain
sectors that are considered crucial for Pakistan—fertilizers, petrochemicals, and
arms. The economic sphere carries bright prospects for the future since Pakistan and
the GCCcountrieshave complementaryeconomicinterests. But in the finalanalysis,
the factors that have brought Pakistan and the GCC nations together are their common
threat perceptionand mutualcommitmentto the statusquo. In order to achievethese
commongoals, theGCCcountriesandPakistanhaveenhancedtheirmilitarycoopera
tion. There are three levels of this military relationship:

1. Ever since the early 1970s Pakistan has looked to the countries of West Asia
(particularly SaudiArabia)"^ to intercede on its behalfwith the United States for the
supplyof sophisticatedweapons. This was necessaryafter the United States imposed
embargoes on the sale of arms to Pakistan in 1965 and 1971.

2. Pakistan has also depended on GCC states for financing its defense mod
ernization program. In 1975 the United Arab Emirates funded the purchase of
thirty-two Mirage V planes for the Pakistan air force at a cost of $330 million. An
additional twenty-four other such planes were acquired for the United Arab Emirates

^ The number of Pakistani workers in Saudi Arabia alone is 700,000; see MiddleEast Review, 1984, lOth
ed., p. 40.

^ Iranalso tried to influence the Nixonadministration in favorof sellingdefenseequipment to Pakistan.
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air force, with the understanding that these would be made available to Pakistan
should an emergency arise.^

3. Pakistan has provided training facilities to the armed forces of the GCC
countries. It has also contracted to station defense forces in some member countries.
Saudi Arabia is believed to have 20,000 Pakistani troops; Kuwait, Oman, and the
United Arab Emirates have defense contingents from Pakistan as well.^

Militarycooperation betweennationsis meaningful only when it can be trans
lated into clear policy goals. The political principles on which the foundation of
military cooperation between GCC states and Pakistan rests are:

1. Mutual commitment to thestatusquo in theregion. Thisincludes preserva
tion of national independence and continuation of existing political order in each
country. Since the late 1960s, Pakistan has worked closely with the govemment of
Oman, providing technicians and military personnel for the purpose of training
Oman's defense forces forcombat duty.^ This assistance held great value forOman at
that time in view of its unstable political situation.

2. Commitment to a reduction in superpower rivalry in the region.
Since theUnited States is committed to thepreservation ofthestatus quoin the

Persian Gulf, Pakistan andtheGCC states have looked toitforsupport. However, they
are reluctant to become too closely identified with the United States because of its
support forIsrael. Besides, increasing U.S. involvement could invite a corresponding
degreeof increased Soviet involvement, thereby enhancing the risk of a worldwar.

Among the GCCcountries andPakistan there are common threatperceptions,
an identity of views regarding strategy, and even the rudiments of a common vision of
thefuture. Forthosewhohavewondered whyPakistan ratherthananyotherstatewas
selectedby the GCC statesfor close militarycooperation, these factorsshouldserveas
explanation. To suggest that Pakistan has assumed the role of a mercenary in the
Middle Eastwould beincorrect. Fewotherstates canclaim tohave acloser identity of
views regardingpolitical developments in their region than exists between the GCC
and Pakistan.

Two questions that are related to Pakistan's role in the GCC states' defense are
crucial to the future of this relationship. The first is, what will be the role of Pakistani
forces incase ofanattack bya third party? Countries thathave agreed tothestationing
of Pakistani troops on their territories will naturally expect help in an emergency.
However, some agreements stipulate that Pakistani forces will not fight against a
countrythat is consideredto be friendlyto Pakistan.The secondquestionis, whatrole
will Pakistani forces be called upon to play in case of internal turmoil? Pakistan's
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commitment to the survival of friendly regimes is beyond doubt. Its forces will be
involved in assisting government troops, especially if it can be established that some
foreign government is orchestrating a movement to topple the government.

Pakistan-GCC military cooperation is important as it reduces the chances of
active U.S. intervention in case of a threat to any traditional regime. The United
States' military presence in the Gulf area during times of peace is provocative, but
during times of crisis it carries the additional possibility of a major confrontation.®
Because of its location at the head of the Persian Gulf, as well as the fact that it is the
mostpopulatedstate in the Gulf region, Pakistanis uniquelysituatedto strengthenthe
defense of the region.^ The emerging friendly pattern of Pakistan-U.S. relations is a
result of this realization on the part of the United States.

PAKISTAN-U.S. RELATIONS

Prevailing U.S. perceptions regarding Pakistan were summed up by Ambassa
dor RonaldSpiersin 1982: "Pakistanis a friendly, independent, developing countryin
an important strategic location. It is in a position to exert constructive leadership
amongan importantgroupof nations." However, beforeproceedingwithananalysis
of existing Pakistan-U.S. relations or venturing to determine the prospects for the
future, a look into the past is necessary. Pakistan-U.S. relations have followed a
checkered course depending on the nature of the relationship between the two
superpowers.

The post-1945 period was marked by two major politicalphenomena: (1) with
decolonization (accelerated by WorldWarII) a number of new states emerged; and (2)
the United States and the Soviet Union emerged as superpowers. The relationship
between them was one of competition at best and conflict at worst. Between these
poles, there were various shades of tension, a pattern that was soon communicatedto
other parts of the world.

Both superpowers were constantly in search of opportunities to extend their
influences. In the case of the United States, the search for allies in the developing
world was geared toward the goal of containing communism. Pakistan joined two
U.S.-sponsored defense alliances, CENTO and SEATO, in order to strengthen itself
againt aggression.

However, Pakistan's participation in these alliances aroused the enmity of the
SovietUnionwithoutgaining unqualifledU.S. supportagaintall forms of aggression.
In fact, there was a discrepancy in the perceptionsof the two countries regardingthe
direction of threat. U.S. assurances of support were valid only in case of attack from a
conununist country. Pakistan, on the other hand, interpreted the defense treaties to
guarantee U.S. support irrespective of the identity of the aggressor.

®A Rapid Deployment Force was formed by the GCC states in Oct. 1984 in order to promote self-
reliance. The Gulf states regard the security of the area to be primarily their responsibility.

^ Francis Fukuyama, TheSecurity ofPakistan:ATrip Report, Sept. 1980 (Santa Monica, Calif.:Rand).
Ronald I. Spiers, in a speech before the members of the Karachi Institute of Foreign Relations, April 20,
1982.
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This assumptiondid not take into accountthe realitiesof domesticpoliticsin the
UnitedStates and its major foreign policy objectives. This point was broughthome to
the Pakistanis when the U.S. administration decided to support India by supplyingit
with modem weapons systems after the 1962 Sino-Indian clashes. This was the first
major blow. The second came in 1965 when the United States imposed an arms
embargo against both Pakistan and India. Since Pakitan was totally dependent on the
United States for its supply of spare parts and modem weapons, it was the one really
affected by this embargo. The frustration experienced by Pakistan was tremendous
because in spite of the 1962disappointment, Pakistan still regarded itself as an ally of
the United States. Then came the 1971 war, and once again the United States cut off the
supply of weapons to the South Asian subcontinent. The decision was reversed in 1975
after hectic diplomatic activity on the part of Pakistan and intercession by some
friendly countries such as Saudi Arabia and Iran.

Even after the supply of weapons to Pakistan was theoretically restored, differ
ences continued to arise regarding the quantity and quality of arms. Pakistan's efforts
to acquire 110 A-7 aircraft for its air force did not succeed because the United States
regarded them as "offensive" aircraft and did not want to provide Pakistan with such a
weapons system at that time. It agreed to sell F-5 fighters, but Pakistan did not show
much interest as these did not meet its defense requirements.^*

In 1979 once again the problem of aid to Pakistan came to the forefront. After
some discussion and debate, the U.S. Congress decided to cut off economic aid and
stop military sales to Pakistan under the Symington-Glenn Amendment.

India's sensitivity to the sale of weapons to Pakistan has had a bearing on U.S.
policy toward Pakistan. Because of India's size and power, as well as domestic
political considerations, most U.S. administrations have been reluctant to pursue a
policy that might have the effect of incurring India's displeasure. To many Pakistanis
this approach of successive U.S. administrations is tantamount to giving India a veto
power over the supply of weapons to Pakistan.

Another area of discord in Pakistan-U.S. relations is the latter's opposition to
Pakistan's peaceful nuclear program. In the past the United States has prevailed on
France to cancel the sale of a reprocessing plant to Pakistan. The U.S. government is
reported to have taken up the matter of Sino-Pakistan technological cooperation in the
nuclear field. The policy of the United States is geared toward denying Pakistan access
to nuclear technology.

Another area that has affected the nature and direction ofPakistan-U.S. relations

is Pakistan's support of the Palestinian cause. Such North-South issues under certain
circumstances could adversely affect Pakistan-U.S. relations, although their precise
contribution is obscure.

The contradictions in Pakistan-U.S. relations caused considerable friction prior
to December 1979. After the Soviet Union sent its forces into Afghanistan, Pakistan's

Tahir-Kheli, United States and Pakistan, p. 96.
An unpublished elite perceptions survey conducted by the author points to the importance attached to
U.S. opposition to Pakistan's nuclear program. Of those surveyed, 72 percent regarded it to be the
greatest hurdle in the development of Pakistan-U.S. relations.
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statuswaschangedto that of a "frontline" statenot only in its ownperceptionbut also
in that of the United States. Under the existing situation, Pakistan's perception of the
threat from the north is not confined to considerations of its own security but to that of
the Gulfarea as a whole. Afghansupportfor someethnicgroupsin Pakistanandrecent
raids into border areas have confirmed Pakistani fears. The United States regards
Soviet involvement in Afghanistan as a prelude to a move into the oil-rich Persian
Gulf.

GOALS OF THE UNITED STATES

The response of the United States has been conditioned by its perception of
USSR intentions since the containment of Soviet influence in the Gulf area is first on

theU.S. listof priorities. Toachievethisend, ithaspromoted theconceptof"strategic
consensus" as an endeavor that will not only bring the United States and Israel on one
platform but also institutionalize the relationship between them. The concept has
aroused the interest of decision-makers in some of the regional countries, but few are
ready to join the United States in this endeavorbecause of the inclusion of Israel.
Therefore, the plan to bringregional stateson oneplatform underthe umbrella of the
United States' strategic concept has failed. The United States' commitment to the
preservation of thestatusquoshouldbe seenin thecontextofitscontainment policy. It
entails support for the existing political setup in the pro-Western states and the
preservation of their national integrity.

Since 1973 when the Arab states resorted to an oil embargo against the United
States for its extremely pro-Israel policy, the continuation of oil supplies has been
adopted as an important goal of the UnitedStates. Although the UnitedStatesis not
entirelydependent on Gulf oil, its Western European and Japanese alliesare vulner
able to such pressures. The recent U.S. preoccupation with the creation of a Rapid
Deployment Force (now named Central Command) is connected with the desire to
ensure the survival of pro-Westem regimes while at the same time it can be used to
maintain the supply of oil and to keeping the sea lanes of commerce open. This
provides thescenario underwhichthenewlycreatedU.S. forces mightbeusedagainst
regionalstates. This dimensionof the U.S. involvement in the PersianGulf is not lost
on regional states and is a subject of great concern to them.

PAKISTAN'S OPTIONS

Although the Reagan administration seems to be more sympatheticallydisposed
toward Pakistan's security concems than many previous U.S. administrations, never
theless the degree of its commitment remains in some doubt. This is because the
interests of the United States in South Asia are only marginal, stemming from its
concern for the Persian Gulf. As long as Pakistan is believed by the administration to
have a role in the defense of the Persian Gulf area, it will continue to receive assistance
in economic and political fields. But how long Pakistan can hope to enjoy this
favorable treatment is not clear since there is a difference of opinion regarding
Pakistan's significance in the defense of the Gulf.
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The ambiguity that shrouds this particular aspect of Pakistan-U.S. relations is
considered desirable by some on the grounds that it is believed to have greater
deterrence value. However, this argument makes sense onlyif onesupposes a rather
low-key U.S. response insupport ofPakistan incase thelatter issubjected topressures
by its neighbors.

Besides, the United States has been pursuing its national interest at timeseven at
the expense of Pakistan. Its role in discouraging other states from cooperating with
Pakistan in the developmentof nuclear technologyhas arousedconcern in Pakistan.
The United States has also been eager to improve its relations with India in order to
gaingreater foreign policy options. While theIndia lobby may notbeasstrong asit is
sometimes believed to be by Pakistanis, nevertheless, it hasbeen quite successful on
certain occasions in thepast. Onecanunderstand theanxiety caused by thisfeature if
oneremembers thenature of the relationship between Pakistan andIndia. In spite of
Pakistan's present and past efforts to reduce tensions, the prospects of an early
settlement do not seem very bright for the near future. Under these circumstances,
whatoptions doesPakistan haveandhowfar canthe government go in theirrealiza
tion? Pakistan's options are not as limited as is sometimes believed to be in Pakistan.

Thereis onelimitingfactor, however, whichisapplicable tootherstatesas well,
that is, that the option should carryas smalla margin of riskas possible in return for
moderate advantages. In otherwords, a policy thatcarries higher risksbutalsooffers
higher rewards would beless preferable than a policy thatoffers limited advantages in
return for small costs.

News items emanating from India andtheSoviet Union have often suggested
that Pakistan has allowed or is in the process of allowing the United States military
bases onitsterritory. Thenews hasbeen equally strongly refuted byPakistan. OnJune
15,1981, Pakistan's foreign minister Sahibzada Yaqub Khan denied this, maintaining
that Pakistan had not accepted any obligations that would weaken its commitmentto
the principles andpurposes of the Non-Aligned Movement and the Organization of
Islamic Conference. TheU.S. under-secretary ofstateforsecurity assistance, science,
and technology stated in his testimony before a congressional subcommittee on
September 16, 1981, that the govemment of theUnited States recognized Pakistan's
nonaligned status. Thereasons forPakistan's reluctance to accept U.S. or any other
foreign bases on its territory are rather simple. It would militate against Pakistan's
status as a nonaligned state. Providing bases to the United States, besides being
inconsistent with the principles of nonalignment, would increase security risks for
Pakistan. The U-2 incident and the consequent Soviet hostility are still fresh in the
public mind.^^

The idea of allowing foreign military baseson Pakistani territory has not been
seriously entertained by any govemment in Pakistan since the 1960s. Neither is there
any possibility of a revision of this policy in the future. However, the United States
might approach Pakistan and other states for facilities for its Central Command forces
even if the proposal for acquiring full-fledged military bases is mled out. Such
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facilities are needed to launch an attack in case of an emergency and also for storing
weapons and other equipment. However, the idea of allowing facilities (as compared
with bases) to foreign governments is no less dangerous a proposition, as governments
might be tempted to adopt it as a compromise formula without seriously considering
the degree of risk involved.

Another important area that deserves closer examination regards Pakistan's
future role in the Afghanistan problem. Of three options, the first, that Pakistan can
have a bilateral settlement with Afghanistan based on mutual recognition and nonin
terference in each other's affairs, would reduce the chances ofconflict in the area and
secure Pakistan (and Afghanistan) against external involvement in domestic politics.
It would enable Pakistan to concentrate on the only real threat to its security—India. It
would also pave the way for a more cordial Pakistan-USSR relationship. However,
this policy might be considered to be contrary to the framework favored by the
Organization of Islamic Conference. It could also complicate existing relations with
Saudi Arabia, the People's Republic of China, and the United States. The Afghan
refugeesresidingin Pakistancould also oppose the rapprochement with Afghanistan.

The secondoptionwould be to maintainlimitedinvolvementin Afghanaffairs,
to allow foreign govemments to provide weapons and equipment to the Afghan
guerrillas who operate from Pakistani territory without direct involvementof Paki
stan's defense forces. Under this scenario the settlement, if at all, will have to be
worked out under the aegis of the United Nations. This policy appears to be in
conformity with the suggestions of the Organization of Islamic Conference since it
does not envisagethe recognitionof the Afghangovernment.Althoughthe chancesof
success for the Afghan guerrillas are slim, it could buy time for Pakistan. There are
some obviousdisadvantages, however. It is questionablehowfar Pakistan willbe able
to remain uninvolved in view of Afghan attacks on Pakistani territory. Even a limited
response from Pakistan could involve it in a war with Afghanistan.

The third option would allow Pakistan to increase the flow of weapons to the
Afghan guerrillas and allow them greater freedom to operate from Pakistani territory
in the hope that increasing costs would motivate the Soviet government to pull its
forces out of Afghanistan. This policy has an extremely limited possibility of success
because of the USSR's ability to pay the price of its involvement, at least for the
present and near future. On the other hand, it would increase the risk of war for
Pakistan, which might be confronted by Afghanistan and possibly by the Soviet
Union. India would continue to be a threat and might even decide to take advantage of
Pakistan's predicaments.

The Pakistan-U.S. relationship carries both positive and negative dimensions.
For the time being friendship with the United States (and the military sales program
made possible by a common threat perception)seems to have enhanced Pakistan's
sense of security. The economic assistance program has also evoked considerable

It would apply to Afghanistan as well as Pakistan since each accuses the other of interference.
The Pakistan-U.S. relationship has suffered in the past because of differences in threat perceptions. But
according to Stephen Cohen, the United States gave private assurances of support against India in case of
an Indian invasion of Pakistan; see Cohen's chapter in Raju G.C. Thomas, ed.. The Great Bower
Triangle and Asian Security, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1983), p. 50.
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interest in Pakistan. On thenegative side, it hasincreased Pakistan's dependence on
the United States in the economic andmilitary spheres. In the long run, it may also
have the effect of curtailing Pakistan's foreign policy options.

Decision-makers in Pakistan must also realize that the existing atmosphere of
understanding between Pakistan andtheUnited Statesowes a greatdealtotheAfghan
problem. If the two superpowers were to solve this problem between themselves
without consulting with the regional actors, Pakistan'sposition wouldbe weakened.
Its present importance as a frontline state would be undermined, and it would be no
longer ina position tocountonU.S. support, particularly if theUnited States imposed
another arms embargo against Pakistan. The present relationship between the two
countries is marked byanapparent lackof stability. Assuch, Pakistan should pursue a
foreign policy that will not reduce its options in the future.
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VI. India and South Asia

17. Pakistan's Relations with India
and South Asia

Hamid H, Kizilbash

South Asia today consists ofthree large and four smaller states sharing apopulation of
nearly abillion people. Most ofthereal estate ofSouth Asia and more than 700 million
of its inhabitants are in India. Bangladesh and Pakistan, each with over 80 million
people, aredwarfed byIndia, although by world standards they arepopulous states.
SriLanka andNepal, with a population of around 14 million each, areSouth Asia's
small powers while Bhutan and Maldives, with a combined population ofless than a
million and a half, are the ministates.

Pakistan isanimportant member oftheSouth Asian community, and itspolicies
can,toagreat extent, determine thepolitics oftheregion aswell astherole this region
will play in global affairs. We will focus here ontherelations of Pakistan with India
and the other membersof the South Asian community. In analyzingthese relations, it
is hardly possible to ignore the role of the United States and the Soviet Union,
especially insofar as the actions of the regional states are influenced by them.

Before embarking on a discussion of Pakistan's relations with the various
regional states, it may beuseful togive a briefoverview of thesituation intheregion.
Thirty-eight years after achieving independence from colonial rule, thegreat majority
of thepeople ofSouth Asia livebelow thepoverty line with noimmediate prospect of
being able to overcome theirhandicap. All the larger states of South Asia are faced
with serious ethnic, religious, and political turmoil. In the recent past, ethnic,
religious, and lingual groups of South Asiahavebeenparticularly active in northern
Sri Lanka, Panjab, Assam, and Sind. This turmoil has a tendency to spill across the
border from one South Asian State to another and can seriously affect the relations
betweenthem. SriLanka'sTamil question involves India, Sikhagitation inPanjabhas
brought in Pakistan, and the situation in Assam became a matter of concern to
Bangladesh. South Asian economies are being hit hard by rising energy costs and
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declining immigration opportunities. The closing ofemployment opportunities over
seas could become the cause of a serious upheaval at home. Although improved
agricultural inputs have created thepossibility ofself-sufficiency infood, thehigh cost
ofindustrial goods continues tocripple the ability ofthese states toundertake urgently
needed economic development. Tensions resulting from the economic crises have
been further heightened bythestrategic location ofSouth Asia, intheneighborhood of
the two great powersand within easy reach of the sensitiveoil resourcesof the Middle
East. The war between Iran and Iraq as well as the downfall of the shah of Iran,
although taking place ontheperiphery ofSouth Asia, have had asignificant impact on
the region. The most importantresult has been that the subcontinent has come back
into the strategic calculations ofthe United States, afact that became even more firmly
established after Soviet troops landed in Afghanistan. With the flow of Afghan
refugees into Pakistan and the intensification of thestruggle between theresistance
forces and the Kubul regime, both the superpowers seem tohave developed an even
greater interest in South Asia than they had in the past.

Domestic turmoil, economic difficulties, and anintensification ofsuperpower
rivalry inthe region make South Asia one ofthe most delicately balanced subsystems
in theinternational arena. Thesmallest change ofcircumstances could starta chain of
events whose impact would be felt throughout the world. The consequences for
member states ofthe region, both interms ofhuman lives and political and economic
survival, could be much more drastic. The role each South Asian state plays inthe
immediate future may well determine whether there istobe any future atall. As the
two states most able todosomething about the future shape ofevents inthe region,
Pakistan and India carry a great burden ofresponsibility. In the following pages we
first turn toa discussion ofthe causes ofpoor relations between Pakistan and India,
including briefmention ofthe role ofother South Asian states, followed by an analysis
of the various options open to Pakistan in its future relations with India.

I

Pakistan's relations with India arecomplex anddifficult tounderstand because
the conflicting perceptions onwhich these are based are not always clear. At the most
basic and fundamental level, thewhole relationship revolves around whether or not
Pakistan canbea free agentasfaras itsexternal relations areconcerned. Indiahastwo
objections to Pakistan's being afree agent. First, ittakes Pakistan outside the sphere of
influence ofIndia, and, second, the politics which Pakistan follows as afree agent do
notconform to India's wishes. Secondarily, Pakistan'srelations withIndiahavebeen
affected by New Delhi's desire to see its choice ofsocial and political options also
followed in Islamabad.

Between 1947 and the present, these two Indian objectives have been pursued in
a variety ofways. The most consistent themes have been (1) opposition toPakistan's
alliances with outside powers and (2) agitation against its efforts to acquire any
defense capability. Aconsistent and subtle (and sometimes not so subtle) psycholog-
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ical campaign has been conducted by India in favor of such policies as secularism,
electoral politics, and the Indian way of life and against the various choices Pakistan
seemed to make.

Pakistani Objectives and the Indian Response

Pakistan has desired, more or less, three things in its relations with India: (1)
amicable settlement of outstanding disputes without the use of force; (2) noninterfer
ence in internal affairs including the freedom to make mistakes and develop social and
political institutions of its choice as recognized at Bundung and in the U.N. Charter;
and (3) a South Asia free of the hegemony of any power from within or outside the
region. These apparently noncontroversial objectives have not been easy to achieve
partly because of Indian ambitions and partly because of the mistakes Pakistan has
made. More than anything else, Pakistan's relations with India have been based on a
deep mistrust and fear, which neither side has been able to overcome and which have
overshadowed the many positive efforts both sides have made from time to time.

One major cause of the misunderstanding is the question of alliances. Since
India was a leading member of the nonaligned bloc, Pakistan's membership in the
SEATO and CENTO alliances was constantly criticized and held up as one of the main
causes of poor relations between the two neighbors. Ironicallyenough, it was India
who first found itself in need of allies during the 1962 war with China. After the
debacle in that war, India moved to establish a powerful military machine which relied
a great deal on the Soviet Union, a reliance that became enshrined in their friendship
treaty of 1971. The extent of Soviet-Indian understanding seems certainly to have
surpassedanythingPakistanwas ableto achievewiththeUnitedStatesat theheightof
their alliance. When Pakistan dropped out of the alliances, after the loss of its eastern
province,andbecamea memberof the nonaligned bloc, Indiamadeanyacquisition of
arms by Pakistan its main issue of agitation. Pakistan's recent agreement to acquire
F-16s from the United States is a good example of the new approach to achieve old
objectives. The fact that both Pakistan and India are now nonaligned seems to have
made little difference in their relations with each other. It would seem, therefore, that
the real objection is not to the alignment or the defense purchases but to the fact that
these can help Pakistan be a free agent. In that sensePakistan canonly hopeto improve
relations with India by becoming a dependent neighbor. We will examine this option
later.

Secularism and the Open Democratic Society

There can be little doubt that among Third World countries India is a model of
how to make democracy work. In spite of many difficulties, they have encouraged
public participationand made representative institutionswork. Pakistan, on the other
hand, has failed to establish democratic institutions, although the people of Pakistan
have sacrificed bravely in two popular movements to overthrow one-man rule and to
establish the right of the opposition to be heard and given a fair deal. In what sense
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have the differing experiences of the two countries affected their relations with each
other and to what extent is democratic India really concerned with the nature of the
governments with which it has to deal?

Clearly, there does not seem to be any particular aversion in India to dealing with
all sorts of goverments. India's substantial relationship with the Soviet Union does not
seem to reflect any concern about one-party rule. That Pakistan's less than admirable
record as far as political institutions are concerned should bring comment from India is
not surprising. What is surprising is the extent to which this should have become an
issue in the relations between the two countries. It seems that India wished to use this

fact as a propaganda deviceto weakenPakistanand despoilher image. Often, it was
not the governments thatwereattacked,but the nationandits legitimacy. S. Chopra's
Pakistan Foreign Policy notes: "Pakistan, despite its meager resources, chronic
political instability, and without having the benefit of legitimacy and crystallized
traditions, has played a significant role in South and Southwest Asia."^ This kind of
analysis seems to have held sway over the New Delhi decision-makers ever since 1947.

As far as secularism is concemed, the differences between India and Pakistan
havesharpened as timehaspassed.Therecentexperience of theSikhsinIndiaandthe
long history of Hindu-Muslim riots suggest that although the Indian leadership may
believe in it, secularism is yet to take hold among the masses. Pakistan's religious
orientation has given India a lot of trouble because it becomes the basis of a link
between India's Muslim minority and developments inPakistan. Inmany quarters in
India, it is felt that some kind of a loyalty or sympathy exists in the hearts of the
Muslim peopleof Indiafor Pakistan. Understandably, therefore, secularism hasbeen
emphasized in India, and Pakistan has been taken to task for notpracticing it.

Military Threat

Both IndiaandPakistan have perceived theotherasa threat, butonlyIndiahas
succeeded in using its military might to bring about the secession of a province of
Pakistan. Nooneshould underrate theimpact ofthisfactonthenations ofSouth Asia,
for by one stroke the hollowness of India's cries about the threat from Pakistan has
been exposed and Pakistan's so-called paranoia confirmed. The suggestion that the
Yahya Khan government made many mistakes and thatIndia was fulfilling a humani
tarian obligation does not change the reality of Indian military intervention in the
internalpoliticsof a neighbor. In fact, developmentsin northernSri Lanka have to be
watched with care to see how the plight of the Tamils is being viewed in India.
Sikkim's experience and that of Goa are also reminders of the fact that India does use
itsmilitary power to solve problems within South Asia. Pakistan has engaged in two
wars with India, but after the creation of Bangladesh, even Indian sources readily
admit that Pakistan no longer poses a military threat of a serious nature.

India's military-industrial complex has beengrowing at an alarming rate, and

^See the Introduction in Perspectives on Pakistan Foreign Policy, ed. S.Chopra (Amritsar,
1983), p. i.
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thesetting upofa Defense Export Promotion Bureau suggests thatit is intheprocess
of becoming a dealer in arms like the other great powers. As a result of such
developments, there is a growing feeling in Pakistan that nothing is as likely to
determine thefuture of South Asia as thevisible drive of India forgreat-power status
and all that follows from it.

India's Drive for Great Power Status

Pakistan's relations with India, in fact with all South Asian states, are in
creasingly subject to India's strategy for becoming a great power. Let us review the
process by which India is likely to become a great power and what that will mean for
South Asia.

One of India's foremost intellectuals, K. Subrahmanyam, has alluded to India's
aspiration as follows: "How should India—a country which is within the top twelve
industrial producers of the world, has the fourth largest armed force, is a nuclear
power, has launched satellites, and has the world's second largest population—be
viewed by its neighbors and the international systems?"^

It has been generally observed that the drive to acquire major-power status
requires the demonstration of military and economic muscle, a readiness to seek new
territories and markets and to establish an unchallenged sphere of influence within the
neighborhood. Even a casual review of Indian policies and actions confirms that she is
trying to follow this established pattern.

India's defeat at the hands of China in 1962 was a major setback to its military
reputation. In the ensuing confusion, Indian policymakers, who had lost no opportu
nity in condemning Pakistan for its alliance with the West, jumped unceremoniously
into the lap of the same powers to save its skin. In the words of Stanley Wolpert:
"Pentagon technicians and trainers started arriving with the new equipment, and by
1963 New Delhi had moreU.S. brass than Islamabad-Pindi."^ To help establish its
self-confidence as a military power, India continued to seek military aid from the
Soviet Union, and in August 1971 it entered into a twenty-year treaty of peace,
friendship, and cooperation. Taking advantage of Sino-Soviet differences andWestern
fears of communist expansion, India got aid from both and was ready in 1971 to assert
its military preeminence in the subcontinent. The opportunity came with unfortunate
domestic strife in Pakistan, India intervening to show off its newly acquired military
muscle and to make certain that the second largest state in South Asia and the fifth
largest in the world did not remain intact. Making much of a victory won over a
beleaguered army fighting for an unpopular cause, India next moved to jettison all
traditions of nonviolence and spirituality, seeking entry into the nuclear club by testing
a small device in May 1974. What these actions ofIndia have done is to increase Soviet

^K. Subrahmanyam, "India's Image as a Major Power," Far Eastern Economic Review,
March 15, 1982, p. 25.

^Stanley Wolpert, Roots ofConfrontation inSouth Asia (London: Oxford University Press),
p. 146.
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involvement in South Asia, create a fear for territorial integrity among its neighbors,
and launch the era of nuclear weapons on South Asian soil.

Buildingup the economic muscle has been a much moredifficulttask, although
India has had almost uninterrupted support from the Western nations as well as the
Soviet Union. The seriousness of an economic crisis and other factors led to a virtual

collapse of the Indian political system and the declarationof a state of emergencyin
June 1975. To demonstrate that progress is being made and to counter the image of
wretchednessand poverty that have come to be associated with India, funds have been
poured into prestigious projects in the areas of electronics, space crafts, and ocean
mining. Even here, substantial dependence on Soviet help is visible as evidenced in
the fifteen-year economic and trade agreement signed during the Soviet president's
visit in 1973. India's effort to develop economic muscle is going to mean that South
Asian states will be under greater pressure to trade with India and to serve as markets
for its products. It may also mean reduced opportunity for these states to try to develop
their own industrial sector, unless regional coordination can be established. Already
Bhutan, Nepal, Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka have found India ready to exert consider
able pressure in favor of certain kinds of trade policies.

India's readiness to seek new territories and to establish an exclusive sphere of
influence in South Asia is easily illustrated. In 1973, a domestic political crisis in the
former kingdom ofSikkim was used by India to intervene militarily and politically, not
just to settle the problems but to make Sikkim the twenty-second state of the Indian
union in May 1975. Making South Asia an exclusive sphere of influence has been a
more difficult objective. The traditional influence of Westem powers in the region,
U.S. success in winning Pakistan over as an ally, and subsequent Chinese involvement
in the region have made India's task difficult. Policymakers in New Delhi were
relieved when it became apparent that the United States was losing interest in the
region because of the Vietnam debacle and more pressing demands elsewhere. Events
after the Soviet move into Afghanistan and the renewal of U.S. interest in the region
suggest that for the present India has to be content with sharing the South Asian sphere
rather than having exclusive control over it.

As India desperately seeks to catch up militarily and economically with the great
powers—an expensive and competitive_race in which it has a long way to go—
Pakistan continues to be a problem because of its commitment to a secondary but
independent role in South Asia and its ability to build up its military strength.
Relations between the two cannot be expected to settle until the post-1971 realism of
Islamabad is matched by an equally serious reappraisal by New Delhi of its chances of
imposing hegemony over South Asia. Only under such circumstances will Pakistan be
able to get India's help in achieving the three objectives set forth above.

Smaller South Asian Neighbors

Pakistan's relations with the other nations in South Asia are becoming in
creasingly important as the region takes some first steps toward fulfilling its potential
as a subsystem in global politics. First, all seven states share similar problems and are
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at roughly thesame state of development. Economic cooperation andcoordination of
development plans will be essential for achieving a breakthrough in dealing with the
basic and urgent issues confronting all of them. The setting up of the South Asian
Regional Cooperation is a much overdue recognition of this fact. Second, Pakistan's
dealings with India at thebilateral level tend tobecome embroiled incontentious side
issues, and the participation of all seven states may increase the possibility of a
positive dialogue and sharper focus onthereal issues facing the people ofSouth Asia.
Third, thecombined pressure ofallthestates of thesubcontinent may notonly helpto
containIndia but also act as a deterrent to other greatpowerswishingto exploitSouth
Asia.

Two tendencies have militated against theachievement ofSouth Asian Regional
Cooperation. First, member states have looked indifferent directions and beyond the
region for the fulfillment of economic and politicsil objectives, that is, Pakistan and
Bangladesh toward the Middle East, Sri Lanka and Maldives toward Southeast Asia,
and so on. This has prevented a South Asian identity from emerging and the pop
ulation's recognizing the geostrategic compulsions that tie their destinies together.
Second, neither India, with its substantial industrial advance, nor any other South
Asian nation has so far achieved the kind of breakthrough that could invite the
attentionof the other membersand serveas a catalystfor regional mobilization. More
technological assistance has been provided by India and Pakistan tocountries outside
the region than to one another, the Middle East and Iran being major examples.

Pakistan's recent performance suggests that substantial importance is being
given inIslamabad toenlarging the scope ofrelations with other South Asian states.
Not only have relations with Bangladesh been normalized but almost every other state
including little Maldives has been made a party toone kind ofbilateral agreement or
another. It remains to be seen whether Islamabad is in the process of establishing a
substantial new approach toward the South Asian states orwhether India's difficulties
at various fronts have generated only a temporary interest that is likely to pass. In
eithercase, Islamabad cannot helpbut recognize the common experience that many
neighbors have had with the policies ofDelhi, and itwould be surprising ifpolicymak
ers in Islamabad do not make some use of it. Needless to say, although states like
Nepal and Sri Lanka have welcomed the understanding and cooperation with Paki
stan, they are conscious ofthe limitation ofPakistan's position and the unavoidability
of dealing with India.

II

We have sketched the basic nature of relations between Pakistan and India as
well as the importance other South Asian states could acquire in it. Sofar, it appears
thatthe various states of the region have failed to come together in ways that could
create a climate of security, economic cooperation, and stable regional order. Three
wars and numerous war scares between India and Pakistan, hostile relations between
India and Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Nepal, aswell as amistrust ofthe Indian design
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have characterized a substantialpart of the relationsbetweenthese states. Let us now
examine three possible choices Pakistan could adopt toimprove the situation: (1) adopt
a relationship of dependence on India including drastic reduction in relations with
outside powers; (2) opt out of South Asia by seeking a greater relationship with the
Gulfstates and the Muslim bloc with the tacit support ofthe United States; and (3) help
create an understanding among South Asian states, including India, thatwould allow
cooperation on the European model without the hegemony of any state.

Before examining eachof thesechoices separately, let us remind ourselves of
some of therealities thatareunlikely to change in the forseeable future. First, all the
South Asian states including Pakistan have astrong aversion tohegemonistic politics
and will staunchly safeguard their freedom of action. Second, although both the
United States and the Soviet Union seem toagree onthe importance ofSouth Asia in
general terms, the USSR has been willing to give more consistent attention and
commit more effective resources toexpand influence inthe subcontinent. Third, India
is the preponderant South Asian power and for the time being prefers to view the
regionas itsexclusive sphereof influence. Fourth,states likeindividuals arecreatures
of habit and, except when shaken by catastrophic events, tend to stumble along
familiar patterns of behavior. Finally, China has to be considered as having an
important role in South Asia, not only because of its geographic presence but also
because Indo-Soviet collaboration is a matter of concern to China.

Choice One

Although this isthe least likely choice to be adopted by Pakistan, the regularity
with which itresurfaces makes it important to examine. Many observers, including
friends ofPakistan, feel that itwould bebest for everyone ifIndia and Pakistan could
come togetherand unite the region against threats from the outside. It is understood
that this unity is tobe achieved by Pakistan's giving up policies that are the cause of
conflict with India. There can be little doubt that this would involve Pakistan's having
toseclude itself from "annoying" relationships with the United States and China and,
secondarily, also disengaging itself from the support offinancially powerful Muslim
states. Another outcome ofsuch apolicy would be to reduce Pakistan's military and
economic strength and, therefore, create a condition of dependence on India.

The vital fact to be understood about this option is that it will not permit a
relationship of equality between India and Pakistan. What is described as an "un
derstanding" between the two isactually a"dependence." This would not only not be
acceptable to Pakistan, but itwould actually destabilize the region with repercussions
in the Middle East and Southeast Asia. Since India is still in the process ofbecoming a
great power and faces serious internal pressures from dissatisfied ethnic, religious,
and lingual groups, the addition of new nations dependent on it for military and
economic assistance could seriously jeopardize India's ability to function and main
tain control. Itis also worth remembering that the very threat from the outside against
which the two neighbors are supposed to unite—the USSR—is responsible for
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armingIndia and is oneof its most reliableallies. While it is truethat the "dependence"
option will be well received in India and by weakening Pakistan achieve one of India's
main objectives, the effort will be wasted because even India admits that Pakistan does
not pose a threat any longer.

Choice Two

For sometime now, Pakistan has been looking to its Western neighbors for
greater economic cooperation. Muslim states, strengthened by the sharp rise in oil
revenues after 1973, seemed the obvious choice for expanding relations. Pakistan's
surplus skilled and unskilled labor found ready employment in the growing economies
of the Gulf and, with their remittances, strengthened Pakistan's economy. The setting
up of the Organization of Islamic Conference has provided Pakistan with a forum for
mobilizing Muslim world opinion in favor of its policies and for participating in joint
economic, social, and cultural projects undertaken by the Muslim states. After the fall
of the shah of Iran, the United States has also looked with favor upon Pakistan's
greater involvement in the Middle East. These and other facts have given rise to
speculation that perhaps Pakistan is no longer a South Asian entity and that relations
with India and the other South Asian states will increasingly get relegated to a
secondary position in its foreign policy priorities. The so-called "Islamic resurgence"
further substantiated this view.

Although the importance of certain Muslim states such as Saudi Arabia to
Pakistan cannot be denied, the option of becoming a part of the Middle East is largely
unrealistic. Aside from the difficulties created by geographic, lingual, and cultural
constraints, it is also clear that the Arab states would not welcome it and that already a
number ofcountries have tried to create confederations and failed. The most important
fact, however, is that even the greatest amount of solidarity with the Muslim countries
in the Westcannot keep India from impinging on Pakistan's life as a nation. In fact, it is
well known that India has competed favorably with Pakistan for economic projects in
the Gulf and Arabia. At the same time, it should be pointed out that Pakistan has relied
on its Muslim neighbors for various kinds of support, and this has decreased its
dependence on others including the nations of South Asia. This is, however, not the
same as a withdrawal from South Asia and cannot be seen as such.

Choice Three

The creation of a South Asian community on the pattern of Europe could prove
to be a viable option for removing the strains in Pakistan's relations with India, except
that the will to create it does not seem to exist yet. By providing for each member to be
an equal partner, no matter what its size and strength, a community free of suspicion
and mistrust could emerge. Experience with advantageous economic cooperation and
the building up of representative regional institutions could also bring India out of its
present hegemonistic frame of mind. While it may not guarantee against adventurism
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by outside powers, it would certainly minimize such possibilities. This choice would
differ from the first option because it would create mutual dependence among all the
South Asian countries without making each dependent on India.

Unfortunately, the experience of South Asia Regional Cooperation suggests that
the advantages have not yet become apparent and that although India has become
increasingly better disposed, the kinds of issues being tackled fail to communicate a
seriousness of purpose. Perhaps, the enthusiasm of the smaller members will carry it
forward, but India's perceptions must change if it is to really take off. Instead of the
dominance that India seeks, it must be ready to be content with being the leading
nation, something that the various leading nations of Europe learned after much
destruction and death and that the two superpowers have yet to learn within their own
spheres of influence. The prospects are therefore bleak for India to come to this
realization soon.

In conclusion, what then will be the future shape of Pakistan's relations with
India and the rest of South Asia? Will it accept dependence on India or will it fight to
maintain a position of equality and independence? What are the chances that India will
rethink its role in South Asia and help create a South Asian community in which all
seven can coexist with honor and advantage? The nearly 1 billion people of the
subcontinent need food, better living conditions, and education. Relations based on
hostility and conflictdo not promote the prospects of their getting what they need.
Pakistan's present "peace offensive" and a refusal to be provokedsuggest that it has
learned some lessons from the past. It now remains to be seen whether India can learn
from the lessons of the other great powers and their experiencewith the use of force.

For the present, South Asian nations in general and Pakistanin particularneed
the help of the international community to step back from the brink of disaster that
another Indo-Pakistan war could bring.
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18. U.S.-Indian Relations and South
Asian Regional Issues

Thomas Perry Thomton

THE REGIONAL SETTING

Myaimhere, toexplore theU.S. relationship withIndiain thecontext of South Asian
regional issues, is both more and less than it seems. It is less because, with trivial
exceptions, theregional context isinfactdefined bythebilateral problems ofIndiaand
Pakistan. The task is much broader, however, because there is no way to address the
regional issues of South Asia outside of the setting of global and transregional
concerns that affect all the actors. But it is with South Asia itself that I will begin.

Among theseveral subregions of theinternational system. South Asia is oneof
the best defined. In physical terms it is set off by a convincing combination of
mountains, desert, ocean, andjungle;centuriesand milleniaof politicalandreligious
interaction, capped by the briefbut effective unity imposed by the British raj, have
shaped a common, if not always comfortable, past. While one can debate whether
BurmaandAfghanistan should be included (I would exclude the former andinclude
the latter), there is littleambiguitypossiblewhenonerefersto"the subcontinent." Had
morestatesmanship beenshownby the British, theCongress, andtheMuslim League
in the 1930s and 1940s, "India" mightwellbe a singleentitytodaywithonlySri Lanka
andperhaps Nepal enjoying a degree offormal independence from thepower centerin
New Delhi.

That moment of history is past, and the power configuration of South Asia is
something quitedifferent, but the systemhas notbeengreatly altered by thepartition
of 1947. Geography remains unchanged, anda sortof political unity has survived the
withdrawal of the unifying colonialpower, for regional systems canbe determined by
competition and conflict aswell ascooperation. ^The continuing competition between

' Onregional formation and,esp., theroleof conflict, seeGeorge Liska, StatesinEvolution (Baltimore,
Md.: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973), esp. pp. 78ff.
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India and Pakistan has ensured that each focuses a great amount of attention on the
other, while setting the terms on which outsiders dealwiththeregion as an entity or
with its individual members.

India's vast superiorityover anyothermemberof thesubsystem or, indeed,over
all of them in combination provides a core for the system muchas the UnitedStates
doesinthenorthern partof theWestern hemisphere. Byalmost anystandards, Indiais
a major power initsregion andbeyond. Yet itsgreat power isnotakeytounquestioned
domination of theregion, for thepartition of thecontinent played a cruel game with
both Pakistan andIndia. Undivided Pakistan was a significant power in itsown right,
andinany otherpartoftheglobe itwould have dominated itsregion, with apopulation
surpassed only by four other nations. Its tragedy was to have three of those four nations
as immediate neighbors. India'stragedy wastohavevastpower butto find itselfnext
to a nation thatcould not be compelled readily to accept Indian primacy. Pakistan's
size and potential inevitably stirred hopes of competing with India, and in the
bitternessof the partition, Pakistanis felt they had little choice but to resist a dominant
Indian role in South Asia. Since Pakistan's strength was so far inferior to India's,
however, it could notcompete solely within thesystem. Against thebackground ofa
highly competitive global system, thiscombination ofpowerfactors wasthefatal flaw
that would open the subsystem tooutside intrusion and sharply reduce the autonomy of
India and Pakistan in dealing with the rest of the world.

Restiveness in the Ranks

A focuson SouthAsiaas its primarypolicyframework wasthus undesirable for
Pakistan. Geographic removal isnot feasible, and India shows no signs ofweakening
or breaking up, so the most hopeful alternative is a redefinition of the strategic
situation. On the one hand, this involves Pakistan's oft-noted attempt to draw an
"equalizer"(specificallythe United States or China) into South Asian affairs from the
global system. The Pakistani search for closer ties to the Muslim states (primarily in
West Asia, but also Indonesia inthe early 1960s) represented another kind ofattempt
toredefine theregional situationinwaysthatwouldplacePakistan ina different, more
congenial regional context. Obviously Pakistan, like most other nations, does have
multiple regional affiliations. It is uncontestably a West Asian, as well as a South
Asian, nation, but any attempt to shift primary involvement in that direction is
probably foredoomed. Aside from the realities of geography, the tensions in Indo-
Pakistani relations draw Pakistan irresistably back into the systemic interaction of
South Asia, and it iseasily within India's power toprevent Pakistan from wandering
outofNew Delhi's orbit. Prime Minister Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto probably recognized this
problem. His hope of putting the Kashmir issue aside was a means of improving
relations with India; equally, however, it would have freed Pakistan ofpartofitsSouth
Asia preoccupation and assisted Bhutto's designs to relate his country to more
promising transregional andglobalsettings. Ultimately, however, Pakistanencounters
a paradox inthispolicy. Thekeytogaining adegree of freedom isa broad rapproche-
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mentwith NewDelhi. Accomplishing that, however, would greatly reduce Pakistan's
incentives to break free of South Asia.

Efforts of the smaller South Asian states have been less dramatic. Sri Lanka's

attempt at acceptance by ASEAN was primarily economic in motivation but also
represented anattemptto finda contextinwhichSriLankawouldbemorecomfortable
politically and gain somedistance—psychological at least—from the overwhelming
presence of its northern neighbor. Nepal, and to a lesserextent Bhutan, recognized
earlythata transregional alignment withChinawasonlya theoretical option. Bothof
them have come to terms with the realities of geography but still seek to ameliorate
thesebymaintaining ahighinternational posture. Thiswould seemto bethemain use
ofNepal's zone ofpeace proposal. Bangladesh also hoped togooutside South Asia to
find intemational support, specifically in itsdispute withIndiaoverthedivision of the
Ganges waters. It failed, however, in the face of Indian insistence on bilateral
dealings. The Dhaka government did not throw in the towel completely. It tried
another approach—discussed later—that sought toreinforce, rather than splinter, the
regional identity of South Asia.

India's Uncertain Trumpet

Since its earliest days, Indiahas confronted the dilemma of whether it should
play therole ofthegreatest among theleast, ortheleast among thegreatest, powers. It
is not one of the superpowers that can virtually ignore the relationship between
propinquity and concern. At the same time, however, India is not constrained, as is
Paldstan, by the need to condition its policies primarily on the concerns of its
inunediate neighbors. Thus, while it hasconsiderable choice about how it deals with
theoutside world, thegeographic realities cannot beavoided. Schematically, onecan
portray India's range of activity as a series of concentric circles.

At the core is South Asia itself. As the dominant member, India seeks to
maximize the cohesiveness of the systemunderits leadership bothto provide a strong
basis from which to operate on thelarger stage and to minimize theopportunities for
outside powers to intervene inSouth Asian affairs. This concern extends well beyond
security matters to include culture andeconomics, buteven inthese areas the ultimate
Indian concern is political. While Pakistan is theprincipal concern, India must also
takea very active interest intheactivities ofSriLanka, Bangladesh andNepal. Even a
weak bordering state can, with the bestof intentions, inflict heavy damage on the
society and economy of itsneighbors.^ India's "region," however, is not only South
Asia. It has what I wouldcall "transregional" interestsin severalnearby subregions.
These can be described in various ways. Southeast and Southwest Asia are both
important toIndia politically andeconomically, and their security problems could spill
overintoSouthAsia. A second region is theentire IndianOcean basin, for Indiahas

^ Suijit Mansingh, India's Search for Power (New Delhi: Sage, 1984), pp. 275ff., discuses India's
concerns about weakness in South Asia and the potential for external intervention.
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historical ties, dating back to the British period, in East and Southern Africa and much
more ancient relationships in the Indies. The name of the Indian Ocean is not
accidental; Indiasuppliedthe motivefor Britain's imperialpushall aroundits rim, and
no government in New Delhi can fail to recall this. A third way of defining India's
transregional contextis by the termAsia. India is indisputably in Asiaandhas at times
felt an Asian calling. But India is not the focus of Asia; indeed, the only thing that
usefully defines the continent at all is the centrality of China.

China itself is a transregional as well as a past and perhaps future security
problem for India. But China is more than this, for it also affects India as an element of
the globalequation. It can causeproblems for India through its interactions with the
two superpowers or in other subregions, especially Southeast Asia.

The outermost ring is the global scene where, as we have noted, India can both
aspire to play a significantrole in its own right and where, because of its vulnerabilit
ies, it can become an object of competition between the superpowers.

Inapproaching itsglobal dilemma, India developed thepolicy ofnonalignment
andhasdevoted a large partof itsforeign policy efforts toit. Inpart, nonalignment has
been anattempt to redefine the basis on which seats at thehigh table of international
politics are allocated. While nonalignment andIndia's sporadic attempts to leadthe
Third World have notbeen wholly successful, India has for most of its history been
able toplay aglobal role that isdisproportionate toitspowercapabilities. Beyond this,
India sees itself as a cityon the hill, a light to the nations, muchas ancientHebrewsdid
and modemAmericans still do. Pro formamodesty is rathermorea characteristic of
the Indian political approach, sothere isless sustained rhetoric onthe subject ofglobal
leadership inNew Delhi than there isinWashington, but the Indian global urge shines
through and is not without resonance abroad.

There is an inverse relationship between rhetoric and effort at the other end of
the policy spectmm. Protestations of concem for the interests and welfare of its
neighbors are the stuff of subcontinental piety, but India has been only modestly
successful intending its nearest garden and scarcely more soinconvincing others ofits
benign intentions. There islittle doubt that India does wish its neighbors well, fornone
but asmall minority ofIndian extremists isdissatisfied with the territorial status quo in
South Asia, and unrest in neighboring countries can easily spill over into Indian
politics. Relationships betwen big and small neighbors are almost always difficult—at
least where there are minimum standards that prevent the larger neighbor from
imposing itswill unilaterally. But even granting many faults onthe other side. New
Delhi's ties toKathmandu, Dhaka, and Colombo, nottomention Islamabad, arenota
model of policymaking and implementation.^ India has yet to find a form of pre
eminence in South Asia that is distinguishable from a modified form of the raj, in
which bordering states are permitted to keep their nominal independence but only as
long as they shape their policies in consonance with Indian preferences. For India,
then, the policy paradox ishow to secure regional supporters without alienating them

^ On the shortcomings ofIndian regional policy after 1971, see ibid., pp. 191-92.
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through a heavy-handed display of leadership.
India's failure to get its regional affairs in order has been costly not only in terms

of its bilateral relations with neighboring states. These regional problems are di
versions of Indian attention from fields of activity that might be more rewarding, and
they sharply limit India's ability to project its political influence on a broader stage.
While the regional status quo is not dangerous to India on its own, it does provide the
vulnerability by which outsiders can intervene intentionally or inadvertently. Given
the absolute importance that India ascribes to excluding outside—especially
superpower—influence from the subcontinent, failure to find an agreeable modus
Vivendi with its neighbors is probably New Delhi's greatest policy failure."^

It is in the second of the three concentric circles where Indian policy has been
ineffective to the point that many observers doubt that there is any coherent Indian
policy concept for dealing with Westand Southeast Asia and with China. The former
two are extremely important to India for economic reasons, and China is a major
security concern. Only with the Indian Ocean does India seem to have a convinc
ingly—if veiled—security approach, as it strives for a situationin which the role of
the superpowers' navies would be minimized, leaving its own navy dominant.

Indian concern for Southeast and Southwest Asia has risen and fallen without

discemablepattern. Nehru's early attemptsto form a sort of Asianconsensus (which
India would lead) failed as China became the focal point of interest in Asia, and the
Afro-Asian-Latin American Third World was populated increasingly by nations far
from India and with little respect for Indian leadership. Until the 1970s,India largely
ignored its neighboring regions to the east and west, and they in turn were taken up
withproblems for which Indiacouldoffer no assistance. The political and economic
development of theASEAN countries to theeastandthesuddengrowthinconcernfor
stableandaffordable oil supplies fromtheWest hasservedto focus Indianattention in
recent years. In West Asia New Delhi has been modestly successful in pursuing its
interestsamongthe Arab and Persianoil producers, althoughit remainsburdenedby
its stand on Afghanistan. Progress in the East has been less satisfying, however, for
ASEAN looks elsewhere for friends and trading partners. The Indian gaffe in extend
ing recognition to the HengSamrinregimein Kampuchea has only servedto increase
the Southeast Asians' disdain for Indian policy.

India's Soviet tie is far from cost-free in its relation with the other nations of Asia

and theThirdWorldin general, nor is it withoutcost in India's dealingswithChina. Of
course, much of the reason for the strong Indo-Soviet tie is precisely their shared
concern over China, and one can scarcely complain about the bitterness of effective
medicine. As India seeks to normalize its relations with China, however, it is inhibited

not onlyby its direct ties to Moscowbut alsoby thepoliciesthat it has pursuedtoward
Kampuchea and Afghanistan, both of which are high on China's policy agenda.

Even New Delhi's apparently purposeful approach to the Indian Ocean question

Sashi Tharoor, Reasons of State (New Delhi; Vikas, 1982), p. 97 and passim, is sharplycriticalof
India's transregional policy failures and esp. IndiraGandhi's failure to exert leadership within South
Asia.
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is only partially sound, for it fails to take into account the problems that will arise if the
U.S. and Soviet navies leave the region. As the dominantpowerremaining, India will
need to pursue adroit policies if it is not to arouse the suspicion and hostility of other
littoral states—and there is no sign that India is developing a coherent policy for the
entire Indian Ocean basin beyond its attempts to oust the great powers' navies.
Success could have a still greater cost, for it requires a generous estimate of Soviet
goodwill to feel comfortable with an overwhelming Soviet presence across the Kyber
Pass and no countervailing presence from the other superpower.

Thereis, of course, a final sphere of foreign policy, thepurely bilateral, andin
varyingdegrees India has bilateral relationships with all nations with whom it comes
in contact. These go well beyond the scope of this chapter except for two cases.
Pakistan has already been discussed to some extent since the Indo-Pakistani bilateral
relationship is largely coincidential with the politics of the South Asian subsystem.
The other key bilateral relationship is with the United States.

THE U.S. APPROACH TO SOUTH ASIA

As a global power, the United States has a different view of how the world is
structured. This view has changed somewhat over time butisstill based upon abipolar
confrontation with the Soviet Union that frequently plays itself outincompetition for
influence insubregions. The United States prefers todeal with well-organized subre-
gions thatcanhandle theirown internal problems, present noundue demands on it,
permit it topursue bilateral relations with individual members without alienating the
others, withstand Soviet intrusions, and are at least benevolently neutral initsglobal
competition with the Soviet Union. NATO and ASEAN are favorite models, although
neither meets all of the criteria.

South Asia meets almost none ofthe criteria. The internal situation inthe region
is messy, and the India-Pakistan conflict not only forces the United States to make
choices it would prefer to avoid but provides openings for Soviet involvement.
Bangladesh, SriLanka, Nepal, and even Bhutan have offered temptations for U.S.
involvement inways that would poison relations with India, although by and large,
these have been resisted. South Asia also offers a classic demonstration of how
difficult it is to maintain good relations with states that are hostile to each other.
Neither Pakistan nor India finds it inconsistent to demand that the United States
conduct relations with oneonastrictly bilateral basis while pressing ustolimit ourties
to the other. As a result, it has been virtually impossible to carry on consistently
constructive policies with either one.

Inconsistency is not the sole preserve of India and Pakistan, however, for the
UnitedStates has its own ambivalances, misconceptions, and reservations about the
South Asian system. First, the scholarly definitions that fit South Asia so well and
define itasadiscrete subregion arenotthecommon parlance ofU.S.decision-makers.
Except in periods of extreme regional activity. South Asia does not appear as a
conceptual unit when seen from Washington. To some extent theproblem is mechani
cal. South Asia is on the other side of the world from the United States, which
approaches it intellectually through either theprisms ofglobal issues or theproblems
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of other subregions "on the way" to South Asia. Unlike India, the United States does
not look outward from South Asia into a set of expanding concentric circles nor do
U.S. interests in the region often force the country to focus the area on its own terms.
South Asia appears to the United States frequently as an extension of some other set of
problems. Both physically and intellectually, it is the intersection of Washington's
outermost circles of concern.

The second difficulty lies in the policies that the United States has pursued
toward South Asia. Sometimes for good reasons (and sometimes for bad), it has failed
to do the things that would help South Asia become something more like out "model"
region. An understanding of this requires a look back at the history of the
relationship.^

The Evolution of Policy

U. S. initial contacts with South Asia were based on a minimum level of interests

with a still more modest base of knowledge. South Asia needed little involvement, for
unlike Indonesia, the decolonization process had run smoothly; unlike Europe, there
was no immediate threat from the Soviet Union; unlike Latin America, there was no

tradition of U.S. leadership. In systemic terms there was no interaction between the
emerging rivalry between Washington and Moscow and the regional dispute between
India and Pakistan. The two polarizations were not in phase; indeed, they worked on
different planes. At this stage even the Kashmir dispute was approached on its merits
rather than in terms of global interests or even of U.S. bilateral interest in India and
Pakistan. When the Pakistanis approached Secretary of State George Marshall in
1948, pointing out the value of their country in the Middle East context, they were put
off with the eminently "regionalist" advice to settle their problems with India.^

In these first years U.S. interests in South Asia were low, and neither the
Americans nor the Soviets saw it as a field of contest. The former proposition would
long remaina constantin U.S. policy, but the latter changedrapidly as the cold war
spreadbeyondEasternEurope. While South Asia was not a problem in itself, U.S.
circles of concern began to move toward it. First came the idea of a "northern tier,"
growingout of the responsibilities that the UnitedStatesassumed for Greece, Turkey,
and Iran in the late 1940s. Although it was not inevitable that this structure would
impinge onSouthAsia, this is precisely whathappened in theearly 1950s. Adegreeof
natural affinity between Pakistan and its western neighbors was part of the reason;
more important, however, was Washington's mechanicalconceptof containmentthat
requireda chain of contiguousallies around the perimeterof the Sino-Sovietbloc. At
the same time, the United States' growing concerns with Southeast Asia called for an
extension of the containment chain from the east. Here again, an undivided Pakistan
provided the necessary link between the two circles of concern, although as late as

^ Fortheyearsuntil 1971, William J. Bamds,India, Pakistan,and theGreatPowers(NewYork: Praeger,
1972), is definitive. For the later years, see Mansingh, Tharoor, and Robert Hardgrave, India Under
Pressure (Boulder, Co.: Westview Press, 1984), pp. 202-13.

^ M. S. Venkataramani, The American RoleinPakistan, 1947-1958 (New Delhi: Radiant, 1982), p. 60;
other interesting material on the U.S. view of South Asia in systemic terms is on pp. 47, 102, and 111.
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1953 the Eisenhower administration reportedly encouraged India to establish a "Mon
roe Doctrine" that would extend over Burma and Thailand. Although the United States
saw no reason why this situation would harm the integrity of the South Asian
subsystem (indeed, it probably never thought of the matter in those terms), this was
inevitably what happened. And, of course, this was precisely Pakistan's reason for
entering the security arrangements, for it saw the U.S. connection as the badly needed
equalizer for the imbalances in the South Asian system. Ultimately, if inadvertently,
the United States came to share Pakistan's preference for a splitting up of the South
Asian system ratherthanfor its unity and found itselfat cross-purposes with India.^
Faced with U.S. economic moral and political support for Pakistan, in addition to
generousarms aid. New Delhi turned to Moscowfor assistance, and the twopolariza
tions, global and regional, became locked into phase. In the process, the Soviets
implicitly associatedthemselves withIndia's preferencefor a tightlyorganized South
Asia; for the time being, however, Moscow fostered the organizational principle of
conflict, rather than cooperation,betweenIndia and Pakistan. Fortunately, the issues
at stake within South Asia have been largely peripheral to the concerns of the United
States and the Soviet Union, and the region has remained one of only indirect
superpower confrontation. (Developments in the Afghan situation could, of course,
change this.)

The Failed Attempt at Leadership

Realities, however, soon began to change. Containment in its mechanical form
became lessrelevant; nonalignment established itself; newpriorities arose with regard
to economic development; and, most of all, China became an independent in
ternational actor sharply at odds with both the United States and India—and soon also
the Soviet Union. The older concepts of "northern-tier," Middle East, and Southeast
Asian alliance systems—indeed, even bipolarity itself—became less compelling.
South Asiaasaunitfitted thenewconcepts much better, andIndiainparticularbecame
a primefocusof U.S. policy. While the relationshipof the UnitedStateswithPakistan
remained important (andgrewafterthe signing of thebilateral agreement of 1959 that
provided it with intelligence facilities in Pakistan), its value relative to India was
slipping. The resultwasthatU.S. ties to the twosubcontinental powersbecame much
more even. Whether through design or (more likely) not, this facilitated the U.S. effort
to attain a leadership roleinSouthAsiain theearly1960s. Thatrolewaspossible only
if the United States had fairly balanced relations with both India and Pakistan, and
this, in turn, required that the two countries dampen their mutual hostility. Dispute
settlement andevenhandedness became thepriorities of thedayasWashington played
theroleofregional security manager. Themostsuccessful stepwasthefinancing ofthe

7
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Indus Waters project; others were less rewarding. The opportunity to support Indian
security at the time of the 1962 Sino-Indian war balanced the U.S. security commit
ment to Pakistan, and the United States and Britain tried once more to settle the
Kashmir problem. The U.S. role was facilitated by Moscow's failure to respond
rapidly to India at its time of need and by the growing rapprochement between
Pakistan and China that diluted the Pakistan-U.S. relationship. With the emergence of
China as a fifth actor, the polarities of the 1950s were breaking down into a more
traditional balance-of-power configuration. This provided the United States with
much more flexibility in applying an evenhanded policy aimed at solving regional
disputes, backed up by more authority than any other outside power could muster.

Even then, the apparent focus of the United States on South Asia was only
partial. Much of the rationale of its concern had to do with China, a transregional or
even global problem. In fact. President Kennedy apparently resurrected the idea of
India's expanding its horizons to assume leadership in Southeast Asia—a suggestion
obviously made withthe Chinese threat in mind.® Also, the apparent achievement of
the United States in seizing leadership in the affairs of the subcontinent carried within
it the seeds of its own collapse. After its initial shock, India was chary of too great a
reliance on the United States, and the Soviet Union sought to recoup its position.
Pakistan, for its part, was unimpressed with U.S. arguments about a Chinese threat to
the subcontinent—much the same as India now reacts to U.S. arguments about the
Afghan situation. The United States failed to effect a settlement of the Kashmir
dispute as a means ofuniting the subcontinent against outside threats; neither India nor
Pakistan was sufficiently concerned about any external threat to make significant
concessions on this vexed regional issue.

Regional realities also frustrated the U.S. attempt to become the principal source
of military supply for India and thereby draw India into the U.S. security network.
While there were other reasons impeding the establishment of an Indo-U.S. security
relationship, Pakistani objections were probably the most intractable. Unwilling to
give full support to either side in its regional quarrel, the United States could not get
the full support of either in return. Nor, more ominously, could it restrain India and
Pakistan in their dealings with each other.

The 1965 war represented a major failure ofU.S. regional policy and brought an
abrupt end to the United States' attempt to exercise regional security leadership. The
mid- and late 1960s were a period of refocusing of U.S. attention much more broadly
than in South Asia, but the effects were felt particularly sharply there. Americans were
appalled by the use of U.S. weaponry on both sides of a senseless war, and for a vari
ety of reasons, the Soviet Union was an acceptable mediator to almost all concerned
parties.^ Thus, the United States suddenly withdrew fromregional security manage
ment, leaving Alexei Kosygin to get matters back to the status quo ante. America

®M. C. Chagla,RosesinDecember(Bombay: Bharatiya Vidhya Bhavan,1974), pp. 290-91. Chaglawas
the ambassador to whom Kennedy made the proposal.

^ I havedescribed the Tashkent negotiation and related factors in ch. 5 of Saadia Touval andI. William
Zartman, eds., International Mediation in Theory and Practice (Boulder, Co.: Westview Press, 1984).
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continued to shoulder a considerable economic burden in South Asia through the late
1960s but seemed to have lost interest in the region's politicaland securityproblems.

As its self-confidenceincreased, Moscow shifted its position away from conflict
and towardcooperation—under Soviet aegis—as the unifyingprinciple for the South
Asian system. Its post-Tashkent attempts to excercise security and economic leader
ship encountered much the same difficultiesas had Washington's. Soviet attempts to
micromanage the Indian economy were even less well received; they were rebuffed
when they tried to mediate the many issues left over from Tashkent, and their arms
sales to Pakistan encountered vociferous Indian opposition. Without arms sales,
however, there was no prospect of weaning Pakistan away from China. The Soviets,
no less than we, encountered the hard realities of dealing with South Asia, and when
faced in 1971 with the tough decision to support the Indian war against Pakistan,
Moscow not surprisingly abandoned its impartiality rather than risk losing on both
sides as the United States had in 1965.^®

Adjusting to Changing Realities

Less predictable was yet another sharp reversal of U.S. policy in 1971 and an
intense, ifbrief, reinvolvement in SouthAsia.U.S. interests didnotappeartowarrant
it, neither in terms of regional stability and security nor the much attenuatedrelation
ship to Pakistan. As Henry Kissingermade abundantlyclear in his memoirs, however,
the spasmof American activity in 1971 was motivatedby considerationsfar removed
from South Asia.^^ On the one hand, Washington was anxious to demonstrate to
Beijing thatit wasready andwilling to standby friends—and the tattered friendship
with Pakistan provided a useful case for the demonstration. On the other hand, since
India had signed a friendship treaty with the Soviet Union, a stand would demonstrate
that the UnitedStateswaspreparedto be firmwithMoscow andits presumed clients.
In both cases the aim was credibility, and in both cases the underlying objective was
building the triangular power relationship at the global level that was so vital to
Kissinger'splans. India and Pakistanhappenedto be the regional states involved; an
analogous conflictbetween,say,PeruandChilewouldhaveservedequallywell.U.S.
policy in South Asia in 1971 was the ultimate globalization of regional affairs; the
regional stateswerevirtualabstractions. As it happened, it wasonceagainIndiathat,
almost accidentally, got involved in the "wrong" side of the argument.

The 1971 war resulted in a nearly autonomous South Asia under Indian leader
ship. Although Pakistan remained a significant power, it was no longer able to avoid
the fact of Indian primacy and accepted the Simla process with its emphasis on the
bilateral solution of disputes. During the 1970s, India began to show something of the
magnanimity expected of a regional dominant power and set about reordering the

Indo-Soviet relations in the late 1960s are covered by Robert Horn, Soviet Indian Relations (New York:
Praeger, 1982).

' ^ Henry Kissinger setforth hisviews inThe White House Years (Boston: Little, Brown, 1979), ch. 21. A
telling criticism is provided by Christopher VanHollen,"The Tilt Policy Revisited: Nixon-Kissinger,
Geopolitics and South Asia," Asian Survey 20(4) (April 1980):339-61.
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external relations of the system in ways that would maximize autonomy. This involved
sharply limiting the benefits that the Soviets hoped to gain from their support of India
in 1971 and a countervailing opening to both Beijing and Washington. South Asia
appeared to have turned a comer.

The U.S. policy spasm of 1971 was soon over. While relations with Pakistan
developed smoothly, there was no suggestion of the United States' involving itself in
regional security affairs, and the bilateralism of the Simla agreement fitted well the
U.S. preferences and capabilities of the time. The resumed low posture was now
coupledwith an acceptanceof India's importancein the termsIndia mostwanted—as
the leading power of the South Asian subsystem. A quarter-century after in
dependence, Washington hadapparently alsoturneda comertocometotermswiththe
realities of South Asia as a region on its own rather than as an expression of U.S.
extraregional concems. Although this was not a sufficient condition for a close
Indo-U.S. relationship, it was undoubtedly a necessary one.

India took on added significance in the neweconomiccontextof the mid-1970s.
As a large, moderate power, it could play a usefulbridging role between the wilder
demands of the Group of 77 and the desire of the Orgeinization for Economic
Cooperation and Development countries to fend off fundamental challenges to the
intemational order. The oil crisis even enhanced U.S. interest in India. South Asia and

the Indian Oceanregiontookon muchmoreurgent,albeitindirect, importance as the
United States discovered a vital interest in the neighborhood. The rapprochement
between India and Iran suggested that India might have something to contribute to
regional stability. NewDelhi, for its part, alsohad to cometo termswiththe harsh
post-1973 realities asitsoilbillballooned andresources tomeetthechallenge hadtobe
sought in the West. Although (or perhaps because) the United States hadterminated
aid to India, there was now a foundation for a businesslike relationship between the
two countries that suited India's self-image and caused no problems for the United
States' globalor regionalconcems. This combination of lowered expectations com
bined with tangible shared interests led to a relationship that could absorb without
greatdamage,on the one hand, an Indiannucleartest andIndiraGandhi's imposition
of theemergency, and,ontheother, greatlyincreased U.S. activity intheIndianOcean
and the build-up of the facility at Diego Garcia.

This was an amazingly rosy situation when one considers the low state of
Indo-U.S. relations in 1971. Prospects brightened further when in 1977the electorates
of both countries chose leaders who were committed to even more compatible global
and regional policies. Jimmy Carterand Moraiji Desaipresented the mostfavorable
constellation of leaders for the solidification of Indo-U.S. relations, and the situations
in Sri Lanka (Jayawardene), Afghanistan(Daoud), and Bangladesh (ZiaurRahman)
were equally propitious for U.S. relations with South Asia. The sole exception was
Pakistanwhere the new military govemment never found a basis of cooperationwith
the Carteradministration.^^ Even this promised to be a plus for Indo-U.S. relations.

See my"Between theStools: U.S. Policy Towards Pakistan During theCarterAdministration," Asian
Survey 22(10) (Oct. 1982):959-77.
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for Washington would not needto takePakistani concerns so heavily intoconsidera
tion when dealing with India. TheCarter administration made it abundantly clearthat
it looked to India, the"regional influential" ofSouth Asia,as thefocus of itsregional
policy. When Cartervisited SouthAsia,it wasnotaccidental thathisonlystopwasin
New Delhi.

And yet the Carter-Desai period produced very little in the way of tangible
progress in Indo-U.S. relations.'^ Part of the problem resulted from excessive ex
pectations,and neitherside wasabletoarticulateclearlywhatitwantedfromtheother.
Regional problems played an important role. New Delhi was reluctant—perhaps
unable—to tellhow it wanted Washington torelate toIndia's regional policies. These
policies themselves were ambivalent. On the one hand, the Desai government was
relativelymagnanimous in its dealings with neighbors, and most South Asians look
back nostalgically at the Janata years. If nothingelse, it wasdemonstrated thatIndian
policy is not completely flexible. On the other hand. New Delhi stuck firmly to a
policy of"beneficial" bilateralism rather than adopting aregional approach tosolving
regional problems. The Desai government lacked the imagination torespond tothe
major U.S. regional initiative of the period—Carter's proposal for harnessing the
waters of the Ganges and Brahmaputra for the benefit of India, Bangladesh, and
Nepal. Neither Carter nor Desai was in office long enough to enlarge the modest
agenda of shared interests that provided only a very narrow base fordeveloping the
bilateral relationship. The will was present and therhetoric helpful, butthesubstance
remained elusive.

Indeed, cracks in the facade were visible early on. Most striking was the
intrusion of the nuclear issue, which notonly poisoned the relationship but absorbed
the attentions of policymakers on both sides that could have been better directed
toward enlarging thebasis forcooperation. Significantly, nonproliferation was notan
Indo-U.S. bilateral problem but yet another blow from the global into the bilateral
setting, for it isjust as mucha globalissue for theUnitedStatesas iscontainmentof the
Soviet Union. Theadmittedly high value that theCarter administration placed onIndia
was not high enough to offset the presumed damage that concession to New Delhi
would have done to the U.S. global nonproliferation policy.

The Afghanistan Crisis

This period of promise in Indo-U.S. relations was short-lived, and much worse
befell it intheform ofthesame kinds ofnonregional factors that hadproved soharmful
in thepast. In theglobal context ddtente unraveled under thepressure of Soviet and
Cuban activities in Africa so that bythe latter part of histerm. Carter's policies had
begun to shift away from approaches supportiveof close Indo-U.S. relationstoward a

" See my "American Interest in India Under Carter and Reagan," SAIS Review 5(1) (Winter-Spring
I985):I79-90.
Mansingh, India's Search for Power, p. 261.
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more traditionalcold war tone. The transregionalconcern with the Persian Gulf that
had offered hope for cooperation with India also turned toward a more traditional
approach with the fall of Daoud and the shah. The Desai government, preoccupied
with survival, offeredno effectivehelp, and after its fall in mid-1979 Indianforeign
policy drifted without guidance. The intensification of relations between Washington
and Beijing, partly in response to these changing trends, could not but raise
apprehensions in New Delhi. The brief period of a U.S. focus on South Asia as an
entity passed away about as quickly as the enthusiasm of the Kennedy erahad, and
Indo-U.S. relations were again the victim.

This time, however, there followed a heightened U.S. involvement moreremi
niscentof the 1950s. The Sovietinvasion of Afghanistan, comingon topof an already
high level transregional concern, made Southwest Asia a prime focus ofU.S. policy
and brought outmuch of the worst in the ways India and the United States deal with
eachother. Indian policy wasmoribund at thetime of theinvasion as thecountry was
swept up in its election campaign. The United States responded with an activist
initiative thatdefined theissueinoverwhelming globaltermswithlittleconcernforthe
regional implications, although the regional problem is primary, for the Soviet
invasion andinstallation ofa puppet regime inKabul have breached both thepolitical
and strategic integrity ofSouth Asia. The U.S. position was certainly understandable
inlight ofPakistan's plight and India's inactivity, but itgreatly reduced the chances of
aconstructive response ofregional leadership by the new government. Gandhi's early
responses were anything but constructive as she used the U.S. move toward Pakistan
asanexcuse foravoiding the profoundly troubling implications ofthe Soviet invasion
for India and the region as a whole. India and the United States drifted apart in
bitterness asglobal problems once again overwhelmed the potential for cooperation
through a South Asian regional approach.

The coming ofnew regimes inboth India and the United States, each suspicious
of the other, opened the way fora repolarization of South Asia along lines that were
familiar butina much more dangerous setting. U.S. leaders spoke interms ofan"arc
of crisis," a "strategic consensus," and "Southwest Asia" as the relevant policy
framework and hastened to secure Pakistani cooperation with a large arms sales
package. The idea of"South Asia" faded. Pakistan was conceptually moved again into
Southwest Asia, and the new Central Command boundaries were drawn to include
Pakistan but not India. As in the 1950s, Washington wouldhavewelcomed Indiainto
its strategic plans, but New Delhi's failure to take an effective stand on Soviet
aggression and U.S. efforts onbehalfofPakistan rendered the possibility moot. All in
all, by 1981 the prospects for Indo-U.S. relations, under pressure from global,
regional, and transregional factors, were exceedingly bleak.

If theU.S.-Indian relationship hasnotslid into disaster, it is in partbecause of
changes inthe United States, itsoutlook and its capabilities. The Reagan administra
tionwas careful to show understanding ofIndian concerns even when itcould notalter
the substance ofpolicy. Inaddition, Washington has learned over the years thiat India is
no proxy of the Soviet Union and indeed poses the principal obstacle to Soviet
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hegemonyin South Asia. Finally,Washington was muchmoreawareof the limitations
onitsown capabilities vis-k-vis South Asia. Amore assiduous attempt atevenhanded-
ness was required and more attention paid to damage limitation.

The principal restraint on the reglobalization of South Asia came from within the
region itself. Pakistan hadlearned lessons in the intervening years: most important^
that it cannot rival India and that neither the United States nor China is anaHpgnafp
source of support. Islamabad made it clear from the very beginning of the U.S.
reinvolvement that while itwelcomed support, itwould not commit itself inways that
would risk a conflict with India or the Soviet Union. India was also a much different
nation from what it had been twenty-five years ago. It had gained experience onthe
intemational stage including, most importantly, the ability to manipulate its super
power patron, and it had much greater self-confidence about dealing with Pakistan
militarily. Also, despite a very low public posture. New Delhi was deeply concerned
about aSoviet presence inAfghanistan, which posed the greatest threat yet to Indian
regional primacy. Another important partof Indian's learning experience had been in
economics. While the Soviet Union provided some valuableassistanceand India had
made great strides itself, access toWestern—especially U.S.—capital and technolo
gy remained critical for India's further development. Gandhi's visit to the United
States inAugust 1982 was a strong signal that India, too, realized the importance of
evenhandedness, even though thetwo countries continued tohold very different views
on security matters, especially as these related to South Asia.

AN UNCERTAIN FUTURE

Events since 1982 raise doubts whether the nations of South Asia and the
superpowers have learned enough to do more than postpone a political and security
disaster. Relations between India and the United States remain much more ahostage to
the future than the means ofdetermining it.While economic cooperation and personal
links forged by Indian immigrants in the United States offer some long-term hope,
whether there will be such a long term depends on broaderfactors. The first factor
lurks inthebackground ofany intemational situation—the danger ofconflict between
theUnited States and the Soviet Union, which would swamp, if notannihilate, all
regional and bilateral concems. Another relates tothe wisdom ofU.S. policy inallof
its manifestations. The third, and most important for South Asia, ishow the subsystem
would manage itself, specifically how well itwould beable toreduce the "pull" factor
of regional discord and resultant vulnerability, no matter how hard the superpowers
might "push" their interests inthe region. The entire picture isbeclouded by the great
imponderables of the future Soviet role in Afghanistan and beyond, as well as the
questionable future ofAfghanistan itselfunder any conditions. The responsibilities of
other actors such asthe Soviet Union, Afghanistan, and Pakistan are obviously critical
to the future of South Asia.

" For a detailed analysis ofrecent Pakistani policy, see W. Howard Wriggins, "Pakistan's Search for a
Foreign Policy After the Invasion of Afghanistan," Pacific Affairs 57(2) (Summer 1984):284ff.
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Realities—Persistent and Insistent

India has the greatest input of any of the actors, but its capabilities are not
unlimited. Its goals of excluding the superpowers from the security affairs of South
Asia proper and sharply reducing their influence in nearby regions are unattainable
given Delhi's present policies. The sharply divergent views over the nature of the
Soviet threat in South Asia that the United States holds guarantees active U.S. support
of Pakistan's integrity. The United States—and even more the Soviet Union—will sail
the Indian Ocean, meddle in the politics of the Persian Gulf and the Hom of Africa,
maintain bases in Southeast Asia, and participate in the South Asian power balance
itself, as long as there are openings for them to do so. India cannot foreclose these
openings unilaterally. It is also probably beyond India's reach to unilaterally organize
the security of the subcontinent and adjacent areas. In a crude military sense, India can
impose its will on its immediate neighbors in South Asia, but the cost of doing so
would be prohibitive. Only a Soviet protective shield would ensure India's freedom of
action, but the cost to India's autonomy would be unacceptable.

The United States is even less able than India to organize South Asian security,
and it has little incentive to try. In headier days, around 1960, when all things seemed
possible for the United States, it failed because both India and Pakistan had outside
options, and neither was willing to forego its priorities in favor of a U.S.-defined
"larger interest." In the meantime, Washington has learned to live with imperfections
in the regional order of South Asia and elsewhere, concern about economic develop
ment has slacked, and both India and Pakistan have shown considerable skill in
maintaining their independence. Some Indians like to think that the United States
perceives a need to frustrate or contain growing Indian power, but that is hardly a
serious consideration in Washington and is unlikely to become one for many years to
come. More realistically, should South Asia become so badly divided and lacking in a
focus of power that it became an open invitation to Soviet domination, the United
States would have to consider making some attempt to straighten things out. Simply
stating the requirement, however, shows the immense difficulty. First, short of
restoring the raj, it is hard to see how any outside power could "straighten things out."
South Asia is a long distance from projecting military force against a competent
adversary. If force were required, the outcome of a U.S.-Indian contest would be in
question even if the United States was joined by Pakistan and China, and should the
Soviet Union decide to support India, the task would probably be impossible.

Choices for the Future

The temptation remains strong to pursue a policy of defining South Asia out of

The Soviet Union obviously has a greater incentive and some important military advantages when
compared with the United States, but the situation has probably moved beyond their capabilities as well.
An extreme statement of this position can be found in Baldev Raj Nayar's chapters in John Mellor, ed.,
India: A Rising Middle Power (Boulder, Co.: Westview Press, 1979), together with a sensible rejoinder
by William Bamds in the same volume.
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existence, or at least out of relevance for U.S. policy. Attempts to organize Pakistan
into some West Asian scheme have been a recurring theme, and on the basis of scanty
but suggestive evidence there may have been a more or less conscious attempt to turn
India eastward, both to support U.S. interests in Southeast Asia and to divert it from its
concern with Pakistan.^® Southeast Asiahas since resolutely turned away from any
Indian connection, India has shown little interest eastward, and the United States now
defines Asia politically as stopping somewhere around the Malacca Straits. (This has
always been the practice of the State Department, and it is increasingly rare to findany
mention of India or Pakistan in academic or popular works ostensibly dealing with
"Asia.") While there is more basis for moving Pakistan from South to West Asia, this,
too, is a hopeless task. As long as India and Pakistan are primarily concerned with
each other. South Asia will remain a political entity that neither we nor the Pakistanis
can wish away.The price would be a reinsertion of a U.S. securitypresence into South
Asia that could lead this time to irrevocable Indo-Soviet ties which would harm

Pakistan's interest no less than ours. The United States would not have succeeded in

making South Asia irrelevant to its policy concems; it would findthat region to be one
of the most critical areas of its competition with the Soviet Union. Neither does the
United States have the option of ignoring South Asia; its transregionalconcems are so
closely intertwined that the region has become a reality that must be dealt with.

The United States, India, and, a fortiori, the other nations of South Asia have to
makethebest of a verydifficultsituation. A viable solutioncancomeonly fromwithin
SouthAsiaitself throughan arrangementthat enablesIndia and its neighborsto liveon
mutually acceptable terms and that defines the terms on which outsiders relate to the
system. The primary responsibility is India's not only because of its overwhelming
power but also because India has the greatest interest in maintaining an integral South
Asia. Given the realities of the situation, however, the other regional stateshave little
choice but to cooperatein findingthe best possibleterms for livingwith their gigantic
neighbor. The key demandon themis that they do not seek to drawoutsidepowersinto
the affairs of South Asia. The closely related demand on India is that it behave
intelligently and magnanimously toward its neighbors.

The interrelatedproblems of settling regional disputesand strengthening auto
nomy are not unique to South Asia. The Persian Gulf, Central America, and Southeast
Asia are only three of the global subregions that have faced up to the choice between
putting their own house in order or opening the door to superpower intervention.
Prospects for success are determined by the fundamental dynamics of the given
region, but organizational forms can be helpful, and the Gulf Cooperation Council,
the Contadora powers, and ASEAN have been created by nations seeking to take
charge of their own destiny. This kind of trend is particularly hopeful in the context of
growing power among Third Worldnations and the ebbing of superpower influence.

South Asia has also begun to take steps toward organizing itself. The initiative

See notes7 and 8, above. It seemsunlikelyto me that U.S. policywasconsistentenoughto forma true
pattern; more likely these suggestions were unrelated attempts to enlist India in the U.S. campaign
against communist China.
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of South Asian Regional Cooperation (SARC) was taken by Bangladesh—a nation
with its own set of problems with India but with little prospect of external assistance in
solving them. In the last analysis, SARC will prosper or fall as a result of the success
that India and Pakistan have in ordering their affairs. The trend since mid-1983 has
been disappointing, but the existence of a regional mechanism, where none existed
before, offers some hope. SARC is a very spindly reed, and its beginnings have been
limited and halting, but it points the way toward a regional framework that could
benefit all of South Asia, an altemative to the extremes of a new raj model or the
dissolution of the region. In the short run, SARC has potential as a process that not
only generates its own momentum but also provides a forum to keep India and
Pakistan engaged in a constructive dialogue.

The future of South Asia does not lie in U.S. hands but depends on the South
Asian nations themselves, although the policies of the Soviet Union will also be
critical. But the United States is probably capable of frustrating South Asian autonomy
if it pursues policies, whether consciously or unconsciously, that make it extremely
difficult for Pakistan and India to play their essential roles. The United States would
probably not consciously undermine South Asian cooperation, and it must take the
time to focus on what South Asia is and what is at stake there if it is to reduce the

chances of doing inadvertent harm. On a more positive note, U.S. policies can support
South Asian states in their efforts. U.S. policies favoring regional cooperation should
be unequivocal, and the United States should explicitly treat South Asia as a unit, not
as a pile of building blocks to be used elsewhere. U.S. policies toward the individual
states should be supportive and realistic.

This last point is both important and very difficultto implement. Somedegree of
U.S. involvement in the affairs of the individual South Asian nations—and the system
as a whole—is desirable on both sides. As long as the "pull" elements exist within the
region, there will inevitably be some kinds of U.S. involvement that some regional
states will find intrusive. Wholehearted support of Indian objectives may buy goodwill
in New Delhi, but India is not all of South Asia. The United States has traditional and
important ties to Pakistan and other South Asian states. In the final analysis, it is up to
the South Asian states themselves to decide jointly on what kind of external involve
ment they want. Until then, the U.S. policy challenge will be to balance its relations
with Pakistan against the broader interest it has in an effective Indian leadership role in
South Asia. The United States and China will continue to work closely with Pakistan,
for a Pakistan that is dragooned into an Indian sphere of influence will be a source of
continuing weakness and vulnerability in the system. A Pakistan that accepts its
regional role with confidence is an essential ingredient of success, for India cannot
organize South Asia unilaterally. These are matters that India has been slow in
understanding and ambivalent in accepting. If, however, U.S. cooperation with

On regional cooperation in South Asia, see Mansingh, India's Search ForPower, ch. 6, and Hardgrave,
India Under Pressure, pp. 161-70. The April 1985 issue of Asian Survey carries a series of articles on
SARC from the South Asian perspective. A useful earlier work is Dieter Braun, Siidasien zwischen
Konftikten und Zusammenarbeit (Ebenhausen: Stiftung fiir Wissenschaft and Politik, 1983).
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Pakistan, especially when seconded by China, is seen as anti-Indian collusion, the
purpose will be defeated.

A cohesive South Asia could cause some problems for the United States, for one
of the principles of the grouping would be to limit outside influences. The United
States would, no doubt, have to forego hopes of drawing Pakistan, or other South
Asian states, into its securityarrangements. But since the groupingwouldalso seek to
exclude the much more imminent intrusiveness of the Soviet Union, the gain would
more than offset the loss, and its continuing economic, cultural, and political
attractiveness should guarantee the United States a strong position. The coolness of
the Soviet Union toward SARC and Soviet attempts to discourage self-generated
Indo-Pakistani rapprochement show that this point is not lost on them.

Therecouldalsobebenefits for theUnitedStateselsewhere. Astrongandunited
South Asia would be a potent factor of stability on the flankof the Persian Gulf, and its
interest in stability there would complement ours. It would certainly be no less
favorable than is the present situation in regard to other transregional concerns with
China, SoutheastAsia, and the Indian Ocean region in general. Here, too, the benefits
would probably outweigh the losses by a comfortable margin.

Finally, it would gofar toward solving theissueposedinthetitleof thischapter.
A unifiedSouth Asia would remove the constant pressure that India and Pakistaneach
puts on U.S. bilateral dealings with the other. This, after all, has been the bane of U.S.
policy in South Asia and especially of the U.S. relationship to India.

In sum, then, the task for both the UnitedStates and India—as well as Pakistan,
the remaining South Asian states, and other external forces that wish South Asia
well—is to learnto livewiththeoften difficult reality ofSouth Asiaandtostrengthen
it. Attempts tofind anescape in transregional and global alternatives have usually led
to majorpolicysetbacksfor NewDelhiandWashington (and, of course, for Islamabad
as well). India's failures to deal effectively with its regional problems have un
dermined both its ability to project influence into neighboring regions and its pre
tensions for a prominent global role. The U.S. projectionof outside concerns into the
South Asian setting hasoftenproved disruptive for thenations involved andcostly in
termsof U.S. bilateral dealings with the regional statesand its abilityto drawon the
strengths of South Asia in support of its broader concerns. The record is one that
neither country can take pride in but one that provides ratherclear guidance for the
policies that two nations, each with grandiose pretentions, owes to the other and to
those nations that are still less able to withstand the effects of U.S. failures.
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